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The excitement continues.
This summer, once
again, the Consumer Electronics Show will be open
to the public.
Top name manufacturers will return to Chicago
to share the latest technological advances in consumer
electronics products.
And the shows within the
show are as exciting as the
show itself.
Interact with the everchanging world of Multimedia hardware and software. Immerse yourself in
the technical magic being
displayed through CD-ROM.
Talk-along, sing-along, playalong and even teach-along
through every multimedia
device ever created. It's all

here and all the major players
are involved.
See special displays
like Innovations '93 featuring, the "Best of the Best" in
consumer electronics, Technologies of the Future, and
many more. Take part in the
extremely valuable seminars
hosted by well-known speakers
and celebrities within the consumer electronics industry.
Come see an even
more exciting Consumer
Electronics Show in 1993.
Just call 1-800-388-6901
_
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___ ®

at 312-559-1212 for advance
tickets for the CES Consumer
Day-Sunday June 6th.
Experience the show
of shows.

THE 1993 INTERNATIONAL SUMMER

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW®
McCORMICK PLACE• McCORMICK CENTER HOTEL• CHICAGO HILTON AND TOWERS
JUNE &TH-TRADE/CONSUMER DAV. JUNE 3RD THROUGH STH-TRADE DAYS
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Spectrum HoloByte
Unleashes The Iron Helix
by Johnny L. Wilson

Sneak Previews are not designed to be reviews. They are feature
articles based on "works in progress" that CG W's editors have
deemed worthy of early coverage. These articles are not intended
to provide the final word on a product, since we expect to publish
appropriate review coverage when the game is finished.

ix stories tall and still dwarfed by the space that surrounds
it, the ship took shape and then took over my viewscreen. As
I maneuvered my rusting, dilapidated probe into the leviathan ship 's landing bay, I felt swallowed up by the dark maw of
this malevolent ship. The massive cargo
DD Imm
of destructive power continued to knife
through space en route toward its venue
of mutually assured destruction when it
would deliver its lethal load and trigger
the retaliation that would destroy, not
one, but two sentient races.
It 's an old story. The 20th century
worried about the "Fail Safe " devices
on the Strategic Air Command bombers,
and we should have worried about the
consequences of our so-called "de- •
fense" establishment. What was it my
professor of Pre-Stellar History said? I
think it was something like: "Those who
fail to learn the lessons of pre-stellar
history are trapped in a disintegrating
orbit with its failures."
He was right. "The Iron Helix" is ready to deliver the death blow
to humanity and its closest analog, the aliens who have been our
enemies. The ship 's crew is dead and our own "Fail Safe" device,
those security probes, are routinely activated on an "as needed"
basis to ensure that the ship actually makes its deadly delivery.
I just received a sub-space message. The big boys, the military
guys, need my help. Imagine that! The big, bad defense department
needs help from a naturalist with a worn-out observation probe,
an unarmed probe at that. All I have to do is get access to the
secure parts ofthat huge vessel and shut down its automated attack
before the security probes blast my own unarmed probe or the ship

S
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launches the attack. Sounds simple enough, doesn't it? It just takes
a miracle!
The extended fiction used to introduce this sneak preview is
designed to set the stage for describing Drew Pictures' The Iron
Helix , a CD-ROM release from Spectrum HoloByte. Shipping on the
Macintosh around March of 1993, it is
expected to debut on IBM compatibles
prior to the summer months of the same
1 year. As the fiction should have implied,
this is not a leisurely "busy-bath" exploration of a 3-D gaming environment.
Instead, the gamer will have a limited
amount of time (possibly defined by the
gamer him elf as part of the difficulty
toggle) to disarm the ship.
::
Further, the fiction underscores how a
::
design constraint became an integral de,,,.,": sign element. The designers wanted to
I
• have smooth scrolling through 3-D rendered environments without sacrificing detail or game speed. As
it is, the 3-D graphics window scrolls at 6-8 frames per second off
a CD access time of 1.51 seconds. By limiting the action to the
small graphics window and using the fictional background that the
player was having to explore the ship via a remote-controlled
probe, the design team was able to interweave the technical
limitations of CD-ROM access time with the gamer's suspension
of disbelief. Then, when the interface of the game itself took on
the appearance of a dilapidated control panel, the small action
window became a moot issue.
In addition, the designers were concerned about some of the
poorly executed and slow responses to be experienced in other
CD-ROM entertainment titles. They decided that, rather than

..
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fooling with a limited parser and the lag time caused by accessing
too much data, they would design a story where the crew was dead.
As the player accesses computer terminals, he or she will eventually find video logs for some of
the crew members. When these
are discovered, a Quick-Timestyle movie unveils some interesting and/or vital information
and the garner is not stuck with
trying to figure out what to ask
and how to outguess the parser.
Also, the video logs and diaries
get the most mileage per byte of
data, since they only play about
30 seconds of data at a time before the player must get the good
probe on the move and start trying to avoid the bad probe, again.
This means that the player must
pay close and quick attention to
these segments as soon as he/she accesses them. There is
no time for busy-bath exploration in this game. The player
must keep that probe on the move.
Finally, the design team didn ' t want to have to develop
an entirely new set of tool s in order to create this game.
They used "off the rack" programs like Macromind Director and an animation system from Electric Image to
develop The Iron Helix. Curiously, all of the probe's
navigation is handled via a text parser and interlocking
databases. When one sees it work, it is actually rather
amazing.

----=--,---

My Mother The Alien
The game play in The Iron Helix feels like a cross
between the film Wargames and an old Avalon Hill
computer game called The Alien. The film posited a
non-military type (a hacker,
mm
to be specific) trying to use
his computer skills to stop
thermonuclear war. As noted
earlier, the game has a limited time in which the player
as protagonist must work
through the probe interface
(i.e. the computer) to stop the
war to end all galaxies.
The Alien game had the
player strategically searching an abandoned ship full of
alien biological samples in
order to halt their rnetamorpho i into lethal creatures.
In The Iron Helix, the gamer must send the unarmed
observation probe through the corridors in a search
for DNA samples before the good probe is terminated
by the bad probe (i.e. the security probe becomes sort
of a cyberalien. The DNA samples, in tum, allow the
player's probe to have access to sensitive areas and
computers where the clues necessary to stop the
attack can be collated. Interestingly enough, the ship
diagrams depicted in the upper right hand comer of
the probe interface (i.e. monitor) screen look a lot like
the simple white-on-green line diagrams of the early
Apple II game.
As the player sends the probe through the six levels
of corridors, the message bar on the interface informs

March 1993

the gamer that a trace of organic material may be near. If the
player's probe is far enough away from the security probe, one can
scan the area and find out if that sample is one of the hundreds of
useless finds or one of the eight or so important
finds that are a key to winning the game.

Mission Im-Probe-Able
The key to the game not being just another
busy-bath CD-ROM product, however, is the
artificial intelligence for the security probe. One
does not have unlimited time to explore because
every time the good probe accesses a computer
terminal or opens a door, its position is updated
for the bad probe. The bad probe's artificial
intelligence divides the ship up into hierarchical
• trees. The routine lists all nodes which can be
accessed (for opening or accessing) in a pyramidal structure and searches both up-tree and
down-tree to determine where the player's probe
is current! standin°. Then, the bad probe uses
its knowledge of the
ship 's layout to try to
cut off the player' s
probe and waste it.
The
observation
probe doesn' t have any
weapons (except for
the possibility of di scovering a virus that
can be Emailed to the
bad probe via the security officer's desk) , so
the player must guide
his/her probe through
the corridors in such a
way that the bad probe
never gets a direct line of sight. Once an LOS is
established, the bad probe automatically shoots and
never mi sses. If the player can successfully perpetrate the neutralization of a security probe, however,
a new probe is launched in four or five minutes.

...............
•

-

f •• •

The Naming of the Drew
Drew Pictures has to be proud of the fact that
they were able to move beyond technological constraints and tum them into design features. They
have proven that slow access time does not have to
be an insurmountable problem, as long as one approaches the design logically. They have shown
that a beautiful looking and potentially fine playing
game can be created using "off-the-shelf' development tools. Finally, with Spectrum HoloByte's
backi ng, they should have a
solid marketing plan behind
the product. Finally, with
both Macintosh and IBM
versions of the game scheduled, The Iron Helix even
has a chance to be one of the
first multimedia entertainment products that can become a good-seller. Now,
let's hope it reaches its full
potential and more games
take its lead in getting away
from the busy-bath school
••
of game design. cliw
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t was a dark and stormy day. The rain had
dampened our clothes and our spirits
enough that we felt like a crew of Jonahs
disgorged by a Southwest Airlines whale.
The image wasn 't all that inappropriate. One
ofus did get boarding card # 13, and several
of us were ready to answer the invariable
avalanche of queries on the state of the industry with dour tidings of doom and gloom,
along with our editorializing admonitions to
"Repent! The vengeance of the consumers is
at hand! Yet, three fiscal quarters and entertainment software shall be destroyed!" Well,
maybe not that strongly, but we knew consumers were frustrated at: delays (many of
the products we saw at the show were supposed to have shipped at Christmas ' 92 and
at least one was supposed to have shipped at
Christmas '91 ), bugs (the technological
leaps in processor speed, memory management, sound card prolife ration, et al. ), machine obsolescence (the Amiga sales drops
causing many U.S. publishers to quit publishing Amiga titles and minimum requirements which do not support 286-based IBM
compatibles) and the lack of follow-through
on the promise of ground-breaking CDROM titles (since most of the present generation of CD-ROM games are either
shovelware or minimally enhanced versions
of successful MS-DOS versions).
Frankly, the consumers were mad and we
were feeling the edge. Like Jonahs, we came
to the city of heathen (Las Vegas, Ninevah,
whatever it takes!) expecting more trouble
than promise and, also like Jonah, we found
that authentic voices (whether prophet or
pundit, seer or scribe) must keep an open
mind. Here, then, are our impressions of this
year' s Winter Consumer Electronics Show.
Buyers and publishers alike seemed
pleased with the Christmas ' 92 season, and
both entities seemed optimistic about the

I
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EA design team Ri chard Hilleman and Randy
Breen co nfe r w ith Wo rld Chess Champi on
Garry Kasparov.

coming sales year. We felt pleased because
there seems to be evidence that the technology is consolidating, and an emphasis on
game play could be shaping up. At least,
that's what this bunch of salty old Jonahs
converted into Saint Johns perceived (at least
that seer concluded his vision (the Book of
Revelation) with an optimistic perspective!).

The Stars Come Out
(Celebrity Involvement)
Celebrity licenses have been around for a
long time. Often, one simply purchases the
license and creates a game around the characters, universe, situations or celebrity that
makes the license valuable. The licensing
agency checks the work at several points
during the process, and if the game hasn't
broken any fundamental rules for the agreement, the game is published as is. Sometimes, the developer has to change a pose in
a shot because it is unbecoming to a celebrity
or remove a scene or puzzle because it
doesn't fit the "image" of the licensed celebrity or world, but it is generally a case of very
little cross-fertilization between the licensor

and the licensee. The good news is that this
is changing in many circles. At WCES, we
were particularly impressed by the involvement of World Chess Champion Garry
Kasparov in both the design and promotion
of Electronic Arts' Kasparov's Gambit and
by the level of cooperation between Tsunami Software (prior to this year's releases,
this company formed largely of ex-Sierra
employees, had only published software for
the Sony Bookman) and stimulating science
fiction/fantasy author Larry Niven on the
Ringworld game (originally scheduled to be
published by Electronic Arts, but now distributed by Accolade). In both cases, the
celebrity has had plenty of hands-on with the
game as it has evolved.
Kasparov eloquently expressed the rationale for what initially appeared to be "another
chess program." He noted that most chess
programs on the market can beat 99% of the
players and expressed his disappointment
with the fact that chess programs are currently being written in order to satisfy only
1% of the chess-playing population. Also,
Kasparov is an advocate of advancing the
hobby so that it includes a broader base of

Larry Ni ven, creator of Ringworld,
displays its latest inca rn ation.
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lawyer, shrewder than your accountant, greedier than the IRS and
tougher than your granny. Get
ready for the most challenging
game of Monopoly@you've ever
played with MONOPOLY®DELUXE.
Combining 90's technical knowhow with plenty of good oldfashioned fun, the bestselling board
game of all time is back and
better than ever with completely
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players. So, the focus of Kasparov's Gambit
is to provide the type of interactive experiences that would explain to the 99% why
they are losing to computer chess games.
In addition to his long stint as World Chess
Champion, Kasparov is ideal for the task
because he was integral in the creation of a
computerized chess database (work began in
1986) and understood the decison-making
processes of the software. In fact, he defeated
32 different chess programs in 1985 (using
what he self-effacingly described as "tricks"
which disrupted the algorithm 's logic) and
IBM's Deep Thought in 1990. This translates into Kasparov's Gambit where the information from 500 annotated World
Championship matches and Garry 's own
audio-video advice are available as the game
is being played. One can quickly access information to answer questions like: "What
would Fischer do?" or "How would Spassky
counter that move?" as well as hear
Kasparov's advice.
In a different vein, Larry Niven wasn't
expected to be as involved in the Ringworld
project as he has become. The license was
originally a deal where the designers would
use Niven's universe, but none of Niven's
characters. Hence, the plotline was set up
where the main characters would not directly
interact with the player's characters. As it
stands, Niven has played every version of
the game all the way through and is tremendously pleased with the way Tsunami is
developing it. He is allowing them to use
some characters from the game (e.g. The

Highmost) and with his characteristic generosity says that those in the Tsunami crew
have become almost as good at telling stories
as he is. As prolific and ingenious as Niven
is, one had better read that "almost" as being
fairly significant.
Another upcoming product with celebrity
involvement is Strategic Simulations
Jnc. 's Tony La Russa Baseball II where the
Oakland A ' s manager gets co-designer
credit with Beyond Software's Don
Daglow. Tony' s contribution was primarily
to the designer's understanding of his managing philosophy and the database for
Tony's analysis and suggestions . The sequel
to CG W's 1992 Sports Game of the Year will
feature more of an old-time baseball feel
(when appropriate), as well as new camera
angles and digitized voice commentary by
syndicated sports commentator, Ron Barr.

A's Manage r Tony La Ru ssa pl ays his ga me
with Don Daglow.

PORTINIUM®II

Finally, Accolade announced licensing
agreements with Brett Hull for a hockey
game and Pele for a soccer. Hull has already
met with Accolade and provided numerical
evaluations of NHL players for the design
team, but we do not know how much additional input he will provide for the overall
design nor what Pele's involvement in the
soccer will be. In addition, Spectrum
HoloByte will publish Sega's David Robinson 's NBA Action for the MS-DOS market,
but no information is available as to the
extent of any possible celebrity involvement.

TV Magic Games (Smart TV?)
On the hardware front, two new platforms
will try to get gamers to hook-up interactive
technology to their television sets. Both
products have a lot of technological pizzazz
to offer, but the success of either will depend
on the companies delivering products compelling enough to encourage consumers to
purchase them .
Pioneer Electronics has built upon its laser player technology to create a unit they
call LaserActive. This unit would allow
game developers to use the capabilities of a
standard laser disc to store analog data for up
to 108,000 images and 60 minutes of FM
sound, as well as 540 MB (equal to CD-I
storage) of digital information or images (up
to 7,000 images). This enables one to have
broadcast quality backgrounds and animation/film sequences with the interactive aspects overlaid in digital images. In Japan
(where the unit will debut), the master unit

~ w,,,,,;,;;, ..,
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ENCHANTED HORIZONS ANNOUNCES: A new, low cost
version of the original PORTINlUM Play-By Mail game is now
available. PORTINIUM II Incorporates all the features of the
original game version. Players receive five standard game units
on each of the primitive and medieval levels of game play. Timetravel into the conventional and futuristic technology ages affords
players the opportunity to capture additional pieces to equal or
surpass levels of conquest in PORTINIUM. The struggle to
become a dominant player and participate in "The Gathering of
the Four" remains a challenge for the strategy-minded player.
over twenty double-sided pages of high-quality Laser
Graphics output per tum. Over 24,000 sectors to explore.
No hidden costs. $10.00 per turn . 3-week turnaround.
ALSO AVAILABLE: PORTINIUM, the original time-travel P.B.M. fantasy
at a new, reduced price. The PORTINIUM Hi-Tech and Lo-Tech games
offer many of the larger game features, in one age of play.

$15.00
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$25.00(~:::~::::::
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· Player's.Guide,startu.p pa~~et, free start-up turn, plus free turn and subscription to game newsletter.
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Write or call for free brochure
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ENCHANTED HORIZONS®
P.O.. Box 9897 Spokane, WA 99209-9897 (509) 325-6941
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Pioneer's LaserActi ve

will retail for approximately $700, and the
consumer can add three other units (approximately $350 each) onto the system so that it
can play Sega Genesis CD games (Mega
LD), NEC's (TTI in the ½,S.) Turbo-Graft
16 CD games (LD-ROM ) and Pioneer's
own Karaoke discs, respectively.
The 3D0 Company, a multi-venture from
companies with plenty of entertainment experience (like Electronic Arts and Time
Warner), is also launching a platform that
allows one to interact with television-quality
images. One can play music discs, photo
discs and MPEG standard video discs on the
3DO machine, and its suggested (Fall of'93)
retail price is $700. The machine uses a
32-bit RISC processor, 2 MB of RAM, a
multi-tasking operating system and a fast
(the company claims "double speed") CDROM drive. Video images and sounds are
hand led via separate custom processors.
With 27 bit planes and the capacity shown in
the demo of presenting real-time light-sourced 3-D images, the potential is great.

The ROM Stranger
(CD-ROM Games)
CD-ROM games are ready to hit the
shelves in all shapes and sizes. In addition to
The Iron Helix (see this issue's cover story)
from Spectrum HoloByte, a Mac game that
is soon to be converted to the MS-DOS
world, new player Pop Rocket is just about
ready to ship Total Distortion. The concept
behind the game is that the player explores
various worlds and assembles graphics and
sound in order to create a music video gone
wild. The edited version of the video is sent
back to earth and one's potential wealth and
fame is predicated on the result.

Total Distortion

Finally, multimedia veteran ICOM is preparing a Macintosh only title which follows
in the wake of their old Macventure series
(published by Mindscape). The new
"Macventure" is called Beyond Shadowgate.
It features 3-D graphic adventure in a Sierrastyle, offers full speech and 26 different environments. Purists may be put off by the
heavy amount of action sequences that are
tantamount to other horizontal scrolling,
running and fighting games.
On the MS-DOS side, games run the gamut
from multimedia versions of existing games
to CD-only titles. Interplay plans to publish
a SimCity CD-ROM game with lots of video
and a few game design twists, as well as a
new StarTrek game that will feature William
Shatner and Leonard Nimoy . They have also
filmed the tutorial material for a multimedia
version of their successful Omar Sharif on
Bridge. They also plan to develop a multimedia version of Three-Sixty Pacific's
Harpoon . Also, Origin has hinted about a
CD-ROM version of their long-awaited
Strike Commander game.
In the same vein, LucasArts will release
the Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis
"talkie" and Virgin will release the CDROM version of Dune (with more footage
from the film to provide cinematic segues,
new 3-D rendering oflandscapes and a significant amount of audio dialogue to replace
the text screens). ln the same way, the CDROM versions of the Adventures of Willy
Beamish (Dynamix) and Space Quest IV
(Sierra) are expanded talkie versions of their
hit MS-DOS predecessors. Kasparov 's
Gambit (Electronic Arts) will also be available as a CD product which will have more
video and audio. Novalogic is also developing a CD-ROM version of WoljPack, their
World War II destroyer game, originally
published by Broderbund.
Access took a different approach to "creating" a CD-ROM version of Links. They
licensed the game to Compton's NewMedia as part of their Compton's Multimedia
Golf Guide: California/Hawaii Edition.
This combination reference/game product
allows the gamer to peruse over 750 courses
and then, play Links (the Torrey Pines
course). Compton's NewMedia is also experimenting with "distribution" by allowing
potential customers to rent their CD-ROM
products through video stores. Major Video
Concepts will provide the distribution to
video stores.
Activision's Return to Zork design team
said that the CD-ROM version of Return to
Zorkwill feature a 7th Guest style that would
enable the gamer to "walk through" a 3-D
environment, but featuring the capacity for
gamers to tum off the animations and conversations after experiencing them once.
They have already captured more than
45,000 digital images of the professional
actors featured in the product. The goal of
the programmers is to create a "boot and
play" game that doesn't require the kind of
room on the hard drive that many CD-ROM
games have demanded in the past.
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As opposed to these CD-ROM versions,
there are a number of new products which
will be initially released as CD-ROM titles.
ICOM's GGA Tour Earth Invitational is the
most improbable golf product ever, sort of a
"massive" instead of miniature golf. Players
attempt to conquer wacky golf courses made
from internationally famous terrain (edges of
volcanoes, Mt. Everest, etc.). To add to the
players' entertainment, goofy commentators
give shot-by-shot analysis .

crashes, deaths, etc., they will still get 30
minutes of non-repeating animation by playing the game straight through.
Microcosm is a product from Psygnosis
that uses custom film footage to take player's
through the human body (and take control of
a human body) via a probe. To be available
on MS-DOS, this 500 MB plus game features footage that looks like a cross between
the movies Fantastic Voyage and Inner
Space, with some portions where the scrolling is up to 60 frames per second.
Virgin's The 7th Guest is a game whose
introduction almost needs no introduction.
The publisher has been showing bits and
pieces of the game for quite a while and the
stunning visuals and tremendously effective
soundtrack virtually guarantee a success for
this CD-ROM only product. The game play
is not very rich, but the exploratory experience is sure to have most CD-ROM owners
buying the adventure as a showcase to impress their friends.

Rebel Assault

The movies are another source of inspiration and source material for CD products.
Rebel Assault is a 3-D Star Wars shoot-'emup from LucasArts. Expected to be available on both MS-DOS and Sega (under the
JVC label) CDs, the product will feature 15
levels of fast-paced action, as well as sound
effects and full-motion video digitized from
the original Star Wars film. Then, in another
genre, Psygnosis (on the MS-DOS) and
Sony Electronic Publishing (on the Sega
Genesis CD) are developing Bram Stoker 's
Dracula. Although the basic game is largely
a horizontal scrolling "shooter," the cinematic segues are taken directly from the
Francis Ford Coppola film and the sets/backgrounds are rendered from the actual blueprints for the film ' s sets.
Although we are not aware of Renovation 's design team, Japanese software developer Wolf Brothers, using any actual film

Road Ave nger

footage, their Sega CD driving game, Road
Avenger, features cartoon quality Japanimation in a fast-moving and violent driving
game. If a player is good enough to do everything right at maximum speed and hence, not
see the different animation sequences for

Jutland

Finally, a wargame enters the picture. San
Diego-based Software Sorcery is ready to
release Jutland, a very cinematic and visually rich wargame based on World War I
naval combat. The player responds to digitized voice commands and participates in six
major engagements (encompassing dozens
of scenarios and small actions) in order to
earn possible knighthood, statues, parades
and historical impact as opposed to death or,
worse yet, humiliating defeat.
Finally, for something completely different, the Revell-Monogram company is publishjng a series of CD-based products called
the Power Modeler Series. Each will feature
information and a simulation for four model
cars/planes and will include a SkjJJ Level 2
or 3 model, animated step-by-step instructions, the ability to check out possible paint
jobs and see what to paint while the model
parts are still on the parts trees, modeling tips
and a sophisticated 3-D simulation in which
the modeler will get to tum into a gamer and
actually drive or fly the model in a sophisticated 3-D simulation that looks very competitive with other driving sims on the
market. The first release in the series
(Spring) is European Racers, followed by
American Muscle Cars (Summer) and HighTech Aircraft (Fall).
Circle Reader Service #98
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Orders Outside the U.S:

206-542-1518
HOURS: 10 A.M to 5 P.M.
PSTM-F

Power Modeler Series

Face Offl (Interface Trends)

We also carry Game Cartridges for:
SEGA Genesis, Super Nintendo,
Gameboy, Game Gear! CALL for
titles and prices.
Product availabil~y/Prices
Subject to Change
Mail to:
110 N. 201 St.
Seattle, WA
98133-3012

NOC.0 .0 .

TIP:
$7.00 S/H covers
up to 3 Lbs.! That
means you can order
approx. 3 boxes for the
same shipping price.

Pinball Dreams . .. . .... . . . . .... 23
Populous 2 ... ................ 22
Premiere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Pro Footbll Sim 3.1 .... ........ 30
Projectile .. ..... .. .... ...... . ... . . 5
Realms . . ... . ... ..... .. .. 20
Road Rash .... ...... ..... 33
Robocop 30 ................ 36
Spider Man .. .. ............... ...... 8
Tracon 2 .............. ... 36
UMS2 . . ................ ......... . .. ... 10

Products are waranteed
through Manufacturer

CALL FOR MCR.t TITLES,
CD S,PR.CDUCTSI

Interface technology continues to improve. Current design philosophy wants the
interface to be as invisible as possible, while
being as accessible as possible. Several techniques are becoming standard. For example,
the graphic menu screen. Seen as early as the
set-up phase for the original Starflight and
the main menu screen for Silent Service, this
approach was enhanced in 688 Attack Sub
and the original Wing Commander. It is a
screen environment where the "hot spots"
indicate one's menu choices. Typically, one
clicks on a doorway to enter the training
facility, storage bay (to equip) or briefing
room (to start a mission). Naturally, Origin 's Strike Commander and LucasArts'
X-Wing Fighter use this technique, but even
a dissimilar product like Revell-Monogram' s Power Modeler Series uses the
graphic menu for everything from database
information on the cars (click on sales
poster) to modeling instructions (click on the
shop door) to the simulation (click on the
overhead door leading out of the showroom).
Another standard technique is the use of
pop-up windows. Whenever a decision
needs to be made, the gamer can always call
up just the right menu to deal with the situation. Electronic Arts ' SEAL Team uses this
technique with opaque pop-up menus, as
does Novalogic's Comanche: Maximum
Overkill and its new mission disk with the
semi-transparent pop-up windows that enable one to see the entire screen (which we
first saw in Interplay's StarTrek: The 25th
Anniversary Game). According to Novalogic's John Garcia, it is significantly
more memory-intensive to provide the semitransparent windows than to use the standard
opaque ones.
This memory requirement may explain
why Interplay is not using the semi-transparent windows in their full-screen, firstperson
perspective,
3-D
rendered
role-playing game, Stonekeep. Instead, they
are attempting to keep the pop-up menus
very incidental so that not only do the menus
not pop-up until the player needs them, but
they show up on the periphery of the screen
in icon form .
Activision took a different tack in Return
to Zork. As noted in last issue ' s "Behind The
Screens" look at the product, the interface is
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The Building of A Dynasty

agement of menus and sub-menus on a single
screen. In addition, the systems management
for the pilot/vehicle interface is as well-designed as their mission-planning screen.

diamond-shaped, pops up wherever the cursor happens to be on the screen and allows
the player to "point and click" on the animated icons that represent actual game commands.

Armored Fi st

Cyber Space

Another interesting approach is being tried
by Canadian-based Empire Simulations.
Their cyberpunk role-playing game, CyberSpace, is based on the Iron Crown Enterprises "people and paper" game of the same
name. It is a polygon-filled game which assumes that everyone ' s perspective has been
"cyberized." The fiction allows the entire
screen to have something of a perpetual
H.U.D. (Heads Up Display) combined with
the 3-D "virtual" worlds created on the fly
and should keep cyberpunk fans jacked into
the fiction of the game.
Spectrum HoloByte's Tornado has the

Strategic Simul ations' booth at W CES

most elegant mission-planning interface we
have seen. Where other flight sims require
gamers to page through screen after screen
of menus in order to set-up a mission, Tornado allows them to select as many different
options as possible through the unique man-

Novalogic's Armored Fist uses a system
analog approach (i.e., where the on-screen
"hot spots" graphically conform to the systems which they emulate) to specific tank
controls/cockpits as their pilot/vehicle interface, as well. The fascinating addition to this
product, however, is the object-oriented editor that will allow gamers to create terrain
and deploy platoons prior to playing out each
battle. The game (originally entitled Battlefield 2000) also features a pull-down menu
for selecting AI tactics for the tanks which
the player is not controlling directly.
Fmally, one cannot write of interface issues without considering the use of interface

devices. Even the Nintendo Entertainment
System now allows use of a mouse, and it
considerably facilitates the play of games
like ASCil's Spellcasting: Aspects of Valor.
We noticed that more and more joystick
companies were offering flight yokes and
understand that Thrustmaster is introducing a Weapons Control System Mark II. The
latter will eliminate the need for dip switches
and will be programmable with the company 's new interface card.
Perhaps the most impressive use of an
interface device, however, was the 3-D
Mouse prototype from Logitech. Interplay
used the so-called "flying mouse" to demonstrate Stonekeep. Programmer Peter
Oliphant stood in front of the computer and
used the infrared device to control his journey through the 3-D rendered dungeon. With
the "flying mouse," he looked just like he
was swordfighting with the mouse. Even
with a prototype 3-D mouse and the program
running on a 386/33 Mhz computer, the motions seemed natural and the game play more
vivid than it would have if one were playing
the game with the traditional "flat" mouse.

Strategic Heir Command
(Strategy Games)
Strategy games will appear in all shapes
and sizes throughout 1993. Chess games wi 11
be released by several companies with several different agendas. In head-to-head com-

petition with Interplay's established Battle
Chess and upcoming Battle Chess 4000
(new animation sequences which parody scifi classics like 2001: A Space Odyssey and
use their Checkmate algorithms), Spectrum
HoloByte plans to release their National
Lampoon's ChessMeister 5 Billion and 1
parody of all computer chess games; Capstone intends to publish Terminator 2: Cyber Chess; and Gametek adds a variation
with Ragnarok, an old Viking boardgame
with Battle Chess-style animation.
Spectrum HoloByte's game uses rotoscoped full-figure animation and promises
to offer the most scatological humor and
graphic gore such as any Python fan might
enjoy. It is also billed as the only game that
will "cheat" up front and personally. Capstone's product does not follow any of the
movie script, but picks up on the idea of
cyborgs dueling it out on the field of honor.
It is expected to use the algorithms from their
current chess game. Gametek's Ragnarok
not only features the animated sequences,
but looks like a challenging and well-balanced game, complete with tutorial and
plenty of room to save games.
Those more serious about chess are expected to gravitate toward Kasparov 's Gambit (Electronic Arts). In addition to the
tutorial and database features described earlier, the game will feature three different 3-D
chess sets in SVGA graphics and allow the
gamer to customize the artificial opponent.

Where most earlier chess games adjust the
difficulty levels by simply giving the artificial opponent more or less time to make a
move, Kasparov 's Gambit lets the gamer
modify the opponent's aggressiveness, creativity, attentiveness, orthodoxy and strength.
Such factors really change the face of the
game, since orthodoxy will often determine
whether the opponent will be in the classical
style of taking the center or in the hypermodern style where one boldly snipes from
the side. The default artificial opponent
plays at a 2185 Elo rating).
Strategy gamers who enjoy business simulations will enjoy several new strategy
games. Impressions is preparing a new
VGA version ofAir Bucks which will feature
the types of bells and whistles that some of

ChessMeister 5 Billion and 1

Entertainment software booths at WCES.

the owners of the original Air Bucks wanted.
Koei tentatively plans to convert their Aerobiz SNES product into a VGA strategy game
on MS-DOS in the Fall.
Would-be magnates don't have to build
airlines to get rich, though. Interplay's Rags
to Riches provides a humorous, but detailed
economic model ofan up and coming investor. There are humorous encounters with
shady characters and plenty of strategies to
use in attempting to parley one's investments
into millions. The game is based on a
boardgame called Speculate!
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Whale of a Good Time
(Conclusion of Part I)
If one combines the trends described earlier in this article with games using SVGA
graphics, announcements of new sound
cards/technology and more emphasis on
user-customizability, it is difficult to hang on
to a pessimistic perspective. In the Bible,
Jonah built a booth to protect him from the
sun and went outside ofNinevah to watch it
fall. God surprised him. As readers should
be able to tell from the booths pictured in the

article, there is a lot of excitement and optimism surrounding the entertainment software industry in 1993. Instead of pouting
like Jonahs, we definitely left the show with
a host of new revelations. Next month, we
will provide genre-by-genre rundowns and
plenty of pictures about all the new action,
adventure, role-playing, strategy, simulation, sports and war games which we saw at
the show. We think everyone will have a
whale of a good time. cGw
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The Philosophy Behind EA*Kids

I

n 17th century England, even common
cobblers, tailors, weavers and carpenters would teach the village children
how to read. Usually, these abecedarians
would give the children a hornbook or
battledore with the basic letters and numbers printed (or posted) on them and require the children to memorize the basics
by rote.
A few of these abecedarians came up
with some creative notions, however.
They carved letters into blocks so that
children might learn spelling, or they developed rhymes as a mnemonic device. In
Colonial America, many of these hornbooks offered theological lessons (since
religion was the most important thing in
the world to the Puritans) where A was for
Adam ("In Adam's fall, we sinned all.")
rather than the Apple of today ' s pre-primers.

However effective these abecedarian
methods may have been in teaching skills
with limited scope, they didn' t do much
toward teaching children how to think and
how to solve more abstract problems. It is
also likely that the methods turned off as
many students as they inspired. Of course,
that didn't make too much difference,
since they only needed to read enough to
conduct basic business. Except for the nobility (who usually had private tutors),
there was really no reason to learn to research or be motivated to read widely,
since the libraries of the common man
were largely restricted to the Bible, Foxe's
Book of Martyrs and occasional pamphlets.
In today's era of information explosion,
an abecedarian approach is dangerous.
Children need problem-solving and inforPage 22

mation-sifting skills that cannot be learned
by rote. These skills can only be learned
by doing. With computers becoming omnipresent tools in accomplishing these research skills, it continues to become more
and more vital to involve children in computerized learning activities.
Such a need is readily discernable. This
is why more and more software publishers
are mobilizing to meet these needs and
why Computer Gaming World now has a
sister publication focused on Kids & Computers. The most obvious result, for purposes of this article, is Electronic Arts'
foray into the "edutainment" genre.

Installation of programs and removal of
programs from the hard disk can all be
handled (by parents) through this front
end.
Further, the entire line uses on-line help
pals to ensure that children do not get
bogged down in the gaming/learning environments. These colorful cartoon characters serve much the same function as an
inspiring teacher in that they provide assistance and encouragement as necessary,
without intruding on the player's independence.

The Digitized Hornbook
Taking their initial cue from a line by
Marshall McLuhan, the Ur-prophet of media, those responsible for shaping this new
line of "edutainment" software take seriously the idea that "Those who draw a
distinction between education and entertainment don't know the first thing about
either." That is why the company has expended the amount of resources necessary
to make sure that discovery and surprise
are major elements within the formulae
used to create each product in the series.
That is why there is tremendous emphasis
on providing animated and verbal reward
sequences to reinforce the child's efforts.
It is also why every product is presented
to an advisory board that includes: school
superintendents, learning specialists, educational psychologists, computer educators and parenting advocates.
Another distinction between EA *Kids
and its antecedents is that the entire product line uses a common set-up/access interface. Children love to go to the movies
and to play their own videotapes of favorite movies, so all of the EA *Kids products
begin at the EA *Kids theater. The theater
is, essentially, a graphic menu that allows
children to select their favorite programs
by double-clicking on the movie posterstyle icon for a given program . The side of
the theater that says, "Now Playing" allows access to the programs for the children without ever forcing them to use a C:
prompt, and the side of the theater that
says, "Coming Attractions" presents previews of upcoming games or products.

Ping and Kooky 's Cuckoo Zoo is an
early learning product which allows children to drive a train (in first person perspective) through four environments. The
technology used to depict the train's motion is surprisingly sophisticated for a
"learning" product. That was an unexpected surprise. Also, the animals to be
found in these habitats are not depicted
realistically (since realistic animals are
sometimes frightening to young children,
as anyone who has seen crying children at
the zoo is likely to be aware), but as warm
and cuddly caricatures of animals that are
designed to become animated friends of
the child. That was an unexpected, but
appreciated, design decision, as well.
Through interaction with the animals in
these four habitats, early learners are
likely to learn to recognize colors and how
to count. As a game element, however,
they are also likely to have to learn how to
match elements to each other whenever
Kooky (a bird who is probably a distant
cousin of the Cocoa Puffs cuckoo bird)
flies through the scene and mixes up spots,
Computer Gaming World
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governor of a province of the Roman Empire you must
Asbuild
cities for the good of your people. Fortify your
cities with walls & towers - but should your defences fail,
you must command legions to crush the hostile barbarian
tribes! Success will lead to promotion -and ultimately, the
very best may rise to become... Caesar!
Battles may also be fought out in detailed, animated combat using a
much enhanced version of Impressions' Cohort (Cohort II will be
available separately).

Grow your

temples, aquaduc.ts, roa , barhs & workshops
and much, much more!

Impressions
xcellence in Strategy
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Impressions Software, Inc. 7 Melrose Drive, Farmington, CT 06032
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stripes, limbs and heads so that the young
child has to set chaos right again.
For children who are a little older,
Scooter's Magic Castle allows them to
explore a castle with an on-screen friend.
The game actually reminded us of an updated Little Computer People (the classic
Activision busy-box software program)
with an educational agenda. Counting,
matching and creativity comprise the
scope of this product and, as in all of the
products, on-line help is available through
an on-screen companion. In this case, the
companion is Theo, a wise old owl who
offers advice which is much more useful
than, for example, the pedantic esoterica
disseminated by the owl in the Winnie the

not make sense or cases where clues are
withheld.

Pooh stories. Theo is a friend, not an obstacle.
The most intriguing innovation in the
line, however, is the colorbook adventure
of Peter Pan. Remember Maurice Molyneaux? He is the artist who developed the
spaceship control interface for the original
Rules ofEngagement (Omnitrend/Mindcraft). A paintbox full of animated drawing accessories sit at the bottom of the
screen like the musical staff in Loom.
Whenever Peter gets into difficulty onscreen, the child selects the drawing tool
by pointing and clicking on the tool and
the object to be acted upon. When a useful
selection has been made, a delightful animated sequence takes over and the story
continues. Artistically, this product is absolutely resplendent.
For children over seven years old, Kid
Vid allows children to create their own
music videos. We thought of this as Cartooners with more tricks and a simpler
interface. Also for older children (8-13
years old), there is Eagle-Eye Mysteries.
This product should do wonders for improving reading comprehension and problem-solving skills. Think of it as
Scooby-Doo without all the goofiness. The
program assumes that pre-teens can think
and doesn't insult them with plots that do

Report Card
Naturally, with these products yet to be
released, it is difficult to see how successful they will actually become. One thing
seems certain, however. EA's entry into
the edutainment arena, along with Sierra's entry into the same arena, means
that Broderbund will no longer be the
sole mainstream consumer publisher producing edutainment titles. This should be
good news for parents, since it likely
means that educational publishers and
consumer publishers alike will push each
other to a new level of excellence. cliw

TW IN ENli INE 6AM INii PRESENTS :
Out Time Days
a game of Time Travel in an alternate dimension
THE EXPERIENCE: OTO is a game of life on a ✓
-;;;;:-~!>'
strange world. Although populated by a variety of
semi-humanoid races, it is nothing like the Earth
that your character left behind. Gone is the industrial might of large nations. The multi-talented worker
is a thing of the past. Even your famed Time Jumping skills have been checked to a certain degree. · . .•
However, you do happen to be one of the few Time
Jumpers on this world, and that in itself is a major strength.
You'll choose one of several sects to work with, or attempt to
create your own from scratch, which will help set your general method of operation. As each new time opens, there are new discoveries to
make, new lands to chart, and new people to meet. The world awaits
change, and you are the catalyst.
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our TIME DAYS is a highly interactive role-playing Play-By-Mail

game with turns processed weekly. It has received excellent reviews, 1.---+----11=,...,..+---+--.----. notably from Flagship and Paper Mayhem. Turn cost
is $5.00. The game is open ended and 99% computer
moderated. The rulebook may be obtained for $5.00 ,.---..----,~~.,..__ _,___
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(refundable with startup). A special startup is
available that gives you the rulebook, the startup •-----+----1--+---+--turn, and five turns for only $15.00.
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Dependable, weekly, error-free turns since 1984
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Sikorsky R •
but in and around ultra-realistic 3-0
teri m. C- n 1t be true? Absolutely!
Thanks to Novalogic's radical new
simulation environment VOXEL SPACE™,
which produces graphics 500 times more
detailed than any of those tired old
polygon graphic games. You II dive from
mountain peaks dartthroi:gh wmding
canyons, and roar through pulse-pound mg
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The Rumor Bag
by Bagzilla and Hobbes

s I stomped through Tokyo Harbor
on my way to Tokyo proper, I
brushed aside ships with the wake
from my brobdingnagian torso and my
gargantuan tail. Pleasure yachts and commercial shipping vessels alike capsized in
the wake of my wrath. Ordinary humans
might have to play MicroProse's Task
Force 1942 in order to sink so much Japanese tonnage, but film monsters don' t
have to play games to perpetrate destruction .
There is currently a lot of interest in
Pacific Theater games, but you wouldn't
find us movie monsters getting excited
about an alleged deal between the designers of High Command and Three-Sixty
which would put a scenario-builder and a
Pacific Theater version of the game (Pacific Command?) on the market within the
next 12 months. That may bode well for
all concerned, but it's not as much fun as
frying a destroyer by exhaling.
We movie monsters are made of sterner
stuff. You wouldn't find us interested in
the possibility of Gary Grigsby updating
Second Front into a Second Front II by
adding some of the Pacific War innovations. You wouldn't find us wondering if
he were going to redo his 1985 CGW
Game of the Year and bring out
Kampfgruppe II. No, we monsters simply
step on ships and tanks or any other ~eapons of destruction with our Size 10 feet
that we defy Nike to shod.
I thought over all the upcoming naval
games and briefly wondered what Software Sorcery's Jutland would look like.
An SVGA game of World War I naval
action with digitized voice commands and
digitized video clips should be rather interesting. Put it on CD-ROM and it should
be even richer in both data and graphics.
The madness took me over once again and
I no longer cared about games, even when
they are based on my favorite naval era.
The Japanese assembled their most

A
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modern technology in order to stop my
rampage . I couldn't understand the orders
being given in the streets, but everyone
seemed very excited about something that
sounded like General Midi, a new chip set
that is being incorporated into the existing
sound boards of several manufacturers. In
fact, the madness receded for a moment
and I remembered that Creative Labs is
supposed to be unveiling the Wave Blaster
at the Winter Consumer Electronics
Show; a card that will provide real MIDI
sound for roughly $250.
That stopped my rampage for a moment
because I realized that John Ratliffs new
(as yet unnamed) flight simulator is supposed to have more general midi music
(scored by no less than George Alistair
"Fat Man" Sanger himself) than any other
published game, except for Virgin's The
7th Guest. The new flight sim is expected
to totally immerse the gamer in a world of
sound which adjusts to the action a la Wing
Commander's "Tense-o-Meter"
approach.
The madness returned. No wall of
sound, no matter how versatile, could stop
me! Movie monsters are characters oflegend. I faltered, somewhere in the back of
my reptilian mind I remembered that National Videotext had landed British Legends II, the sequel to the popular
multi-player game that kept users hooked
on Compuserve for so long. They also
plan to run a version of Jim Dunnigan's
Hundred Years War parallel to the games
which are currently running on GEnie.
I left the harbor awash as I crunched the
pier structures beneath my feet. Huge supertankers bobbed in the water like a fighting sail ship in a typhoon. I kicked in the
wall of a warehouse in frustration that
Simulations Canada's Man O ' War
game hadn ' t shipped. Then, I remembered
that I was too big to care that it was supposed to ship in March, 1993, along with
the World War Ill game, Red Sky At Morn-

ing. I also set a small fisherman ' s vessel
afire with a sigh when I realized that SimCan plans to quit publishing Amiga and
Atari ST games, marking the end of an era.
From now on, SimCan games will feature
modest VGA graphic situation maps and
no more printed maps and markers.
Finally, I remembered what had set off
the rampage. I stormed through Tokyo. I
ripped up rail lines and scattered commuter trains from Shibuya Station to Yokohama. I was absolutely furious about the
misinformation I'd written in a previous
column. The deal for Tearaway Thomas
and Ugh!, the two Amiga arcade games to
be published by RAW Entertainment,
had fallen through after we had gone to
press. I stepped on dancing teenagers in
the streets ofHarijuku. Then, I discovered
that Ringworld is not going to be published
by EA at all. It is going to be developed by
Tsunami and published by Accolade. Another source told me that the on-line flight
simulator that was supposed to accommodate campaigns with up to 2,000 pilots
would no longer be funded. I shoved a
building over and watched it fall. The next
thing I expected to hear was that the rumor
that Nintendo's CD-ROM unit was going
to turn the SuperFamiCom into a 32-bit
processor that runs under Unix was false.
I pushed over another building. It landed
on my fof t - my modest size 9 foot, not
a size 10 foot - and it wasn't a building,
it was a filing cabinet. I looked around in
vain for some puny mortals to terrorize.
There were only unsympathetic co-workers frowning as my tantrum subsided. I
started to clean up the disaster, so embarrassed about my "Calvin and Hobbes"style fantasy that I didn' t even get to tell
them which network is supposed to be
building an on-line version of Star Fleet
Battles. Ah, well! Plenty ohime for more
rumors after I get myself under control.
C6W
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Sc(())Jr]P)ia s Travel Guide
F (())Jr Crusaders
Or, How to See the Realm on Under 100 HPs a Day

ir-Tech's Crusaders OfTheDarkSavant is a tough game in many ways.
Typical of the Wizardry series, it has
an excessive amount of combat, so you
need to be prepared from the start with the
best possible team. If at all possible, bring
your party over from Bane of the Cosmic
Forge. As noted in my article last month,
the characters will come in at level 5, and
retain some of their equipment, including
such gems as the Muramasa Blade and
Holy Basher (presuming they had those
items, of course!).
If you didn't play Bane, or have no team
to bring over, then you must start from
scratch. The one advantage to this is that
you can give the members some points in
the skills of Swimming, Climbing, Mapping, and Diplomacy right from the start.
Only one person needs Diplomacy, and
only one requires Mapping, but all characters will have to work on Swimming and
Climbing, which are quite important.
As to the actual make-up of the party,
there is no one "perfect mix." Different
combinations work for different people, so
you will just have to experiment a bit to
find out what' s best for your style of play.
In general, classes that have spell abilities
as well as fighter abilities (Samurai, Lord,
Valkyrie, etc.) are better than the straight
fighter type. They go up a little more
slowly in level but they will be worth the
wait.

S

Ninja are better than thieves any day and
no party is complete without at least one
Bishop. Bishops need to be developed
carefully for maximum effectiveness. After first level, they gain Priest spells on the
odd levels and Mage spells on the even
ones. Therefore, it is best to put all the
Academia points into the appropriate
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magic skill at level gain time to obtain the
best results.
This is because the spells offered at level
gain are tied directly to the score in the
relevant magic skill. That holds true for all
classes capable of magic. The hi gher the
score in Thaumaturgy, Alchemy, Theology, or whatever, the better the spells your
characters will have to choose from. Never
stint on putting points into magic skills.

You should have at least one Fighter,
Lord, or Valkyrie in the party. Sorry to say,
most of the good top-drawer stuff is designed for that trio, with a few things
thrown in for Bards and Rangers. Neat
Items (not to mention decent armor) for
Samurai are few and far between. The
situation is worse for Bishops, Priests, Alchemists, Psionics and Mages, who have
even less to choose from in the way of
weapons and armor. All you can do there
is hope that something usable by those
classes will turn up from time to time.
The alternative is to bring a character
along to a certain point, then switch class
to something else; for instance, switching

a Priest to a Lord. That will give the character access to the better equipment, although he or she is back at level one and
has to be developed all over again in the
new profession. Still, some players find
this a good way of working up a powerful
party, so choose whichever method suits
your inclinations.
Speaking of weapons, rememberthatthe
people in the back ranks can fight, too. Get
extended or long-range weapons (quarterstaffs, bows, slings, whips) into their
hands as soon as possible. Spell power is
going to be pretty limited for some time,
and there's no reason to have half the party
standing around doing nothing during
combat.
One thing you may have problems with
later in the game is spell fai lure . Even my
30+ leve l mage with 100 Oratory and 100
Thaumaturgy had 7th level spells fizzle
out far too often (ditto for other classes).
You can generally avoid this by having
several people cast spells at a lower level.
Two or three Nukes at power level 5 can
do just as much, if not more, damage than
one 7th level Nuke. Casting at lower levels
is also less draining on stamina and spell
points- an important consideration.
Once you get into the game proper, you
will soon find there is much more to be
done than mere fighting (although combat
is a major part of Crusaders). Many puzzles must be solved, items obtained, and
NPCs dealt with along the trail to the Astral Dominae. This is the point where people can start running into problems.
The game's "open design" allows the
party to go almost anywhere, provided
they can handle the hostiles in a particular
area. Unfortunately, this means that players can wander around for a long time,
gaining character levels, but not progressComputer Gaming World

ing very far towards the game's objective.
Everything is so spread out among different locations that finding any sort of path
through the game can be difficult.
The ultimate goal is the Isle of Crypts.
You need Wikum's Boat (complete with
power globe), the Wand Majestik, the Key
of Dragons, the Legend Map, the Crystal
Map and Vitalia's Device. If you lack any
of these items, stay away from the Isle.
Otherwise, you'll just be making a lot of
extra work for yourself running back and
forth to pick up what you're missing. Collect everything first, and life will be a little
easier in the crypts.

Probably the best place to start is New
City. Imports from the "trash Bane" ending of Wizardry VI and newly-created
teams start in the vicinity of the town.
Imports will have to find a way around the
orchid patch (level 10 or better needed to
cross safely); new teams can walk right in,
but do stop off in the beginner dungeon
first for some experience and explore the
outdoors for the map kit (to enable automapping).
Not everything will be open to you. The
T'rang House, Umpani Detache, Condemned Area, and Forbidden Zone must
wait until later in the game. The Twisted
Heads Puzzle in the Museum must likewise wait for later. These areas aside, you
should be able to get in everywhere else.
Be sure to buy some bananas at the inn and
check out the statue in the fountain.
After that, you have several choices on
where to go next. Below is a list of major
locations with some highlights for each
place. Areas in parentheses indicate places
that you should do beforehand, either to
save time or because they have items you
need in the current location.
Orkogre Castle (New City) - Visit the
barracks under prison level. Pick up a jar
of Munk Innards (icky, but you need it
later; one is enough). You must get into
Murkatos' Sanctums (Outer and Inner);
the steelplate will help. Talk to the king.
Munkharama (New City) - Answer
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the Well Riddle. Find your way to the
Land of Dreams and go through it. The
pipe and pastille are very important. All of
the items offered at the end are good; save
early and check each one out, then restore
to pick the one you like best. Find the four
special gems (swimming necessary).
Hidden Temple (under Munkharama)
- Explore thoroughly with an eye out for
wall buttons. Visit (heh) the Lord of the
Dark Forest (Munk's Key needed). Be
sure to enter all the little side rooms. Do
not enter the pit/lever/grate room until after you have taken out Lord DF. Watch out
for a very nasty trap in the power globe
room .
Dane Tower - This is the only standalone dungeon (nothing needed from outside). Buy two bags of Jonga powder. You
will have to take out both the Demon and
Magna Dane; Magna is better done first.
Ukpyr - Join the Scouts and follow
orders. Search thoroughly after the attack.
Rattkin Ruins - (Orkogre, Nyctalinth,
Sacred Grove) Join Thieves Guild. Stop in
at Bertie's and buy the unusual item. In the
Funhouse, the most difficult puzzle is the
water slide. The rope/bar must be in place
before you fiddle with this. Only three
levers need to be pulled. Visit the Razuka;
Don Barlone can help with the Condemned Area in New City.

Nyctalinth - Talk to H'Jenn-Ra twice
(accept or decline Shritis' offer as you
please; be sure to open the chest!). Clear
out the town. Wake the Savant Guards in
the cellar. Dig around in the graveyard.
There are two ways up from the great
caverns; you must find both.
Dragon Mountains (Curio Museum,
Rattkin, Dane Tower) - Can only be entered at night. Be prepared for *BROMBADEG*. Explore the caves thoroughly.
City of Sky (Dragon Mountains) Many invisible walls here so get out the
graph paper and make your own map. Pick
one item from the museum (after you have
the Key ofLight). The Light Sword is best;

needs no power packs and does terrific
damage against killer robots (good as a
general weapon, too). Take the Crusaders
test. Save yourself a lot of time; break
down the second door (Strength 18+ for
each party member necessary). Search the
ship completely.
Witch Cave (Giant Cave, Haunted Forest) - Simple matter oframbling through
and defeating the four evil witches. The
Giant Cave is south of this one; the forest
is west of the north road from Ukpyr. Giant
cave must be done first. Haunted Forest
must be visited at night.
Whirlpool Cave (Curio Museum,
Witch Cave) - The Sphinx Map will tell
you what needs to be done here. Be sure
to search carefully and do some swimming.
Isle of Crypts - Nasty, nasty place.
Traps on the upper levels, so go carefully.
Some can be avoided, others can't; eventually, you can turn them off as in Dane
Tower, but it will be awhile. Below crypts
is the Chamber of Gorrors; there are six
Gorrors, all optional (the best stuff is in
those chests). Ra-Sep is the easiest (a true
wimp); the Beast of 1000 Eyes almost
impossible (even in "easy" mode). The
rest are very tough but possible. You must
find the Jewel Of The Sun here (not in a
Gorror room). Further down is the infamous teleporter maze; patience required .
You want to end up in the Crystal Room,
where solving the puzzle leads to the final
level.
This place is guarded by killer robots,
who are mean opponents. You must go al I
over the level (every spot) before you can
enter the Tomb Of The Astral Dominae.
At this point, assistance is needed to reveal
the Dominae itself. The party should be at
its peak, with protections up. If things go
very badly, use the Elysiad.
Finally, a word or three about maps.
These items are important; hidden within
the elegant language are clues to solving
several of the puzzles in the game. The
name of each map indicates what puzzle it
is needed for : the Temple Map, for example, tells you how to get into the Hidden
Temple of Munkharama, and the Serpent
Map how to get into Dragon Mountains.
Only the Legend Map has no text; it is the
one map that is physically used (and must,
therefore, be in your possession).
Maps are generally found in chests, but
on occasion, someone else may have gotten there first. In that case you will need to
use the Trade option when talking to NPCs
(stationary or wandering) to see if they
have a map for sale. Maps can be discarded after they have served their purpose. Good luck! c&w
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THIS OPPONENT IS PROGRAMMED
TO BE CHALLENGING.

If you think you're good at games, then let's have some
real fun. When you're online with GEnie4P Multi-Player
Games, you're playing real people, in real time. Some of
the best players around the world. □ Splash a bandit in Air
Warrior®, and you've just taken out eight other guys, who'll
be back gunning for you. Blast a MechWarrio~ in Multi Player
BattleTech™, and who knows? Could be that jerk from the
coast. Could be a mercenary who's looking for a few good
friends. □ With GEnie, the possibilities are endless, the

people are terrific, and even the prices are competitive. So
put some new life into your joystick, and sign on. We'll see
just how good you are. □ Sign up now: I. Set your modem
for half duplex (local echo) at 300, 1200 or 2400 baud .
2. Dial toll free - 1-800-638-8369. Upon connection, enter
HHH 3. At the U # = prompt, enter XTX99327,BLAST
then press RETURN 4. Have a major credit card or your
checking account number ready. □ For more information
in the U.S. or Canada, call 1-800-638-9636.

GEnie.
multi-player games

AIR WARR~~

~ E R BATTLETECH "'

~

STELLAR EMPEROR"'

100°/4 ORGANIC OPPONENTS

Air Warrior is a registered trademark and Stellar Emperor is a trademark of Kesmai Corporation. MultlPlayer BattleTech is a trademark and MechWarrior and BatdeTech are registered trademarks of FASA Corporation.
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equels are rarely as good as originals,
and hybrid games are often less than
the sum of their parts. Yet, Star Control
II from Accolade not only goes where no
sequel has gone before, but proves that with
the right synergy and technology, a sequel
can be exponentially greater than the sum of
its parts. Star Control II is as much of a
sequel to the Starflight series as it is to the
original Star Control. This should be good
news to lovers of the award-winning Starflight series, since there are no announced
plans for a third installment to the series and
Star Control II is the closest one can get to
the rich, whimsical universe inspired by the
capricious and irrepressible Greg Johnson .

S

TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
PROTECTI ON:
DESIGNER:
PUBLISHER:

Star Conlrol II
IBM AT, PS/2 $ 100% Compalibles
$59.95
Star Map Look-up
Freel Ford, Paul Reiche Ill
Accolade
San Jose, CA

Caught in an Ur-Quan-dry
Although introductory fiction is typically
quite mediocre in computer games, usually
only read after the game has been played a
few hours and background information be~omes ~ecessary to understand the story, this
ts definitely not the case in Star Control II.
Though the plot is a rehash of many 'star
saga' themes, it is well-written and engaging. The story picks up at the end of the war
between the Alliance of Free Stars and the
Ur-Quan with their Hierarchy of Battle
Thralls . In 2134, faced with eventual defeat
at the hands of the Hierarchy, Captain Burton led a task force of heavy cruisers on a
deep recon into previously friendly territory .
Une~pectedly, the group was ambushed by
an eltte force of Androsynth Guardian com-

bat vessels and the task force was all but
destroyed. Captain Burton's ship was badly
damaged but escaped destruction by creating
the appearance of burning up in a close flyby of a nearby sun. With the Androsynth
ships off their tail, the Toberrnoon limped to
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a nearby system and landed on the planet
Vella IL Here the small group of humans
would spend the next twenty years of their
lives, marooned and disconnected from the
events unfolding back at home on Earth.
The Hierarchy won the war and began to
systematically destroy or enslave the various
worlds throughout the known universe. Con~uered races were given the choice offightmg for the Ur-Quan as battle slaves or being
quarantined on their homeworlds, encased in
an impenetrable planetary shield. As Burton ' s crew struggled to survive, their homeworld was encased by the Ur-Quan. Little
did the survivors know, but the planet they
crashed on contained ancient technology of
a long vanished race known as the Precursors. Professor Farnsworth would uncover a
robotic Precursor starship factory. There
were limited resources and only the skeleton
of a great starship was able to be built. With
this starship, twenty years later, the player's
character carries the only hope of freeing
Earth and defeating the Ur-Quan once and
for all.

500 Points of Light
The known game universe consists of
3,000 planets in 500 star systems, lavishly
presented in 256-color VGA graphics (not
only is VGA a requirement, but a 20Mhz
' 386 is recommended, as well). Gone are the
crude patchwork worlds of the Starjl.ight
series. Instead, fractal-generated planets are
stunningly rendered and the player's ship
orbits around them as they revolve. Scattered
about these planets the player will discover
20 different alien races with which to interact.
Speaking of interaction, the interface is
elegantly simple, using either a joystick or
keyboard. All interaction is done in a point
and click manner. In fact, when playing from
joystick, the only time a player needs to
touch the keyboard is when typing a save
game name. (It is strongly recommended
that the player save his game often.) Further,
with the Starflight tradition behind the design team, it should not be surprising that the
game requires 9 .2 MB of disk space to handle the more than I 00,000 words of dialogue
that enrich the character interaction, as well
as the graphics.
The universe may be vast but time is of
limited quantity. The player starts his/her
quest in February of 2155 . It is soon discovered that the current timeline will lead to
destruction in March of 2159. There is no
time for a leisurely tour of the star systems.
It is the players primary goal to systematically explore surrounding worlds, make alliances with other races and ultimately stop
the aggression of the Ur-Quan.

Horatio Alger
of the 22nd Century
The first phase of the game can best be
described as dragging one's selfup out of the
Computer Gaming World
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Your hosts, Leisure Suit Larry an Passionate Patti, are roud to announce the
opening of the world's first totally adult, totally outrageous on-line
experience. Now, for less than 60 cents* an hour, you c@n enjoy larryland,
the newest addition to The Sierra Network®, the nations fa&.test growing
games-only, on-line service. And it works with your PC and moclem!

GET READY FOR A NIGHT ON THE TOWN!
Start your visit to fabulous Larryland by doing a little
"character building." Design your own "on-line persona"
from a selection of hundreds of heads and facial features,
then select your evening attire from dozens of possible
clothing combinations.

GET SET TO INTERFACE IN CYBERSPACE!
Once you have yourself together, dive face first into the
lively land of Larry! Put together a quick list of your favorite
games and pastimes, and you'll find yourself in a crowd of
100's of people just like you! It's instant partytime nationwide!

Leisure Suit Larry

GO CRAZY IN A NEW ON-LINE WORLD!
You can "check out" anyone on-line with just the click of a
button, and talking to them is as easy as tappin' the
keyboard. Talk freely with anyone and everyone - LarryLand
is a friendly place where fun-loving people get together to
get friendly. But friendly conversation is only one of the
many pleasures in LarryLand.

GAMBLE THE NIGHT AWAY AT OUR CASINO!
Participate in a game of Poker, Blackjack or other gambling
games with your new friends from all over town or across the
U.S.A. Try your luck at the larryLand slot machines, or play a
little "truth or dare" in the larryland bar. You won't run out of
things to say or do! It's lots more fun than television!
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* Rate based on standard TSN membership with LarryLand access. You can access The Sierra Network toll-free in most of
the continental United States! Must be 18 or older and own a PC and modem.

gutter of interstellar poverty . Equipped with
a bare skeleton of a starship and a handful of
planetary landers, the player must set out and
prospect new worlds for the raw materials
needed by Starbase to build new components
for the starship. The starship can dock up to
12 escort vessels to assist in combat when it
becomes necessary. At first the modules are
basic (additional landers, thrusters, attitude
adjusters, etc.), but as new alliances are
forged , newer ships and modules will be
produced.
Once the starship is at a minimum readiness, the player will want to strike out in
search of friendly oppressed races waiting
for a leader to free them from their slavery
status. This stage of the game is best described as the diplomacy phase. Being diplomatic not only means knowing what words
to use, it is also knowing when not to mince
words and rather draw one' s sword. The
combat system for Star Control II is taken
directly from Star Control I. Gravity and
inertia are major physical influences placed
on your ship in battle. Planets and asteroids
litter the combat area, and it is best to steer
clear of planets, as collision can severely
cripple or destroy a ship. Almost all ships
have a primary and a secondary weapon.
Mastery of these weapons is essential for
success.
A separate program is provided for honing
combat skills. This game, Super Melee, is a
stand alone program that is executed separately from the Star Control II program . Not
only will Super Melee allow the player to set
up different mixes of ships and wage war
between them, a modem option is provided
so teams can play head to head in cyber....,.
space. If all this arcade action scares some

readers, they need not worry; there is a Cyber
setting in the combat menu of Star Control
II that allows the computer to handle all the
battles.
Travel between systems is done in Hyperspace. Hyperspace is another dimension that
transcends normal space. While in Hyperspace, the player will not only have to monitor for other systems, they wi 11 have to be on
the lookout for other ships . A collision with
another hyperspace pocket will result in an
encounter, be it friend or foe. Hyperspace
travel will take the player quite a ways into
Star Control II. A Starmap is always available to the player. The Starmap shows an
updated display of all systems, spheres of
influence of known races, and has an autopilot feature . One need only select a target
location, press button # 1, then button #2 and
one's ship will proceed to the selected location unless intercepted by another ship.

Feelin' Quasi
In order to complete the game in the allocated time, mastery of another dimension
known as Quasi-space will be necessary.
There are only two ways to enter Quasispace, one is a technology that will have to
be discovered in the wreckage ofan Ur-Quan
ship, and the other is a warp nexus to the
Arilou homeworld (those pale E.T. ' s with
the big black eyes that occasionally make the
evening news in current day Earth; yes, present day E.T. 's are explained in this game).
This warp nexus will appear as a star in
Hyperspace once a month for a period of
three days only. Discovery of this warp
,._,,,__
nexus and Quasi-space are vital to the game.

_____ __
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One of the first alien races to be encountered are the Melnorme Traders. This race,
like the discovery of Quasi-space, is vital to
the successful completion of the game. The
Melnormes do not use the currency of the
player's race. They pay for information and
then sell information back to the providers
of this information. The Melnorme are interested in the locations ofrainbow worlds and
data on alien life forms. The player is well
advised to collect as much data for the Melnorme as possible--there is no way around
trading information with them . They will
also sell technology for upgrading both the
player's starship and landers.
Much like that in the Starjlight series, Star
Control II has some of the best dialogue ever
encountered in this genre. The storyline is
well developed and occasionally takes byways through the absurd, always with
tongue-in-cheek. This reviewer enjoys a
good mix of comedy with his games, but
must warn gamers new to this game's universe that the humor is sometimes silly and
broadly drawn (sometimes, even as sophomoric as the bad puns in CGW's subheads
and article titles).
Star Control II has been placed on this
reviewer's top ten list of all time. This has
been one of the most enjoyable games to
review all year. It is not often that such a
perfect balance is struck between role playing, adventure, and action/arcade. Often,
with this sort of hybrid one of these components is lacking and ends up being a distraction, detracting from the overall enjoyment
of the game. With a sequel hinted at in the
end of the game, this reviewer looks forward
to more installments with great anticipation.
C6W
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pon starting a galaxy-spanning adventure in Star Control 2, the default starship can fly and shoot, but
it doesn't do either well. So, the initial goal
is to find efficient ways to improve the
mother ship's potential (in other words,
make it a real "mother"). To make this
happen, there are two places that have to
be visited, often: Earth, orbiting Sol, and
Alpha Centauri (the super giant
star nearest to Earth).
At Earth, a starbase circling
the planet supplies one with
fuel, crew and manufacturing
facilities in exchange for minerals; at A lpha Centauri, the Melnorrne are alien traders who
provide fuel, information and
technology in trade for biological specimens and the locations
of "rainbow planets." In tum,
these minerals, biologicals and
rainbow planets are found by
exploring the planets circling
stars, and Sol is a good place to
start. Hint: don't try Venus at
this point; it' II toast the lander
within seconds of landing, but
Mercury has some valuable ore
deposits that need to be harvested at this point.
The wise player will use the first minerals brought to the starbase commander to
purchase a speed improvement for the
ship. Things happen quickly in this galaxy
and the faster one can get from place to
place, the more time there will be to prepare for the corning Ur-Quon Armageddon. Speed also makes it easier to run from
enemies that one isn't yet strong enough
to fight.

U

Once the ship is fast, it is necessary to
enhance the mother ship's other capabilities. Increasing the carrying capacity and
fuel supply enables one to stay out exploring longer and hence, accelerate the rate of
improvements for both the mother ship
and the star ship.
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Mining for Fun and Profit
The most productive stars to start with
are the middle-sized stars, then the smaller
stars. Planets around the large stars are the
richest of all, but conditions are usually so
hostile on the surface that the lander gets
destroyed before it can get the goods
loaded .

Ifa world has valuable goods - radioactives or exotics - but is hostile, it is
possible to profitably pluck off ore deposits by landing, running over a single deposit, then boosting off before the entire
crew gets killed . As the captain sang in the
old MAD magazine musical parody of Star
Trek, it' s nice to have "A Crew That's
Dispensable" (sung to the tune of II Age of
Aquarius").
In the early stage, garners will find themselves expending a lot of crew, fuel and
landers for cargo, but one should not be
profligate in this spending. The potential
crew supply, in particular, is limited because there are only 2000 crew available
on the starbase. Explore the worlds close
to Sol in order not to use up too much fuel
or time. Carefully study the weather, tern-

perature and tectonics of the worlds before
landing. Pass by those those that are
greater than Class Three as too hostile.
The good news is that the crew limitation
will not last forever. After one solves the
Shofixti mystery, unlimited crew reserves
will open up.
As soon as a couple of planets worth of
biologicals are successfully harvested, the next step is to buy technology from the Melnorrne to increase the efficiency of planetary
exploration. One of the things they
sell are lander improvements so
one's lander can resist storm,
earthquakes, bio logicals and heat.
It is worthwhile to spend all early
biological cargo on Melnorrne
technology. Once one's efficiency
at collecting minerals and biologicals is improved, it becomes cost
effective to land on all kinds of
planets with impunity and then,
one can afford to buy information.
During this first phase, it is not
necessary to interact with any ali ens other than the Melnorme traders. Take the time to find cargo,
buy technology and fill out at least
half the modules on the mother
ship before moving on to Phase Two alien interaction.

Getting Help from
Friends . .. and Enemies
Once the mother ship is reasonably
equipped, it's time to find out what's happening in the galaxy. To do this, simply
head for one of the dotted circles on the
Hyperspace star map and find an alien to
encounter. Once again, save time by starting with the closer races.
There is one exception to this "start near"
rule of thumb: the Spathi, whom players
are destinted to meet if they are diligent
about exploring the Solar system , have a
clue that can lead one to the Arilou. Since
the Arilou have a tool that can help one
Computer Gaming World

move quickly about the galaxy,
making the Spathi homeworld
one's first alien visit can be very
profitable.
Each alien has an interesting
story to tell and each story provides clues for solving puzzles
with some other alien race.
Hence, it is always wise to initiate
contact with a diplomatic effort,
even if war is likely. About hal f
the races to be encountered start
out as enemies. They will talk for
a while, then fight. About half the
races start out as friends. They
will talk for a while, then leave,
unless they are provoked or engaged in prolonged foot-inmouth choices during interactive
conversations.

Encounters with each kind of alien are
basically of two types: a home world encounter and a non-home world encounter.
It is easy to tell when it is a home world
encounter because the screen fills with
uncounted enemy ships (well .. . not quite
uncounted, there are 44, but I've killed as
many as fifty Ilwraths at their home world
and they just kept coming, so there are an
uncounted number waiting off-screen.).
The stories told by aliens are different
when they are on their home worlds and
home worlds are the venues where any
special events deali ng with the race wi ll
take place. So, visits to the home worlds
are worthwhile, but combat at a home
world is virtually useless . If the parley
erupts into a fight, discretion definitely
becomes the better part of valor. Combat
is more efficacious at non-home world
encounters.
Most home worlds, and most unusual
worlds of every sort, are the innermost
planets of a star system. When looking for
something unusual in a star system, start
with the inner world.

mining" as a way to fill those "hungry"
cargo bays. Space mining is looting the
hulks of ships which one encounters and
destroys in space. Of course, one must
destroy them before they can be looted.
This is where tactical-level Star Control
2 begins. It's much like the original Star
Control, but the computer opposition has
been improved a bit, so hot shots who
waltzed through the original should be
prepared for a surprise. These siliconbrained boys can fight!
Fortunately, players who adequately
equipped their mother ships before venturing off into alien space will discover that
it is their most formidable fighting ship. It
is w ise to plan on sending it into all the
battles. Gamers a lso have the option of
buyi ng more daughter ships during their
equipping phases. They are a good investment, but only after the mother ship is
performing at an optimal level. Spathi
daughter ships are the best because they
hold the most crew. As the game evolves,
however, players are faced with plenty of
interesting tradeoffs to consider.
Dynamos reduce the recovery time be-

tween shots. Crew pods give ships
more damage-absorbing capacity.
Trackers turn shots into homing
"missiles," but they take enough
energy that one cannot shoot as
often. It is possible to mount weapons front, aft and sideways, but the
more guns mounted, the larger the
amount of energy expended with
each shot. Conversely, one may
want to collect cargo instead of
fighting, so there is a tradeoff between having a lean, mean fighting
machine or one that can bring
home lots of goods.
Fortunately, when at Earth Starbase, one can exchange modules
without penalty, so prior to each
expedition you can outfit to match
your goals for that excursion.

Beyond Phase 2:
Solving the Puzzle
Once the mother ship is well-outfitted,
the game 's goal shifts to saving the galaxy.
This is the "solve the puzzle" part of Star
Control 2. Talk to the aliens; listen for
clues. Shoot up those that are hostile and
deliver information or items to those that
are going to become friends and allies for
U r-Quon Armageddon. All those fun
things that are a day in the life of a savethe-universe starship captain. But, that' s
another story. cliw

Fighting for Fun and Profit
When travelling through hyperspace, it
doesn ' t take long to discover that there are
other black blobbies traveling there, too .
This means that one is free to try "space
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If you've always
dreamed of ruling
your own planet,
then this game's
for you!
The quest for ultimate supremacy is endless. Everybody
craves it, lusts after it, but only
a few ever really attain it. The
road to power is a rough one,
but if you can withstand the
opposing forces of evil, the rewards are definitely worth it.
Power, control, domination ...
what else could a megalomaniac ask for?
As civilization evolves, so does
the level of technology. They
progress at varying speeds, so
it's not uncommon to see
armies from various time periods battling it out with different
weapons. It's possible to have
cavemen battling it out with jet
fighters, WWII soldiers shooting bows and arrows and romans firing nuclear missiles!
So all you megalomaniacs, gather round
and begin your quest for ultimate control!

Choose your player and meet your
cruel and conniving adversaries

Circle Reader Service# 110

Direct your followers to bulid castles,
mines, factories and laboratories.

1505 Bridgeway, Suite 105, Sausalito CA 94965
(415) 332-87 49 .

Three Top Computer Bridge Games
by David E. Lindeman
'm not quite sure how it came to be, but
Contract Bridge has developed an aura
similar to that surrounding polo or croquet - a game played by dilettantes or an
earlier generation. Even my friends who are
avid players of games such as Hearts,
Spades, and Pinochle seem intimidated by
the complexities of bridge auctions, much to
the dismay of the American Contract Bridge
League. Fortunately, there are a number of
fairly recent computer bridge games to help
the player work out the kinks in his or her
bidding before visiting the local bridge club.
We ' ll talk about the top three: Omar Sharif
On Bridge, Grand Slam Bridge II, and Micro
Bridge Companion.
Before I get started, I should point out a
few things about the review. Bridge is first
and foremost a game of communications and
those who play quickly develop a whole
series of partnership agreements on the
meaning of certain bids, leads and discards.
A person with a different set of agreements
might react differently to the pre-programmed bidding and play patterns of the
games included in this review. l consider
myself an intermediate bridge player and I
have written this review presuming a basic
knowledge of Contract Bridge. I personally
consider bridge to be the best card game
going and one of the finest games ofany type
known to humanity. I heartily encourage
anyone considering bridge as a hobby to buy
one of these products, learn the basics, find
a partner and go visit the local bridge club.
It's definitely worth one' s while.

I

State of the Art
The first "big-time" bridge game was the
original Cybron Software's Grand Slam
Bridge, published in 1986 by Electronic
Arts. It set a standard for appearance and
playability. GSB supported a variety of bidding options, simple sound effects, and had
very legible EGA graphics . With selectable
deal modes to help work on weak spots in the
player's bidding and play, it stood on top of
the pack for five straight years. It was not
without faults, having not only an unpleasant
tendency to ignore the selected bidding conventions at times and a very hard time figurPage 42

ing out when to unblock suits (playing high
cards under high cards in the long suit to
allow one to take every possible trick), but
also tending to ignore the player' s discards.

The New Breed
It was a long time coming, but competition
finally arrived. Each is supported in some
fashion by a well-known bridge master:
Grand Slam Bridge II has practice hands
from Mike Lawrence, Micro Bridge Companion has hands by Alfred Sheinwold, and
Omar Sharif on Bridge has the name of
Omar Sharif. The question, of course, is
which plays like it?

Omar Sharif On Bridge
Omar Sharif, besides being a well-known
actor, is a bridge master of no small accomplishment. It is quite possible that one ' s local
paper carries the bridge column that he coauthors. Unfortunately, he seems to have had
little else to do with the game that bears his
name. The game, written by Chris Emsen
and published by Interplay, is visually attractive and features Mr. Sharif's digitized
voice announcing dealers, contracts and
leads.
The opening menu is very simple: select a
play mode (random, manual , or saved) and
begin playing. Scoring is done as rubber
bridge, which is to say that every time the
player selects "play," he plays hands until
one side scores two games. Each player can
be human or computer. The game uses pulldown menus and hot keys, and provides
hints upon request.
Trouble begins during bidding. The manual describes opening bids up to I notrump,

TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
DESIGNERS:
PUBLI SHER:

Omar Sharif On Bridge
IBM (MS-DOS & W indows)
$49.95
CP Softwa re & Thomas Decker
Interplay
Irvi ne, CA

using strong notrump (16-18) and recommending five card majors for I-level openings in major suits. It also describes initial
responses, the Stayman convention for I
notrump responses and the Blackwood convention to ask for aces. It doesn't describe
the Blackwood convention asking for kings,
the Gerber convention for aces when playing
notrump hands or much of anything else
about its basic philosophy . Nor does it say if
it plays strong or weak 2 openings, strong or
weak jump overcalls, or if it understands cue
bids. Further, its bidding is set in stone. No
options can be configured, so if (for example) the player wants to use the popular
two-over-one bidding style, he is just plain
out of luck. After some experimentation, I
can answer these questions, but I found it
extremely irritating to have to conform to
someone else's bidding style in order to
reach sensible contracts.
Equally disturbing, it does not play a very
good game of bridge. Like the first edition
of Grand Slam Bridge, it ignores lead-directComputer Gaming World
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Here's what the experts are
saying about Eric the Unready.
"A comedy adventure full of
whimsy and wonder"
- Computer Gaming World

"Eric is flat-out fu nny. There's
comedy fo r everyone and a
good quest to boot."
-Computer Game Review
"A wonde,f ully hilarious
adventure"
-Game Bytes Magazine

Eric the Unready established
his reputation by impaling his
instructor during jousting
class. Then, when Princess
Lorealle the Worthy is kidnapped, Eric begins a madcap
quest through thi s hilarious
fantasy world packed with
dragons and dwarves, wizards,
unicorns, and the most fearsome beasts of all, the dreaded
Attack Turtles.
Every player will find at least
one favorite movie, TV show
or adventure game that has
been struck by Bob Bates'
pen! From the award-winning
author of TIMEQUEST.

Breathtaking fa ntasy art!
256-color VGA
■ Awesome sound track
■ New menu-driven system
for conversing with
characters
■ Intriguing mix of interfaces creates a constantly
changing graphical scene
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ing discards. It may also ignore attitude signals, shows no sign of following count, and
seems to ignore the dummy's hand when
considering leads on defense. When playing
solitaire and one's computer player is the
declarer, it offers the player the chance to
play both sides rather than watching the
computer play. Unless one is looking for
ideas on how to approach a hand, it's a good
idea to try it oneself. During play, the game
allows the player to take back cards, which
is very helpful when one is searching for that
perfect line of play. The game never plays
any of the player's cards for him, even when
he has only one card left in the suit lead.
The documentation, like the game, is
physically attractive but lacking in depth. It
covers every menu and feature but fails to
give much explanation of any of it. For instance, the section on manual mode hand
construction says that the player may assign
cards to a hand by first selecting the player,
then selecting the card. It does not explain
that one may move a mis-assigned card in
the same fashion. This is the sort of single
sentence that distinguishes good documentation from that written by a programmer (as
a programmer, I feel justified in making that
statement). Further, it has no section on play
at all, leaving one to discover by trial-anderror what its standard leads are. At 23 pages,
this manual is the shortest of the three and it
shows.
Omar Sharifon Bridge also comes with I 0
tutorial hands, each designed to illustrate
some specific part of bridge bidding and
play. When in tutorial mode, the game will
only accept the "correct" pre-programmed
bids and card plays. These hands cover basic
principles and will be of more use to beginning bridge players than to those who are
already familiar with standard play.

Tennis, Anyone?
Grand Slam Bridge II (GSB2) is Cybron 's
update to its 1986 classic. It supports music
(with selectable songs in the style of Solitaire 's Journey) and basic VGA graphics.
Like the original, it has settings files (called
profiles) to allow multiple people to share
the same game while still using their favorite
conventions. The graphics are an attractive,
if not spectacular, representation of a bridge
table, with hands holding the cards so that
only the current player's cards are visible.
The music is very pleasant. Selectable bidding options provide support for cue bids,
weak 2 bids, 4 and S card major suits, Jacoby
transfers, unusual notrump, and the gambling 3 notrump bid.
Rather than an opening menu, the game
goes straight from the title screen and shuffling animation to a dealt hand. This is a little
confusing, because if the player wants to
assign specific cards or hand constructions
to one or more players, one must do the
assignments and then select "redeal" to get
Page 44

the hand just specified. GSB2 will score rubber bridge or single hands, which is much
more convenient when one is assigning
cards.

player to describe hands based on shape,
points, controls, quick tricks, or losers,
which is useful for practicing trouble areas
in one's bidding and/or play. There isn't
much hint in the brief plug as to what the
Mike Lawrence Bridge Dealer will do.
The documentation is good. Besides covering the menu options and including cute
entry names like "bellying up to the menu
bar," it doesn't cover the game's response to
card play, but does a fairly good job explaining how the game interprets the bidding options. It includes illustrations and a
reasonably detailed summary of bridge bidding and play.
GSB2 also comes with tutorial hands,
which it calls samples. Sample hands are bid
and played like regular hands except that a
commentary provided with the hand is available. As with Omar Sharif on Bridge, the
samples cover basic principles.

But a Great Personality

TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
DESIGN ERS:
PUBLISHER:

Grand Slam Bridge II
IBM

$49.95
Gerry Rempel, Hanno Lemke
Electronic Arts
Men lo Park, CA

Despite the improved graphics and music,
GSB2 should be considered an evolutionary
rather than revolutionary product. It plays
better than its predecessor, but still ignores
the dummy and most attitude signals. The
interface is slightly different, as well. During
play, the mouse pointer is positioned in the
middle of the suit led, or in the middle of the
player's cards if one is void in the led suit.
This is probably a handy feature for those
without a mouse, but winds up forcing one
to manually reposition the mouse on the pad
every so often. Also, there are still those
hands where one wanders about trying to
figure out how to get GSB2 to bid the contract one thinks is right.
GSB2 is designed to coexist with a companion product called Mike Lawrence
Bridge Dealer, which will be sold separately. The manual hand setup feature that is
built into the game is functional , but not as
simple as the graphic click-on-a-card
scheme used by Omar Sharif On Bridge.
GSB2 also has a feature that allows the

Last but not least, there is 1990's Micro
Bridge Companion by Thomas Throop, published by Great Game Products. Never
heard of that company? Neither had I, but I
intend to go find their catalog. MBC isn't the
prettiest face, but is a darn fine bridge program . The graphics are EGA (clean and attractive, but still quite simple). There is no
sound of any kind, and the documentation is
clean but simple.
On the other hand, it is the most complete
product in terms of features . It has support
for a wide range of bidding conventions. Its
basic conventions are strong 1 notrump, S
card majors, strong opening 2-bids, Stayman, Blackwood, unusual 2 notrump, and 4
notrump over a 1 or 2 notrump open to invite
a 6 notrump slam. Optional conventions include forcing 1 notrump, weak opening 2bids, weak jump overcalls and negative
doubles. MBC has three other unique features. The first is a hand-evaluation hot key
to give a quick summary of how MBC evaluates hands. The second is a hotkey that gives
MBC's current evaluation of each player's
hand based on the bidding so far, a very nice
feature which allows the player to interactively adjust his bid until he can tell the
program what he wants to.
The third unique feature, and my personal
favorite, is a hot-key that summons the
game's bidding flowcharts . MBC comes
with a complete set of flowcharts that show
how it makes each decision in bidding. This
eliminates the guesswork from bidding with
the computer partner. Did your partner make
a bid you didn't understand? One can ask
MBC for its current hand evaluation based
on the bidding, and see what lie one told with
the last bid. Unsure how to describe the
hand? Call up the flowchart and see how
MBC would make its decisions.
Playing is very satisfying. MBC will allow
one to play single hands or matches of four
Computer Gaming World

In duplicate bridge, a player's score is based
on the difference between how he and hi s
partner perfo rmed on a hand and the way
other partners play ing N-S perfo rmed. For
thi s purpose, the computer rebids and replays every hand after the pl ayer does, and
compares the scores. If, for example, one
plays 4H not vulnerable, making 4 fo r 420
points and the computer pl ays 3 notrump
makin g 4 fo r 430, one's score in IMPs would
be based on the difference, - I 0, which is 0
lMPs. Wh ich is to say th at the pl ayer' s perfo rmance has to be substantiall y different
th an the computer' fo r anyo ne to score
points.

NEIi' FEATURES! ■ ~KIi' GllU'IUCS!
!\'Ell' CIL\UENGJ.:S!

TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
DES IGN ERS:
PUBLISHER:

Micro Bridge Companion

IBM
$59.95
Thomas Throop
Lifestyle Software Group

Saint Augustine, Fl
(904) 825-0220

or more hands. It scores using the IMP po int
syste m, which is used fo r duplicate matches.

MBC a lso has a monthl y competition feature. When this is selected, one pl ays 8 hands
o f dup licate, first with the computer as partner and then watching the computer play,
w ith all of the "take back" bids and " reveal
cards" features di sabled. T he fin al score in

IMP' s is then given along with a verification
number, which one can send into Great
Games Prod ucts. T he highest scores each
month, the ma nual says, wi ll be given credi ts
to wa rds purchase of other GGP prod ucts.
The pl ayer is also given the numbers of the
ha nds he played, so th at he can go back later
and fi gure out how to hand le that horrible
trump split in the 4th board .

So What's the Scoop?
For the purpose of comparison, I wrote
down a couple of hands and played them in
all three ga mes. The results were interesting.
Despite different biddin g paths, the end contracts were usuall y qu ite c lose. T here were
w ide differences in the pl ay, however. Overall , I fe lt that MBC pl ayed more consistent
bridge, but each game had strengths and
weaknesses. I wo uld not recommend Omar
Sharif on Bridge, but the choice between
GSB2 and MBC is more co mplex. If one
plays duplicate or is th in king abo ut it, I'm
confident th at MBC w ill be the superior
product. If one is strictl y a ru bber bridge
player and might fi nd the lack of graphics
and sound disturbing, one may be happier
w ith GSB2. As an intermed iate bridge
player, I woul d recommend MBC to my
bridge-play ing fr iends and sometimes partners, but I think most people wo ul d fi nd
either enjoyable. cliw
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THE NEXT EMPIRE

RINTOUTS
LIKE THIS
ER

...the only game that sends you
fabulously detailed maps like
this one, showing your fleet's
sensor views every tum ... along
with clear, complete stats on
each starship you design, build,
and maneuver lndlvldually using
up to 21 different onboard
systems ... plus status
reports on starbases, probes and
asteroids you
control I

The Next Empire
Is a completely
computer-moderated
game, over 6 years
In the making.
Each universe Is
a unique, complex
gaming environment populated with 21 alien
players Itching to blow the hulls
off anyone who gets In their way!

FREE

• $7 .50 per turn; no hidden fees
or double turns
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• fast game (two weeks per turn) or
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Play the best and we'll
send you 8~J!9
No

matter what computer football game yo u've
played (or even if you haven't played any), you'll find
nothing compares co the coral pro-football experience
of Front Page Sport/ " Football.
From drafting reams co forming leagues co designing
plays and running the action, only Front Page Sportsn.•
Football has it all. And now you can gee $8.00 just
for treating yo urself co the the best. Here's how:
1. Buy a copy of Front Page Sports™Football
from your local retailer.
2. Fill our the coupon below and send it and
your original purchase receipt co us.
3. We'll send you a check for $8.00.
4. Enjoy the best computer football season
you've ever had.

"... the best animation I've seen in a
football game . .. The action is fluid and
easy to control. .. There is no 6etter football game on the market!"

'1n p/,ay creation and editing, Front Page
Spores"' Football can't be touched. .. the
game that brings everything to the field. .. "

-PC Games Magazine

-Computer Game Review

r.-----------------,I
IO
Yes! Send me a check for $8.00. Here's my coupon and my original
sales receipt for Front Page Sports"' Football

"... one ofthe most visually stunning and
realistic simulations ofthe sport. .. It is a
rare example ofa football game that will
appeal to everyone, .from the casual
arcade player to the die-hard rotisserie
league fanatic. "

-VideoGames & Computer
Entertainment
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I Terms

& Condi tions: I.) This offer is valid only for Front Page Sports'" Football games purchased
between Feb. I5, I993, and June 30, I993. 2.) This offer not valid with any other coupons or promotions. 3.) One rebate per household. 4.) This offer expires July 10, 1993. 5). Mail this coupon and
your original Front Page Sports™Football sales receipt as proof of purchase ro: Football Rebate Offer,
Sierra On-Line, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold, CA 93614. Offer #368

Excellence in

Sports Simulation.

I

I
I

I
I
L _________________ J

Dynam,x®
PART OF THE SIERRA FAMILY

Wallace Poulter is an employee o/LucasArts Games. Though CGW does not
usually tap writers from the ranks ofthose
who work within the entertainment software industry, we make an exception with
Wallace because ofthe scope ofhis knowledge of professional sports and the fact
that LucasArts does not publish computer
sports simulations.
h, football , the game invented by
the colonies because rugby was too
tough for them. And just to confuse
everyone it was called "football" because
the players used their hands to carry and
throw the ball . As different as football is
to rugby, so to each other are the latest
three football games to grace CGW Stadium .

A

6 yards on the play. Back to the drawing
board for the Coach and his new plays.
Front Page Sports Football represents
the first foray into sports by the Dynamix,
part of the Sierra stable. A better debut
would be harder to imagine. Admittedly, I
approached this product with some apprehension. Nor was I mollified by the following quote: "Our intention was to create
the most complete, the most realistic football simulation ever made for the personal
TITLE:
SYSTEM:
GRAP HICS:
PRICE:
PROTECTION:
DESIGNER:
PUBLISHER:

computer." Rather than trying to excel in
one area of a product, whether it be action,
stats, simulation etc., on a first time effort,
Dynamix was putting in everything and
the kitchen sink. However, I jumped in
with both feet and took advantage of the
"Quickstart" option. First impressions
were very favorable, as the player controls
were logically defined, the graphics
smooth (if a little slow), and, most importantly, the computer AI and randomness
factors appeared to be well thought out.

Front Page Sports Football

IBM
VGA
$69.95
None

Patrick Cook
Dynamix/Sierra
Coarsegold, CA

Front Page Sports Football
Week 14 of the season. Playoff spots are
still up for grabs. In the South Division,
Atlanta and Miami are tied at 14-14 in the
final quarter. In the North East division,
Philadelphia is comfortably ahead ofNew
England 27-3 and here, out West, Anaheim trails Seattle 24-21 with only 3 minutes to go in the game. Anaheim is at
Seattle's 35 yard line 2nd and 2. Time for
the new play from the Coach. Pro Set
backfield, Turner in motion from left to
right. The snap from Horton taken by the
QB Oates. Oates hands off to Burrows
sweeping right with the Left Guard and
Tackle pulling in front of the play. Burrows hands off to Turner coming back
toward him for a reverse and Turner gets
buried by Oliver, the Free Safety, who
didn't buy the play for a moment. Loss of
Page48

Front Page Sports Football has two
modes of play: Playcalling and Action.
Within each are three levels of difficulty:
Basic, Standard and Advanced. The Playcall mode determines the screen display
for each play. Basic mode lists the play
type by name (run left, run right, etc.),
Standard mode shows a diagram of the
play, while Advanced mode uses only a
number code to identify the plays. In the
Action mode, the Basic setting is coaching
only, Standard allows the gamer to take
control of a player from the computer, and
Advanced requires one to do almost
everything. Simple and effective, yet the
Computer Gaming World

option allows any style of football game
fan to enjoy the product. My personal preference was to leave the game in Standard
difficulty on both modes.
Once into the game, the graphics are
very impressive. In the past, collision detection in football games has been haphazard at best. Usually the graphic
depiction would jump from two characters
approaching each other, to the two characters lying on the ground. Again, not the
case in Front Page Football. The game
claims over 8000 frames of rotoscoped
animation and it certainly seems that way .
The players react in realistic ways and the
tackles, blocks, catches and runs seem
natural.
Once into league mode, Front Page
Football continues to shine. Multiple
league configurations, stadium and surface options (finally we can outlaw Astroturf from the league), trading, college draft
and team statistics are just some of the
components available . Dynamix really did
put everything they could think ofinto this
product. It is possible that every single stat
category, some 300, that a sports fan could
ever wish for is in this game.
Yet, the play possibilities, stats and
graphics are secondary to the real breakthrough that Front Page Football has
made. Now, finall y, there is a game with a
play editor which allows the user to craft
any and all plays that they wish. As an
armchair Bill Walsh, more than anything
else, I want the abi lity to diagram my own
plays. Both offensive and defensive plays
can be crafted in the Front Page Sports
Football play editor.
More than any other part of the product,
I have spent the most time crafting defensive scheme after defensive scheme.
Blitzes, stunts, multiple coverages can all
be tried. The editor also offers the ability
to practice the play against different offenses. Again, the Dynamix crew has resisted the temptation to take the easy out.
If I set up a free safety blitz against a
medium pass, I get a multitude of outcomes. Two QB sacks, two completed
passes for a first down and most impressively of all, a QB scramble for a first
down when a running lane opened up for
the QB and all receivers were covered
downfield.
Now, before I gush too much, there are
a number of nagging problems. With a
386/33 and 2 megs ofRAM, the animation
speed was slow. More importantly the program takes forever to simulate a single
game and simulating an entire weekly
schedule is terribly slow. The manual,
while a complete looking 120 pages and
full of tutorials and reference material,
could actually use more information and
more diagrams. However with a little bit
offine tuning (Front Page Sports Football
Page 50

93?), Front Page Football will be a contender for best Sports game on the market.
It already has the award for the best football game on the first attempt.
To quote from the Designer's Notes in
the manual. "We found ourselves wanting
to play computer football , but we wanted
the best: one sports game that had it allaction, stats, management, seasonseverything. We couldn ' t find it. We
decided to build it." Normally one could
dismiss such a statement as a bunch of
hype. Not this time. Patrick Cook and crew
built it- the Super Bowl of Football
Simulations.

Tom Landry Strategy Football
Early in the first quarter. Houston has the
ball at their own 45, 2nd and 8 yards to go.
Time for some defensive strategy help
from Tom Landry. A nickel defense is

TITLE:

Tom Landry Strategy Football

SYSTEM:

IBM
VGA

GRAPHICS:
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
PROTECTION:
DESIGN ER:
PUB LI SHER:

Dallas. Of course I may be a little biased.
The 1981 NFC Championship game between Dallas and San Francisco was my
first real taste of football and the game was
against the "hated" Cowboys.
First impressions are very positive as a
pleasant introduction leads into the best
sports game interface r have ever seen.
This interface is the model of simplicity
and the screen "feels" completely uncluttered, yet all the information needed to
select a play is depicted. More importantly
the interface is completely logical, allowing for the setting of formation, coverage,
shift, blitz, double teaming and primary
receiver. What's really incredible is that
those choices are just the defense. The
offensive side allows for five different
categories of plays, three different lengths
of pass, play action and primary receiver.
All of course pretty standard in a football
product, but the effective use of" buttons"
makes the choices effortless.

•

1-2 (Modem O ption)

$49.95
D ocument ati on Look-Lip
Kerry Batts

Merit Software

Dallas, TX

Once a play is selected, the play is shown
in a side view. The player animations,
while not state of the art, are more than
adequate for the job. More than one user
has commented on play representations
that show a defender virtually stride for
stride with an offensive player but making
no effort to tackle. While this seems a
visual graphic problem rather than an AI
problem, it does look somewhat strange.

suggested with a double team on the top
receiver. The snap, the Quarterback fades
back and launches the ball to the Wide
Receiver running a Fly pattern down the
left sideline. The receiver is triple covered
and the ball falls incomplete. Flag on the
play. Defensive pass interference against
San Francisco, I st and IO Houston at the
San Francisco 30 yard line.
I found Tom Landry an interesting
choice for a licensed product. While his
accomplishments are many and his 1990
Hall of Fame induction richly deserved,
there was a definite sense that the game
had passed him by in his final few years in

The computer AI is smart enough to pick
out secondary receivers, but will occasionally force the ball into coverage. No control of individual players is available, as
this is first and foremost a coaching challenge. To emphasize the coaching aspect
of the product, a Scenario Editor is included which allows the setting up of specific situations. One memorable situation
I set up was San Francisco trailing by 4
points against Pittsburgh with 2 minutes
left in the game and San Francisco at the
50 yard line. San Francisco marched methodically down the field taking little time
off the clock only to be picked off at the 5
yard line on a Corner Back interception.
However with strategic use of time outs
and a superb defensive effort I was able to
hold Pittsburgh to 3 downs and out. With
under a minute to go, an all out attack was
made on the subsequent punt. San Francisco blocked the punt, the ball being
Computer Gaming World
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Whether you're diving blind through fog to find a
runway or loop-de-looping to save your tail, get your
hands on VIRTUAL PILOT, the flight yoke that looks
and feels exactly real... because it is. Designed by an
airplane builder, VIRTUAL PILOT flies any simu lation or
game that supports a joystick. Works with all IBM and compatibles. And you won't have
to fly halfway around the world to buy it. Just buzz your local store.

VIRTUAL PILOT™
Circle Reader Service #46

PRODUCTS
970 Park Center Drive• Vista, CA 91083 • Phone: 619-598-2518 • FAX: 619-598-2514

picked up by the punter, who then scooted
down the side line for a Pittsburgh 1st
down. Argh! Whether that could happen
in real life is debatable but as a game
experience it provided a great set of highs
and lows.
Tom Landry Strategy Football also contains a number of "chrome" features. The
most obvious and enjoyable is the help one
can receive from Tom Landry himself.
Here Landry's Hall of Fame knowledge
and abilities come to the fore and even the
most experienced armchair general will
learn new strategies from the Coach. It is
very noticeable that today ' s coaches have
trouble managing the clock effectively.
Tom Landry also adds this option along
with weather, scouting and substitutions.
The 40+ page manual, whi le well laid
out, could use a lot more diagrams and
information. An improved league system
and more plays would enhance this product even more. Specifically the lack of
comer and safety blitzes limits the defensive options.
As noted in the manual, Kerry Batts first
conceived, designed and programmed the
game as a project for his Masters. While
occasionally the coaching aspects outshine the game aspects, this is an excellent
educational too l as well as an enjoyable
game. The simple yet sophisticated interface is easy to grasp, yet contains all the
information needed. Whi le the more experienced gamer may wish for more, this is
the perfect package for teaching the rudiments of football (both real life and computer). Score this one a pre-season
touchdown.

NFL Video Pro
Week 1 of the NFL season, Green Bay
verses Houston. Green Bay Quarterback
Dan Fouts goes back to pass and throws
left handed over the middle to Gary Anderson who picks up the first down.
"When is a door not a door?" the old
saying goes. When is a football game not
a football game? - when it is a multimedia entertainment experience. First impressions are not particularly positive. The
blurred box cover is an accurate representation of the video quality and the box
copy is ambiguous at best. Checking out
the Team Player Rosters, a graphic football card is displayed when clicking on a
player. Regardless of the team the same
photo is used- usually a San Diego
Charger from the early 80s. In fact, once
one gets into the game, this Charger fascination becomes a real problem. While this
product may be using "film footage from
the NFL Films archives," this seems to
consistently translate into games between
the Chargers and the Raiders from the
early 80s. The QBs are obviously Dan
Fouts and Jim Plunkett, and Raiders such
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TITLE:
SYSTEM:
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
PROTECTION:
DESIGNER:
PUBLISHER:

NFL Video Pro Football
IBM
1-2

S79.95
None
Park Pl ace Productions
Konami
Buffalo Grove, IL

as Marcus Allen and the Charger's Gary
Anderson are easily recognized.
This is particularly frustrating because
this was a phenomenal idea. "Let's do a
footbal I game and use real NFL footage to
represent the plays." That's a superb idea.
I can on ly assume that part way into the
project, reality set in. The game is 22
megs, yet the number of video clips seems
limited. As mentioned in the notes, "NFL
Video Pro is the first multi-media sports
game ... that does not require a CD-Rom
drive," the problem being that it obviously
does require a CD-ROM to store all the
video clips needed to make this a quality
product.

the currently highlighted game where he
or she can take charge of the home team.
Once in the Stadium, there are six basic
offensive and six basic defensive alignments that can be set. Within those alignments are numerous individual play
patterns. While the interface is easy to use
and logical, its "look" is rather gaudy.
Once chosen, the play is then depicted in
video- which brings us to the central
component of NFL Video Pro: the video
itself.
A note from the creators is ominous.
"The video used to depict the outcome is
the CPU's best approximation of what actually occurred. We have stretched the
available video as far as possible using
several techniques such as real time film
splicing and flipping, however there are
situations where the video is somewhat
inconsistent with the actual event."
"Somewhat inconsistent" is definitely in
the running for understatement of the year.
A play up the middle has the running back
bursting through the line and tackled by
linebackers. Result? A one yard loss! Or
the hand off goes to one running back and
immediately cuts to another completely
different rurLning back. Or one sees a successful video completion in the endzone
when the play is actually a completion at
the 30 yard line. The "flipping" mentioned
also results in players numbers being
backward and Quarterbacks throwing
right handed in one quarter and left handed
in the next.
Somewhat inconsistent? It's a joke.
The biggest question to ask of this product is "Why?" There is no game to speak
of, and no challenge. Again to quote the
manual, "and you get the real experience
of multimedia entertainment."
As another old saying goes, "Come the
revolution, the lawyers will be the first
against the wall." Hopefully whoever
came up with the term "multimedia" will
be a close second. Multimedia is a word
that attempts to convey the merging of a
number of good ideas and technologies
into a cohesive product and meaning. It is
a banal, ineffective term that conveys virtually no meaning whatsoever to the average consumer. NFL Video Pro and
multimedia were made for each other.

Post Game Show
Once in the Video Studio, 14 screens
carry the action of every game being
played. Three other choices are available
on the Video Studio Screen. The newspaper button pauses the games and allows
roster changes, viewing of league stats,
etc. The stats button shows the stats of the
current highlighted game, and the Stadium
button takes the player into the stadium of

As I noted at the beginning of this piece,
three products that are so very different;
NFL Video Pro is instantly forgettable,
Tom Landry Strategy Football is the best
football teaching product on the market
and an excellent start for the new
sport/football fan, and Front Page Sports
Football is one of the top product releases
of 1992. Only MicroProse's World Circuit can challenge it for the title "Sports
Game of the Year." cGw
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"Why did we name our
son MAR VIN GARDENS?"
- Danny Kaye
TITLE:
SYSTEM:

Monopoly Deluxe
IBM (MS-DOS & Windows)

PRICE:
PROTECTION:

$59.95
None
Virgin Games

PUBLISHER:

Irvine, CA

ecreationologists- those scientists
who study and explore the origins
of humanity' s most classic and beloved pastimes- have managed to trace
the earliest form of the Monopoly game as
far back as the year 7000 BC. Up unti I that
time, pure survival had been the only issue
on the human mind. This, however, led
one ambitious individual to adapt "survival" into history's first role-playing
game- now thought to have been called
"Hunter-Gatherization." As the game enjoyed rapid popularity, food and she lter
became scarce as real-life survival became
secondary in importance to this new concept of recreation. With the introduction
of the inevitable "Hunter-Gatherization
2," players were challenged not only with
their own survival, but also with providing
shelter for someone else- after charging
a considerable sum, or "rent," for doing so.
From this early design, we may easily see
how Monopoly continued to evolve so that
even Plato is said to have played the game
on a map of an Atlantis city.
Okay, all kidding aside. Almost everyone knows the real story. With the icy
fingers of economic depression clasped
tightly at its throat, l 930's America
yearned, once again, for the feel of money
in its hands. It can hardly be surprising,
therefore, that Monopoly, the work of an
unemployed heating engineer, should
have proved such an instant success. We
can easily picture depression-era players
as they amassed simulated wealth, traded

R
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properties with over-mortgaged opponents and readied deadly traps whose poison-tipped barbs took on the innocuous
appearance of houses and hotels. While
the game ' s initial success may not be difficult to comprehend, it is somewhat astounding to note the enthusiasm with
which Monopoly has been embraced by
later generations of game-p layers, including the baby-boomers, for whom wealth
has often been no mere fantasy.
With our economic future once again in
doubt, Monopoly is, not surprisingly, doing as well as ever. A series of spin-off
products intended for younger players
have appeared on the market, as well as the
latest attempt to establish the game on the
personal computer. In Monopoly Deluxe
(MD), one can customize the rules to allow
a huge variety of popular, yet unofficial ,
options. But what will probably draw the
most attention, are the extensive sound
effects and animations which now embellish the already well -known game play.

MD allows up to eight players to compete in a game, any number of which may
be controlled by the computer as it simulates a novice, intermediate level real es-

tate investor or experienced entrepreneur.
While keyboard commands are available,
the program is very clearly designed to be
used with a mouse. Most of the screen is
used to display an overhead view of the
classic Monopoly game-board. Icons for
most of the common commands, such as
"roll dice," are easi ly accessible. However, the use ofa somewhat cramped, pulldown menu is occasionally necessary. In
addition, there are icons for summoning a
detailed picture of a participant's portfolio, or assets still held by the bank. Finally,
a scrolling window provides an ongoing
description of each move made in the
game.
The only awkwardly-designed element
of MD is a real-time sequence in which
players bid for a property which has been
placed on the auction block. For this, each
player must place a finger on a number key
at the top of the keyboard (the numeric
keypad may not be used) and press his or
her key when a desired bid appears on the
screen. This represents a very small space
in which to crowd eight anxious bidders,
several of whom are likely to be on very
intimate terms once the final gavel has
sounded.
Traditionally, once that sacred document- the instruction leaflet- had been
lost from the Parker Brothers box, numerous confrontations have been known to
occur over which set of rules are to be
regarded as gospel. By playing "banker,"
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'PALADIN2' isan
easy-to-play role
playing game.
Form a party of
brave warr iors

3 Button Dexxa Mouse
$29
$59
Adlib Sound Card
Adlib Gold Sound Card
$169
Advancd Gravis Ultrasound $139
$24
Champ Joystick
Flight Stick Joystick
$36
$46
Flight Stick w Falcon
Game Card 3 Automatic
$39
Maxx Control Yoke
$59
Maxx Rudder Pedals
$39
Pro Audio Spectrum 16
$199
Pro Audio Spectrum Plus $139
Quickshot 123 Joystick
$16
Rudder Pedals Driving
$39
Sony SRS7 Speakers
$15
$20
Sony SRS9 Speakers
Sou nd Blaster Sound Card $89
Sound Blaster PRO Basic $139
Sound Blaster PRO
$169
Sound Star Sound Enhancer $14
Thrustmaster Flight Control $79
Thrustmstr Flight Cntrol Pro $11 9
Thrustmstr Rudder Control $11 9
Thrustmstr Weapons Control $89
$84
Thunder Board
$109
Thunder Board for WIN
Video Blaster
$349

and encounter all
manner of foe in
castles , open
fields , and dungeons deep in the
earth. Only bravery
and skill will allow
you to advance
through the ranks
of the Order of
Paladins. Features
20 challenging
quests, & a quest
builder.
$34

'COMANCHE

glimpse into the
future of military
avionics and exactingly accurate
simulator of the
Beoing-Sikorski

$64
Auto Map
$49
AutoWorks
Bodyw orks
$49
$29
Boom Box
Castle of Dr Brain
$29
Chemistry Works
$45
$32
Cuckoo Zoo
$32
Eagle Eye Mysteries
EcoQuest 2 Lost Sert Rain F $34
EcoQuest
$32
Fatty Bear Birthday Surprise $32
Incredible Machine
$29
$29
Island Of Dr Brain
$24
Jones Fast Lane
Mario Teaches Typing
$24
Mavis Beacon Teach Typing $26
M Beacon Teach Typing WI N$29
Mixed Up Faery Tale
$29
Mixed-Up Mother Goose
$29
Mozart Magic Music Machine $18
Never Ending Story 2 Crayon $9
Orbits Voyage Solar System $39
$24
Oregon Trai l
$39
Print Shop Deluxe
Print Shop Dix
Busins Graph
$29
Quarky Quaysoos Turbo Sci $29
Rodneys Funscreen
$32
$32
Scooters Magic Castle
$29
Twisty History
Wacky Funster
$18
Where in USA Carmen Dix $45

66 Comanche Helicopter. Features
actual terrain rendered in real time
3D , fly mutiple
missions in 1999,
complete Thrustmaster support &
256 color VGA

$46

'SOUND MACHINE'bringstogether 2 of the
most popular computer add-ons in
one inexpensive
package . Fealures a genuine
sound blaster
c hipset, digitized
voice input/output,
full duplex MIDI
interface, built in
4W amp , volume

IBM WARGAMES
Action North Atlantic
Action Stations
Action Stations Scenario 1
Action off River Platte
Air Raid Pearl Harbour
Ambush
American Civil War V1
American Civil War V2
American Civil War V3
Banzai
Battle Stations
Battle Tank Barbarossa
Battle Tank Kursk
Battle of Austerlitz
Battle of the Atlantic

$26
$29
$14
$26
$26
$42
$22
$22
$22
$12
$26
$36
$39
$9
$36

control , a pair of 3"
magnetically
sheilded speakers, and a Quickshotjoystick. $89

Visa & MC Accepted. CODs S5. Ch ecks Held 4 Weeks. Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Most Items Shipped Same Day. Shipping time s not gu aranteed . Check compati bil ity
before you buy. Defectives replaced with same product. Price & availability subject to

c hange. All Sales Final.

Battles of Napoleon
$24
Battleship Bismark
$26
Blitzkrieg Ardennes
$24
Borodino Napoleon Invades $30
Bravo Romeo Delta
$32
CW No Greater Glory
$39
Campaign
$39
Carrier Strike
$42
Carrier Strike Exp Pak
$19
Carriers at War
$37
Carriers at War Exp Pak
$37
Charge of the Light Brigade $34
Conflict
$15
Conflict in Vietnam
$9
Conflict: Middle East
$16
Conflict: Middle East
$36
Conflict: Korea
$36
Crusade In Europe
$12
$19
Decision at Gettysburg
Dreadnoughts
$42
Dreadnoughts Bismark
$29
Dreadnoughts Ironclads
$29
Dreadnoughts Deluxe
$89
Fall Gelb
$36
$36
Fifth Eskadra
$34
Fire Brigade
Fleet Commander
$39
Fleet Med
$36
$34
Frontline
$46
Gary Grigsby Pacific War
German Raider Atlantis
$26
Gettysburg :Turning Poi nt
$36
Golan Front
$36
$36
Grand Fleet
Great Naval Battles
$45
Great Naval Battles Exp Pak $19
$36
Grey Seas, Grey Skies
Halls of Montezuma
$24
Harpoon
$25
Harpoon Battle Set 2
$19
Harpoon Battle Set 3
$19
Harpoon Battle Set 4
$24
Harpoon Challenger Pak SE $49
$32
Harpoon Designer Series
Harpoon Scenario Editor
$27
High Command
$45
$36
In Harm s Way
Kampfgruppe
$59
Kriegsmarine
$36
Kursk Campaign
$36
Line in the Sand
$24
Long Lance
$39
MacArth uCIS War
$29
Main Battle Tank C Germany $36
Main Battle Tank MiddleEast $36
Main Battle Tank N Germany $36
Malta Storm
$36
Man of War
$36
$26
Mare Nostrum
Marianas Turkey Shoot
$24
$19
Midway
$36
Moscow Campaign
Northe rn Fleet
$36
Operation Overlord
$36
Pacific Storm Midway Cpgn $36
Pacific Storm Solomon Cmpn $36
$22
Panzer Battles
$44
Patriot
$16
Patton Strikes Back
Prelude to Jutland
$26
Red Lightning
$12
$28
Return to Falklands
$26
Rising Sun
Rommel Battles For N Africa $24
Rommel at El Alamein
$36
Rommel at Gazala
$36
$34
Rorkes Drift
Second Front
$36
Seventh Fleet
$36
Special Forces
$39
Stalingrad Campaign
$36

Storm Across Europe
Th ird Reich
To The Rhine
Typhoon of Steel
UMS Original
UMS2
UMS 2 Civil War
UMS 2 Desert Storm Seen
UMS 2 Planet Editor
Under Fi re
V Victory : Velikiye Luki
V Victory: Utah Beach
Victory at Sea
Vu lcan
War in the Falklands
Warship that Changed Histry
Waterl oo
Western Front
White Death

$12
$27
$36
$12
$19
$19
$24
$24
$28
$12
$44
$44
$37
$34
$26
$26
$12
$36

$24

James Bond Stealth Affair
$29
Advent Willie Beamish EGA $34
Advent Willie Beamish VGA $34
Advent Willie Beamish 2 VGA$39
$17
All Dogs go to Heaven
$34
Altered Destiny
$39
Amazon
An American Tail
$26
Attack Pack
$42
B.A.T.
$19
Cadaver
$27
Castle Wolfstei n 30
$37
Chamber Sci-Mutant Prstss $25
$32
Coaster
Codename Iceman
$15
Code Name Iceman 2 VGA $39
$15
Colonels Bequest
Conquests Robin Hood EGA $34
Conquests Robin Hood VGA $36
Conquests of Camelot
$15
Conspiracy Deadlock Files $34
Covert Action
$24
Crime Wave
$37
Cruise for a Corpse
$32
$29
Cybercon 3
Dark Half
$19
$28
Dark Side
$15
David Wolf Secret Agent
$39
Day of the Tentacle
Deja Vu 2 Lost in LV
$6
Demom; Gate
$32
Diehard
$28
Dog Eat Dog
$32
$4
Don't Go Alone
$9
Earthrise
$24
Elf
Epic
$32
Eric the Unready
$38
$3
Felony
$19
Free DC
$9
Futu re Wars
$24
Galleons of Glory
$32
Gateway
Godfather
$29
Gold Rush
$15
$27
GrailQuest
Humans
$21
Heart of Chi na
$34
Heaven and Earth
$32
$17
Heimdal!
$32
Hired Guns
$32
Hook
Hostage
$6
Hound of Shadow
$17
$42
Inca
Indy Jones 4 Fate Atlantis
$38
Indy Jones Grix Adv EGA
$21
Indy Jones Grix Adv VG A
$27

CGW1

MD will eliminate most of those squabbles. However, by allowing an almost infinite number of variations on the
traditional rules, far more severe playroom
conflicts may result. The "free parking"
space may now be used as a collection
plate for all fines and taxes, which are then
turned over to the first player who lands
there. Another option allows the player to
collect a windfall sum at that same spot,
determined by a roll of the dice.

For those preferring a simpler game,
property auctions may be eliminated,
deeds may be distributed at the beginning
of the game, or a game time-limit may be
imposed. Other options allow players to
limit their ability to negotiate trades or
collect rent while in prison. When large
numbers of players are involved, an option
which requires all players to circle the

board once before purchasing any properties proves a welcome innovation.
" Spoiled" players (those who grew up
without other children around) even have
the option to recreate the thrill of cheating
by transferring whatever funds or property
they wish from the bank directly to their
own account.
Replacing the feel of those original metal tokens and cardboard deeds are MD's
sounds and pictures. Starring the minimalist entrepreneur "Rich Uncle Penny Bags,"
brief animations pop up whenever a player
passes "Go," builds a hotel, or initiates the
many other well-known Monopolistic
events. Sound effects are also lavishly distributed throughout the game, including a
surprising variety of music, bells, whistles, grunts and exclamations.Users are
given a high degree of control as to which
animations and sound effects they wish to
experience. Easily the most entertaining
sequences involve those fami liar tokensthe iron, wheelbarrow, ship, car, dog,
thimble, shoe, hat, cannon and pony- all
of whom circle the board with grace,
charm and digitized dignity.
The computer becomes an aggressive,
although relatively predictable, opponent
for a solitaire game of MD. Generally, it
will continue to invest in property until
bankrupt. Further, the computer will flatly
refuse to consider any but the most self-

serving property trades - the type only a
suicidal opponent would agree to.
Strangely, it will not condescend to bid on
a property which is up for auction. Taking
advantage of this eccentricity ("cheating,"
as one of Virgin's technicians referred to
it) a player may never have to pay more
than $1.00 for any property during a solitaire game. For an honest game with the
computer, it is suggested that the "no auctions" option be selected.
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It has obviously been with a great deal
of care and attention to detail that this
version of Monopoly has been rendered on
the personal computer. The program is
ideal for bringing newcomers into the
game, as well as pleasing older, more nostalgia-minded players. Recreationologists
everywhere wi ll be pleased that Rich Uncle PennyBags has finally been shown
proper respect by electronic media. c6w

The ULTIMATE Play-By-Mail Offer
FLAGSHIP magazine. with Ark Royal Games. C2 Simulations. Capitol Consulting. Deltax Gaming.
Flying Buffalo Inc. Flying Dutchman Games. Graaf Simulations. Inner Dimensions. Rolling Thunder
Games Inc and Twin Engine Gaming. is proud to make what may be the most exciting offer in PBM
history. For $19.99, we'll give you :
(a) A 4-issue trial subscription to FLAGSHIP. PBM's leading international magazine. with 56 pages
each issue packed with news. reviews. and uncensored player comments. Every issue includes a
sheet of discount coupons worth many times the cost of the magazine.
(b) A coupon entitling you to $20value of rulesand/orturns inanyofthesegames: Against All Odds.
Adventurer Kings. Cluster. Continental Rails. Domination. El Mythico. Feudal Lords. New Order.
Quest of the Great Jewels. Shadow Lords. Sirius Command. Space Combat. Space 101. StarGlobe.
Starquest. Subterrania. Victory!. World Emperor II and Warriors & Wizards. You choose where you
want to use the coupon: to help you. we will include an impartial description of each of them! The
only condition is that you should not have played with that particular gamemaster before.
Last but not least. if you are disappointed with the first FLAGSHIP. let us know within one month and
we'll refund you the entire $19.99 by return . No handling fee. no requirement to return anything yes. you can still use the coupon.
To try it, send $19.99 to FLAGSHIP, CGW special offer, PO Box 6105WSS, Gainsville GA 30504

IBM ADVENTURE
Inspector Gadget
Jack the Ripper
KGB
King's Quest 1 ENH
King's Quest 2 or 3
King's Quest 4
King's Quest 5 VGA
King's Quest 6 VGA
King's Ransom
Kristal
L.A. Law
Laura Bow 2
Leather Goddesses
Leather Goddesses 2
Legacy: Realm Of Terror
Legend o! Faerghail
Legend o! Kyrandia
Leisure Suit Larry 1 VGA
Leisure Suit Larry 2
Leisure Suit Larry 3
Leisure Suit Larry 5 VGA
Leisure Suit Larry Bundle 1
Loom
Lords of the Rising Sun
Lost Files Sherlock Holmes
Lost Treasures o! lnfocom
Lost Treasures o! lnfocom 2
Lost in LA
Magnetic Scrolls Bundle
Manhunter New York
Man hunter San Francisco
Maniac Mansion
Martian Memorandum
Mean Streets
Metal Mutant
Moe bi us
Murder Club
Murder by the Dozen
Out of this World
Plan 9 from Outer Space
Police Quest 1
Police Quest 2
Police Quest 3
Power Hits:Movies
Prince o! Persia
Putt Putt Joins Parade
Rex Nebular Cos Gen Ben
Riftwar Legacy
Ringworld
Rise o! the Dragon
Risky Woods
Robocop 3
Rocketeer
SD I
Screen Antics WIN
Search !or the King
Secret Monkey Island 2
Secret Monkey Island
Sex Olympics
Sex Vixens from Space
ShadowgateWIN
Shogun
Sierra Adventure Bundle 1
Space Quest 1
Space Quest 2
Space Quest 3
Space Quest 4
Space Quest 5
Space Quest Bundle
Spellcasting 101
Spellcasting 201
Spellcasting 301 Spring Brk
Star Trek 25th Aniv
StarTrek5
Star Trek: Next Generation
Stellar?
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtls
Terminator2029
The Train
Theme Park Mystery
Time Quest

$34
$38
$17
$19
$15
$34
$36
$45
$38
$12
$34
$36
$12
$42
$41
$34
$35
$15
$15
$24
$34
$39
$19
$34
$44
$42
$32
$37
$21
$28
$15
$18
$37
$37
$32
$28
$28
$15
$36
$31
$24
$15
$34
$32
$25
$32
$39
$39
$36
$34
$24
$32
$32
$9
$24
$24
$38
$23
$19
$12
$34
$12
$39
$19
$15
$34
$36
$39
$36
$19
$36
$34
$36
$12
$46
$21
$25
$42
$6
$15
$12

'LEGACY REALM
OFTERROR'isa
3D animated horror
adventure
game. You must
find & destroy the
entity which has
taken control of
your house. Features auto-mapping , ten levels
with upto40 rooms
per level , detailed
yet easy to use
magic and combat
systems , pointand-click interface, and amazing
audioeffects. $41

'AMAZON' recaptures the fun
and excitement of
the 1950's drive-in
movies. Travel to
unexplored regions of the Amazon , fight 10 foot
ants, and find emeralds stolen by
Cortez. Amazing
cinematic effects
such as multiple
camera angles ,
flashbacks ,

digitized voices &
soundeffects. $39

'POWERED
PARTNERS622'
by Acoustic Research do the job
of both a speaker
and amp. Plug
them into any
sound source with
line level or headphone output:
computers, TV's,
or keyboards .
Features magnetic shielding , a
30 Watt subwoofer, frequency
range of 50Hz20kHz, & volume
control.
$239

Visa & MC Accepted. COOs$5.Checks Held4 Weeks. Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Most Items Shipped Same Oay. Shipping times not guaranteed. Check compatibility
before you buy. Defectives replaced with same product. Price & availability subjectto
change.All Sales Final.
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IBM ADVENTURE

IBM ROLE PLAYING

Transylvania 3
$15
Troika
$6
Uninvited
$9
Universe 1-3 Each
$34
Walker
$32
War in Middle Earth
$12
Warriors of Legend
$19
Weird Dreams
$9
$32
Where in World Carmen
Where World Carmen Delux $52
Where in America's Past
$37
Where in Europe is Carmen $29
Where in Time Carmen
$32
Where in USA Carmen Delux $45
$29
Where in USA is Carmen
Wonderland
$16
Zak McKracken w H Book
$18
Zeliards
$15
Zombie
$12

Fire King
$19
Flames of Freedom MWII
$28
Fountain of Dreams
$15
Fountain Dreams Char Edit $16
Four Crystals o! Trazere
$26
Gateway Savage Frontier
$32
Gods
$26
Hard Nova
$17
Hard Nova Char Edit
$16
Heaven and Earth
$32
$21
Hero's Quest
Heroes of the Lance
$12
$21
Heros Qst 2:Trial Fire
Heros Quest 1
$32
Heros Quest 3
$36
Hillsfar
$15
Immortal
$17
Joan o! Arc
$12
Keys to Marimon
$9
Keys to Maramon Char Edit $16
King's Bounty
$15
Knights o! Legend
$30
Knights o! Legend Char Edit $16
Legacy of the Necromancer $17
Legend
$31
Legend of Valor
$39
$32
Lord of the Rings V1
Lord of Rings V1 Char Edit $16
Lord of the Rings V2
$37
Lord of Rings V2 Char Edit $16
Loremaster
$39
Lure of the Temptress
$37
M
$45
Magic Candle 1
$12
Magic Candle 1 Char Editor $16
$21
Magic Candle 2
Magic Candle 2 Char Editor $16
Magic Candle 3
$38
Martian Dreams
$37
Martian Dreams Char Editor $16
Matrix Cubed
$32
Mechwarrior
$19
Megatraveller:Zhodani
$9
Megatrvllr:Zhodani Char Edit $16
MegaTravelle r 2
$19
MegaTravelle r 2 Char Editor $16
MegaTravelle r 3
$39
Midwinter
$12
$12
Might & Magic 1
Might & Magic 1 Char Edit
$16
Might & Magic 2
$12
$16
Might & Magic 2 Char Edit
$34
Might & Magic 3
Might & Magic 3 Char Edit
$16
Might & Magic 4 Clouds Xeen$36
Might & Magic 4 Char Editor $16
Might & Magic 5 D Side Xeen $42
Mines o! Titan
$12
Mission: Impossible
$19
Murder
$29
Obitus No Shirt
$27
Paladin:Scrolls Talmouth Dsk$16
Pirates
$9
Pirates Gold
$39
Planet's Edge
$34
Planet's Edge Char Editor
$15
Pool of Radiance
$15
Pool of Radiance Char Editor $16
Pools o! Darkness
$38
Prophecy 1
$12
Questron 2
$12
Ragnarok
$38
Rings o! Medusa
$24
Savage Empire
$34
Savage Empire Char Editor $16
Sea Rogue
$29
Secret Silver Blades
$15
Secrt Silver Blades Char Edit $16
Sentinel Worlds
$9
Sentinel Worlds Char Edit
$16
Shadow Sorcerer
$12
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2400AD
$24
ADD Collector's Edition 2
$45
ADD Starter Kit
$35
Autoduel
$26
$31
Bad Blood
Bard's Tale 1 Char Editor
$16
Bard's Tale 2
$19
Bard's Tale 2 Char Editor
$16
Bard's Tale 3
$32
Bard's Tale 3 Char Editor
$16
Bard's Tale Construction
$19
Battletech
$12
$31
Battletech 2
Black Crypt
$32
Bloodwych
$15
Buck Rogers Countdown
$12
Captain Blood
$9
Captive
$30
Celtic Legends
$32
Challenge of 5 Realms
$44
Champions
$37
Champions o! Krynn
$21
Champions Krynn Char Edit $16
Cobra Mission
$49
Conan
$16
Corporation
$19
Curse Azure Bonds Char Ed $16
Curse o! the Azure Bonds
$15
Curse Azure Bonds Char Ed $16
Cyber Empire
$32
Cyber Space
$38
Cybergenic Ranger
$9
Dark Queen o! Krynn
$32
Dark Queen Krynn Char Ed $16
Dark Sun
$37
Darklands
$39
Darks pyre
$32
Daughter of Serpents
$32
$21
Death Knights o! Krynn
Death Knights Krynn Char Ed$16
Dragon Strike
$15
Dragon Wars
$12
Dragon Wars Char Edit
$16
Dragons of Flame
$9
Drakkhen
$37
Drakkhen Char Edit
$16
Dungeon Master
$34
Dusk of the Gods
$24
Elvira Mistress Dark
$29
Elvira 2 Jaws Cerberus
$27
Escape from Hell
$17
Escape from Hell Char Edit $16
Eye ot the Beholder
$19
Eye of Beholder Char Edit
$16
Eye of the Beholder 2
$38
Eye of Beholder 2 Char Edit $16
Eye of the Beholder 3
$39
Eye ot the Horus
$28
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When Knights Were Rotten
And Eric Was Unready
Legend's Eric The Unready
by Johnny L. Wilson

Sneak Previews are not designed to be reviews . They are feature articles based on "works in progress" that
CG W's editors have deemed worthy of early coverage. These articles are not intended to provide the final
word on a product, since we expect to publish appropriate review coverage when the game is finished.

ometimes, say the sages, it is better
to be lucky than good. This is certainly the case in Legend 's Eric the
Unready, a new adventure by Bob Bates
in which the least intell igent kni ght with
the least physical prowess has to save the
kingdom through a series of misadventures. lt is Mel Brooks meets Came lot in a
raucous tour de farce where games, television, fi lm s and legends (or should that be
Legend?) are all subject to Bob Bates'
powerful Parser of Parody. Whether one is
so lving one of the simple puzzles in the
early game or groaning at the puns in the
endgam e, fantasy fans are likely to find
themselves experiencing the same type of
esoteric chuckles to be fo und in one of
Piers Anthony's Xanth books or Robert
Asprin's Myth Adventures. No pop cultural icon and no industry entity is safe
from Bob Bates' Wand of Witticism .

S

The set-up is deceptively simple. Eric is
trying to prove himself as a knight of the
romboid table. To do so, he must successfu ll y solve some simple quests . If the
gamer is good enough, Eric solves those
quests, but ends up creating more chaos in
a few command lines or mouse cl icks than
Lucy could conjure in a half-hour te levision show. Just when many gamers wo uld
wonder if they were playing the right charPage 58

acter, Eric is assigned the task ofrescuing
the beautiful princess and saving the kingdom . Unfortunately, the gamer soon finds
out that Eric has been se lected precisely
because the vi ll ains do not believe he is
able to fu lfill the quest. That's when it
starts to become better to be Iucky than
good.
If gamers think that they've "said it all "
when they say, "Bud Wizard" or can't
figure out why that castle looks like it
might have been designed by Lord Brutish, Eric the Unready is not for them . If
they get offended by Elvis sightings (has
anyone ever noticed how c lose ly Eric and
Elvis sound?) and have little patience with
tabloid journalism, they probably will not
enjoy being tantalized by the titters and
giggles that seductive ly lure gamers
through the puns, sight gags and badinage
of Eric the Unready. Gamers who have to
have a Meretzky-sized injection of titillation in order to play an adventure game are
also forewarned. Some suggestiveness is
present, but bawdiness is not the overriding goal of this game.

appear), pointing and clicking on the
graphics windows, or using the compass
rose, the designers have now introduced a
number of different interface technologies . When one pilots Captai n Smirk's
raft, one works from a dynamic animated
map screen; when one plays the "Concentration"-style game at the carn ival, one
works with ful l-screen point and click; and
when one initiates a conversation, one gets
a menu of verbal ripostes to toss in conversational sparri ng matches .

Textual Variant

Yet, interface is not the on ly non-textual
addition to Legend's bag of tricks. There
is a fu ll-screen cinematic sequence that
introduces the game's hero and there are
animated full-screen transition sequences
that serve as cut-scenes to advance the plot
and provide a certain amount of dramatic
(well , actually melodramatic) tension between vari ous puzzles . At one point, the
entire screen takes on the appearance of
the original Zork. At other points, the
player accesses a newspaper and a large
representation of a tablo id fi ll s the screen
for the player's perusal. At another point,
the raft interface or memory game fills the
screen graphicall y.

Legend believes that CGW has been
grossly unfair in describing their games as
text adventures . They believe that this undervalues the efforts which they have
made to present intriguing adventures using a variety of technologies. In a sense,
they are right. We have call ed the games
"text adventures" because they did not present the full-screen parserless environment of leading edge graphic adventures.
T he games do contain a lot of text, sometimes wonderfu l text, but they also contain
more.
In add ition to the input avail able in previo us games: command line, reverse
parser (where gamers cli ck on each element of the sentence as li sts of words

The shop steward glances down
al lhe paper in his hands and

says. 'Here"s lhe pelfed lhing:
lhis morning. a farmer came into
lhe Union Hall and said lhal a
passing witch had turned his
only daughler into a pig. Your
quest today. Sir Eric, is ID go lo
his farm and break lhe
enchantment by kissing lhe pig.
Here is your wale slip. I don,
want lo see yw lace again until
lhe !ask is done.'

So, it is true that Eric the Unready has
lots of text, but it is also true that much of
that text is very funny. In particular, we
Computer Gaming World
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'CONQUERED
KINGDOMS' allows you to invade
castles and fly
over mountains as
you battle for control of the world.
Features nine scenarios, a random
map generator,
human and fantasy
combat
troops, 21 levels
of difficulty, modem play, several
full campaign conquests, and complete game scoring history. $38

Shadowlands
$29
Shadows of Mordor
$28
Sleeping Gods Lie
$28
Sorcerian
$15
$9
Space 1889
Space 1889 Char Editor
$16
Space Hulk
$38
Space Inc
$34
Space Rogue
$30
Space Rogue Char Editor
$16
Spacewrecked
$19
Spelcraft: Aspect of Valor
$38
SpellJammr Pirates Rim Spc $38
Spellbound
$39
Spirit of Excalibur
$16
Star Saga 2
$19
Starflight 1
$17
Starflight2
$17
Summoning
$38
Sword of the Samurai
$9
Tales Magic Prophcy Shadw $38
Tales Magic Pr Sh Char Edit $16
$21
Tangled Tales
$12
Terran Envoy
Third Courier
$6
Times of Lore
$28
Treasures Savage Frontier $32
Treasure Savag Frtr Char Ed $15
$15
Tunnels & Trolls
Tu nnels & Trolls Char Edit
$16
Twilight 2000
$34
Twi light 2001
$39
Ultima4
$35
Ultima 4 Char Edit
$16
Ultimas
$35
$16
Ultima 5 Char Editor
Ultima 6 False Prophet
$39
Ultima 6 Char Edit
$16
Ultima 7 Black Gate
$46
Ultima 7 Char Editor
$16
Ultima 7 Forge of Virtue
$21
Ultima 7.5 Serpent Isle
$46
Ultima Trilogy
$35
Ultima Trilogy 2
$45
Ultima Uworld Stygian Abyss $48
Ultima U Styg Abyss Char Ed$15
Ultima Uworld Styg Abyss 2 $46
Uncharted Waters
$42
Unlimited Adventures
$32
$42
Veil of Darkness
Vengeance of Excalibur
$16
War of the Lance
$9
Wasteland Char Editor
$16
Waxworks
$34
Wizardry (1-3) Char Edit
$16
Wizardry 4
$19
$16
Wizardry 4 Char Edit
Wizardry 5
$26
Wizardry 5 Char Edit
$16
Wizardry Cosmic Forge
$34
Wizardry Csmc Frg Char Edit$16
Wizardry 7 Crusaders
$39
Wizadry 7 Crusdrs Char Edit $16
Wizardry Trilogy
$32

ln'BATTLESOF
must seek out and
destroy up to 3 opponents in order
to conquer the
world. Features
modem play, air,
ground and naval
combat, challenging artificial intelligence, 22 differ• ent units to construct, more than
20 worlds to conquer, campaign
style play, and a
complete player
$38
history.

'GREATBATTLES
OF THE 20TH
CENTURY' brings
20 new scenarios
for the Perfect
General game. lnc Iu des 1967 &
1973 Suez conflicts , Kursk, The
Moscow Push ,
Stalingrad , Malta,
Long Binh Inferno,
Crete, Falklands,
Inchon, Operation
Sea Lion , Pusan
Per,Sagx,,Bataan,
Fulda, Dnepr Br.,
Guderian Forward,
& more .
$23

IBM STRATEGY
A Train
A Train Construction Set
Air Force Commander
Airbucks
Ancient Art War Sea
Ancient Art of War
Ancient Art of War Sky
Are We There Yet
Armada 2525
Balance of Power 1990
Balance of the Planet
Bandit Kings Ancient China
Battle Isle

$38
$23
$32
$36
$29
$29
$34
$17
$29
$35
$19
$37
$32

Visa & MC Accepted. CODs S5. Checks Held 4 Weeks. Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Most Items Shipped Same Day. Shipping times not guaranteed. Check compatibility
beforeyou buy. Defectives replaced with same product. Price &availability subjectto

change.All Sales Final.
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IBM STRATEGY
Battle Isle Scenario Disk
Battles of Destiny
Berm uda Square
Big Business
Breach 2
Breach 2 Scenario Disk
Buzz Aldrin Race into Space
Caesar
Carrier Command
Castles
Castles 2
Castles Northern Campaigns
Centurion Defender Rome
Civilization
Civilization Master Edition
Command HQ
Conquered Kingdoms
Conq uest of Japan
Control of the Seas
Crisis in the Kremlin
Dark Seed
Dark Star
Defender of the Crown
Designasaurus 2
Dino Wars
Diplomacy
Discovery Steps Columbus
Dragon Force
Dragon Lord
Dune
Dune 2
El Fish
Empi re Deluxe
Fighting for Rome
Final Conflict
Fireteam 2200
Fireteam 2200 Constrctn Kit
Fort Apache
Gem fire
Genghis Khan
Global Conquest
Global Effect
Gold of the Americas
lmperium
lnindo
Koshan Conspiracy
L'Empereur
Lemmings 2
Lemmings Datadisk
Lemmings
Liberty or Death
Lost Admiral
Lost Adm iral Enhanced
Lost Admiral Scenario Disk
Lost Patrol
Medieval Lords
Medieval Warriors
Mega Lo Mania
Mercenaries
Merchant Colony
Microcosm
Millenium
Monarch
New World Order
Nobunaga'sAmbition
Nobunaga's Ambition 2
Nuclear War
Objection
Objection Enhanced
Ogre
Omega
Operation Combat
Overlord
Pacific Theater Ops
Paladin 2
Perfect General
Perfect General 2
Perfect General Seen Disk
Perfect General Seen 2
Populous
Populous 2

IBM STRATEGY
$22
$38
$21
$12
$19
$15
$42
$36
$9
$18
$36
$19
$17
$39
$45
$19
$38
$36
$32
$42
$34
$36
$12
$28
$28
$12
$34
$19
$12
$24
$44
$41
$39
$12
$17
$24
$25
$34
$37
$37
$37
$32
$19
$26
$37
$32
$37
$32
$19
$32
$37
$24
$44
$23
$12
$14
$9
$31
$38
$17
$32
$24
$38
$38
$37
$37
$7
$34
$79
$19
$30
$12
$21
$42
$34
$32
$44
$21
$23
$17
$38

Populous Promised Lands
$14
Powermonger
$34
Powermonger World War 1 $21
Pushover
$32
QQP Bundle
$59
Railroad Tycoon
$34
Rampart
$27
Reach for the Stars
$24
Realms
$17
$32
Red Zone
Renegade Legion Interceptor $12
Riders of Rohan
$19
Robo Sport WIN
$34
Romance 3 Kingdoms
$42
Romance 3 Kingdoms 2
$42
Rules of Engagement
$37
Rules of Engagemer.t 2
$38
Second Conflict WIN
$34
Seven Cities Gold 2
$38
Shadow President
$34
ShadowGate WIN
$34
Siege
$38
Siege Expansion Disk
$19
Sim Ant
$34
$34
Sim Ant WIN
Simcity
$29
Simcity Graphic Set 1
$15
Simcity Graphic Set 2
$23
Simcity WIN
$34
Simearth
$38
Simearth 2000
$42
Simearth WIN
$38
Simfarm
$41
Simlife
$41
Spaceward Ho!
$38
Special Forces
$39
Spoils of War
$34
Star Control
$29
Star Control 2
$36
Star Legions
$38
Starfleet 1
$17
Starfleet 2
$38
Strategic Forces
$19
Sword of Aragon
$28
Task Force 1942
$39
Theatre of War
$32
Theatre of War Set 1
$21
Traders
$19
Unnatural Selection
$32
Utopia
$31
Vikings Fields of Conquest $37
Visions of Aftermath
$12
Warlords
$24
Warlords 2
$42
$24
Worlds at War

IBM SPORTS
4D Boxing
4th & Inches
4th & Inches Team Const
ABC Monday Night FB
ABC Wide World Boxing
APBA Base TD 1908-91 Ea
APBA Baseball
APBA Baseball General Man
APBA Baseball Statmastr 2.0
APBA Baseball Wizard 2.0
APBA Basketball
APBABowling
APBA College Basketball
APBA Football
APBA Micro Manager
ATP Tennis
Action Sports Soccer
All American College Ftbll
All Star Sports Pak
American Gladiators
Basketball Challenge
Bo Jackson Baseball

$17
$4
$10
$37
$32
$21
$24
$29
$29
$29
$34
$14
$32
$34
$32
$34
$25
$36
$15
$21
$28
$32
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recommend that gamers peruse every portion of the newspapers. Not only are there
clues for solving the puzzles, but esoteric
jokes based on literature and computer
games (even a well-placed barb at the Rumor Guy's expense). Further, the conversations are the wittiest we've seen this side
of Monkey Island. In fact, one wonders
where Fran the Rock Salesman and the
Columbia School of Piracy might have
originated. Naaah! It's punfully (and delightfully) obvious.

Roddenberry, Pepsi-Cola and BaskinRobbins are just a few of the victims of
Bob's barbs which I can remember. There
are many more. Who would you expect to
be the monk in charge of copying manuscripts when one enters the abode of the
gods and their sacred library? "Air-IK,
Ericster, doin' the copyin' thing!"
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Doin' The Parody Thing
Zork, Ultima VII, Monkey Island, Star
Trek, Computer Gaming World, Saturday
Night Live, Fantasy Island, Gilligan 's Island, Camelot, Lord British, Elvis, Gene

Most of the puzzles are not only clever
and challenging, but they lead into some
puns or comedic dialogue that advances
the plot and heightens the A.P.I. (aggregate pleasure index). If I had to quibble
about any puzzles, they would be the timing puzzles. Gamers like to be active, not
passive. I can understand the necessity of
being passive if there is some obvious
reason to be passive. As in Tirnequest,
however, Bates shows that he likes puz-
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Introducing The Ultimate Character Editor. This exciting new product features
full mouse and keyboard support, online context sensitive help and a complete
windowing system (does not require MS Windows to run). This editor allows you
to edit most of the games listed below (including all of the Might and Magics, all
of the Ultimas, all of the SSI games, all of the Bard's Tales, and more). The price
for this editor is $59.95. So, for the price of 3 editors, you will be getting
approximately 30 editors. Upgrades will be available to handle new games as they
are released for only $9.95.

Send subscriptions to:
PAPER MAYHEM
Dept CG
1518 Adams Street
Ottawa, IL 61350-4770
US Subscriptions:
Single issue $5.00
1 year $24.00
2 year $42.00
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In short, Eric the Unready is a delightful
comedy adventure, more challenging than
cute and fu ll of whimsy and wonder. It
succeeds on many different levels and creates high expectations for Legend 's upcoming game based on Xanth (another
punful world). cGw

THE ULTIMATE ROLE-PLAYING AID

Do your know what PBM (Play-By-Mail) gaming is? If you
don't, we can help you explore the world of PBM gaming.
Paper Mayhem has been leading the way for over 9 years
by informing people about PBM gaming. Articles, reviews, biographies and more fill each issue. Not to mention the ratings
of PBM games and companies that our readers participate in.
Paper Mayhem has been improving with the ever expanding
hobby of PBM gaming since 1983. Each bimonthly issue
brings you the latest on PBM news.
So why delay and miss out on all the fun? Read Paper Mayhem and take advantage of PBM gaming.
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Heir-head Hero
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"The Informative PBM Magazine"

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1 year Canada $31.00;
1 year to Europe $51 .00; 1 year to Australia $57.00.
All Subscriptions to PAPER MAYHEM are to be paid
in US funds and drawn from US banks. Foreign subscriptions are asked to use International Money Order
in US funds.

zles which rely on the gamer doing nothing at precisely the right time. The trouble
is that the clues that one should wait are
not always obvious. I personally find the
timing puzzles less than satisfying, but
that may be because I am such an impetuous gamer that I tend to prod instead of
pause. The timing puzzles and occasional
spelling errors were the only hindrances to
my enjoyment of the game.

•

CHARACTER EDITORS - $1 9.95 each
Might and Magic (1 , 2, 3 or 4), Drakkhen , Pool of Radiance, Hard Nova,
Bard's Tale (1 , 2 or 3), Wasteland , Dragon Wars , Space Rogue,
Wizardry (Edits 1-3). Wizardry 4, Wizardry 5, Bane of Cosmic Forge ,
Crusaders of the Dark Savant, Treasurers of the Savage Frontier,
Sentinel Worlds I, Knights of Legend , Secret of the Silver Blades,
Curse of the Azure Bonds, Champions of Krynn , Space 1889,
Keys to Maramon, MegaTraveller (1 or 2), Keef the Thief, Darklands,
Escape from Hell, Ultima (3, 4, 5, 6 or 7), Dark Heart of Uukrul,
Savage Empire, Tunnels and Trolls, Lord of the Rings (1 or 2),
Countdown to Doomsday, Martian Dreams, Eye of the Beholder (1 or 2) ,
Death Knights of Krynn , Fountain of Dreams, Magic Candle (1 or 2),
Pools of Darkness, Ultima Underworld, Twilight 2000, Planet's Edge ,
Dark Queen of Krynn, and Prophecy of the Shadow.

•

HINT BOOKS - $9.95 each
Might and Magic 1, Knights of Legend , Curse of the Azure Bonds,
Champions of Krynn , Legacy of Ancients, Dark Heart of Uukrul,
Wizardry (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, Bane or Crusaders). Eye of the Beholder 2,
Might and Magic 3 (12.95).

I

IBM listed. Apple, C64 and Amiga versions also available.
Please add $4.00 for shipping and handling.
Open from 9AM - 9PM every day for your convenience.
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IBM TRADITIONAL

Carl Lewis Challenge
$32
$28
Cycles Grand Prix
Daily Double Horse Racing $19
$24
Days of Thunder
$9
Face OH
Fast Break
$6
Front Page Football
$39
Future Sports
$28
Grand Prix Circuit
$17
Greens
$34
HardBall
$12
Hard Ball 2
$28
Hardball 3
$34
Hardball 3 Players Disk
$19
Hardball 3 Stadium Disk
$19
Harlem Globetrotters
$15
$9
Hat Trick
Hole In One Mini Golf
$12
Hole In One Mini Golf Crs Dk $7
lndianapolis500
$17
International Sports Chall
$29
$12
Jack Nicklaus Clip Art
Jack Nicklaus CD 1-5
$15
Jack Nicklaus Greatest 18 $27
Jack Nicklaus SE Course 1 $19
J Nicklaus Sign Ed Clip Art $24
Jack Nicklaus Signature Ed $40
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf $27
$31
Joe Montana Football
John Elway Quarterback
$6
Lakers vs Celtics
$17
LH Baseball Leag ue Leaders $16
LH Boxing Contenders
$16
LH Col Bball Team Disks Ea $16
LH Col Bball L Leaders
$16
$16
LH Col Bball Utilities
LH Football L Leaders
$16
LH Football Utilities
$16
$36
LH Pro Basketball
LH Pro Baskeball Uti lities
$16
LH Pro Basketball L Leaders $16
LH Pro Basketball Utilities
$16
Lance Hattner Baseball
$36
Lance Hattner Boxing
$36
Lance Hattner College BBall $36
Lance Hattner Football
$36
Lance Hafner Hockey
$36
Li nks
$29
$17
Links Courses 1 Bountiful
Links Courses 2 Firestone
$17
Links Courses 3 Bay Hill
$17
Links Courses 4 Pinehurst
$17
Links Courses 5 Dorado
$17
Links Course 6 Barton Creek $17
Links Course 7 Troon North $17
Links Pro 386 Golf
$32
Links Pro CD 1-6 Each
$20
$12
Low Blow
MUDS
$12
Madden Football
$17
Madden Football 2
$32
Magic Johnson Fast Break
$6
$15
Magic Johnson MVP
Mario Andretti Racing
$17
Mean 18 Famous Courses V2 $1
Michael Jordan Flight Sim
$44
ML Baseball 4 USAT Edition $31
ML Basbll 4 Fantasy Managr $25
ML Basbll 4 General Managr $19
ML Baseball All Stars
$17
ML Baseball Franchise Disks $20
$34
ML Basketball All Stars
ML Football 2
$39
ML Personal Pro Golf
$28
ML Wrestling 1990
$28
Microleague Football Deluxe $39
Microleague Baseball
$28
Microleague Basketball
$28
Microsoft Golf for Windows $39
Mike Ditka Power Football
$32
$9
Mini Putt

NFL Challenge
$60
NFL Chall Col Alumni Teams $22
NFL Chall Pre Season 90
$22
NFL Challng TD 1984-87 Ea $15
NFL Challng TD 1988-91 Ea $22
NFL Challenge All Star Team $22
NFL Challeng Dream Teams $20
NFL Challenge Premium Ed $59
NFL Challenge Roster Editor $20
NFL Football
$31
NFL Pro League Football
$19
NFL Pro League Football 92 $24
NFL Video Football
$43
Nascar Challenge
$31
Over the Net
$9
PGA Tour Golf
$32
PGA Tour Golf WIN
$38
PGA Tour Golf Course 1
$17
PGA Tour Golf ltd Ed
$45
Playmaker Football
$26
$32
Power Hits: Sports
Pro Leag ue Baseball
$18
Pro Tennis Tour 2
$32
ProFootball Analyst 92 Editn $24
RBI 2
$26
Reel Fish'n
$12
$37
Road to the Final Four
Serve & Volley
$12
Shuttlemania
$34
$15
Skate or Die
Sport of Kings
$12
$34
Summer Challenge
Summer Challng World Class $15
$37
Super Car Pak
TKO
$4
$1 5
Team Suzuki
$32
Tennis Cup
The Games Winter Challenge$34
$12
Tie Break Tennis
$24
Tom Landry Football
$24
Tony LaRussa Baseball
Tony La Russa Baseball 2
$36
Tony LR Fantasy Manager $15
Tony LR Classic Stadiums $15
Tony LaRussa AL Stadiums $15
Tony LR Fantasy Manager $15
Tony LaRussa NL Stadi ums $15
$15
TonyLaRTeams 1901-68
Wayne Gretzky Hockey 2
$34
Wayne Gretzky Hockey 3
$39
$26
Wayne Gretzky League
Weaver 2.0 commemorative $41
$19
Weaver Baseball 1.5
Weaver Baseball 2.0
$17
Weaver Commissionr Disk 2 $16
Weaver Team & Player 90
$12
Wilson Pro Statt Golf
$23
World Circuit
$34
World Class Soccer
$28

Casino Craps
$10
Casino Game Pak WIN
$32
Casinos of the World
$29
Ceasars Palace
$15
$21
Centerfold Squares
Checkmate
$36
$12
Chess Net WIN
Chess X Colossus
$9
Chessmaster 2000
$27
Chessmaster 3000
$29
Chessmaster 3000 WIN
$34
Classic 5
$32
Clue
$12
Clue Master Detective
$15
$1 O
Combination Lock
Cribage Gin King
$19
Crossword Magic
$29
Dealer's Choice
$29
Demon Blue
$10
Dr Thorp's Blackjack
$32
DrThorp's mini Blackjack
$10
Dr Wong Jacks & Video Pokr $1O
Edward O'Thorpe Black Jack $9
Electric Jigsaw
$12
FS-Pro
$21
Faces Tetris 3
$15
Family Crossword Puzzles $28
Femme Fatale
$26
Femme Fatale DD 1-3 Each $18
Floor 13
$15
Game-Maker
$68
Games People Play
$21
Go Master Ver 5
$39
GO Master Ver 5 WIN
$39
Go Master Junior Ver 5
$19
Go Master Junior Ver 5 WIN $19
Joseki Genius
$39
Go Master Tool Kit
$39
Go Master Tool Kit WIN 53 $79
Go Master Dix Ver 5
$99
Go Master Dix Ver 5 WIN $109
Grand Slam Bridge
$17
$32
Grand Slam Bridge 2
Grandmaster Chess
$37
Hollywood Squares
$15
Home Alone 2
$26
Home Casino Spectacular
$15
$32
Hong Kong Mah Jong Pro
House of Cards
$12
$21
Hoyle's Book Games V1
Hoyle's Book Games V2
$19
Hoyle's Book Games V3
$29
Hoyle's Book Games V4
$29
lshido
$17
Jeopardy
$9
$9
Jeopardy 2
Jeopardy 25th Aniversary
$15
Jeopardy, Super Talking
$21
Jigsaw Pinups
$24
Latter Utilities WIN
$21
Lexicross
$24
Living Jigsaws
$9
Lotto Gold
$29
Lotto leverage
$10
Manhole
$32
Mental Blocks
$15
Monopoly Deluxe
$29
Monopoly Deluxe WIN
$29
Oligopoly
$34
Omar Sharif on Bridge
$37
$32
Omar Sharif Bridge WIN
On Target
$10
Peanuts
$31
Penthouse Jigsaw
$24
Pictionary
$19
Planet of Lust
$12
Pool Shark
$15
Price is Right
$15
Prime Time Hits
$25
Prime Time Hits 2
$25
Punisher
$9

'HIGH COMMAND' isastrategiclevelwargamethat coversthe
War in Europe from 1939-1945. Features numerous unit and
mission types for Axis & Allies, detailed economics, production ,
& politics for over 40 countries and territories, Version 1.1. $ 4 5

'CARRIERS AT
WAR' bringstolife
six crucial carrier
battles of WWII ;
Pearl Harbor ,
Coral Sea, Midway ,
Eastern
Shores , Santa
Cruz, and Great
Marianas Turkey
Shoot. Seek out
and destroy enemy carriers ,
fleets, air forces.
Features hun dreds of individually modeled ships
and aircraft from
that period. $ 3 7

'THE CARRIERS
AT WAR CONSTRUCTION KIT'
provides an infinitely flexible tool
for creating a particular battle or an
original scenario.
Build ships and
planes, organize
squadrons, draft
maps, position air
bases and adjust
the artificial intelligence used by the
computer. 3 new
scenarios included;
Wake
Island ,
Guadalcanal, &
$37
Tarawa.
Visa & MC Accepted . CO Os $5. Checks Held 4 Weeks . Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Most Ite ms Shipped Same Day. Shipping ti mes not guaranteed. Check compatibility
before yo u buy. Defectives replaced with same product. Price & availability subject to
change.All Sales Final.
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IBM TRADITIONAL
3 D Pinball
3 in 1 Players's Pack
Acquire
Amarillo Slim's Poker
Amarillo Slims 7 Card Stud
Armada Villa Crespo CB
At the Zoo
Backgammon WI N
Baseball Facts
Battle Chess 4000
Battle Chess 4000 SVGA
Battle Chess
Battle Chess WI N
Blackjack
Blackjack WIN
Bridge 7
Bridgemaster
Caesars Palace

$10
$12
$12
$12
$10
$1 O
$12
$9
$10
$32
$36
$19
$29
$12
$12
$32
$29
$15
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TITLE
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Spellla,nraer. Pi,_ of Realrnspace

PRICE;
PROTECTI0"4:
DESIGN£Rli
Publisher:'

$59.?5
Do<:urnentaaon look-up
Cybetiech Systems
SSI

and other celestial objects. In a similar
vein, the U.S .A.'s own Edgar Rice Burroughs pictured Martian warriors flying
through the limited atmosphere of that
planet via sky ships which were analogous
to fighting sail vessels.

Amlga, IBM
IBM

Sunnyvale, CA

ot ready to rest upon its fantasy
role-playing laurels, Strategic
Simulations Inc (SSI) takes fantasy gamers on a voyage into the final
frontier with the release of Spel!Jammer:
Pirates ofRealmspace (Slammer). While
not exactly science fiction, Slammer does
offer fans of SSI's Advanced Dungeons
and Dragons computer products a unique
opportunity to take to the spaceways while
retaining all of the monster-slaying, spellflinging appeal of more conventional
AD&D products.
Boldly going where no AD&D adventure has gone before, Slammer is rooted in
the Forgotten Realms gameworld, home
to such other AD&D adventures as Eye of
the Beholder I & 11 and the two Forgotten
Realms gold box series (Pool ofRadiance
and Gateway to the Savage Frontier, et al).
Yet, while these adventures take place in
the Forgotten Realms gameworld on the
planet Tori!, Slammer allows players to
journey through Realmspace and visit the
seven other planets in Tori l's solar system .
Crossing through the "wildspace" be-

Jammin'

N

Page 62

tween planets is made possible by the use
of vessels equipped with a magical device
which allows a cleric or magic-user to
essentially will the ship into motion. Moving a vessel in this fashion is called
Spelljamming.
Although venturing out into space will
be a new experience for the traditional fans
of SSI ' s AD&D adventures, the fiction
upon which it is loosel y based is nothing
new. Indeed, science fi ction legends H.G.
Wells and Jules Verne both envisioned
19th-Century adventurers journeying
about the solar system by way of specially
prepared ships designed to sail through the
seas of " luminiferous ether" which supposedly separated Earth from the moon

Moving a vessel throughout space isn't
the only task players have to accomplish.
Slammer consists primarily of three game
segments. The first involves moving the
vessel through wildspace and docking at
ports, which contain pubs, weapons shops,
temples, et cetera. The second portion of
the game- ship-to-ship combat--occurs
when, and if, the player happens to run into
another vessel while journeying through
space. Finally, boarding combat occurs
when the player' s party gets up close and
personal with the crew of enemy ships.
The first game segment is where the
behind the scenes work of maintaining a
Spelljamming vessel takes place. In addition to voyaging between the eight planets
in Toril's solar system through Realmspace, players can dock at ports located on
most of the planets. At these ports, ships
are repaired, rumors heard, crew hired and
jobs taken. Each world offers a unique set
of port facilities, with bustl ing Tori! and
its Waterdeep port, as the most active.
Computer Gaming World
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IBM MAC &AMIGA GAMES FOR LESS
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Europe Air Mail $12 First Item plus S6 Each additional Item . Air Mail to Canada $6 per Order. HI , AK, PR , Mail S7 per Order

IBM TRADITIONAL
Puzzle Gallery 1
Puzznic
Rack'em
Risk
Risk WIN
Sargon 5
Scrabble
Scrabble Deluxe
Scruples
Shanghaii 2
Sharkey's 3D Pool
Shogi Master
Sierra Family Fun Pak
Solitaire Royale
Solitaire WI N
Solitaires Journey
Sorry
Space Vegetables
Spot
Stratego
Strip Poker 3
Strip Poker 3 DD 1-6 Each
SuperTetris
Swap
Terminator Chess
Tetris
Tetris Classic
Trump Castle 1
Trump Castle 2
Trump Castle 2 DD 1 or 2
Trump Castle 3
Tu rn-n-Burn
Vegas Entrtnmnt Pak WIN
Vegas Games Pak WIN
Video Poker AlaCarte
Video Poker Villa Crespo
Video Poker WIN
Video Poker by Masque
Virtual Reality Studio 2
Wayne's World
Welltris
Wheel of Fortune
Wheel of Fortu ne 2 or 3
Wheel of Fortune Gold
Word Tris
World Champ Backgammon
World Champ Cribbage

$19
$25
$12
$21
$26
$34
$24
$26
$28
$29
$12
$34
$33
$19
$32
$34
$12
$10
$12
$31
$31
$19
$29
$29
$34
$15
$27
$25
$19
$6
$34
$10
$20
$19
$34
$19
$12
$12
$64
$26
$15
$6
$9
$15
$27
$24
$24

THE U.LTIMATE FANTASY DRIVING GAME

'CAR & DRIVER'

CAliDIIVEI

lets you test drive
1Oof the best performance cars like
the Porshe 959,
Shelby Cobra, and
Ferrari Testarossa.
Features 1Odifferent tracks , bitmapped landscapes, drive in
any direction on or
"' off road , head to
head competition
via modem , instant replay with
multiple views ,
and Hi-res 256
Stra p \'Ourself into the cb.ssk U mboq;hini Coon1ach, Ferrari F40 or
Porsche 959 :md IL'ar Uf C:iliforn ia's serpenti ne Highway I. Or t.1 kc 1hc
inside l:mc a1 ll.fon1crtp Raceway in a Lotu,: Espril Turbo. 1'.fore inside,
color VGA. $ 3 8

'LINKS386PRO'
offers SUPER
VG A graphics
and advanced
features designed
for your 386 or
486.
New fea tures
include
computer opponent, save game
option that allows
your friends to
play against you
in an existing
game , pre-recorded games
from worthy opponents, and many
game modes. $3 5

IBM SIMULATION
688 Attack Sub
$19
ATP Flight Simulator
$29
A.TAC
$34
A 10 Avenger
$46
A 10 Tank Killer 1.5 Enh
$34
$46
AH-64 Helicopter
Aces Over Europe
$46
Aces Europe Mission Disk 1 $27
Aces Eu rope Mission Disk 2 $27
$42
Aces of the Pacific
Aces Pacific Mission Disk 1 $27
Air Warrior
$35
Aircraft Scenery Design
$35
Allied Forces
$12
Armour Geddon
$29
Assignment Miami
$37
B17 Flying Fortress
$39
Battlefield 2000
$37
Birds of Prey
$32
Blue Max Aces Great War
$9
Campaign Strategc Flight Sm $37
Car and Driver
$38
Cardinal of the Kremlin
$16
Carrier Command
$12
Combat Classics
$29
Conqueror Multi Tank
$16
$6
Crash Course
Das Boot Submarine
$12
Design Your Own Railroad $29
Dynamix Bundle 1
$39

'MAXXCOBRA
FLIGHTSTICK'
brings together
the thrill of a joystick and the versatility of the keyboard. Features
molded casing for
left
or
right
handers, 7 button
p istol grip joystick, 25 programmable functions ,
exact auto -cen tering , and true
circular directional control.
Game port not
necessary . $ 54

Visa & MC Accepted. CODs S5. Checks Held 4 Weeks. Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Most Items Shipped Same Day. Shipping times not guaranteed. Check compatibility
before you buy. Defectives replaced with sam e product. Price & availability subjectto

change.All Sales Final.
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Rochester, VT 05767
Fax 802-767-3382
802-767-3033
800-753-4263
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Elite Plus
$19
Eye of the Storm Flt Sim
$29
F11 7A Stealth Fighter
$42
F14 Tomcat
$19
F15 Strike Eagle 2
$19
F15 Strike Eagle 2 Seen
$17
F15 Strike Eagle 3
$44
F15 Strike Eagle 3 Aces Pak $52
F1 9 Stealth Fighter
$24
F22 Advanced Tactical Fghtr $39
F29 Retaliator
$32
F40 Pursuit Simulator
$31
Falcon 3.0
$42
Falcon 3 Scen 1 Fighting Tgr $24
Falcon AT
$19
Fire & Forget 2
$30
Flight Planner
$24
Flight Simulator 4.0
$42
Flight of the Intruder
$15
Fly the Grand Canyon
$45
Grand Canyon Scenery
$16
Great Naval Battles Exp Pk 2 $21
Grt Naval Battles Seen Build $28
Gun Boat
$33
Gunship 2000
$39
Gunship 2000 Scenario Disk $24
Gunship
$12
$6
Harrier Combat Sim ulator
Hawaiian Odyssey
$22
Heatwave
$25
Heroes of the 357th
$32
HoverForce
$31
Hunt for Red October
$19
Infiltrator 2
$28
$22
Japan Scenery Disk
Jet Fighter 2.0
$39
Jet Fighter 2 Mission Disk 1 $19
Jump Jet
$39
Knights of the Sky
$29
LH X Attack Chopper
$17
Land Sea Air 2
$39
Land Sea Air Trilogy
$12
Life and Death
$19
Life and Death 2
$23
Lightspeed
$9
Mantis Experimental Fighter $39
Mantis Exp Speech Pak
$19
Maximum OverKill
$44
Maximum Overkill Mssn Dk 1 $28
Maxiumm Overkill Mssn Dk 2 $28
MegaFortress
$12
$38
Megafortress Mega-Pak
Megafortress Miss Disk
$26
Megafortress Miss Disk 2
$26
Miami Enforcer
$39
Mig 29 Fulcrum
$32
$37
Orbits
$34
Power Politics WIN
Pacific Islands 2
$30
Power Boat Simulator
$39
Privateer
$49
Rapeon
$29
$31
Reach for the Skies
$36
Red Baron VGA
Red Baron Mission Builder $24
Red Storm Rising
$14
Road & Track Grand Prix U $37
Sailing Si mulator CGA
$39
Sailing Simulator VGA
$42
Sailing S East Cst Voy CGA $34
Sailing S East Cs! Voy VGA $39
Sai ling S West Cs! Voy CGA $34
Sailing S West Cs! Voy VGA $39
Sailing lnstrctr Pack CGA $199
Sailing lnstrctr Pack VGA $239
Scenery Collection Set A
$37
Scenery Collection Set B
$37
$37
Scenery Colltn Californ ia
Scenery Colltn Great Britain $37
Scenery Enhancement Editor $21
Scenery: Hawaii
$16

Scenery: Tahiti
$16
Seal Team
$42
Search for the Titanic
$27
Secret Weap Luftwaffe
$44
Secret Weap Exp 1 P38
$21
Secret Weap Exp 2 P80
$21
Secret Weap Exp 3 He162 $21
Secret Weap Exp 4 DO335 $21
Shuttle
$26
Silent Service 2
$34
Sky Chase
$25
Snd, Grphcs & Arcrft Upgrad $27
Stormovik
$15
Strike Aces
$19
Strike Commander
$45
Stunt Driver
$15
Stunt Island
$36
Stunts
$15
Tank
$34
Task Force 1942
$39
Team Yankee
$32
Team Yankee 2
$29
Test Drive 1
$17
Test Drive 2
$30
Test Drive 2 Muscle Cars
$10
Test Drive 2: The Collection $29
Test Drive 2:CA Challenge $15
Test Drive 2:Euro Challenge $15
Test Drive 2:Muscle Cars
$15
Test Drive 2:Supercars
$15
Test Drive 3
$29
Test Drive 3:Road & Car
$17
Their FH Battlehawks Bundle $44
$21
Thunderhawk
Thunderstrike
$27
$31
Top Gun Dange r Zone
Tracon
$34
Traco;i 2
$29
$34
Tracon 1 or 2 WIN
$37
Ultrabots Sanction Earth
Vette
$15
Virtual Reality Studio
$54
Voice Commander
$18
Wing Commander
$39
Wing Commander 1 Deluxe $45
Wing Commander 2
$45
W C 2 Operation 1
$27
W C 2 Operation 2
$27
WC 2 Speach Mod
$15
WC Secret Mission
$19
WC Secret Mission 2
$19
Wolfpack
$15
X-Wing
$46
Yeager's Air Combat
$38

IBM HINT BOOKS
A-Trai n
Advent Willie Beamish
Bard's Tale 1-3 Each
Buck Rogers Countdown
Castle of Dr Brain
Champions of Krynn
Civilization
Codename Iceman
Colonel's Bequest
Conquests Robin Hood
Countdown
Curse of the Azure Bonds
Dark Queen of Krynn
Darklands
Darkspyre
Death Knights of Krynn
Dragon Wars
Dragons of Flame
Drakkhen
Dungeon Master
Dynamix Great War Planes
EcoQuest Search For Cetus
Elvira 1 or 2

$16
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10
$16
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10
$14
$10
$10
$10
$8
$10
$10
$16
$10
$10
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Catapults and Kilrathi
Ship-to-ship combat occurs only when
another vessel is encountered in wildspace. This portion of SJammer loosely
resembles the format used in Wing Commander, with bitmapped vessels and projectiles zooming about the game screen.
But while Wing Commander allowed
players to move in three dimensions
(up/down,
left/right,
forward/back),
SJammer restricts players to a level playing field, as if all of the vessels sailed on
an invisible sea: no diving or climbing

allowed. Combat usually involves only
the player's vessel and one enemy, although about half of the ships encountered
during this reviewer's sojourn into Realmspace were non-hostile. If the enemy ship
does prove to be hostile, a number of
weapons are available for taking the fight
to the enemy. Ship-mounted ballistas,
catapults, jettisons (useful for clearing
crew from the deck of an enemy ship), and
bombards (crude cannons) are available
for striking down foes. In addition, players
can attempt to shear the rigging from an
enemy ship (slowing it down), or can even
physically smash the enemy into space
debris by ramming. Finally, a grappling
option allows gamers to close with an enemy ship and board it. Once successfully
grappled, the game shifts to the boarding
combat screen.

cale). Each officer is represented by a single on-screen character, while crewmen
are displayed as a soldier figure with a
number hanging at his feet ranging from 1
to 5, indicating the number of soldiers
represented by that figure. The player can
control each of his officers and crewmen
by accessing a bank of icons located in the
upper right comer of the screen. Characters can be directed to move, cast spells,
view inventory, be placed under computer
control, and even can parley with the enemy. In true AD&D style, each of the
combat turns consists of a collection of
short rounds in which combat takes place.
I found this segment of SJarnmer to be the
most enjoyable, with plenty of tactical options and maneuvers to try with one's assembled forces. At times, combat can be
overly tedious and time-consuming (with
large numbers of units on both sides); fans
of miniature wargarning will welcome the
detail and tactical options.

The SpellJammer's
Prime Directive
Most of SJammer involves ferrying
cargo from planet to planet for a fee, picking up an odd mission or two along the
way. Only by tackling as many missions
as possible (and by avoiding space combat
like the plague) will players have much
hope of advancing beyond the first portions of the game. Finding larger, more
powerful vessels with which to carry one ' s
intrepid band of swashbucklers through
Realmspace is essential; massive ships
such as the Man-O-War, Hammership and
the awesome Neogi Deathspider are required equipment for finishing the game.
SJammer begins by offering players a
few scattered missions here and there to
build up a surplusage of funds and experience. As the game progresses, more challenging obstacles such as defeating space
pirates, raiding slave trading vessels and
exploring ancient dwarven space-fortresses will help prepare players for the
ultimate goal: defeating the evil Neogi,
who have planned to unleash a vicious
campaign of brutal conquest across the
solar system if the player fails.

host of other less-important (though annoying) defects. First among these foibles
was the lethargic hard-drive performance.
Some of the simplest actions in the game,
such as generating a set of six, two-digit
character attributes, caused the hard-drive
to spring into action for several seconds.
Loading a saved game often took more
than a solid minute of continuous harddrive operation. From loading the program
to entering combat, SJammer is sure to
give the ol ' hard-drive a workout.

In addition to the aforementioned harddrive problems, SJarnmer suffers from a
host of other minor defects. During boarding
combat, I discovered my characters (including those under computer control) to
strangely unready their weapons in the face
of combat. Spell casting has its share of problems, too: on several occasions I found characters with a sudden bonus of more than 200
first level spells, all of which were available
to be cast and used. Even the inventory of
my characters wasn't safe, with the com- ·
puter often renaming a character's
"Longsword +3" as a non-magical
Longsword in the heat of battle. With all of
these problems, one can't help but think that
SJarnmer was rushed out the door to meet
the Christmas buying spree without a suitable amount of beta-testing.

Lost in Realmspace
Bash 'em and Thrash 'em
The boarding combat segment appears
much like a stripped-down version of Ultima VI, with an isometric overhead view
displaying all of the action. At the start of
combat, the player' s characters (also called
officers) and crewmen (0-level soldiers) are
scattered across the gamescreen (which usually consists of a ship' s deck, the tunnels of
a dwarven space-fortress or some other loPage 64

As challenging as completing the game
was, getting SJammer to work properly on
my machine was an even greater challenge. My first attempt at playing SJammer resulted in the program locking up
immediately after the copy protection had
been correctly entered. SSI's technical
support stated that the first version of
SJammer (1.0) was having trouble running
on some systems, so they shipped me a
patch disk to upgrade the program from
version 1.0 to 1.1. Installing the patch
fixed the loading problem, but left open a

As it stands, SJammer is a product with
a good deal of promise, thwarted by an
unfortunate number of defects. AD&D
role-playing stalwarts who can look past
the problems and enjoy SJammer as an
alternative to the usual SSI AD&D products should find the game to be an enjoyable one. As for the rest of the gaming
public, SJammer is still a few updates
away from being a product worth playing.
CliW
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IBM ARCADE

Eye of the Beholder
$1 0
Eye of the Beholder 2 or 3
$12
Fascination
$10
$10
Free DC
Gateway Savage Frontier
$10
Gobliiins
$10
Gold Rush
$10
Gunship 2000
$16
Harpoon
$16
Heart of China
$10
Hero's Quest 1-3 Each
$10
Hillsfar
$8
Immortal
$10
Indy Jones Grix Adv
$10
Indy Jones 4 Fate Atlantis
$10
Island Of Dr Brain
$10
Jetfighter 2.0
$16
Keef the Thief
$10
King's Quest 1-6 Each
$10
Knights of Legend
$10
Laura Bow 2 HintBook
$10
Leisure Suit Larry 1-5 Each $10
$21
Lemmings w/disk
Loom
$10
Lord of the Rings V1
$10
$6
Lord of the Rings V2
Lost Files Sherlock Holmes $10
$10
Lost in LA
LucasArts Adventure Book $16
LucasArts Air Combat Strat $16
Magic Candle 1 or 2
$10
Manhunter New York
$10
$10
Manhunter San Francisco
Maniac Mansion
$10
Martian Dreams
$13
$1 0
Matrix Cubed
Mean Streets
$10
Might & Magic 1
$10
Might & Magic 1&2
$16
$12
Might & Magic 2
Might & Magic 3-5 Each
$16
Off Book Leisure Suit Larry $12
Off Book of Ultima 2nd Editn $15
Off Bk Roger Wilco's Advntrs $12
Off Guide of King's Quest
$1 0
Off Book of Police Quest
$12
Patriot
$16
Phantasy Star 3
$14
Planet's Edge
$16
Police Quest 1-3 Each
$10
Pool of Radiance
$10
Pools of Darkness
$12
Power Monger Strategy
$16
Powermonger
$10
$21
Quest For Clues 2-4 Each
Quest for Glory Strategy Gd $19
$6
RUNS Issue #1-19 Each
Railroad Tycoon
$10
Rail road Tycoon Off Guide $10
Rex Nebular Cos Gen Ben $14
$1 0
Rise of the Dragon
Savage Empire
$10
Search for the King
$10
Secret Monkey Island 1 or 2 $10
Secret Silver Blades
$10
$10
Sentinel Worlds 1
Shadow Sorcerer
$10
Simcity/Simearth Book
$20
Simearth
$16
Simlife Official Strategy
$16
$10
Space Quest 1-4 Each
$10
Spellcasting 101
$1 0
Spellcasting 201
Star Trek 25th Aniv
$10
$10
Starflight 1 or 2
$5
Strategy Plus Issue 12-26
Stunt Island
$16
Su mmoning
$16
Tales Magic:Prophecy Shad $12
Ti me Quest
$10
Treasures Savage Frontier $10

Tunnels & Trolls
$16
Twisty History Hint book
$10
Ultima 4-7 Each
$10
Ultima Underworld Sig Abyss $1 0
Ultima 7 and Underworld
$16
Ultima Avatar Adventures
$16
$16
V for Victory
Wasteland
$10
Wizardry Cosmic Forge
$12
Wizardry 7
$12
Yeager Air Combat Handbk $16

Space Ace 1 or 2
$34
Space Wars
$37
Speedball 2
$25
Stellar?
$21
Super Off Road
$12
Super PacMan
$9
Super Space Invaders
$25
Swamp Gas Windows
$38
Take-A-Brk Crossword WIN $29
$29
Take-A-Brk Pinball WI N
Take-A-Break Pool WIN
$29
Teenage MNT Manhattn Mn $31
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles$25
Tengen's Arcade Hits
$25
Terminator
$34
Tetris Classic WINDOWS
$27
The Tinies
$29
$15
Thexder 1 or2
Treasure Trap
$10
Tristan Pinball
$34
$17
Turbo Outrun
Viking Child
$32
Volfied
$24
Wild Streets
$31

IBM ARCADE

'GEMINI JOYSTICK' features a full size handle, 6 largetactile
buttons, dual axis trim adjustors for precision control , turbo fire ,
4 stabilizing suction cups, & testing disk. Fully compatible with
high speed PC's (PC, XT, AT, 386, 486, & compatibles). $24

DREADNOUGHTS
accurately models
the looks, specifications and tactics
of fighting fleets
during the great
age of the battleship. Includes 7
scenarios such as;
Coronel (1914),
Falklands (1914) ,
Jutland (1916)
and Dogger Bank
(1915). Features
a menu interface
for entering commands , external
3D view, & hidden
movement. $42

Second
ConflictThe Galactic ConOic t Continues ...

'SECOND CONFLICT' isagame
of interstellar strategy & conquestfor
windows. Control
all aspects of the
economy, military,
and civilian population. Allocate resources to produce battleships,
planetary defenses , stealth
ships, transports
and missiles. Features multiple human & computer
players, & a scenario editor. $34

Visa& MC Accepted. CODs $5. Checks Held 4 Weeks. Money Orders Treated as Cash.
Most Items Shipped SameDay. Shipping times not guaranteed. Check compatibility
before you buy. Defectives replaced with same product. Price & ava ilability subject to

change. All Sales Final.

Airborne Ranger
$9
Aliens Ate My Babysitter
$32
Amazing Spiderman
$9
Artura
$4
Back to the Future 2 or 3
$15
Bar Games
$10
Bargon Attack
$24
Bart Simpsn House Wei rdnes$31
Batman Caped Crusader
$28
Batman the Movie
$24
Battle Storm
$32
Cogito Windows
$38
Combat Classics
$29
Cool Croc Twins
$24
Crackdown
$17
Crazy Cars
$25
D-Generation
$32
Dark Centu ry
$27
Day of the Viper
$19
Dig Dug
$6
Dou ble Dragon 2
$15
Double Dragon 3
$12
Dragon's Lai r 2 Time Warp $34
$34
Dragon's Lai r 3
Dragon's Lair Esc Singe Cast $34
Fast Track
$25
Freakin Funk Fuzzballs
$19
Galactic Conqueror
$31
Galactic Empire
$27
Galaxian
$6
Gauntlet 1 or 2
$9
Gobliiins VGA
$24
Gold of the Aztecs
$29
Guy Spy
$29
Hard Drivin' 2
$38
Home Alone
$27
Hyperspeed
$34
$19
Killing Cloud
King Graham Board Games $9
Knight Force
$29
$21
Laffer Utilities
Larry's Casino
$9
Laura Bow Parlor Games
$9
Monty Python
$15
Ms PacMan
$6
Ninja Gaiden 2
$12
Ninja Rabbits
$10
Nova 9
$21
Oil's Well
$12
Out Run
$28
$9
Pac Man
Paper Boy 2
$27
Pipe Dream
$19
Pit Fighter
$22
Power Hits: Battletech
$32
Power Hits: Sci Fi
$32
$9
Punisher
Quix
$25
$28
Rampage
$9
Roger Wilco Space Games
Rollerbabes
$25
Rotox
$20
Savage
$19
$24
Sierra Arcade Bundle 1
$21
Silpheed
Simpsons:The Arcade Game $31

IBM CD ROM
12 Roads to Gettsyburg WI N $48
7th Guest
$56
A Christmas Carrol
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$59
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Wing Commander 1 Deluxe $45
Wing Commander & Ultima 6 $60
Wing C & Ultima Undrworld $60
Wolf Pack
$39
Wrath of the Demon
$29
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Aarbron's appearance had changed to that
of a Cro-Magnon man . This time, however, his mission against the Beast was the
rescue of his infant sister; a more satisfying and higher goal than revenge.
Now, in Shadow of the Beast 111, Aarbron 's goal is to strike the final blow and
rid the world of the Beast once and for all.
With the help of a magician named
Rekann, Aarbron must locate four items
that will enable him to face and destroy the
Beast.

excellent. There is no lack of quality mood
music in Beast III. Exceptional soundtracks have become a hallmark of the
Beast series as well as almost all
Psygnosis releases, and the tradition,
thankfully, continues. Digitized sound effects are also very good and realistically
reproduced.

Beast Your Eyes ...
Anyone who saw the original Shadow of
the Beast remembers the beautiful graph-

eginning life as a side-scrolling arcade feast featuring bright colored
backgrounds, smooth animation
and superb multilevel parallax scrolling,
the Beast series from Psygnosis has taken
Aarbron, and the player, from a beast himself to a clone of that intrepid adventurer,
Indiana Jones. ln the third and final game
in the Beast trilogy- Shadow ofthe Beast
111- Aarbron looks like a shirtless Indy
with backpack and a rather comical hat
reminiscent of those donned by members
of a barber shop quartet.

B

He's Such a Beast
The original Shadow of the Beast began
the trilogy with Aarbron enslaved by the
Beast Lord as a to rmented servant in beast
form himself, programmed by will-sapping drugs. After regaining control, Aarbron sought revenge on the death of his
father and his own torment.
When Shadow of the Beast 11 arrived,
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ics and exceptional paral lax scro ll ing it
offered. It is still, in my opinion, the best
of the Beast series in appearance and play.
With Shadow of the Beast II came more
advanced puzzles than those offered in the
first game. However, it al so exchanged the
bright colors and superb parallax scrolling
of the initial product for dark, ominous
tones and more simple parallax effects
with bi-directional scrolling. In an effort
to combine the best of both previous releases, Shadow of the Beast III incorporates the brighter colors and mu ltilevel
parallax scrolling of the original and the
more advanced puzzles of Beast II. The
results, I believe, are mixed.
While backgrounds in Beast 111 are more
colorfully appealing than those in the previous release, the foreground and character colors are still too dark and drab. They
need more pizzazz. Granted, the design
called for a sinister feel, yet "sinister"
doesn't necessarily require muted, heavy
shades to convey its message. Still, the
graphics are very good overall and the
improvement in the parallax effect comes
across well, while maintaining bi-directional scrolling.

... And Beast Your Ears
As usual, the musical accompaniment is

A Puzzled Beast at Best
As did most players, I found the puzzles
in Shadow of the Beast II far too difficult.
This criticism has been addressed by the
programmers to a limited extent. According to the documentation, the puzzles in
Beast 111 begin "very easy" and become
"gradually more difficu lt" as the game
progresses. That the initial puzzles are
very easy, I will gladly concede. However,
I would not classify the increase in difficulty as all that gradual. They appear to
shift from easy to difficult very quickl y.
Apart from the first few puzzles in each of
the four main sections of the game, the
puzzles are still too difficult overall, especially when failure to correctly solve one
results in the need to start the level over
again-from the beginning in many cases.
Some puzzles are still difficult enough that
many players will give up before finishing
the game.

The Beast of Your Worries
While Shadow ofthe Beast III has much
to commend, it still suffers from some
problems that have fo llowed the series
Computer Gaming World
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through from the beginning. For starters,
disk-based copy protection is still employed. As such, Beast III cannot be installed on a hard drive. What makes this
all the worse is that disk access is painfully
slow, even on an Amiga 3000. Mix this
with the traditional "death scene" (which I
quickly tired of being forced to view) and
most players will add numerous gray hairs
before they ever finish the game. Loading
and reloading time is too slow from floppies!

This is understandable in a coin-op product. It is, however, unacceptable in a product for home use. I have grown tired of
playing and replaying the same section of
a game over and over 20 or more times,
simply to have yet another unsuccessful
try at the same puzzle. Why designers of
arcade games cannot fathom the term
"save game" or provide a means to do so
is beyond my comprehension. Is this too
much to ask?

the effort required. In fact, I experienced
the same love/hate relationship with Beast
III as I did with Electronic Arts' The
Immortal, another game sporting superb
graphics, audio and atmosphere, but with
a frustration level too high to enjoy playing it for any length of time. While some
may think that I am being overly hard on
this product, I have simply grown tired of
arcade games that punish the player rather
than reward them for their efforts.

The Beast Thing Going?
From the start, the Beast games have
been popular products. Yet, I wonder if the
key to their popularity lies more in their
"look and feel" than in their play. As mentioned above, Shadow of the Beast Ill is
the third and last game in this series. Perhaps it is best that the Beast is finally being
laid to rest. True die-hard joystick jockeys
who thrive on an intense, relentless onslaught of digital opponents, and who do
not mind replaying the same level to excess until an offending puzzle is solved
will probably love it. However, average
gamers may find the game overly frustrating and even annoying to play.
Unfortunately, Shadow of the Beast III,
in my estimation, provides more glitter (it
does have that Psygnosis charm) than
gold, falling low on the playability scale
with the reward for playing insufficient to

Documentation, while barely adequate,
is like that provided with most Psygnosis
products-so brief it is a joke. What is
supplied in 20 pages (in very large type)
could have easily fit onto a single twosided quick reference card. This has been
a longstanding problem that Psygnosis is
aware of, but has failed to address.
Shadow ofthe Beast III also suffers from
one of the same failings of many arcade
adventures - a lack of any save feature.
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tep right in and warm up by the fire.
Winter is still with us, even if it is
getting on towards March. And after
March comes April, that time when a
young man 's fancy turns to thoughts of
booze, babes, and bashes (at least it does
if you're Steve Meretzky, hehe). That's
right, the time of Spring Break!
Yes folks, he's baaaaack! Everyone's
favorite nerd sorcerer, Ernie Eaglebeak.
This time, though, the books and classrooms are left far behind as Ernie and his
Hu Delta Phart brothers live it up at Fort
Naughtytail during Spring Break in Legend's Spellcasting 301.
Well , maybe "living it up" isn't quite the
phrase. See, there's another frat from another school, the Getta Loda Yu boys, who
don't want the HDPs on the beach (or
anywhere else). So, a curvaceous blonde,
calling herself The Judge, sets up a bunch
of contests for the rivals. Whoever has the
most points at the end is "King Of The
Beach" and whoever loses has to pack up
and go home.
Since the GL Y s are athletic studs , and
HDPs are mostly brainy nerds, the Yus
look like a shoo-in ... unless, of course, our
boy Ernie works his magic tricks to,
ummm, give he and his frat brothers a little
edge. Okay, it's cheating, but hey, it's for
a good cause!
Getting to Fort Naughtytail is half the
fun, since Ernie is Carpetmaster and drives
the magic carpet to the resort. It's not hard
if he follows the directions (part of the
game's Seepy ... err, CP, or copy protection, heh). Just 'cause there's a few malfunctions along the way doesn't mean they
won't get there. Ernie simply throws a
little something off here and there, that's
all. Of course, he's gonna have to track all
that stuff down later, but think of it as a
good way to see the sights (and he should
find those things as quickly as possible).
Anyway, it isn't long after arrival that
the HDPs and GL Ys have their first confrontation. Ernie just needs to lighten up a
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bit so the HDPs come off looking like
champs. Then The Judge pops up, goes
into her act, and everything is set for the
contests.
This is where it gets tricky. Time is
important throughout the game. Ernie better keep his eye on the clock, so he doesn ' t
miss any events ... or even things that go
on between the events. And he better not
be too far from his room (with its delightful view of the dumpster) late at night; the
boy starts to get tired around 10:30 PM.

Ernie has to be prepared. Each time he gets
nabbed, there's a way out...but it only
works once. There's no special order here,
it's just whatever Ernie has in the way of
spells or items at the time. Jailbreaker's
choice <grin>.
Just to make things even more interesting, there's a special spell that changes
other spells. So when Ernie grabs that one,
he should fool around (save the game
first!) and see what happens when he uses
it. Some of those "transmuted" spells are
gonna be important later on.
Now, it gets hard. There are things Ernie
needs to do between contests, but exactly
when is another matter. So I'll just indicate
the deadline in a general way and Ernie
can squeeze it in wherever he finds the
time in his busy schedule.

Also, there's lots of stuff to pick up, but
only so much can our hero carry at once.
Some of it has to be stored in some convenient location until it's needed. Fortunately, most items (outside of spells) only
have to be used once, so after something's
been used, it can be dumped and forgotten
(but Ernie may need that shovel twice).
Ernie has to buy some items along the
way, and his money may start to run out
pretty fast. Then he'll have to try his luck
at the Casino. Looks like a pretty crooked
place to me; Ernie oughtta straighten it out
before he gambles his gold away. Just
keep in mind that even in an honest game,
he can have bad luck (ya can't save in the
casino, so if Ernie is making a pile, hop out
now and then to save the game).
I should mention the cops. Anytime
something gets smashed or broken, you
know who they're gonna tab for a "cellular" vacation. Right, our hero! This could
happen maybe seven times (or less). So

All right. The first contest is Sunday
night, so that gives Ernie time to walk
around, check things out, and buy a few
items (don't pass up any spells), not to
mention, find as much as he can of the stuff
he dumped from the carpet. Speaking of
the Sunday night Kick-Off Party, nothing
attracts women (at least the women around
here) like studs.
With the HDPs winning the first contest
easily, Ernie can get to work on the Sandcastle Contest Monday afternoon . Since
the contest is judged at 1 PM, early arrival
is advised so our boy can give Sid a little
help.
Sometime between Monday afternoon
and Tuesday morning, the bridge has to be
fixed, and any time before Tuesday night,
Ernie has to visit Hillary Tickingclock (we
all remember Hillary the Inexhaustible,
right?). Save time; don't buy a ticket from
the dispenser.
Also, some time before Tuesday night,
Ernie's gonna have to get into that mysterious mansion. You know, the one with the
dog at the gate. Good thing it's the other
side, from the look of him. I have a haunch
Computer Gaming World
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that being nice could do Ernie a hole lot of
good (heh).
Once inside, Ernie should see about
making the place more cheerful; all this
blue stuff is, well, kinda depressing, eh?
There's hardly any real color around here.
And when Ernie gets downstairs, he
should pay close attention to what's down
there (besides the lady, that is).
Speaking of color, there's the Huemaze.
That has to be done, one way or another.
If you're not good with color tricks, or you
have a monochrome monitor, or you just
don't want to be bothered, you can pay the
100 gold and be done with it. But it's more
fun to do the maze (easy mode recommended).
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During his rambles, Ernie may have
come across a spell box he can ' t open.
Sorry Charlie (oops, Ernie), you have to be
level 4 to open it. That means a trip to the
lighthouse and running a few errands for
the Presiding Sorcerer. Get at least the first
one done before Thursday morning (preferably well before). Don't bother picking
up the spell box, just use it where it is.
After the big splash, Ernie should come
back with four items (berries not included).
So it's Tuesday AM and time for the
Belly Flop contest. Here ' s where a little
roe and roll (or was that roe and drop?)
comes in handy. You could say Ernie calls
the shots here, and pulling this one off
would be a real feather in his cap (or was
that Vince's?).
Then, it's the big liquor bash Tuesday
night, and BIG is the word for it. Can Ernie
make the world's largest daiquiri ... and
then, drink it without collapsing? Sure he
can, with the right spells and the right
items (this is a pretty easy one, if Ernie's
hit all the shops by now, and he certainly
should have!).
Well, the week sure is moving along fast,
huh? Let's hope it hasn't moved along so
fast that Ernie didn ' t get a chance to see
the women wrestlers. A little favor for one
of them will be repaid at Wednesday
morning's Wet T-Shirt contest. True, the
lady isn ' t exactly well-endowed, but Ernie
can do something about that. He can even
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help Mona (who almost doesn ' t need it,
but doing that is extra points).
Wednesday certainly is a busy day. After
the T-shirt contest, there's a little bullfighting late in the afternoon . Ernie ain ' t
exactly a matador, so it's time for more
dirty tricks. What that bull needs is a little
"get up and go" feeling. A small distraction is advisable, though. I'm sure if Ernie
thinks about it hard enough, the right idea
will float into his head.
And the day isn ' t done yet. Here are the
HDPs , looking for a little real fun at Club
Club, when who should walk in but those
nasty GL Y s. In no time at all, a fight
breaks out. Good thing Ernie's not directly
involved, since it gives him a chance to
throw a spell or two to good effect.
One thing you can say about these spring
breaks, there's never a dull moment.
Hardly has Ernie recovered from Wednesday, when it's time for Thursday morning' s Body Surfing contest. This is one
that Ernie has to do himself (presuming,
that is, he got that Bigfinno spell box
open).
Well actually, Ernie and Fred (FRED???
Oh, not my Fred, whew!). Too bad Fred is
out like a light. If the HDPs wanna win the
Surfing contest, Ernie is just gonna have
to find a way to bring sleeping beauty back
to consciousness.
Drying off after that hardly leaves any
time for the afternoon Tanning bout. True,
by now (and probably long before) Ernie's
found the case of suntan lotion, but that
lotion doesn't quite have the oomph necessary to beat the GL Ys. Remember, we
don ' t want our side looking like lemons,
right?
There's nothing else scheduled for today, so our boy has a little free time for
himself. One thing he can do with those
leisure hours (ha) is have a chat with the
rummy in the groggery (grog, for those of
you who were wondering, is rum diluted
with water). Sorry to say, he won't fork
over until Ernie forks over 500 gold. Ya
gotta do it, Ernie, and it has to be done
before tomorrow.
That's because Friday morning is the
Volleyball contest, and we want our HDP
team to win. With the right spells in alternation, deflating the GL Y s should be a
snap. This leaves a few hours for pyramid
practice, and we know Ernie wouldn't
want to miss that.
So now it's time for the mystery event.
Huh? What? Sheer destruction? Y' know,
this don ' t sound exactly kosher. Still,
Ernie ' s gotta go through with it, for the
sake of dear old Sorcerer U. and the HDPs.
And our hero is practically led by the nose
to the right act of vandalism, thanks to the
dropped key.

But that's only because there's more to
come (you didn't think it would be over
this soon, did you?). Now the HDPs have
to find the Prokturingham Bull. First
though, Ernie better have four seahorses.
Is he missing one? Maybe our hero needs
a conch on the head, or possibly he didn't
drink his soup like a good boy in the first
place, or perhaps he didn't know that
things aren't always what they ' re cracked
up to be.
A light source is handy, too. Then, it's
spelunking time. Oooo, look at that giant
squid! MOMMY! (No silly, not yours.)
Anyway, before you can say "Indiana
Jones," Ernie and friends (the HDPs are
with him, I hope) are in the fabled city of
Sitnalta. This is where the scroll is necessary, as automapping won't be much help
here.
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Just follow the map along, doing the
right thing with the seahorses, and in no
time, Ernie will be at the fabled Throne.
What now? Well , it's a seat, Ernie (hint,
hint). Uh oh ...
There's the bull, and it doesn't look
happy . Luckily, Ernie has just the right
spell for that. UNiuckily, guess who just
showed up? Yep, none other than Joey
Rottenwood (you were expecting him, of
course). While Joey gives the usual "Villain's Spiel To The Hero Before His Plans
Come Undone," Ernie needs to think fast
and do something else about the bull (poor
thing, you can hardly hear its piteous
cries). THAT will take care of Joey, at
least until Spellcasting 401 rolls around.
Whew! Good thing spring break comes
only once a year. And good thing that you
were around to help Ernie through this
one. Speaking of help, if you need a hand
with an adventure game, you can reac!1 me
in the following ways:
On Delphi: visit the GameSIG (under
the Groups and Clubs menu).
On GEnie: Stop by the Games RoundTable (type: Scorpia to reach the Games
RT).
By US Mail (enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope if you live in the United
States): Scorpia, PO Box 338, Gracie Station, New York, NY 10028.
Until next time, happy adventuring! cliw
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A New Dimension

Camden, NJ
'Tyre! Help! I'm
wounded."

Chat and play games with
people from around the world
without ever leaving your home.
MPG-NET gives you something you
can't find on floppy disk; on-line realtime contact with the most puzzling
and challenging entity of all time.
Another human mind .
Play pulse-pounding, intriguing,
forever challenging games with
stunning graphics and vibrant sound .
Games that are constantly improving so
they won't get stale. Form strategies,
share secrets and solve puzzles with up
to 100 folks from around the world,
twenty-four hours a day.
In addition to our games w e have
Bulletin Boards so you can write public
messages to other players. and
Electronic Mail to send private
messages. We also have Chat Rooms
in which you can shoot the breeze LIVE
with people from around the world .
All you need is a modem, a phone
line. and a computer; IBM-PC
compatible, Macintosh, or Amiga .

STARRTM
CRUISE

ome visit a land where dragons
roam free, rodents grow to
unusual size, and adventurers are the
endangered species.
Team up w ith players from around
the world . Together. explore
mysterious lands, armed only with your
enchanted weapons. psionic spells,
and wits. You'll find untold riches and
glory while solving intriguing puzzles,
and destroying the mightiest of beasts.
MPG-NET brings you the ultimate
in fantasy role-playing .

C

he year is 2300 A.O. We've
discovered stardrive and colonized
hundreds of new solar systems. In the
process. however, we pissed off some
very nasty aliens. To say they hate us is
an understatement. They'll do
anything to eliminate us from space.
No compromises. This is all-out
interstellar war. We need your help!
Based on GDW's classic space
combat game. MPG-NET brings you
the on-line version of Star Cruiser - a
30, multi-player campaign of splitsecond action.

T

© 1992 MPG-Net, Inc. Multi-Player Games Network and MPG-Net are service marks of MPG-Net Inc. The Kingdom of Drakkar is a trademark of Drakkar Corp. Computer network versions of Empire Bu ilder, Star
Cruiser. Operation Market-Garden, and the Kingdom of Drakkar are designed and developed by Tantalus Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

in Entertain111ent
•••Your M ulti-Player Games Networl,.

Brad Elk a.k.a. "Sauer"
Louisville, KY
"If you need some
help, just page me."

Waco, Tx

r - - - _ ~

'What tore you up,
Merlin?"

EMPIRE
IVIAlll(l:T-liAIIIJl:lt™ BUILDER™
11111:IIATIIJN

MPG-NET is accessible from
over 600 cities in the United
States and over 80 cities
internationally.
It costs less than you think: $4 .00
per hour in the continental US and
$3 .00 per hour in the N.Y. city area .
These costs are all inclusive. There are
no hidden communication fees .

hree elite Allied paratroop divisions
drop into enemy territory. Their
mission, to seize the bridges leading up
to the Rhine - the last obstacle of
Allied advancement into the heart of
Germany. They almost succeed.
Scattered remnants of Axis forces
already defeated in France must guard
the Rhine - the first-line of defense for
the Third Reich . They almost lose.
MPG-NET brings you the on-line
version of Operation Market-Garden.
GDW's classic two-player war game.
based on the biggest airborne
operation in history.

T

ombining two great American
loves: Railroads and Money/
Now you can capture the
entrepreneurial spirit of America and
build your own railroad empire. The
wheels of progress are you and up to
five other players from around the
world. locked in a power struggle of
epic proportions.
It takes planning and ambition to
build a railroad empire. And only the
best will endure. Experience MPGNET's on-line version of Mayfair Games·
award-winning. classic board game.

C

Dia/ toll free 800-GET-GAME and
we'll send you your account number,
password. start-up kit, and 5 free hours
right away. For more information call
800-245-0317 .

MPG-NET
Your Multi-Payer Games Network5M
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Hopping In EA's Car & Driver is a Gas
by Ken ,t\...---,drctti Brown
hy do people buy driving simulations? Because they can't drive legally? No, because they can't drive
200 mph legally. Because mere mortals don ' t
have Nomex suits, Bell helmets and Formula
I cars in which to go jetting around town. Sure,
you can don a helmet to drive to the grocery
store, but there won't be anyone in the frozen
foods section to lay garlands around your
sweaty neck and plant glistening lipsticky
kisses on your cheeks.
Actually, that's one of the few drawbacks of
Electronic Arts' new Car & Driver: no garlands. Although you might get a sweaty neck
tearing the joystick loose from its mooring,
there won't be any exhilirating victory lap in
front of I 00,000 cheering fans. Nor, though,
will you be pinned into a l IO degree cockpit
with three-inch safety harnesses to a seat designed for something other than the human
spine. The experience, says Indy 500 winner
Bobby Rahal, is like being in a sauna for four
hours while someone beats you with a garden
hose.

W

Car & Driver does, however, deliver some
thrills and surprises of its own, not the least of
which is safe, economical access to some of the
world's most salivant sports cars. No sense
generating any more saliva, so here's the
menu: Porsche 959 (sure you were going to
drive one this weekend at your aunt's house),
Toyota MR2 (Mr. Two), Ferrari F40 ($1,000
per horsepower), Lotus Esprit Turbo (good
enough for Sharon Stone, good enough for us),
'57 Ferrari 250 Testarossa, '66 Shelby Cobra
(power-to-weight ratio gone mad), Lamborghini Countach (hold the bald Italian in
gold chains), Eagle Talon TSi (a sportscar with
common cents), Corvette ZR! (if you must),
and a full-blown racer, the Mercedes C 11
IMSA car (what Car & Driver refers to as
"1,000 horses in a small, sweaty box"). There' s
the stable, and a fine assortment of sheetmetal,
fiberglass and carbon fiber it is. That's
$1,547,750 worth of machinery for you to take
out and clobber repeatedly on the track of your
choice. Or 4116 horses in a small software box.
The game is played much like opening the
pages of its namesake. One enters at the cover,
flips to page two, and has the aforementioned
steeds indexed like the C&D table of contents.
Discriminating drivers whose minds are as
thirsty for knowledge as their joysticks are
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TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PR ICE:
PROTECTION:
DESIGNER:
PUB LISHER:

Ca r & Driver

IBM

$59.95
None

Looking Glass Technologies
Electronic Arts

Menlo Park, CA

CMi DRliER
n.,i..-.n. ..... , ..

Strap your;,c:lf into tbc c~i ic ForJ Cobro, or the ultra hi~

IBM

~ ...f'ormJH"N"" fl,,rsd,1• q;!), nrvl l/'(1r nr ().li(.vnir/11 fi{.,..,.....,linr

Highwa\,' 1. Orr,1ke the fmddt Wlcar the bnu,u.~Montat.'\'

Ra.:C\\.,y In a l.o,us Uflrit Turbo. More in~dc!

jumpy for juice may flip to C&D feature articles describing each vehicle in detail , complete
with specifications, "Counterpoints" and "The
Verdict." The all-star machinery obviously engenders praise from Car & Driver 's writers,
and offer some insight into the handling characteristics of the real thing.
Next, the driver chooses from an assortment
of tracks to warm his or her wheels on: Monterey Raceway, "Dobbs Raceway," the San
Dimas Mall Parking Lot (doughnut city), the
EA Speedway, an oval track, the Mahomet
Dragstrip, New York Highway 97, Arkansas
Route I (ingratiatory nod to Bill?), and an
autocross course. Some of the tracks are there
to acclimate you to your new vehicle, some for
cheap thrills, and the rest to prove your mettle
against three competing greaseballs.
The driving simulation is as realistic as polyfilled graphics allow, and becomes decidedly
more challenging as the player progresses up
the difficulty level. Suspension becomes
twitchier, wheels lose their grip, shifting is
easier to blow. The simulation is more rewarding than games like Accolade's Test Drive 3,

and certainly offers more cars and courses to
choose from. Accolade's Road & Track Presents Grand Prix Unlimited gives the EA gaming engine a stiff run, but the Accolade sim is
a different animal- Formula One cars on
Grand Prix courses. What if you want to drive
160 mph on the Pacific Coast Highway, risking
head-on collision, vaulting off a cliff, or plowing into a bridge? Car & Driver is for you.
After learning the dynamics of the game and
dusting the AI cars, this driver went the extra
mile to teach a rookie racer. An experienced
driver, though possessed ofa decidedly belowaverage intelligence, my roommate, um ...the
test subject provided an illuminating study in
learning to drive C&D. He found himself without his Isotoners in a 1,000 horsepower IMSA
car (the Mere Cl!) barreling 180 mph down
the oval track straightaway. Soon into the first
tum, he rose up high on the 40 degree bank and
flew effortlessly into the diaphanous heavens.
The instant replay looked like an experimental
jet taking off in Flight Simulator.
Dusting off his airfoil, the overzealous
rookie was remanded to a ZR! at Mahomet
Dragstrip. The lights descended on the hallmark starting tree, and he was off with a roar.
Time for the shift, and the car moaned to a
crawl. You warma drag race, you gotta shift.
You no shift, you no go. One can choose between manual and automatic shifting in the
game setup, but manual shifting is required on
the dragstrip. Shifting is accomplished with the
keyboard or with the joystick fire button. Steering with Colorado Spectrum's intriguing
Mouse Wheel and possessed of the aforementioned below-MSRP intelligence, the rookie
neglected to shift and paid the ultimate price.
Returning to the oval, he soon proved intelligence is not required to drive the ZR! adequately (as in real life), and laid down some
decent times with top speeds of 162 mph.
Yet, the real test of driving skill is under
"difficult" settings on tracks li ke the EA Speedway, the Monterey Raceway or New York
Highway 97. These are roads as challenging
and curvaceous as any go-go dancer, and
harder to master. The EA Speedway is two
miles long and delivers a gloveful of fast corners as well as some deceptively tight twisties.
It is a savory treat for undiscovered closedcourse speed freaks, who like having to judge
speed into corners, powering out of them for
Computer Gaming World
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Win $500 Worth of Computer Software!!

Help us name our company! The name will change from No-name Software to . . . ??
Here's the details:
1) Mail or FAX your entry to us, or give it to us over the phone when you place an
5) All decisions are final.
order. Sorry, entries will not be accepted over the phone without an order.
6) Winner agrees to have their name and hometown printed in a future ad.
2) Deadline for entries extended to January 15, 1993!
7) We retain all rights to the new name.
3) A winning entry will be selected from all entries by the management.
8) The winner has until Dec. 31, 1993 to order all free software.
4) In the event of multiple winning entries, one will be chosen at random to be the
9) We'll pay the shipping for the software.
prizewinner.
10) Have fun!

No-name Software• 800-788-GAME (4263) • FAX: 205-980-1953
For Fax orders please include MCNisa credit card number, expiration date, and shipping address.
ACCESS
Amazon . .
. .. $39
Links
... $27
Links 386 .
. .. $40
Bountiful CC Course
.... $17
Firestone CC Course .
. $17
Bay Hill CC Course
.... $17
Pinehurst CC Course .
. . $17
Dorado Beach CC Course .
.$17
Barton Creek CC Course ......... . $17
Troon North CC Course .
. ... $17
ACCOLADE
Elvira 2 .
. .. $40
Hardball 3 .
. .. $35
Hardball 3 Data Disk ............. $18
Mike Ditka Ultimate Football ......... $33
Spellcasting 301
.... $35
Star Control 2 . .
. ... $35
Super Space Invaders .
. ..... $25
ACTIVISION
Leather Goddesses II
.... $40
Lost Treasures oflnfocom r) ........ $40
Lost Treasures oflnfocom 2 (•) . ..... . $30
BRODERBUND
Prince of Persia(•)
. . $25
The Ancient Art of War(") .
. . $27
The Ancient Art of War at Sea(•) ..... $27
DYNAMIX
A-10 Tank Killer Enhanced(•) .. ... .. . $35
Aces of the Pacific .
. .......... $45
Castle of Dr. Brain . . .
. .. ... $30
Nova 9 (•)
........ $22
Red Baron VGA .
. .. .. . $40
Red Baron Mission Builder ........ $20
Rise of the Dragon VGA r) . . ... .. . $35
Willy Beamish
. ...• .. .. . $35
ELECTRONIC ARTS
Birds of Prey ............... . ..... $35
Chuck Yeager's Air Combat
.. $35
Earl Weaver Baseball 2 .
. ... $32
Lost Files of Sherlock Holmes . .
. . $46
IMPRESSIONS
Air Bucks ............ .. . . •.•..... $35
Conquest ol Japan ... . .• .. . . ...... $35
Discovery .
. .... .. • . . . ....... $35
Paladin 2 .......... . .... ... . . .... $35
INTERPLAY
Battlechess 4000 .
. .. $35
Buzz Aldren's Race into Space ....... $35
Castles 2 . . . .
. . $35
Future Wars . . . . .
. ... $30
Lord of the Rings . ................. $32
Out of this World (") ................ $35
Power Politics (Windows 3.5" only) ... $30

Star Trek: 25th Anniversary.
The Two Towers(") .

.$35
. .. $35

KOEI
Gemfire . ..... . .. .
. .. ... .$31
Nobabunaga's Ambition 2 ........... $36
Romance of the Three Kingdoms 2 .... $41
Uncharted Waters ................. $41
LEGEND
Gateway ........... .. .• . • .. . ..... $40
Spellcasting 201 ... . . .. •.• . . . ..... $35
TimeQuest ......... . .... • ........ $35
LUCASFILM
Indiana Jones 4: Fate of Atlantis ...... $35
Secret of Monkey Island 2 .
. .. $35
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe ..... $40
X-Wing ....
. .$44
MAXIS
SimAnt(•)
SimCityr) ....
SimEarth (•) . . . . . . . ..
SimEarth for Windows(•) ...

.$36
. ... .. $31
. ..... $42
. .. $41

MICROPLAY
Challenge ofThe Five Realms . .. .... $35
Command HQ
..... $35
Global Conquest . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $35
Megatraveller 3 . . .
. .... $40
Twilight 2001 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . $40
MICROPROSE
ATAC
... $34
817 Flying Fortress . .
. .... $39
Civilization . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
. .... $39
Civilization MPE ....... . .... • ..... $45
Darklands
...... .. . .... •..... $39
F-15 Strike Eagle 3 . .. ... .. . .•..... $44
Greens .
.$30
Jump Jet ............. • .... • .... . $40
Rex Nebular .
. . $39
Task Force: 1942 .
. . . $39
The Ancient Art of War in the Skies ... $35
MINDCRAFT
Magic Candle 2
Siege ... .

... $35
. ... $35

Ultima Underworld .
. ........ . $45
Wing Commander 1 .
. . $40
Secret Missions 1 .........•...... $20
Secret Missions 2 .......• . •...... $20
Wing Commander 2 .......•.• . .... . $45
Special Operations 1
.. $25
Special Operations 2
... $25
Speech Accessory Pack . .
. .. $15

PARAGON
Mantis
......... .. • . . . . . ... $40
Mantis Speech Pack . . .
. .. $20
Twilight 2000 VGA .
. .. $35
PSYGNOSIS
Armourgeddon . . . . . . . . . •
. ... $30
Atomino (•) . .. ........ . ....... . . . $30
Lemmings VGA .
. ....... $30
Lemmings Additional Levels(") ..... $23
Oh No! More Lemmings rJ . ... ... ... $30
QQP

Battles of Destiny . . . . . .
. . $35
Conquered Kingdoms
..... ... $35
Solitaire's Journey . . . . .
. .... ... $35
The Lost Admiral .................. $38
The Perfect General ... . .. ....... .. $38

SIERRA ON-LINE
Conquests of the Longbow VGA ...... $39
EcoQuest ........................ $35
King's Quest 5 VGA. .
. .. ... ... $40
King's Quest 6 ............• . • . .... $45
Leisure Suit Larry 5 VGA . . .
. ... $39
Police Quail 3 VGA ................ $35
Questfor Glory 3
........ $39
Space Quest 4 VGA
......... $39
The Dagger ol AMON RA ........... $40
SIR-TECH
Bane of the Cosmic Forge ........ .. . $35
Crusaders of the Dark Savant . . .... $40
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Falcon 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... $45
Operation: Fighting Tiger. .
. .. $25
SuperTetris .
. ........ $30
Tetris Classic .
. ........ $30
Tetris lor Windows .
. ... $30

NEW WORLD COMPUTING
Might & Magic 3 .
. ... $35
Might & Magic: Clouds of Xeen . . ... $38
Planet's Edge . . . ........ .. ... ... $35
Spaceword Hol
. ... $36

SSG
Carriers at War . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. $39
Reach for the Stars ..... . . . . .•..... $25
Warlords
....... . . . . .• ..... $30

ORIGIN
Strike Commander .... . . . . ..•.... . $45
Ultima 6 ................. . ....... $40
Ultima 7
... ... . ... ........ $45
Forge ol Virtue . . . .
. ... . ..... $17
Ultima 7 Part 2-Serpent Isle ......... $45

SSI
AD&D Collectors Edition 2 .......... $42
AD&D Starter Kit . .. .... .. .. . ... . .. $41
Dark Queen of Krynn .... . . . . . . ..... $35
Dark Sun .
. .... ... . $53
Eye of the Beholder .
. ...... .. $23

Eye of the Beholder 2 .............. $40
Gateway to the Savage Frontier . . . .. $35
Pool ol Darkness .................. $41
Prophesy of the Shadow ...... . ..... $41
Spell Jammer ... ...... . ..... ...... $41
The Summoning . . . . .
. .. $41
Treasures of the Savage Frontier ..... $35
A Line in The Sand . . . . . . . ........ $25
Buck Rogers: Matrix Cubed ...... ... $35
Carrier Strike ..................... $44
Cyber Empires . . . . . . . . . .
. ... $35
Great Naval Battles:
North Atlantic 1939-43 . . .
. ... $47
No Greater Glory . . . . .
. ... $40

THREE-SIXTY
Harpoon .....
...... $29
... $21
Harpoon Battle Set #2
Harpoon Battle Set #3
...... $21
Harpoon Battle Set #4 ... ....... $24
..... $47
Harpoon Challenger Pak .
....... $47
Patriot .
V for Victory ...
..... . . . ....... $45
VIRGIN GAMES
Dune 2 .
. .. $35
Heimdal! . . . .
. . ... . . ...... $20
Magnetic Scrolls Collection .
. . $25
Overlord .............. . . . .. ..... . $25
Spirit of Excalibur . . . . . . .
. . $20
Vengeance of Excalibur . ... .. ...... $20
MISC
Aspects of Valor ....• . . ..... ...... $36
Cobra Mission . . . . ... .. .. .. ...... $45
Demon's Gate ........ ...... ...... $35
Front Page Sports Football .. . . . ..... $40
Goblins
........ $25
Legend of Kyrandia ........ .. . . .... $35
Lure ofthe Temptress . . . .
. .. $30
Micro League Football 2 . . . .
. ... $32
Plan 9 From Outer Space . . . . . . . ... $25
Ragnarok (•)
... $35
Terminator 2029 . . .
. ... $40
Tom Landry Football
.... $30
Tristan Pinball(•) ..... .. ... . . .... .. $33
The Dark Half . . .
. .. $35
Utopia ............... ... . . ...... $30
SOUND BOARDS
Sound Blaster Pro . . .
. .... $155
Pro Audio Spectrum Plus . .
. .. $135
Pro Audio Spectrum 16 ... ... •.. ... $195

•Both31h" and5¼ • disks included.Order all
other titles by specifying the proper disk size.

No-Name Software• P.O. Box 381463 • Birmingham, AL 35238-1463
Orders/Info: 800-788-4263 • FAX (24 Hrs): 205-980-1953 • Hours: 9 AM• 9 PM Central Time - 7 Days
We accept MC, Visa, Money Orders and personal checks (held 10 business days). No surcharge for MCNisa.
Orders received before 2 PM shipped the same day whenever possible.
Pre-orders for new releases shipped 2nd day air for $5 - Continental U.S. only.
Shipping rates: UPS:
UPS: $4 for the first item plus $1 for each additional item.
2nd Day Air: Add $3 to UPS shipping rate.
Overnight: Add $6 to UPS shipping rate.

Defectives replaced with the same title.
Alabama residents add 4% tax for hardware & books.
We have lots more not listed. Call our 800 number for a quote.
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needed traction, and crossing the checkered
line first. The cars behave well, exhibiting
characteristics of acceleration, top speed, understeer, oversteer, etc. They don't sound different, as they would on the track, but they fee l
different, and they certainly look different
when viewing the race from inside the car.

Lamborg!iini eauntach 5000
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One may choose from fo ur driver views before or during a race: inside car with dash and
instruments in view: low res, inside car with
high res, outside car high res or default fie ld of
view. I preferred the outside view for a more
exciting immersion in the game. Graphic representation of the car's interiors is up to the
standards one would expect from an EA game.
Leaming to drive these courses won't empty
your wallet or your tank. The hardest part is
just keeping the car from belting off the

road/track in the corners. There is a setting in
the game to disable off-road driving, but
choosing settings like that, as well as "invincible" settings preventing collision damage, take
too much of the challenge out of driving. Start
off in the "easy" driving setting, with no competitors, in auto-shift mode and just practice
staying on the course until your finish times
start to rise. If your car strays from the pavement, usually preceded by red type indicating
"front wheel skid" or "rear wheel skid" or both,
one can drive back on road or simply touch 'Q '
and return instantly to the track.
After driving a course successfully, it's as
much fun watching the replay. C&D offers a
number of interesting replay vantage points,
including in-car, chase car, nearest camera,
chase chopper, blimp and finish line, and they
help show the driver any errors of his ways. A
minor flaw is that during the replay the car
often disappears behind slices of the filledpolygon scenery. A thoughtful detail, though,
is the way one's taillights come on when the
car was braking during the course. There are
other touches in courses like the Dobb' s Raceway where helicopters and jets fly over the
course to amuse/distract you.
C&D takes a checkered flag on a number of
points, and could use improvement in only a
couple areas. The choice of cars, tracks and
excellent articles referring to both enhance the
enjoyment of this new gaming engine. The

SIDELINE SOFTWARE
orders

1-800-888-9273 only

Your European PC Connection
NEW TITLES
Robocop 3
Alone in the Dark
Curse of the Enchantress
WWF, T2, The Simpso ns: all
Joe and.Mac
Cool World
Harrier Assault
lshar: Legend of the Fortress
First Samurai
Moonstone
Ween the Prophecy
A 320 Airbus
Daemonsgate
INCA
Laser Squad
Wizkid
World Wrestle Federation 2

TYPE
Arcade Adventure
Arcade Adventure
RPG
Arcade Strategy
Arcade Strategy
Arcade Adventure
Flight Sim.
RPG
Arcade Strategy
Arcade Strategy
RPG
Flight Sim.
RPG
RPG
War Strategy
Arcade Strategy
Simulation

$
38
45
42
45
42
40
45
45
38
40
45
45
45
45
42
40
40

DISCOUNT TITLES
4-D Spo rts Boxing

Advanced Destroyer Sim
Arkanoid 2
Armor Alley
Austerlitz
Bard's Tale 3
BAT
Battlechess

Baltletech 2
Bloodwych
Centurion

Colorado

Conan the Clmmaron
Confllct: Europe
Deluxe Slf!p Poker
Ole Hard 2
Orakkhan
F16 Falcon
Fire Team 2200
Flight of the Intruder
Floor 13
Foo t's Errand
Genghis Khan
0
Gret:a
HIiis St reet Bl ues
Hoverforce
lmperium
Jack Nicholas Greatest 18
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Kin~i~~n8h~~~~:
Mio 29 Fulcrum
Monty Python
Neu romancer

EUROMAGS
Get the latest news on the best PC tiffes from Europe! These
high gloss, full color magazines also feature a demo-packed
playable cover disk with each issue!

PC Format or PC Review. $10 each.

SHIPPING (UPS Ground) For up to 3 pieces, by payment:
Mastercard & Visa $5.00 • C.0.0. (Gash Only) $10.00
Next day & second day air available! Gall for prices on special
shipping. Shipping times not guaranteed.
Price & Availability subject to change!
No refunds or exchanges. Defective products exchanged with
same item. Products warrantied through Sideline.

FAX ORDERS CALL (305) 491-6134
Need Info? Call (305) 491-9519
840 N.W. 57th Cou rt, Ft. Lauderdale , FL 33309
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Pr. Fighl er
RBI Baseball 2
Realms
Sands of Fire
Sherman M-4
Shadowlands
Shuttlcpuck Cafe
Sleeping Gods lie
Spot
Star Saga Two
Stunt Car Racer
Super Off Road
Super Space Invaders
Three Stooges
T.V. Sports Basketball
T.V. Sports Football
Wing Commander
Winter Super Sports '92
Wolfpack
World Class Leaderboard

18.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
18.95
14.95
18.95
16.95
16.95
18.95
14.95
18.95
14.95
16.95
16.95
18.95
19.95
16.95
18.95
18.95
16.95
18.95
18.95
18.95
18.95
14.95
18.95
16.95
16.95
14.95
18.95
16.95
16.95
18.95
16.95
18.95
14.95
18.95
13.95
14.95
18.95
14.95
16.95
16.95
14.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
16.95
18.95
14.95

simulation is realistic - there is a greater sense
of speed than with our earlier Sneak Preview
version (CGW # 100) - and is surprisingly
"natural" with a joystick; it is also fun to drive
with Colorado Spectrum's Mouse Wheel, but
you still have to accelerate and shift with the
keyboard. The game offers more interesting

cars than any competing driving software, and
can become more demanding by choosing
manual shifting and higher degrees of difficulty.
Let's lay the laurels on C&D for this year's
contest, and await the next "Ultimate Driving
Simulation" to take us to the next level with
greater graphic realism. Until then, rev up your
engines and may the glistening lipsticky kisses
be yours in the winner's circle. cGw
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Do yo u e ni,oy "fl ying" the super-sophistica te d PC fligh t simulato rs ava ilable
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nee again this reporter has the exclusive privilege of presenting a
personal interview with the fabulous Mr. Timothy Trimble just after the
preview of his new motion picture, "The
Timinator."
CGW: Mr. Trimble, that was an incredible movie! I understand that you not only
flew the stunts but you built the movie
sets, did the filming, and then did all of the
editing and special effects. That's a lot of
work for just one person. How did you
manage to do it all?
TT: Well, it was all very enjoyable.
There were a few of the stunts that were
very tricky and required a lot of skill to fly,
but the risk was well worth the effort. The
sets took quite a while to build, but I
wanted to make sure that they were just
right for the filming of the stunts. Plus, I
couldn ' t have done it without my assistant,
Stunt Island.
CGW: Of course! Stunt Island from
Walt Disney Software. Our magazine did
a Sneak Preview in our August 1992 issue
(# 98). For the benefit of some of our new
readers could you give us an overview of
what Stunt Island is?
TT: Sure, I'd be glad to. Stunt Island is
a movie-making and stunt flying simulator. It allows any avid pilot or movie
maker to design sets and stunts, fly the
stunts, and then do the post-production
process of editing the various camera
films, adding special effects, sound tracks,
and then, producing a full length (up to 20
minutes) motion picture.
CGW: You mean you were able to do
this entire movie with Stunt Islancf?
TT: Yes! Without Stunt Island I would
not be the star that I am today!
CGW: Since Stunt Island can do so
much in just one product doesn't this limit
the amount of features and capabilities?
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TT: Actually, no! For example, in the
pre-production process of building sets
and creating the stunts I was able to select
from over 800 complex objects and place
them anywhere on or above the island
location. Things like vehicles, animals,
plants, buildings, and of course some very
famous landmarks. Plus, I can utilize and
modify any of the 34 existing film sets or
create my own completely from scratch.
CGW: I noticed in the film that you had
some vehicles moving among the buildings in your city-in-the-sky set.
TT: Yes, it was a very difficult set to
build and create but well worth the effort.
Once an object has been selected for
placement on the set I can then set various
parameters for movement and "events."
There was one scene where I drop a bomb
on a moving vehicle. The vehicle exploded and another vehicle swerved off
the road and tumbled end over end. I handled all the action by programming special
events for each of the objects on the set.
CGW: It all sounds like a very complicated process.
TT: Actually, the process is not very
hard at all. All of the event commands are
provided via on-screen selections and the
format is very simple. It's just as easy as
saying IF collision with bomb THEN explode. It's that easy!

CGW: How were you able to manage
all of the different camera angles for the
stunts?
TT: Well, the first eight objects that are
placed on a set, including the aircraft, become points from which you are able to
film the scene; that is, they become "cameras." During the design and building of
the set each object can then be configured
for camera angle, zoom, and tracking of
the object being filmed .
CGW: What about the airplanes? I noticed that you flew a lot of different planes
in the film.
TT: That was my favorite part of making the movie, flying the planes. Stunt
Island provides 45 different types of aircraft, ranging all the way from WWI to
modem day fighters and commercial aircraft, and even the space shuttle. One of
the trickiest parts about flying the various
types of aircraft for this film is learning the
handling characteristics of each of the
planes. After flying the Lear around the
city-in-the-sky for awhile, I then had a
difficult time adjusting to the handling
characteristics of the 747 for the final departure scene of the movie. Aside from
learning how each plane handles, the actual flying of the aircraft is very easy. Not
a whole bunch of technical controls or
instruments, just the pure joy of flying by
the seat of your pants. The opening scene
with the SR-71 coming in at dawn was my
most enjoyable flight.
CGW: Do you have to be flying a stunt
in order to fly the aircraft?
TT: No. I did all of the location scouting
by just flying around and learning the various sites around the island. There are a lot
of good sites for scenery on the island.
Trees, mountains, canyons, cities, towns,
bridges, farms, a military base, and even
the movie studio is on the island. Ifl see a
good site for a scene then I turn on a
special film recorder and then look at the
film again later in the editing room. Flying
around freely also gave me a good opportunity to become familiar with some of the
different aircraft.
CGW: Once you were done with the
filming how did you handle the editing
process?
Computer Gaming World

TT: The whole post-production process
is one of my favorite activities in film
making, after flying of course. Like they
say, you can make or ruin the quality of a
film during the editing process. Stunt Island allowed me to incorporate eight different camera shots into one major scene.

Timing of the changes between camera
shots is critical but the editing facility of
Stunt Island allows full control over the
film footage with its VCR type controls.
This is also where the special effects, titling, and sound track are added.
CGW: Your movie had a great soundtrack. How were you able to incorporate
this into the film ?
TT: The editing booth allows for the
addition of sound tracks and sound effects.
There is a lot of pre-recorded music, sound
effects, and common sounds that are available within the Stunt Island package itself.
Plus, with the support for various sound
boards, sound and dialog can be recorded
through a microphone and used within the
package. There are two channels for the
sound track with four volume levels, allowing for playing a musical sound track
along with the sound effects. The editing
booth also allows the addition of titles,
credits and some visual effects, such as
coloring, fade and film speed.
CGW: So the editing booth allows you
to take the film footage and create the
entire motion picture?
TT: Yes, that' s correct. Once I am satisfied with the final footage then I save the
end result as a film. I can either preview
the film in the editing booth or view it in
the theater. And, of course, the audience
in the theater always loves my films!
CGW: So with the viewing of your film
today, does this mean that the Stunt Island
package is required for viewing the
movie?
TT: No, that' s one of the best things
about this package. Once the film is completed I can distribute the film to any of
my fans along with a viewing program
called Playone. Best of all, there are no
royalties required for distribution of the
films!
CGW: I'm sure our readers will really
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be glad to hear that! I also noticed that the
graphics were wonderful, with the light
source shading, panning and smoothness
of movement. Does this require any special equipment?
TT: Well, it is recommended that you
use an IBM compatible, 386SX at 16MHz
or better. The movie that you watched was
all done with a 386DX at 33MHz on a
256-color VGA monitor. EGA, MCGA,
and Tandy 16-color is also supported.
Stunt Island also requires a minimum of
13MBs of hard disk space. The requirements are reasonable for the quality that
you get.
CGW: So, Mr. Trimble, with the accomplishment of creating a motion picture, flying the stunts, and distributing the
film, what other activities will you be pursuing next?
TT: Well, I' m getting ready to enter the
Stunt Island Stunt Competition which is
also a part of the package. There are 32
different contest stunts. The competition
requires that 26 of the stunts are completed
and I will be attempting to do them all in
the first take.

CGW: The first take? Why the pressure
to do it correct the first time?
TT: The bonus pay is better if the stunt
is completed on the first take. The main
object of the competition is to make the
most money from doing the stunts by the
end of the competition. I've had to do
some practicing, however, on some of the
stunts since the stunt coordinator is not
always clear on what he wants done during
the stunt.
CGW: So, what do you get for winning
the competition?
TT: Rumor has it that the winner of the
contest gets the airfield named after the
pilot at the Stunt Island first anniversary
party.
CGW: Well, that does sound like a nice
prize. It seems that you' ve been able to
accomplish a lot as a result of using Stunt
Island for your film project. Would you
recommend to anyone else who is interested in making movies or flying stunts
that they use this package?
TT: Oh yes, of course! I expect that

there are already plenty of potential film
students and stunt pilots just waiting to
take my place. Just to demonstrate how
easy it is to get involved with this product
I would like to mention that my wife, who
has never sat down to use any ofmy flight
packages, decided to take the Lear for a
spin around the island. And she thoroughly enjoyed it!
CGW: Sorry, ladies, but it sounds like
this stunt pilot and film maker is spoken
for! Well, Mr. Trimble, this has been a
wonderful interview, and I'm sure that our
readers will be looking forward to seeing
your films and maybe even making their
own. Do you have any final thoughts that
you would like to add?
TT: Actually, yes I would. I have been
very pleased with this product. I feel that
it represents the future of simulation products and helps to set some new standards
for entertainment software. I expect that
this will also be a step towards a future
where films can be created completely on
the microcomputer for distribution and
viewing to the general movie viewing
public. Disney Software always seems to
be a step ahead when it comes to entertaining the masses and I feel that they have
done this with Stunt Island. My only desire
is for rudder pedal support but Disney has
assured me that they are working on it and
will have it available soon. And, as I mentioned earlier, Stunt Island has made me a
Star!
For a little while anyway.
CGW: It's been a great interview, Mr.
Trimble, and I'm sure that your fans will
look forward to the distribution of your
film "The Timinator" on most local BBSs
and Information Services. For those of you
who are interested, Stunt Island is a product of Disney Software and is available
now at your local distributor.

You can contact the Tim "The Timinator" Trimble fan club via Compuserve at
76306, 1115 or via Internet at ttrimble@timinator.win.net.
Once again, this is your roving CGW
reporter, bringing you the latest and greatest, saying "So long until next time." c6w
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Scorpion's
View
Scorpia is an experienced and respected
adventure game expert. CGW is pleased
to provide this forum for her distinctive
and often controversial perspective.

Are Role-Players Getting It In The End?
or
Just What Are Just Desserts?

ver the years, I have on occasion
taken games to task for being
unfair to the player in one way
or another. More than once, my complaint has been the lack of suitable rewards for playing and completing the
game. It is time to look into this matter
in greater detail.

0

Why this clamor for reward? Primarily because reward is a basic facet of
human behavior that designers tend to
overlook, particularly in the game finale. There is hardly a field of endeavor
that does not provide some sort of
award, some recognition of merit. Pulitzer. Nobel. Oscar. MVP. Hugo.
Emmy. Medal of Honor. Game Of The
Year. With very little effort, a long list
of awards could be compiled.
Bashing the Dark Savant, for example, may not be on a par with finding a
cure for cancer, but the principle is the
same; something outstanding has been
accomplished and must not go ignored.
Games actually have several levels of
rewards and satisfactions. These can be
thought of as "milestones" along the
path to ultimate victory. Solving a difficult puzzle, winning a tough fight,
watching the party grow in strength and
power; all these and more provide inPage 82

centives for the player to keep on with
the game.
So, getting there, as the saying goes,
is certainly half the fun. Sometimes.
We are all familiar with the "give it all
now and take it back later" feature of
far too many CRPG's. The reason is
simple: the mechanics of most of them
aren't designed with the future in mind.
They are constructed to give the characters maximum development in a sin-

gle game. Wizardry is a good example
of this.
The Wizardries (except IV) allow for
unlimited advancement of the party. I
am personally acquainted with a player
whose party in Dark Savant had
reached the 120th level, with the game
only about half-completed. Obviously,
bringing characters of such God-like
stature into a sequel would make playing that sequel a farce.
Even well before such elevated levels
have been attained, the characters have
reached the maximum possible for
their skills and attributes, and have acquired most, if not all, of the spells
available. So, even if the characters
were allowed into the follow-up "as is,"
character advancement, an important
feature ofCRPGs, has almost no meaning and provides little in the way of
satisfaction.
The only action possible, then, is to
reduce the character levels when the
party is transferred into the sequel. Not,
perhaps, down to level one, but certainly low enough to make it seem almost like starting again from scratch,
with the same characters who, only moments before, were tough, competent,
experienced adventurers.
Computer Gaming World
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Strategic Simulations, Inc. skipped
around that difficulty in their gold box
games by limiting advancement. "Thus
far may you go," they said, "and no
more until the sequel." Some players
were not happy about that, but it was a
reasonable approach to a knotty problem, and for the most part, it worked
well.
It provided a much better sense of
continuity; the same team went from
adventure to adventure, from strength
to strength, much the same as players
do in live gaming. There was no depressed feeling of watching those
tenth-level
characters,
achieved
through much hard work and many
hours of play, suddenly broken down to
wimps again. They remained, as it
were, their true selves.
Where SSI dropped the ball was in
the matter of inventory. You cou ld expect, without fail, that most of the better
items obtained in one game would be
taken away under some specious explanation at the beginning of the next.
Even Pools of Darkness, which allowed the "good stuff' to come
through, was a trick. Half the time, the
characters had to leave those items behind when they traveled to "other
planes," where they then had to sweat
and fight to obtain temporary replacements - temporary because those
items couldn't make the return trip. A
more idiotic convolution woul d be hard
to imagine.
Players in a live game would never
stand for that. As a one-time thing, a
novel experience, maybe. However, if
at the beginning of each new adventure
the DM said, "Well boys and girls, this
time all your good stuff has been magically stolen by thus-and-so," that is one
DM who wouldn't have players for
very long.
To put it in the simplest terms, consider this: "Well Mr. Nicholson, we
hope you' ve enjoyed your Oscar, but
you have to give it backnowthatyou're
starting a new movie." Doesn 't make
very much sense, does it?
Viewed along these lines, then, most
CRPG's provide some satisfaction in
the short term, but in the long run, as
parties transfer into sequels, losing experience, items, or both, the joy of
achievement rather palls. There really
isn't a whole lot to like about treading
over the same ground again and again.
Sometimes, it seems the only real reason to bring over the "old team" is to
avoid the time and trouble of creating a
new one.
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Which brings us to that ultimate moment of a game: the ending. Foozle, the
evil sorcerer/demon/enchantress/whatever has been killed or otherwise disposed of, and the player is ready to reap
the rewards of havi ng once again saved
the world, or a good portion of it. All
too often, the reward is minuscule, or
not even present.
Since nothing drives it home like a
good example, consider the perspective of the game designer: You spend a
year, two years, maybe more, on a
product. You sweat over it, curse over
it, dream about it at night. Fi nally the
day arrives when the product is in the
box, out the door, and on the racks .
Then along comes Scorpia who says, in
so many words, "This game is a turkey." How do you feel about that?
Pleased? Happy? Satisfied? Obviously
not. All that work, all those hours, and
your reward is what could be termed "a
slap in the face."

Now see the player: here is someone
who has spent $40-70 dollars on the
game. He or she then spends weeks,
months, possibly a year or more (as I
know from the letters) on completing
it. What is the final resolution? A
screen that says "Congratulations, you
won!" or "Your names will be inscribed in the Hall of Heroes forever,"
fo llowed by the system prompt. That,
too, is a slap in the face for all the time
and effort put into playing the game,
particularly when we know what's going to happen in the sequel.
These situations are opposite sides of
the same coin. Both want something for
their investment: the designer, good reviews and good sales; the player, a
good time and suitable recognition.
There are, of course, a number of
games that have provided satisfactory

endings. I still remember with fondness
an old game called Questron. By today's standards, it would be considered
fairly mediocre. The finale, however,
was another matter, which began with
the hero (it was a single-player game)
marching into the throne room as trumpets blare, to receive recognition from
the monarch. This sequence was all the
more enjoyable for being so totally unexpected, especially in a 48K game
played off floppies.
More recently, Sierra, as usual,
caught on sooner than most. The majority of their games feature elaborate
end sequences, of which my favorite is
Quest For Glory II. Oddly enough, it
happens to be another throne room
scene. The hero stands in the Sultan's
chamber while all the people he has
helped or shown kindness to during the
game stand up and give a brief recitation of hi s deeds. The icing is provided- for Paladins, anyway- when
Rakeesh hands over the Sword of Fire.
FTL added a brand-new ending to
the IBM version of Dungeon Master
which was not in the original release.
This showed the destruction of the
Firestaff and the revitalization of the
surrounding land now that Lord Chaos
was gone. It's always nice to see some
positive results from the party's actions.
Endings do not necessarily have to be
elaborate productions. The final moments of The Summoning are very short
when compared to the above. A lmost
along the lines of "one screen and off
to the system prompt," yet it is not
disappointing, because the ending is, in
my experience, unique. Short but sweet
can be enough, too, if it is done with a
little imagination.
So, we come to the final assessment.
Game mechanics need to be designed
not only with the current product in
mind, but also the sequel. Giving away
everything now only to be forced into
taking it back later is not a good concept. Intelligent seeding of"neat stuff'
is another consideration; providing
enough to finish the game, while not
unbalancing future scenarios is something of an art, but it can be learned.
And the finale, the piece de resistance,
the ultimate moment of glory, must be
carefully thought out to provide suitable recognition and reward for all that
the player has accomplished in the
game. Taken together, these can make
pl aying the game, and its sequel s, a
much more enjoyable experience for
all of us. cliw
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K.G.B......................................22
Kmg·s Quest 5 ... ...................... 37
King's Quest 6...
...........47

...... ......$47.

Strike Commander
Stnp Poker 3
Stunt Island
The Summoning
Super Jeopardy
Super Space Invaders

Super Tetris ................. ....... 32
Tengen's Arcade Hits.... ....... 27
Terminator 2029 ............. ....... 43
Theatre of War ...................... .33
Time Treks .............................37
Tracon forWindows ................ 47
Tracon 2:Air Traffic Controller ... 43
Trolls ........ .............................. 32
Trump Castle 3
...... 37
Turtles:Arcade Game ········- ..... 32
Turtles:Manhattan MIssIons ..... 32
UltIma 7: The Black Gate ......... 4 7
Ultima 7's Forge of Vinue ..... .... 20
Ultima 7: Serpent Isle .............. 47
Ultima Underworld ................... 47
Ultima Underworld 2 ............. .47
Ultima Trilogy 2 ..................... .47
Ultrabots ...............................39
Virtual Reality Studio 2.0 ....... 57
Wacky Funsters ............... ...... 22
Waxworks ........................ ...... 37
Wayne's World ................. ....... 30
Wheel of Fortune w/ Vanna ...... 27
Where America's Past Carmen . 37
Where in Time is Carmen ......... 32
Where in USA is Carmen .... ...... 32
Where in USA Carmen Deluxe ... 47

Commanche: Maximum Overkill .4 7
Conquest of Japan ................... 37
F15 Strike Eagle 2 Classic ........22
F15 Strike Eagle 3................... .47
F15 Strike Eagle 3 Ace Pack ...... 52
F·19 Stealth Fighter ..................22
Falcon 3.0 ... ............... .. ..... ...... 47
Great Naval Batlles:1939-43 ... .47
Global Conquest ......................37
Gunship 2000 VGA ................... 42
Gunship 2000 Scenario D,sk..... 27
Harpoon ................................. .30
Harpaon BattleSet # 2 or 3 ....... 21
Harpoon BattleSet # 4 ...........25
Harpoon Challenger Pak .........46
Harpoon Scenario Editor ........... 28
Heroes of the 35 7th ................. 34
Jump Jet .................................43
Land. Sea Air Trilogy 2 .............. 43
L• Empereur .............................37
LHX Attack Chopper.. ................ 28
liberty or Death .......................37
Lme in the Sand ....................... 27
Lost Admiral ............................37
MegaFortress: Flight of Old Oog .40
N.A.M
........ 32
No Greater Glory .................... .. 37

Vinual Pilot
Vi nual Pilo1 puts firepower righ1
under your 1humbs. gives you
advanced aileron and elevator trim
comrols and ex1ra 1hroule comrol for
high-powered games. h's as close co
realiry as you can ge1 wi1hom leaving
yourcomputer.

by CH Products ......... $69.
Where in World is Carmen VGA .47
Wing 2 Special Operations 1 .... 27
Wing 2 Special Operations 2 .... 27
Wing Commander 2 ........... ·- ····47
Wing Commander 2 Speech Pak 17
Wing Commander Deluxe .......... 47

688 Attack Sub Combo ........... 28

Patriot ...... ..............................47
Perfect General ....................... 37
Pirates Gold ........................... .43
P.T.O...................................CALL
Romance of Three Kmgdoms 2 .. 43
Silent Service 2 Classic ............ 22
Spectre 3 ................................37
Task Force 1942 ..................... .43
V for Victory ..
.. . ......... 47
X·Wing
.......... 43

Air Force Commander ......... .... 37
Air Warner ......................... .... 37
Ancient Art of War in Skies ...... 37
A.T.A.C ................................37
A.T.P. Flight Commander ......... 37
Aces of the Pacific ............ ...... .43
Ancient Art of War....................31
13-17 Flying Fonress ................ .42
Birds of Prey ................... ........ 33
Campaign ...........................37
Carrier Strike ·····················- ···43
Carriers at War ................... - ... 34
Chuck Yeager's Air Combat ..40

40 Boxing................... ......... 22
Action Sports Soccer ............. 27
All American College Football .... 37
AndrettI's Racing Challenge ...... 22
A.P.B.A Baseball ..................... 27
B1UElliot's Nascar Challenge .... 32
Car & Driver. ..
...... ......... 40
Front Page: Spons Football ...... 43
GREENS: Ultimate Golf ............37
Hardball 3 •··
·····•··37

WARGAMES

Ma~s Beacon Typing 2
PnntShop Deluxe for Windows

1J:l •I;t•i d•tJ
t1•1
Ad lib Gold 1000 ...................179
Ad lib Music Card .... . ........ ... .49

3 CD's to Choose From or Order All Three
and Save.
Disk I comai ns 5.26 explici1 VGA picrnres in
GIF forma1 , 87 anima1ed movies, 574 s1ories,
tales & jokes and 1200 viewers, games and u1 ilicies. Disk 2 is an exclusive collect ion comaining over 900 Super VGA pictu res and over 400
VGA picmres. Disk 3 is another collec1ion of
over 650 mb of the ho11es1pic1urc:s available.

One for $89.Two for $140. or Three fo r 5199.
Unks:Oorado Beach Course ..... 18
Links:Firestone Course Disk ..... 18
Links: Barton Creek Course ...... 18
M1cr0League Baseball 4 ........... 42
NCAA:Road to Final Four 2 .... CALL
NFL Pro League Football .. .... .... 4 7
NFL ...... ......... ........................ 32
NFL Full Motion Video .......... ....47
PGA Tour Golf .........................32
Pro League Baseball '92 .......... 37
Pro Football Ana~st ................. 37
Sports Card Inventory System .40
Summer Challenge ............... ... 35
Tom Landry Football .............. ... 32
Tony La Russa Baseball ........... 32
Wayne Gretzky Hockey 3 .......... 37
Hockey League Simulator 2 ... CALL

■ 3·1 1t;t•i i t•l:t·i,
Algeblaster Plus .. .................32
Grammar Gremlins ... . ... .. ..... .32
Headline Harry VGA ................. 37
Kid Pix .................................... 37
Kid Pix Companron ................... 27
Kid Works 2
........... 37

Flight Control - The best jovstick for
Flight Simulators. Compatible with all
nignt simulator packages as 2 button

JO)'St!Ck .••.... ..... ..•••••..••••.$69.

Flight Control Pro .................... S 11 5.
Ruader Pedals ......... .................. $115.

JOYSTICKS
APS 2001 .............................. 69

Analog Sabre .......................... 22
Analog Plus ............................. 25
Fhght Stick by CH Products ... ... 39
G·FORCE Yoke ..... ... .......... .... 49
Gravis Joystick for PC ............... 39
Mach 111 by CH Products ........... 33
Mouse Wheel .......................... 49
Mouse Yoke ... . ... ... ....... ... 34

l egend of Valour

by Strategic Simulations, lnc.... $40.
Mario Teaches Typing .......... .... 32
Math Blaster Plus ........... ......... 32
Math Blaster Plus Windows . .....3 7
Number Munchers ............ ..... 22
Oregon Trail Deluxe .. ....... ..... 37
PC Globe 5.0 or USA 2.0 ......... 41
Read & Roll VGA ................ ······32
Reader Rabbit 2 ...................... 37
Reading Adventures in Oz ......... 37
Reading & Me ... . ......... .......32
Storybook Weaver ................... 32
Spell It Plus Talking ................. 32
Super Munchers . ................. ... 32
Snap Dragon ........................... 32
TreeHouse ..............................37
What's My Angle .....................32
Word Munchers ................... .... 32
ZooKeeper ........................... ... 37

1.-----------------------.1
ing radar mode, weapons selecr, wayEoinr
sefec1and counter measures .......... .. $89.

ACCESSORIES
Gameport Auto CH Products ..... 34
Gamepon (MicroChannl) by CH .48
Gamecard (80 mhz) ................. 27
lcontroller for PC ..................... .49
9624 Internal Fax/ Modem ....... 89
96/ 24 Ponable Fax/ Modem ... 199
9600 Fax/ 9600 Modem ........ 329
Computer Cleaning & Vacuum ... 35

Legend of Valou rsecs a new s1:111d.1rd wi1h the
smoo1hesc, 1110s1life-like screen scrolling in fa masy advemures. Explore- two huge worlds: 28 miles
of O\•erworld 1own and underground series of
dungeons and labyrinths. ever before has any
world been so massive or full)' developed. The
dynamic, evolving music funher heightens realism

SPORTS

Weapons Control -A hands on throttle
with seven independent control includ-

Sound Blaster Pro ................. 199
Sound Blaster Pro Basic .... ... CALL
Ultrasound Card ...... .............139

11 -----------,-----------1

IU,t•l •l•t; il1 ii'i
............ 79
.. ........ .57
..... ................ ... ..... .47
.. .. ...................... .. .47
.. 43

Qu1ckshot Aviator 5 ... ........... .. .32
Quickshot Intruder 5 .. .............. 29
Quickshot Warrior 5 ................ 15
Virtual Pilot ............................. 69

CD-ROMS
American Hentage D1ct1onary .... 64
The Animals ... . .................... 69
Basics Electronic Cookbook ..... 49
BattleChess ........................... .47
Beauty & the Beast ..
...... 39
Guinness Disc of Records ........ 69
Grolier's Encylcopedla ........... 239
KGB/ CIA Factbook ..... .............. 35
Loom ... .. ................... .............. 57
Lost Treasures of lnfocom ....... .47
Lost Treasures of lnfocom 2 ..... 4 7
Secret of Monkey Island .......... .47
Secret Weapons of Luftwaffe .... 57
Sherlock Holmes Detective 2 ... .45
Software Jukebox .. ............. .45
U.S.A. Wars: Ci~I War ............ .39
U.S. Presidents .............. ....... .39
Wing Commander/ UltIma 6 ...... 47
Wing Commander 2 Deluxe ... CALL

Maxxim11111 Presents!
Maxx Yoke gives you the precision you
always wanted. It's a full sized muhifunctional aircraft joystick for yo ur PC

....................................................... $69.
Maxx Pedals are noor sryle modular
attachments which are fully assembled and
ready 10 plug in and play . ............. $39.
Maxx Yoke & Pedal Bundle.... $99 .
...................... 37
.................... .47
........................ 57
........................ 57
............... .47
······ ···37

WC2/ Ult1ma Underworld ········cALL
Not responsible for typograoh1cal
errors.Check compat1b11lty before
ordering. All Sales Final.
Defectives replaced with same
1temonly.

~leutb or 'lConsequentes
Sherlock Holmes,
Consulting Detective
Volume II from ICOM
by Chuck & Millie Miller

rmchair detectives have long enjoyed the adventures of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's famous sleuth,
Sherlock Holmes. The analytical skills of
this larger-than-life character have been
portrayed in print, on film and, most recently, on digital media. While Holmes'
earliest computer appearances took the
form of text adventures, they sti ll held
great appeal as the interactive "novels"
that they were. Nevertheless, in more recent days with the entrance of graphic
extravaganzas and CD-ROM techno logy,
the world's most renowned and loved investigator (with the possible exception of
Columbo) has taken on a more colorful
and lively, even animated, visage.

A

must so lve, each being a game TITLE:
SYSTEM:
within itself. As such, they can CD
-ROM:
PRICE:
be tackled in any order with no
GRAPHICS:
bearing on each other.
SOU N D:
All three cases follow a tradi- PR O TECTION:
tional mystery theme- murder, DESIGNER/
PUB LISHER:
theft or both. Case one, The Two DI STRI BUTOR:
Lions, revolves around the
death of two circus animals and
a man . In order to so lve this case, the
player-as-sleuth must determine if there is
any relationship between the death of two
lions and a man by the name of Stephen
Lyons.
In The Pilfered Paintings, investigative
skills must be turned toward uncovering
the events behind the theft of several valuable paintings. What was the motive for
the theft? Could it have been an inside job?
The third and final case requires the
player to confront issues of greed, fidelity
and political intrigue as he or she strives
to solve a back-alley murder. Uncovering
the motive and culprit in the case of The
Murdered Munitions Magnate offers a difficult challenge.

When is a Game Afoot?

Welcome to Video Mystery
Theater

Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective
II (Sherlock Holmes If) is, of course, the
sequel to ICOM's first whodunit on CDROM. Like the original, Sherlock Holmes
II features three cases which the player

What sets Sherlock Holmes Consulting
Detective apart from other games featuring the inimitable Holmes, is the style of
presentation. Both volumes of this series
are classified as Interactive Video Myster-
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Sherlock Ho lmes Consulting Detecti ve Vo lwne II CD -ROM

IBM and Mac int osh
150 KB Transfer Rate, 380ms Access Time, Co ntinuo us Read

569 .95
VGA
Sound Bl aster o r M edia V ision Compatible Sound Ca rd

None
ICOM Simulation , Inc.
El ectronic A rts
San Mateo, CA

INTERACTIVE VIDEO MYSTERIES

SHERLOCK HoLMFS

CONSULTING DErEcnvE
DmocrllEAcnoN As You M.cut WrrsWnH
11£ MISTER Su.urn A~'D SF.El( Soumoi-:s
ToTu<Et l~-iruGU~ Cl5E5.

ies, and with good reason. A major portion
of game play is devoted to the player's
directing of the action as Holmes and Watson proceed to solve the case at hand,
while viewing video clips of the conversations taking place between the characters
Computer Gaming World

• HardBall /11 takes a full cut at major league realism. A power line-up that includes printable stats,standings and
box scores; the ability to import data from HardBall fl,™ Earl Weaver /INand Tony LaRussa™; plus aTeam & Player Editor
that allows you to alter everythingfrom team logos to aplayer's ability.

T'EM
• HardBall /11 zooms in on the bang-bang plays.
Fivecamera angles cover the entire ballpark.
Watch instant replays and save the best for
your own personal Highlight Reel.

BASEBALL.

WEPLAY

• HardBall /11 leads off with digitized players
and 256 color VGA graphics. Nobody beats this
doubleplay combo.Visuals as eyeopeningas a line
driveup the middle.Animation as smooth as a
GoldGloveshortstop. Fromfresh mowed grass
to ivy covered walls,details that capture
The Show.

HARDBAL[.
HardBal/ 11/
plays textbook "team
effort" defense. Thestrongest
fundamentals inthe game. Outfielders back
up one another and infielders act as cut-off
men, coming out to takethe throw.

HardBall Ill tests each hitter'spower with eight
real ballparks. Famous fields from both major
leagues.Your catcher may have just enough pop
to put it out of Chicago's "friend ly confines:· but
can he go deep in Toronto?

• HardBa/1 Ill thrusts you into the heat of apennant
race. It's a162 game, major league season-complete with
road trips and an all-star game. Compile good numbers
along the way and maybe you 'll make the roster.

• HardBall /11 has the
best play-by-play man in the business. Network
broadcast great Al Michaels joins the HardBall
Ill Team up in the booth, with a digitized
description of all the action.

The only computer game with Hall of Fame credentials. You don't
outsell every baseball title in history by standing pat in the
off-season. NewHardBall /1/ redefines computer baseball once
more with real play-by-play announcing; unprecedentedgraphics,
realism and playability; plus more of the authentic baseball
nuances that serious fans want in a simulation. More runs.
More hits. No errors.
To order, visit your favorite software retailer or call
1-IJ00-245-7744.

,rrr\1 ,nr™

~LL\Jl.F"'UJL-

The best in entertainment software:"

Play-by-play announcing requires 2MBof RAM.Actual game screens from IBM PC VGA version of the game.Other versions may vary. HardBall 111, Hard Ball II and Hard Ball! are trademarks of Accolade, Inc. Earl Weaver II is a
trademark of Electronic Arts.Tony LaRussa isa trademark of Strategic Simulations, Inc. All other product and corporate names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective owners.10 1992 Accolade, Inc. All rights reserved.
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~.·· A St. Bar tholomev/s Hospital
B St. Thomas· Hospital
, C! Sanger, John
<. '' D Scotland Yard
,,, . E CrinmlolJj Department
F Criminology Lab
Sharp, Wallace
~
Shin"we 11, Porky
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SHIPPING COMPANIES
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Aberdeen Navigation Co.
Ade !aide Southampton Co.
Jardine, Matheson & Co.
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involved and keeping one ' s eyes and ears
open for vital clues. Both are very important as live video action and digitized
voices are employed in the unfolding of
the story.
Of course, all this is possible because of
the media employed-CD-ROM. As a result, a fair amount of video footage is
provided (over 90 minutes), giving the
whodunit a theatrical feel and providing
the player with a sense of almost being
involved in the action.

Elementary, My Dear Watson
Although so lving the mysteries in Sherlock Holmes II requires a good dose of
detective work, understanding and using
the interface does not. ICOM has devel-

oped a consistent, intuitive
design which requires little
explanation.
Following a brief introduction, the player is presented with the Casebook
from which he or she receives instruction, views
Holmes' general introduc·- tion to play, or selects the
case to solve. The player
also returns here periodically to save and load
the game in progress.
When a case is selected,
the player is presented with
an introduction to that particular mystery
and is then taken to the main interface
screen where most of the
game 's action transpires.
Thi s screen, comprised ofa
map of London bordered
with icons, provides access
to Holmes' Casebook, his
Notebook of suspects and
witnesses, a Directory of
places and people, The
London Times (which is
also provided in printed
form), a Carriage for travel
throughout the city, Ho lmes' Fi les containing
background information,

281 YEARS AGO ...
THE HYPERSPACE BOOSTER IS DISCOVERED

In 2095 CE a huge alien artifact was discovered in the far reaches of
the Tau Ceti starsystem. It was a hyperspace booster, a device with
the capabilitiy to "push" spacecraft thousands of lightyears through
hyperspace. In subsequent decades, the booster was used to send
colonists on a one-way trip to a cluster of stars dubbed the Local
Group, far from the rapidly overcrowding worlds of the Home Cluster.
For years the Local Group had been receiving Development Assistance
packages from the Home Cluster, to update their technology and
assist them in constructing new colonies. Fifty four years ago, the
shipments mysteriously stopped coming. The next ten years were
known as The Great Panic, a period of interstellar war and piracy that
nearly destroyed human civilisation in the Local Group. Fortunately,
at the peak of hostilities, a hyperspace booster was discovered inside
the Local Group. The knowledge that two-way communication with
the Home Cluster might be established acted to calm the Local
Group. A monumental plan was put into action to move the booster,
entirely at sublight velocities , into orbit around Cetus Amicus. But,
during the twenty-plus years the move required , the Local Group
again fell into turmoil, this time to emerge divided into two mutually
hostile governments: the Federated Worlds(FW) and the United
Democratic Planets(UDP) .

When one believes that he or she has

JC>l~S!!
Impressions Software
is expanding its American development team and i s l ooking for the best!

Programmers experienced in C/C++ and Assembly language
on IBM PC compatibles, and Graphic Artists experienced
in VGA work wanted for exciting new games development,
creating leading edge strategy games.
We offer a fun working atmosphere in pleasant New
England offices. Competitive salaries will be paid according
to experience; successful applicants will also benefit from
a comprehensive benefits package.
Interested? Please send your resume to us at the address
below; Graphic artists should also send samples of their
work on floppy disk.
The Game Design Studio
Impressions Software, Inc.
7 Melrose Drive
Farmington 06032

To Be Continued...

====~·====
o M N I T R e N o The war escalates this Spring.
S O F T W ARE

the Baker Street Irregulars and the Court.
Accessing the associated information or
objects is just a mouse click away.
Play is quite simple. For example, to
travel to Scotland Yard one selects Holmes' Directory. Doing so causes it to open
in the center of the screen. From here, one
turns to the listings under "S" and selects
Scotland Yard. Then, with a click on the
Carriage icon .. .voila! Holmes and Watson meet with Inspector Lestrade for a
brief discussion. Game play continues as
long as necessary for the sleuth-in-training
to solve the case. Though there is no time
constraint on play, each action does involve a point penalty being added to the
player's score.

Impressions
Impressions Software is an equal opportunities employer.
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solved the case at hand, one proceeds to
Court. However, the player's investigation had better be thorough as he or she
will be questioned on all the key points of
the case. One wrong answer and it's back
out to continue sleuthing. Answer all the
questions correctly and the judge will
commend the player and tell him how well
he did in comparison to Holmes. In most
cases, there will be a significant difference
in scores with Holmes far in the lead .

Where's My VCR Remote?
The most interesting portions of the
game, and those critical to solving each
case are the interactive video scenes provided in the small quarter-screen video
monitor that appears when one arrives at
an important location. Some are quite
short, lasting only a few seconds,_ whi le
others run for as long as several minutes.
Fortunately, to aid the player in digesting
the information presented so that no vital
clues are missed, a set of VCR-like controls are provided at the bottom of this
monitor. VCR-like " buttons" enable the
player to return to the beginning of the
clip, play the video, pause and stop the
action. Missing from the first volume but
included here is a scroll bar beneath the
main controls which allows the player to
jump to any point in the c lip without having to play the entire piece over again . This
comes in extremely handy as some of the
actor' s accents make it difficult to identify
certain words without listening repeatedly.

Graphic quality is good, presented in
standard 256-color VGA mode. However,
the quality of the video (though it only fills
a small part of the screen) is very good,
being noticeably improved over that of the
first volume. Images are now brighter and
clearer, exhibiting less distortion than before. (Hopefully, continued improvement
in video compression technology will
eventually allow fo r even larger, higher
resolution displays.)

eight to ten hours to complete. With the
much longer play time offered in other
disk-based products, this concern needs to
be addressed by lengthening the play time
for each case or adding additi onal cases
(five would be more appropriate).

Sherlock Holmes II

of the few multimedia titles developed
specifically for CD-ROM. Adding more
extensive note taking and some background music, and increasing the play
time would make this offering an ideal
entertainment value.
Still, fans of the famous sleuth from
221B Baker Street will enjoy playing
ICOM's latest release, as will those who
love a good mystery. The player should
note, however, that it is not a graphic ~r
animated adventure. Those who prefer Sierra- or LucasArts-style games would be
better off with Electronic Arts' The Lost

- shows other refinements
over the first volume, as
well. For example, the
close buttons for all
books and information
screens are now the same shape and in the
same location (an earlier inconsistency),
and the player's score is now presented at
the top of the main screen so progress can
be checked as desired.

Cloak and Stagger

Rendering a Verdict
As it stands, Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective II is a good product, and one

Actors, for the most part, have been well
selected and provide believable performFiles of Sherlock Holmes.
ances . The sets are quite authentic, as we ll.
So, if one does not have a fireplace and
From a theatrical standpoint, Sherlock
a comfy armchair in which to relax with a
Holmes II succeeds admirably.
However, there are
some significant weakPage 2, Column 3, Article 13
nesses that need to be
BEST HAVANA CIGARS at IMPORT PRICES.
mentioned. One is the
The greatest connoisseurs, the keenest
noticeable absence of
buyers, the best judges of value now
background music in the
purchase their cigars at DUNHILL'S, 2
game . It is almost comRegent-street, Picadilly Circus, London.
pletely lacking during
Good foreign cigars, 12s., 16s., 20s., 22s.
play. There is also no online facility for taking exhaustive notes, something required to successfully
solve
the
crimes under investigation (names can be added
favorite Holmes' mystery or watch a Basel
to Holmes ' Notebook, but no specifics can
Rathbone rendition on the VCR, Sherlock
be supplied).
Holmes Consulting Detective II is the next
best thing. It will provide several captivatThe chief fai ling, however, is identical
ing hours of armchair investigation in the
to that of the first volume- the overall
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle tradition . Pipe
brevity of playing time. Neither case takes
and magnifying glass not included. cGw
longer than three hours to solve, while all
three wi ll take the average player only

-a m
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Examining the Evidence

Music, when provided, is also very good.
Unfortunately, too little
is available to "tickle the
ear" in this game. Digitized audio accompanying the video clips is
clear and undistorted,
with a high degree of fidelity maintained.

"Powerful programs of growth and adventure"

THE MAGI C MIRROR . .. a tool box for yo ur mind. E. Ki nnie,
PhD., Cli nic al Psyc hol ogist. $39.95.

MAGIC MIRROR II . . . experiences for your mind . $39.95 .
MERLIN . .. an apprenti ceship. $29.95.

1-800-545-6172
(after 5 p.m.)

IBM/Compatibles

I CHING .. . ancient Chin ese wisdom and prophecy $29 95

THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN ... a Journ ey into another realit y.
Not for children Male and female versions $39 95
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CAPE Coo Co
SCROLL

To ADVENTURE

MS-DOS Simulation
Software

MS-DOS Strategy
Software

MembershipPriceslistedonly.
PleaseCallforNon-Member
Pricing!!
A-Train ....................... $37.07

ALinein/Sand ........... $21 .17
ActionSta.Util ........... $11 .12
Action Stations .......... $26.47
Battlechess4 ............. $26.47

CH Flight Stick
Your off to the wild blue
with this flight stick. Quality
and precision make sim
flying a pleasure. I've used
it and love it - Rob at CCC.
CCC Member Price
$42.00

Aircraft&Adven. F...... $26.47
AcesinthePacific ....... $42.37
Airbucks .................... $31 .TT
AirTrafficControl ....... $31 .TT
AirForceComman .. ... $31.TT
AirWarrior .................. $31.TT
Anc.ArtWar/Sky ........ $31.TT
A.T.A.C ...................... $31 .TT
S-17FlyingFort. ......... $37.07
F-15111 ........................ $42.37
F-117A ....................... $42.37
Falcon3.0 .................. $42.37
Falcon3Missions ....... $21 .17
Flt.Adventure685 ...... $13.22
FSPro(MallBFd) ......... $21 .17
GrandCanyonSce ..... $15.87
Great Naval Bat 's ...... $41 .27
Gunship20Q0 ........... . $37.07
Gunship2Scen .......... $21.17
HawaiiScenery .......... $15.87
Hero's357th .............. $29.47
Hyperspeed ............... $31.77
Mantis, Exp Fight... ..... $37.07
MantisSpchAcc......... $15.87
OperLightningStm .... $15.87
RailroadTycoon ........ $15.87
Red Baron ... ... ............ $37.07
RedBaronMiss.D....... $15.87
RescueAir911 ........... $13.22
Seen. Enhancer Ed .... $21 .17
Sec.Weap.Luff... ........ $37.07
Sec.W. Miss. 1 ............ $15.87
Sec.W.Miss. 2 ............ S15.87
Sec.W.Miss.3 ............ $15.87
Sec.W.Miss.4 ............ $15.87
SimAnt ...................... $31.77
SimAntforWindow .... $31 .77
TaskForce42 ............. $37.07
Tahiti ScenUpgr........ S21 .17
TeamYankee2 .......... $26.47

Battle Isle ....... ...... ... .. S29.47
Battle Isle Seen 's ....... $20.62
BattlesofOestiny ....... $31.77
Bridge7.0................ .. $26.47
BuzzAJdrin'aRac ... ... $37.07
Campaign ................. $31 .TT
CBFrierStrike ............. $37.07
Carriersa!WBF ...... .... $37.07
CesUes ...................... $31 .TT
Castles North.Ca. ... ... $15.87
CasUesll ................... $31 .TT
Chessmaste3000 ..... $29.47
Chess3forWind ..... ... $35.37
Civilization ................ $37.07
Civ. Collectors ...... .... $42.37
Conflict: Korea ........ .. $31 .77
Confl~: M•East .......... $31.77
Conq.Kingdoms ....... $31 .77
Conq.ofJapan .......... $31 .77
CrisesKlemlin ........... $37.07
CyberEmpires .......... $29.47
Grigsby Pac.War .... ... $42.37
GlobalConquets .... ... $31.77
GreatBat20thC....... $21 .17
Harpoon ....... .. .......... $35.37
Harp. Designer .......... $29.47
High Command ........ $45.00
LA.l.aw ..... .... ........... $31 .77
Monopoly Oelux........ $31 .77
PowerPoliticsWin .... $26.47
5 57
AailroadTycoon ······· Sl .
ShadowPresident.. ... s37.o7
Siege ..... ............ ....... S35 . 37
Siege Expansion .. ..... 51 7·67
Spacewa rd Ho ······ ···· s31 .77
Solitaire 'Journey ... ... $31 .77
Special Forces 8 . ...... $26.47
SpoilsofWar ............. $31 .77
StarTrekAnniv .......... $31 .77
The Pert.General ······ $3l .77

NNE CTION's

• STRATEGY • SIMULATION--..._
VForVRussian ........... $41 .27
VForVictOI)' ............... $41.27
Western Front ............ $31 .TT

MS-DOS Role
Playing &
Adventure Games

MS-DOS Sports

AO&OColl.11 ......... .. ... $41 .27
AD&DStarterKit ..... .... S41 .21
Amazon ..................... $37.07
CobraMission ....... ..... $42.37
Crus.DBFkSavant.. ... . $37.07
DaggBFAmonRa ........ $37.07
Darklands .................. $37.07
Daemonsgate ......... ... $37.07
Dragon 'sl.air3 ..... ...... $31 .TT
Dune II .... ............. ...... $31 .77
Dungeon Master ...... .. $26.47
ForgeofVirtue ............ $13.22
Gemfire ...................... $26.47
I.JonesFateAtl. ......... $31 .77

Software
APBABaseball. .......... $21 .17
CBFILewisChallen ..... $26.47
Ouerk'sBBallEncyl.... $21 .17
Fant Foolball92 ........ $21 .17
FrontPageFBall. ........ $37.07
Greens ....................... $31 .TT
Gretz.Hockey Ill. ........ $31 .TT
Hardball 111 ................ $31 .TT
Hardball3Teams ....... $13.22
J.Nick. Sign.Golf ....... $37.07
J. Nick. Course1 ......... $13.22
T.LaRussaBBall2 ......... Iba

CCC Member Price
$42.37

KingsOuestVI ............ $42.37
KGB .................... ....... $15.87
LeatherGoddessll ..... $37.07
Legend ...................... $37.07

Front Page Football from
Dynamix. More realism more options with one or
two players or computer
control play design
capability, instant replays
and more, make this the
best for football fans.
CCC Member Price
$37.07

Ult. Underworld .......... $42.37
UltimaVlf ... .. ............... $42.37
UltimaVIII ... ................... Iba

MS-DOS Carnes Yet
To Be Released Look For Them
Soon??
AH-64 (Spec. Holobyte)
Air Force PilotTrainer
AvengerA10(SpecHolo)
Celtic Legends
ConquestofJapan ..... $31 .77
Dark Sun (SSI)
Dragonslair lll ........... $31 .77
Fleet Commander (RAW)
Harpoon°Gold
Harpoon Patriot
JumpJet(Microprose)
Liberty or Death (Koei)
MagicCandle lll ......... $35.37
Pacific War (SSI) ........ $42.37
Pirates Gold
Pirates of Realm Space

PTO: Pacilic TheaterofWar
ProLeagueBBall .... ... . $31 .77
Summer Chall ............ $29.12
Stralo·Mal·BBall ...... .. $2 1.17
TomlandryFBall ....... $26.47

You've Worked
Hard All Week -

Treat Yourself to a
Came.

TraconforWindow ..... $31.77 Per.GenScen's ....... . $18.52
TheLostAdmiral ....... $31.77

SevenCitiesofGoldll
Sim Lile
StarControl2
Strike Commander
Tank2.0 (Spec. Holo)
Third Reich
UltrabotsSanctionEarth

Cape Cod Connection is pleased to
announce the OPENING OF CCC-EUROPE
European customers are encouraged
to contact:
Pascal Stadler
Cape Cod Connection (EUROPE)
CP72
1422 Grandson 1
SWITZERLAND
Swiss Tel. & Fax (024) 71 10 28
Kings Quest VI from Sierra.
for information and orders
Flexible game design,
more puzzles and variety,
(boardgames only)

and multiple paths and
different endings make this
adventure the best in the
series.

Unks386Pro ........ ... ... $37.07
Microsoft Golf............ . $51 .00
NFLChall.3.0 ............. $26.47
NFLVideoProFB ....... $42.37

Rex Nebular ............... $37.07
Seven Cities II ............... Iba
Spellcraft ................... $31 .77
Shadowlands ............ $26.47
Spaceward Ho! ............. Iba
Summoning ............... $35.37
Two Towers ................ $31.77

Leg.Kyrandia ............ $31 .77
Lost FilesS.Holme .. ... $41 .27
LostTreas.11 ............... $26.47
Lureo!Temptress ...... $26.47
Magic Candle II ....... ... $35.37
Magic Candle Ill ......... $35.37
M&MCloudsXeen ..... 537 .07
Pirates Gold ............... $37.07
PiratesrealmSpac ..... 535.37
ouestforGlorylll. ... .. .. $37.07
Realms.... ................ ... $l 5.37

CDROM Titles
Multi-MediaUpgrade
Prol 6 ........................... S924

coPc........................... s995
Multi-Media Upgrade Kit
..................................... $560
LostTreas. lnfocom ....... S50
Sec.Monkey lsl l ............ $50
Sec.Weap. Luff. ... ........ . $65
Ult Underg/W Com2 ..... $55
W.Comm.llw/allOata .... 55

Cape Cod gives
careful
consideration to the
games it lists.
Carnes listed in this
ad are the newest
and best titles in our
opinion. Other
titles can be
obtained!!

The Cape Cod Connection Membership
Plan gives YOU:
A way to cope with the RECESSION and
HIGH PRICE combination!
(

Software, Tabletop Games War and Role
Playing, Minatures, Old tyme Baseball
C
d
II
aps, an more ..

The Cape Cod Connection Membership Club - CCC's Answer To The Recession, Recessionary Pricing!!!
CAPE COD CONNECTION has essentially evolved into a Membership Club. Simply the finest club in the industry today. Club members receive the Best Price, the Best Service, and
the Best Information. For that reason the product prices listed above are for MEMBERS ONLY. Join the club with your first order. It's only $20 for a FULL YEAR. You do not have to
become a CCC Member to order from us. Please call for Non-Member Pricing. CCC offers every electronic means known to mankind for ordering. We are open Monday - Friday
10 AM - 8 PM and Saturday 10 AM - 5 PM. CCC now has a store location at 845 Main St., Falmouth, MA 02540, drop in and browse. All phone numbers are the
same. Overseas Dealer Inquiries welcome. (Prices and availability may vary.) CCC policy is to replace defective software with the same.

MAIL TO:

21 PLEASANT VIEW AVENUE
FALMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS 02540

NEW BBS 1-508-540-8732 • Voice Orders 1-800-729-6733. 1-508-457-0738. Fax 1-508-457-4558
Circle Reader Service #37

A Review of The Summoning
by Samuel B. Baker
The Party of the First Part
Hear ye, hear ye! It is once again time to
slay the mighty and infamous Foozle or in
this case the Shadow Weaver. He has
raised a large army of cutthroats and villains and will soon take over the land. The
first army and fleet that the Council sent to
defeat the Shadow Weaver' s island fastness has been destroyed. The Council
plans to commit a second army to the task,
knowing it will fail, to serve as a distraction for your covert entry into the Labyrinth.

TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
PROTECTION:
DESIGN ERS:
PUBLISHER:

The Summoning

IBM
$59.95
Documentation Look-up
Chris Straka and Thomas Holmes
Electronic Arts

San Mateo, Ca.

The Party of the Second Part
The Summoning is a single character
CRPG that runs in real time. All activity
takes place indoors. One looks at the many
corridors and rooms from an overhead and
slightly oblique angle. Commands may be
issued and inventory manipulated by a
mouse, the keyboard or a combination.
There are six characteristics. Strength
will produce more damage when in melee
and let the player carry more. Agility sets
the rate at which the player moves and how
fast one recovers from the previous action.
Endurance is a measure of staying power,
both in combat and when moving heavy
objects, such as the large moveable blocks
that are sometimes used to weigh the many
pressure plates found in the game. Accuracy details how well the player can hit the
mark with missile weapons. Talent will
determine how many spells can be memorized in each of the four spell categories at
one time. Power is the magic equivalent of
strength. It wi II make spells last longer and
do more damage.
Characters may be generated by random
roll, by direct allocation from a pool or a
combination of the two . I found the
method that produced the most powerful
character was direct allocation. It is possible to create a character that has the maximum value for four of the six attributes and
a 19 out of20 for fifth, leaving the sixth at
zero. Personally, accuracy seemed to be
the least useful stat. It can be useful, but
means are provided within the game to
increase stats as the game progresses. After creating a set of stats that meets approval, one is specially trained in one class
of weapon and one category of magic. The
Page 92

four classes of magic from which to
choose are Wizardry, which induces damage; Sorcery, which manipulates oneself
and the environment; Enchantment, which
protects one from harm; and Healing.

Discovery
The features and interface of The Summoning may be summed up in one phrase:
creature comforts. Everywhere one looks
through the game, one can see that great
effort has been made to ensure that the
player is playing the game and not making
maps, taking notes or shouting at the designers of the interface. When one moves

to restore a game, the saved games are
listed in order with the newest save appearing at the top of the list. The automapping feature is an improvement even on
the beautiful maps of Origin's Underworld. The maps are multicolor and show
all features plainly. When levers are
flipped or pressure plates activated, any
doors opening or teleporters which become active are shown on the map if the
player has explored that area. They can
even be printed. Notes cannot be written
in the margins though. The extensive NPC
interactions may be printed also .
The graphics are pleasing and well presented for this type of game. Small animated windows open up to show
important events. I particularly liked the
one that depicts the player falling into a pit.
Sound effects through my Sound Blaster
Pro were adequate when they were there.
Unlike most games, sound effects are limited to events, rather than a constant susurrus. Music is only heard during important
moments, but was easy on the ear. For
once, I wish there had been greater use of
music in a game. Usually, I tum it off after
a few minutes.

The Evidence
At first, I was annoyed by the real-time
aspects of combat.Not an arcade fan, I find
the complexities of working an interface
and determining the best tactics and
switching weapons to be a chore. The electronic critters don't have this problem. After a bit, I found that the combat was quite
manageable. There are many different
strategies that may be pursued, depending
on the strength and speed of the foe, the
methods at hand and one's own tastes. I
found that floating like a butterfly and
stinging like a bee paid dividends when
there were many adversaries. Combat for
the most part is brief and intense. Some
experimentation wi ll be necessary to determine what weapons are the best tradeoff
between speed of use and damage delivered. Weapons may be used in both hands
and shield bashing is a welcome possibility.
As was mentioned in the preview (CGW
#100), the screen is split into two parts: the
field of play and the character management screen. To equip an item, one places
Computer Gaming World

it on the large wooden mannequin on the
left hand side. If the item is worn as opposed to held in the hands, such as a mace,
it will appear in its proper place. There is
a third screen which stops time when invoked that allows one to memorize spells
through the assembly of a series of hand
movements . Whenever a new spell is acquired the letters corresponding to the
hand movements should be written down
in the space provided in the back of the
manual.

Almost every item in the game has a
limited lifespan. Weapons will break,
shields will wear out, and special items
will use up their magical charges. This
means that one is constantly trucking
around with a massive quantity of junk in
order not to be at a loss at some future time.
The upside of this, however, is that the
player can be given some rather neat items
which would seriously imbalance the
game otherwise. Eventually, the player
may have the opportunity to use an area in
the game as a permanent stash so that
problem may be eased.
In the end, one does not get to fight the
Shadow Weaver. All action takes place
through set-piece animation and dialogue.
I would have preferred a more active role
in the denouement, but I did enjoy what
transpired. Certainly some of the fiercest
fighting took place on that last level,
which was some compensation.

The Issues

Instructions to the Jury

Items needed to activate a door or give
to an NPC are usually found close at hand.
There are three exceptions that should be
noted: The first is that the player needs to
find a total of three pearls in the areas
preceding the knights' domains before
continuing. Two pearls are used near
where they are found. The third must be
carried all the way into the Citadel or else
one may not finish the game. As indicated
in Scorpion's Tale (CG W # 101 ), Scorpia
had to go on a long quest back to retrieve
this last pearl which she had left in some
stash earlier in the game. Needless to say,
she wasn't happy.
The second is that the player should save
one of everything except keys for a location near the Citadel or else spend a great
deal of time playing scavenger hunt. Take
it from one who knows.
The third concerns the many teleporters.
If the player, a monster or a large object
goes through a teleporter and there is a
monster or large object at the landing
zone, the object or monster landed on will
disappear. This may lead to important
items being lost. Monsters wander around
and will periodically find a teleporter on
their own.
The puzzles in the later stages of the
game should prove a challenge to most
players. Many have a proper solution and
a "creative" one which may be found
through the possession of certain objects
or the useful arrangement of them. For
example, I was able to pass by a series of
teleporters that go off and on in sequence
by using dead bodies to shorten the path of
the rolling ball that triggers them on and
off.

ln addition to those points of irritation
mentioned above, the space required for
saved games, as time passes, deserves notice. At the end, my save game files were
exceeding 750K each and had been over
SOOK for some time. Since their own hint
line and my experience recommend mul-

tiple saves, particularly at the beginning of
each new section, many may find their
hard disks filling up precipitously.

The Verdict
This game arrived in my mailbox on the
same day as my storebought copies of
Great Naval Battles of the North Atlantic
and Crusaders of the Dark Savant. I
played all three games that day, but as time
passed I found myself more and more
involved with The Summoning, playing it
not out of duty, but of pleasure. There are
few satisfactions in life to compare with
the "I've got it!" stroke of inspiration or
perspiration that allows one to unlock a
puzzle. I was sorry to finish this game. To
those not put off by real time combat and
who have the space, this game may well
find a place of honor on the hard di sk. cliw

Strategies of the Month

Vol. 18

A monthly column to improve the quality of play

BATTLES OF DESTINY: A parade to the front lines is not as
effective as collecting a small force and then attacking with multiple
units. Using bombers to soften the enemy's front lines can also make
the job of destroying your opponent that much easier. • The Challenge:
In the map "Compete", do not utilize any air transports.
CONQUERED KINGDOMS: Fighting dragons can be tough, but it
can be done effectively. Things to remember about the dragon: it cannot
range fire if there is a unit in the same square, its nemesis is the archer
but knights and cavalry are also effective, and dragons cannot attack a
unit in the keep of an occupied castle (but they can bombard the keep).
Attacking with or defending against dragons incorrectly can be any
player's achilles heel.

THE PERFECT GENERAL - The all new "Greatest Battles of the
Twentith Century" Scenario Disk is available. "The Hollywood Dream"
pits you against the Japanese, who invade the west coast of the U.S.
This scenario is not meant for the weak hearted. Using mobile 88's and
artillery will help to defend the homeland. Defend these units well
though, because they are easily killed. • A Great Challenge: Try
defeating the attacker on "Dnepr Bridgehead" without using any medium
or heavy tanks.
Quantum Quality Productions
1046 River Avenue, Flemington, N. J. 08822

(908) 788-2799
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Once Upon .A [id
he upcoming mall-based Star Trek:
the Next Generation entertainment
centers, a joint project of Paramount
Pictures, Edison Brothers, and Spectrum
HoloByte is but the latest computer gaming license of a Star Trek product (See
CGW # 101 December 1992 for a detailed
accounting of this project). Five years ago, Simon and Schuster released the third and fourth

T

games in their licensed Star Trek series: Star Trek: First Contact
(1988) and Star Trek: The Rebel Universe ( 1988). Earlier titles
in the series were Star Trek: The Kobaysashi Alternative (l 985)
and Star Trek: The Promethean Prophecy (1986). Unfortunately,
none of these games were cutting edge designs. Failing to capture
the minds and wallets of computer gamers, they have become (in
the world of Star Trek) as forgotten as Jeffrey Hunter (Christopher Pike in the original Star Trek pilot, The Cage).
One wonders how many computer game "outsiders" purchased these games on the strength of the license and failed
to be drawn into the world of computer gaming as a hobby
because the designs were notcompellingasgames? We will
never know. What we do know, however, is how •
a company with no reputation for
computer game publishing got what
could have been the hottest
license in the history of the -=::!!II!!!!!!'?""""'
hobby. You see, Simon
and Schuster Inc. and
Paramount Pictures at the time were both owned
by Gulf & Western . Thus, S&S had the inside
track for the license (an extension of the book
1 _,,,..,_
- 1
licenses). Too bad for gamers.
1
- ' 11\ l1r--~ -;,-'
The movie license for Star Trek V: The Final
I'
Frontier went to Mindscape prior to it's merger
with Softwa re Toolwo rks. Unfortunately the game was not any more
compelling than the S&S Trek games.
But all is not lost. In 1990 Konami, who had the "electronic games"
license for Star Trek games hired Interplay Productions to produce
a Star Trek cartridge game for the Nintendo 8-bit system. As part of
the agreement, Konami signed over the rights for Star Trek
computer games to Interplay. Interplay 's first computer game
release under this arrangement was last winter's Star Trek: The 25th Anniversary.
That product has done so well that Paramount and Interplay signed a new contract
going through the year 2000, giving Interplay the right to do
a variety of Star Trek games.
Simon and Schuster also produced a Next Generation title,
The Transinium Challenge. However, Spectrum HoloByte
now has that license and wil l be producing, not only the mall
based product already mentioned, but a line of Star Trek: The
Next Generation games as well. As gamers, we hope that
Interplay and Spectrum HoloByte can take the Star Trek series
of computer games to a place that none of them have gone
before: success.
Footnote: More than one computer game manufacturer has asked
CGW in recent days ifwe knew who
got the license for the Deep Space
Nine computer game products. As
of press time, we did not know.
The top five games ten years ago
this month according to the February 1983 CGW Poll were: Wizardry I (Sir-Tech),
Choplifter! (Broderbund); Knight of Diamonds (Sir
Tech); Guadalcanal Campaign (SSI); and Olympic
Decathlon (Microsoft). The top five games five years
ago (February 1988) were Ultima IV (Origin); Gettysburg the Turning Point (SSI); Wizardry I (Sir-Tech);
Starjl.ight (EA); and Kampfgruppe
(SSI). CliW
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best, then we slashed our prices. So you spend less tim

ryi
flyingl Here are some of the games we're playing this month ...

B-17 Flying Fortress ....... $39
links 386 Pro ................ $42
Out of This World .......... $36
Ultima Underworld ........ $47

Yeager's Air combat. ...... $38
Global conquest ............. $37
Indiana Jones 4.............. $37
Gunship 2000 ................ $39

THE SOURCE FOR SOFTWARE, THE GUIDE TO GAMES

11-B00-&24-8228
lnternat'I Fax/Phone: 1•718-624-8228
HOURS: 12PM - 12AM EST, M-F ADDRESS : Digital Dungeon 45 Duffield St. , Brooklyn, NY 11201 TERMS : We accept money orders, personal checks , wire
transfers. Credit Card and CASH/CERT C.O.D.'s from established customers.
SHIPPING : We charge by shipping weighUclass + 15%. We use U.S. Mail, UPS,
Federal Express & Ai rborne Express. APO's are no problem, charged 1st class mail rate . Foreign shipping by weight & courier+ 25%. N.Y.S. residents add 8.25%
sales tax. All products are new and guaranteed. Call for exchange/return policy. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOS!
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HAY£ MOVEMENT POINTS,
Will TRAY£1
Omnitrend's
Paladin 2
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by Allen L. Greenberg
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ighting evil , so long as a movement
point yet remains within them, Omnitrend's paladins are computer
gaming' s most dependable wind-up toys.
Armed with only a sword and a wristwatch-like intelligence to guide each of
their mechanical steps, these Lilliputian
heroes battle to the end of the earth or, at
least, to the end of their turn . "Real time"
is but an illusion; "three dimensions" suddenly fall flat ; "virtual reality" is as real as
it ever was. The paladins-along with
their Buck Rogers analogues, the Breachmen - eschew such contrivances. Like
timeless legions, they stand steadfast ...
until someone instructs them to walk
away. Having proved their worth many
times in the original Paladin, they again
stand ready in Paladin 2.
Players of the original Paladin will find
much which is familiar as they begin Paladin 2. Using the phased command/movement system which is normally reserved
for computer wargaming, Paladin 2 contains a series of miniature fantasy roleplaying quests. The various goals and
parameters for each mission are available
both on-line and in the game's detailed
documentation . The Paladin 2 package
contains 20 different mi ssions along with
a quest-building program. These individual quests may also be linked together in
order to form more involved campaigns.
As in the past, a floppy disk containing an
additional 20 scenarios is also available.

F

For each outing, the player becomes the
game's title character - an altruistic
knight in command of a " mi ssion impossible" party of secondary characters.
While the membership of the adventure
party changes from one scenario to the
next, the paladin himself will remain constant, provided he is able to survive. With
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TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
PRICE:
PROTECTION :
DESIGNERS:
PUBLISHER:

Paladin 2
Amiga, IB M
$59.95
Documentation Look-up

Chris Bamford, Thomas Carbone
Omnilrend/lmpressions

these professions. These indicate the character's ability to fight, aim weapons from
a distance or detect danger. Other numbers
show the party member's health and the
degree to which he is encumbered by a
heavy inventory. Most importantly, the
player must be aware of the number of
movement points a character has left. At
the beginnjng of each turn , a character is
allowed a certain number of these which
depend on his condition. Each action from tiling a step to swinging a weapon
- must be purchased with movement
points. Once these are gone, that character
is unable to move until the next turn. The
turn concludes by allowing the computercontrolled, evil opposition to have its turn.
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each victory and success, he will become
an increasingly adept hero. A "green"
paladin may be generated at any time, or
he may be carried over either from the first
Paladin series or from Breach 2. The various missions are ranked according to difficulty, but need not be tackled in a
specific order. Each quest may be played
at "beginner" or "advanced" level. The
advanced level offers less vulnerable enemies as well as a less omnipotent point of
view.
The paladin, of course, is an apprentice
knight. The various party members may be
a swordsman, ranger, thief or mage. Each
is given a set of statistics which reflect

~frlffj~
JfJ! ID l!m rRi
Math and Magic
While the tactical challenges presented
by this system are immediately obvious,
many players have also been sensitive to
the substitution of simple mathematics for
the feel of real time combat. By carefully
counting steps, so that a turn begins with
the hero just out of an adversary's reach ,
it is possible to demolish the poor villain
without giving him a turn to fight back.
This particular advantage, however, has
been somewhat offset in Paladin 2 by a
Computer Gaming World
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4DBoxing
20
ATrain
39
ConstructionSet 22
A320Airbus
52
ABCWideWndBox 30
ABPABaseball
25
Aces of the Pacific 39
Mission Disk
25
ActionStations
29
AddonDisk22-4514
AD&DCollectEd2 44
AD&DStarterKit
44
AdvWillyBeamish 37
Air Bucks
36
AirForceCommand 36
AlgeBlasterPlus
30
AlgebraMadeEasy 25
Amarillo Slim DI Ch 32
AmericanGladiators 25
AncientArtWarSky 35
AnimationStudio
69
AreWeThereYet? 18
2525
:a
ATA~
35
Autoniap
49
AutomapWindows 48
AutornapEurope
74
B-17 Flying Fortres 39
BacktoFuture3
25
BackgamnByGeo 26
Bane"CosmicForge 36
BarbieDesign
16
BarbieFash10n
25
BarbieAdventure
25
BartSimpsonHous 30
Battlechess(allver) 30
Battlechess2
29
Battlechess400
39
Battle Isle
32
BatttesofNapoteon 31
Battlestorm
31
BerenstnBearCnt 19
BerenstnBearColor 25
BerenstnBearLettr 25
Benitzlnterpreter 37
Bicycle Poker
37
BillElliottNASCAR 30
Birdsof Prey
32
Blitzkrieg
29
Bloodwych
25
BoJacksonBaseB 30
Bodyworks
42
BridQemaster
30
BugllunnyWrkShp 31
BuzzAldnn
39
CaptainComic2
15
CanLewisChallng 29
CarrierStrike
42
Carriers atWar
35
Casino Pack 1
32
Castles
36
Northern Campgn 19
Castle 2
35
CastleofDr. Brain 30
CathyDailyPlanner 43
ChlngAnc,entEmp 30
Chatrenge 5 Realms 35
Champions
38
ChampionsofKrynn 20
CherrnstryWorks
38
Chessmaster3000 32
Chessmstr3000Win38
ChildrenWrit &Publ 39
Chip 'nDale
15
Civilization
39
CivilizationMPE
47
CCoalassst~5
29
25
ComicBookCreator 17
Conan: Cimmerian 30
Conflict: Middle East 32
ConflictKorea
29
ConquestLongbow 39
ConquestofJapan 35
CrimeWave
37
Crisisin theKremlin 39
Crossword Magic 32
CruiseforaCorpse 33
DaffyDuckP.I.
15
DaggerofAmonRa 39
Dail< Half
39
DarkOueenKrynn 32
Darldands
39
Darkseed
39
DarkSun
50
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Circle Reader Service #54

now permitted. Usi ng the mouse, players
indicate e ither a character's next action or
a course of movement. Unfortunately, the
character currently under control is not
highlighted. This can cause some confusion , or even lead to the inadvertent assau lt
again st an adj acent, fe ll ow party-member.
Command icons available all ow a player
to pick up, drop or use inventory. Other
icons call up a list of possib le spell s, show
an area map, and li st the quest objectives,
indicating those which have already been
accompli shed.
Paladin 2 ' s graphi cs are simp le, yet they
are very adequate. Some animation of the
various characters is avail able as an option
when the program is first booted. Some of
the sound effects sound as though they
were produced by a dying group of barnyard animals, though others do add a nice
touch. One of the game ' s most outstanding
features is its documentation . A brief yet
thorough tutorial makes the game accessible to any newcomer. In add iti on to an
introduction to each scenario, there are
also descriptions of each of the various
spell s, creatures and parapherna lia wh ich
appear throughout the program. A technical supplement also guarantees that no one
will have any trouble using the quest
builder program. Should the United States
make no other cu ltural contribution to the
remai nder of the civi li zed world, we may

greater variety of spell -throwing demons
who may attack from a distance. While
one mi ght wish for a sli ghtl y more e legant
combat system, thi s is still a more challenging game of " math and magic" than
presented by its predecessor.
The 20 scenarios included cover a fa irl y
wide ra nge of difficulties and each one
may be changed or edited using the quest
builder program. Quest objectives may in'T'H1£ : 0 1 : 3 0: 0Q
61' RflNGtR
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elude rescue operations, the destruction of
a portion of the enemy, the capture or
destruction of certain magical scro ll s or
the takeover of specific sentry posts. There
are a variety of terrains which the party
must cover, and "teleportation squares"
will also complicate progress.
Omnitrend 's icon-based, point-andclick interface has been nicely upgraded
since the original Paladin. Most noticeably, diagonal movement and attacks are
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rest assured that its game manuals will
always put those from other countries to
shame!

Paladin, Paladin, Where Will
You Roam?
While it is true that most fa ntasy roleplay ing games have bee n advancing state
of the art presentations at a frenzied pace,
it has not necessarily been true that their
resu lts have met with universal approval.
Unfortunately, many players may accidentally mi ss out on Paladin 2 because of
the deluge of products which scream more
loudly for attention, yet offer far less in
entertainment. Although one mi ght hope
fo r more interesting combat interaction ,
there is no shortage of reasons to recommend this product to trategy-minded
ro le-players of all le~s. Th is particular
wind-up toy clearl y contin ues to prove its
worth on the fie ld of battle. cGw

PANZER SALIENT

SOFTWARE CLOSEOUTS

The Battle of the Bulge

IBM, AMIGA, APPLE, COMMODORE 64/128, ATARI ST, MAC & MORE
Inc lud es: Dem oli tion Mission,
Army Moves. Bad Street Brawle r,
Tai -Pan , Fis t, Tai-Ceti, Mutants.
Cyrus Chess . Doc the Destroyer ,
& Uridium. less than $1 .50 each!

01 : 10:00

Continuing it's tradition for excellence, COMBAT ENTERPRISES
INC. proudly announces their newest computer simulated play-bymail WW2 wargame--"PANZER SALIENT' depicting the Battle
of the Bulge.

Vampire Empire, Sky Blaster, Triple X,
Cryslal Hammer. Final Mission, Little

Dragon. Eskimo Games, Powerstyx. Spin
World & Ck!ve< and Sm.rt.
00

Players may choose tactical (Division) or strategic (Army)
command~. Whichever role you ch03C,_you will find yourself in a
highly interactive, intensely fought wargame where your
generalship skills will be tested to the maxi PANZER SALIENT
uses the proven game system found in our popular "Crisis in the
West" game. Fire & Movement (#83) writes, 'The maps are
bautilul... oHers players the mmy joys of partaking in an umpired
game with its good log of war rules...give so-ious thought".
Jnitial startup costs $45 which comprises your first full tum, full
color situation maps, full color manual, unit sheets, OB

worlcshcc:ts and a performance rating at the end of the campaign.
Follow on turns arc $20. We also offer a variety of books and
games at discount prices, For sign up or information, write
Combat Enterprises Inc., PO Box 763, Bel Air, MD 21014 or
call (410) 838-7602. All inquiries arc welcome.
In the works: WARSHIPS - Naval surface actions-the heavies.

COMPSULT
P.O . BOX 516D
SAN LUIS OBISPO
CA 934D3
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Pump up the
volume with
Sound Blaster !The
sound card from
Creative Labs .
Experience the full power
of 11-voice synthesized
music and 8-bit sampled
sound effects. Don't just
hear it. .. let it blow you away! The scream
of your F-lS's engine as you elude enemy
fire ... the crisp crack of your bat when
you hit a homerun off the screen .. . the
echoing ring of sword against sword during
your next fantasy adventure.
No wonder Sound Blaster is the world's
#1 seller. And why it's the sound card that
more gaming software developers write for
under DOS or Windows™3.1.
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To find out
more about
Sound Blaster,
the only sound
card that1s 100%
Sound Blaster compatible,
visit your local computer
retailer or call Creative Labs
at 1-800-998-LABS.
Get the full blown sound capability you've
always wanted for your PC-for only $149.
With Sound Blaster from Creative Labs.
Because ...
if you don't have
Sound Blaster, you're
really blowing it!

'

Sound Blaster is atrademark of Creative Labs, Inc. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. ©1992 Creative Labs. Inc.
All rights reserved. International inquiries: Creative Technology, ltd., Singapore Tel 65-773-0233 Fax 65-773-0353
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Konami 's Lure of the Temptress

by Robin Matthews

n literature, there is George MacDonald Fraser' s anti-hero, Harry Flashman, who has the worst of intentions
but the best ofluck. Fantasy literature even
has Robert Asprin's Myth-Adventures
(Hit or Myth, Little Myth Marker, etc.) in
which an inept apprentice becomes a sitcom version of a master magician. He
doesn' t do anything intelligent, but it all
works out hilariously well. In computer
games, there is Space Quest's Roger
Wilco and Bob Bates' unwitting hero in
Eric The Unready (see page 58 of this
issue), both of whom have the best possible luck and desperately need it because of
the situations they get dragged into. Similarly, the player's character in Konami's
Lure of the Temptress, Diermot, is unwittingly dragged into the plot of this new
graphic adventure.
After all, Diermot is living quite happily
in his little village when, along comes the
King and his courtiers. Like Charles I,
hunting is the primary item on his majesty 's agenda and Diermot sees a chance
to gamer some royal coinage, so he decides to enlist in the King 's party as a
beater. Suddenly, the King hears news of
a revolt started by a mysterious Enchantress who has taken over the nearby town.
The King rides off.
Diermot, in the tradition of those unwitting heroes listed at the beginning of th!s
article, isn't interested. Nevertheless, his
uncontrolled horse drags him into the
midst of this escapade. The next thing the
player knows, Diermot is in a Skorl prison
and the game ' s afoot.

I

Myth-Perception
In order to convey the feeling of being
swept along for the heroic ride, what
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TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
PROTECTI ON:
DEVELOPER:
PUB LISHER:

Lure of the Temptress
Ami ga, IBM
$49.95
Documentation Look-Up
Revolu tion Softwa re
Konami
Buffalo Grove, IL

Revolution has developed for Lure of the
Temptress is a system they call "Virtual
Theatre." They bill the system as the first
of its kind, but it amounts to the way NPCs
are handled, a la Ultima VII. Non-player
characters wander around a "real world"
and perform simulated actions, usually
talking to one another and performing
their daily tasks according to their own
daily schedules. For example, the Blacksmith that the player needs to find at the
beginning, will go to his forge and hammer away. If the village characters are

asked where the Blacksmith can be found,
they will instruct the player to go to the
forge or suggest that the Blacksmith is
partial to a drink. So, the Blacksmith is
most likely to be in the forge or the bar, but
might even go on a different errand somewhere else.
Another principle feature of Virtual
Theatre is the intelligence of the characters. One can string together commands
using the "Tell" feature to certain "servant" characters. Which means that complex, dual-character puzzles are possible.
Conversations can also be overheard when
the player sits in the bar, for example, as
background information. However, because Revolution can't guarantee that the
player will be listening, these incidental
characters don't offer any vital information. The speech may be relevant to the
plot, but not necessarily vital to progress
in the game. The text is written in a very
humorous way, so it is definitely worth
exploring. Text-wise, Revolution has lots
of little gems hidden around and lots of
funny situations. There is no way that everyone is going to see all of it, as there are
well over 2000 blocks of text included.
Most of which no one player will ever
read. However, Revolution wanted to reward the player for exploring.
Another plus for the Revolution system
is something called "autorouting." This
means that an independent character can
walk from one point in the room to another, no-matter what obstacles lay before
him. If somebody or something gets in his
way, he mathematically works out the best
way of walking around it. Which means
that five or six people can appear on the
screen at once and they'll all walk around
each other sensibly. As they are doing this,
Computer Gaming World

they may comment to each other with such
badinage as "Get out ofmy way!" or "Excuse me" and so on.

Myth-Connection
Commands are issued by floating the
cursor over a person one wishes to issue
commands to and clicking the left mouse
button (the cursor changes shape depending upon what action is required). This
then accesses all the verbs that are associated with that noun.
So, if the cursor is moved over Ratpouch, the player's servant, one can click
on "Tell." The program recognizes Ratpouch, so it prints "Tell Ratpouch to ... "
and then the player chooses from a verb
list which can be scrolled up and down.
From the list the player could select (Go
To, Open, Lock, Close, etc.). If Go To is
selected, all of the rooms appear in list
form. However, the player can't tell somebody to do something until the character
knows about it first. This means that a
character cannot be told to go to a room
unless the room is known about. If Ratpouch is told to go to the guardroom, the
player either gets a choice of"And Then,"
in case additional actions are required, or
"Finish" to end the command string. If the
phrase "And Then" is selected, more verbs
appear and so on. In that way a very complicated set of instructions can be linked,
but in a very simple way.
Characters also have a memory of sorts.
So, if Character A is given instructions to
talk to Character B (who isn't in the immediate area) then Character A will remember that he has been given the
instructions as he strolls around. Thus,
when Character A is in a room when Character B re-appears, Character A will eventually talk to him. Hence, Character A
completes his task.

Myth-Statement
Also, where character interaction is concerned, the questions one asks are geared
towards the objective. The more people
interrogated the clearer that objective becomes, which almost serves as a help function. The questions themselves are listed
as in Monkey Island, but at the top of the
screen instead of at the bottom. Those
questions can relate to object manipulation or character interaction. However, the
only time the building up of a sentence is
utilized (using the lists of verbs and nouns)
is when one wants someone to do something.

Myth-Direction
Graphically, the game is very atmospheric. The introductory sequence is well
directed and animated, displaying neat
touches that exude realism. The actual
game graphics are similarly well-presented with plenty of "perceived value"
effects. That is, looping and triggered animated effects inserted to enhance the gaming atmosphere. In addition, the graphic

viewpoint is shifted depending on certain
actions. Thus, close-ups, first-person perspectives, and the ability to look through
objects are introduced, often with changes
in the physical screen size.
For this review the game was played via
a Roland LAPC-1, although both Adlib
and Sound blaster cards are also supported.
Music is rather good in Lure and is well
supported by the gamut of sound effects.
The sound effects are well structured and
very impressive, offering a similar mood
to Dungeon Master in that approaching
events or off-screen events can be overheard.

Myth-Judgment
Another positive aspect of the Lure of
the Temptress system is that there are no
blind alleys. One way this objective is
acheived is that, when the player moves to
the next section, the game forces them to
have all the objects that they will need
before the new section is entered.
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Another bug-bear for Lure is the speed
of some of the on-screen action. For some
obscure reason there is an occasional delay while performing seemingly ordinary
tasks which triggers a clock signifying a
loading period for the new sequence. This
may be understandable on slow machines,
but not on the faster versions. I wonder

Lure of the Temptress might be an honorable first release for Revolution, but it
is by no means perfect. Play is enjoyable
but there should have been more of it. The
game could have done with a few more
puzzles, more locations and more characters. One just gets into the swing of things
when the end appears.

whether the problem lies in the game-engine itself or the reluctance by Revolution
to utilize extended memory to buffer event
loading and so on. However, it is important not to emphasize the loading speed
problem because, to be fair, the sporadic
waiting does not spoil the game. Also, the
game speed itself (ie: sprite movements,
etc) is perfectly acceptable.
In addition, the Virtual Theatre (VT)
system itself has not been fully implemented to its full design specifications.
For example, the potential for rumors to
spread around the game-world sprouting
from actions and so forth is very possible
in VT but never fully executed. Hopefully
further Revolution productions will fill the
boundaries of the game engine.
One irritation of VT is the auto-routing
character movement. This semi-intelligent PC/NPC movement, described earlier, can become a little cumbersome
because, on occasion, the characters
sometimes take such extended diversions
to traverse the course from A-B that one
sometimes wonders why the character
didn't just push the obstructing character
out of the way in the first place!
Though it is clear that Lure ofthe Temptress is not a truly excellent game, it is by
no means a poor game. There are too many
good points to award to Lure for that to be
the case. The gameplay is largely freeform, the presentation is excellent. Puzzles, while not too much ofa challenge for
adventuring grognards, are ideal for the
adventuring beginner. In addition the
game does not force the player down particular puzzle paths. One can wander the
area with impunity soaking up the atmosphere and investigating less important
characters and areas. Lure of the Temptress is a fine first release from this developer and bodes well for the future. c6w
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COMPANY
REPORT
Bethesda Softworks
direction of the company. One such influence
hris Weaver, President and CEO of Bethesda Softworks, once worked for a
was the time that Weaver spent living in Japan
technology company that had its headwhile studying under a fellowship. The other
is the show business background of both Chris
quarters in the office space where Bethesda
currently resides. Naturally, that means that he
and his family .
is going to do everything he can to make sure
The Japanese influence can be seen in both
that such a fate is not in store for his company.
the corporate philosophy
His risk management phiand the working environlosophy is simple. Where
ment. The lobby of the
many executives stop at conbuilding is practically an
tingency plans A, B or C, he
arboretum and the interiors
moves on to D, E and F.
of each office are customWhere many companies feel
ized to reflect the needs of
the pressure to keep on exthe individual(s) who work
panding, he believes that
within them . Bethesda ' s
companies quickly reach a
management believes that
point of diminishing returns
too many employees (in too
by getting ahead of the bell
many companies) have to
curve too rapidly. So, he has
fight the work environestablished a definite limit to
ment, so they require that
VP of Fin ance
how large he will allow the
every work area be wellConstance
Gachowski
company to grow year by
conceived enough that proyear.
ductivity
is
enhanced
Where many company presidents leave cost
rather than discouraged. Therefore, costs take
analysis to their accounting and production
a back seat to function at Bethesda. For examdepartments, Weaver, with the assistance of
ple, one finds more expensive towels in the
his Vice-President of Finance (Constance
shower room at Bethesda' s offices than one
Gachowski) keeps tabs on the cost of disks and
finds in most hotels. The rationale for such an
labels to the decimal points of the penny.
extravagance? The company believes that any
Weaver calls Gachowski his financial wizard.
time a programmer or artist is working long
That's not what the people on the other end of
enough hours to need to spend the night in the
her hard-nosed negotiations call her, but that' s
office, they need to be able to clean up and
probably why she seems like such a wizard.
refresh themselves in style.
Where many companies are finding them-

C

selves forced to delay shipments, Bethesda has
shipped two of its last three products exactly
on time (largely as a result of having Chris
micro-managing the schedule via his knowledge of software engineering). Ironically, the
third product in the equation shipped late because of a problem with printing the manual
rather than programming the software.

Turning Japanese
Two major influences seem to shape the
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A premium is placed upon unobtrusive storage space (e.g. a wall of custom-sized files
behind wooden facades in the finance department) for some and display space (e.g. walls
all around the room which are designed for
posting images, schedules, color proofs etc. in
the art and programming departments) for others. Indeed, many independent contractors
who have performed services for Bethesda at
the company' s offices have noted how much
more productive their few hours at Bethesda

were than the time they spent at their own
offices .
Further, the corporate philosophy is much
more of a group philosophy than an individual
philosophy. Indeed, the Japanese emphasis on
small teams for planning and production is
used to positive effect from the very outset of
each project. Bethesda believes in group decisions and group responsibility.
The corporate philosophy also encourages
innovation. The company was founded on a
"contrarian principle." Rather than designing
just another football game, the concept was to
develop a physical environment which adhered
to physical principles. Gridiron was born and,
to this day, is one of the most popular games
among the company's employees. So, it is no
wonder that programmers regularly suggest
new ways of handling design problems and
receive the go-ahead to experiment with their
potential solutions.

Another Open in',
Another Show
The second major influence comes, not only
from the Weaver heritage in the worlds of
music and theater, but from his experience in
television and video production. Weaver was
once associate producer of NBC News and
moved to ABC as a technology forecaster. He
applied his experience to computer game production and establishes project time-lines in
much the same way that screenplays or shooting schedules would be developed in network
television production.
Weaver admits that television news production is a fascinating example of triple-time
scheduling where information comes in so fast
that one almost doesn ' t have time to manage
it, but observes that it is an excellent place to
come to grips with techniques that work fast
and efficiently. At Bethesda, the entire process
begins with a pre-production meeting where
the writers present their concepts and the team
Compuler Gaming World

members who would be
pares
to
continuity
responsible for producscripts used in motion
ing a game try to tear
picture
production
holes in those concepts.
(which keep tabs on
It is almost a devil 's adproperties and costumes
vocate-style
meeting
used in particular scenes,
because the company's
just in case there have to
philosophy is that the
be re-shoots).
people who are going to
The entire process beexecute those concepts
came easier to manage
need to believe in them.
when Vijay Laksham
So, it is important that
came to Bethesda from
they have a chance to
his work with the govaccept or reject them Ken M ayfi eld, manager of th e art department. ernment. Laksham is an
from the beginning.
excellent manager, unThat way, they have
derstands software demore of themselves invested creatively in the
velopment and oversees the bulk of all Beprocess.
thesda's current projects.
Once the concepts are agreed upon, the entire
Testing 1, 2, 3
game is written up from a "shooting script"
perspective (complete with ideas for backThe company is encouraged by their current
grounds and camera angles). Once the script is
teams and the way production is progressing,
agreed upon by both the writer and the team
but they are not satisfied. Right now, the prileaders, the group dissects the project into
mary consideration is developing a testing promodules. The team responsible for each modtocol. Though each product is somewhat
ule creates a schedule for completion so that
different in terms of what needs to be tested,
backgrounds are finished by the time animathe company uses both outside testing houses
and an in-house testing team to consider a
tions need to be tested against said backbroad matrix of configurations and conditions.
grounds and statistics are available by the time
a function that uses those statistics is ready for
After Wayn e Gretzky Ho ckey 3 was released,
a test run . Keeping up with this delicate chorethe matrix was broadened to reflect the presography between teams and team members
ence of CD-ROM drives, drives beyond D and
phantom drives. This is because the game ran
requires project sheets that the company com-
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smoothly on most configurations, but tended
to lock up with some of the tested platforms
when a CD-ROM drive or higher drive than D
was added to the mix. Though Bethesda says
they have fixed all of the bugs which have been
brought to their attention, the company continues to refine their testing program in order to
strive for that ephemereal ideal of the "bugfree" computer game. This is part of the company's commitment to quality.

Society Page
Part of Bethesda' s corporate philosophy also
wants to give back something to society. Currently, the company donates software to children 's hospitals within the area and would like
to encourage other software publishers to do
the same in order to provide "non-partisan"
assortments of computer games. They are also
hoping to get hardware donated for some of the
children 's hospitals that cannot afford it. Bethesda Softworks is willing to coordinate the
wider effort if other software publishers are
interested.
In short, Bethesda Softworks may well be
called the "House that Wayne Built," in much
the same way that Yankee Stadium is called the
"House that Ruth Built." Both the publisher
and the stadium provided venues for superstar
properties, but they also provided arenas for
further achievement. In both cases, the additional achievement is brought about by one
word - achievement. cGw
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Vaporman!
As a subscriber of your magazine from
the first issue, please let me begin by stating how much I enjoy each issue of Computer Gaming World. I always look
forward to receiving my issue each month.
Your increased number of pages, with the
corresponding increase in content, has
been a blessing to subscribers. Although I don ' t particularly like every
portion of each issue (I'm not a wargame fan), there is usually more than
enough to keep me satisfied.
One of my favorite parts
is the "Letters to the
Editor" section.
I know that you
banned any further
discussion on the subject of "vaporware,"
but I have an interesting comparison for you,
even if it doesn 't see
print. In addition to being
a computer fanatic, I also
collect comic books. In
the world of comic
books, the desirability
of a comic is most attributable to the artist
(more specificially, the
penciller). Recently, a group of
"hot," i.e. extremely popular, artists
quit work at Marvel Comics (the
top-selling comic book publisher)
and formed their own company, Image
Comics. Their reasoning? To give themselves ownership of their creations and
artistic freedom .
What does this have to do with vaporware, you ask? There is a striking similarity between Image's inability to meet
deadlines and the "vaporware" track record of some software companies. I purPage 104

chase my comics from a mail order comic
book service; each month, when I receive
my monthly order, I also receive a list of
items that have not been included due to
the fact that they have not been shipped on
time. On my back order list for December,
there were 36 items; 17 of them were from
Image. In fact, one issue (Youngblood #4)
was supposed to ship on September 22!
Image's deadline problem has provoked
quite a dialogue between comic distributors, dealers, professionals and fans . Many
recommendations have been made,
the most common being not to
buy Image comics. Although
this would be the most appropriate method, I
don't foresee this solving the problem. These
artists are so popular that
people will buy their
books no matter how
late they are. However,
one suggestion about
this issue has some
merit and it could
easily be adapted by
your magazine to
cover the similar
problem of "vaporware."
As I stated earlier, I
purchase my comics via
mail order. When I receive my monthly order
blank, I also receive a newsletter from the service which provides a
description of each item available for order. Beginning soon, this newsletter will
have a monthly "report card" monitoring
each comic book company's record on
meeting deadlines. In this first "report
card," I am sure that Image will receive a
very low grade, quite likely an "F." Will
this practice put an end to Image's dead-

line problem? Well, it can't make it any
worse. My mail order service has quite an
extensive client base and it is possible that
this could influence Image to give thought
to taking steps toward solving the problem.
I would like to suggest that you adopt
this type of "report card" into your magazine. Tell us which companies are doing a
good job of meeting their deadlines (there
have to be some, don ' t there?) and which
companies are not (can we all scream,
"Origin?"). The software companies
seem to have a healthy amount of respect
for your magazine (e.g. your "Top Advertisement" contest) and perhaps, a "report
card" as I have suggested could lead them
to think twice before announcing a game
for August of 1991 and, perhaps, delivering in March of 1993 (Strike Commander).
I understand the points you have made
about how some of the problems that lead
to "vaporware" are hard to control. However, one point you made no longer "holds
water." I believe that you once stated that
software companies did not foresee the
incredible increase in time needed when
switching from 16 color EGA graphics to
256 color VGA graphics. At the time you
made that statement, there was no doubt
that it was true. Shouldn ' t companies be
aware of the time needed for extensive
graphics by now? What was the last game
to come out that didn' t support VGA
graphics?
Many articles have been written about
what will cause the demise of the computer game industry. Software companies
tell us that if something isn't done about
piracy, there will be less and less software
available. The solution for piracy is just
around the comer with CD-ROM software. As a consumer, though, I have a
different view about the demise of the
Computer Gaming World
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industry. I feel that if companies don't
stop: i) promising software in June and
delivering it in December and ii) releasing
software that hasn ' t been tested properly,
I soon will find something else to occupy
my time and abandon computer games
entirely.
I understand that you must walk a "fine
line" when trying to satisfy both your subscribers and the software companies
which provide free software for you to
review. Please consider my recommendation; if anything, it could possibly make us
frustrated consumers fee l a little better.
Joe Ankenbauer
Council Bluffs, IA

Although I'm more inclined to purchase
a comic because it is written by Roy
Thomas, Len Strazewski, Steve Miller or
Mark Waid than because it is pencilled by
a particular artist, I agree with y our analogy and the implied concerns. However,
the reason the software industry pays attention to CGW's "Top Ad" awards and
monitors our game ratings so closely is
because these are not arbitrary ratings
assigned by the editorial staff Instead,
they represent the aggregate opinion of
their existing and potential customer base.
So, we have decided to let the readers
grade the software publishers on their
timeliness. By responding to the CGW
Poll, readers can have their say and we
will print the results in an upcoming editorial. Then, we will follow up with a new
"report card" every six months or so.

Late, But Not Ignored
We received this delightful pastiche after our informal contest had been adjudicated. However, since we had to read it,

we thought our readers should have to do
so, as well. --Ed.
Randy on the Mat
by Randy King (with apologies to Ernest
Lawrence Thayer)

The outlook wasn't brilliant
for a tour of duty that day.
I'd barely survived my twenty-fourth
with but one mission left to play.
I'dspent months building wing men
each with a very high score
Plus, I've "almost" completed this tour
seven times before.
In honor of the occasion,
I've decided to dress the part.
I've donned my "Big War"surplus
before Isit down to click start.
With "Mae West" inflated
and cap in a fifty mission crush,
I just look plum beautiful.
I might even have to blush.
The headphones from my Ad Lib
add character to the scene,
And the RAF blue blazer
makes me look real "mean."
Sounds of battle fill the air
from my stereo hi-fi amp.
Since I've been fighting for twenty minutes,
my clothes are really damp.
You see, I'mabout to buy it
and the sweat is really rolling
'cause my heart is doing warp eight
and the adrenaline is overflowing.
Apesky Bf 109 is floating high while
two Focke-Wulf's are chewing up my tail.
He's waiting for my one mistake,
so he can pounce and drive the final nail.
The cockpit's full of holes, and
all my gauges are well into the red;
Except the RPM, of course,
'cause my engines are nearly dead.
Quickly I assess the situation,
and come up with a pion Slow roll, split S, shallowdive toward England
and a nice soft place to land.
I grip the stick and as I begin
executing that decision,
I'mjarred by a little hand, and a voice that soys,
"Daddy, can Ifly a Mission?"
Dramatic Pause

Twos but a moment's hesitation
as I gave him a loving nod,
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But it broke my concentration
as I fought to save my bod.
And now I pull the nose up,
and now I push it down,
And now the air is shattered
by a terrible, dreadful sound.
Longer Dramatic Pause

Oh, somewhere in this favored land
the sun is shining bright.
The band is playing somewhere
and somewhere hearts are light.
And somwhere men are laughing
and somewhere children jump;
But there is no joy in A-B-Q for Rondy has blown up.
About The Author - I'll be 49 in January and have decided that when I grow up,
I want to be just like the kid in the movie
"Big." In the mean time, I work at a national laboratory and desi gn and develop
real weapons for real wars . They let me
blow things up and shoot things down sled
tracks and even drop them out of airp lanes.
For doing this, they give me money. Suckers! I've attached a photograph taken just
before this historic mission. Well , maybe
not this exact mission.
Randy King
Albuquerque, NM

So, come on, Randy! Who took the picture? We know y our wife and children
must have left you missions ago.

No More Girty References
I take offense at B. Walker's final line in
the Wolfenstein 3-D review. "Girlygamers?" I am a girly gamer.
Jennifer Landon
Baltimore, MD

We confess to overusing the "girly
gamer" line (twice in #102 and once in
#103), but would like to p rotest that several ofour readers did not understand the
ref erence to Saturday Night Live 's pretentious body-builders, Hans and Franz. We
used the satirical phrase to exaggerate the
masculine qualities of the games being
reviewed, but didn 't realize how many
readers we would have that would not
understand the reference. We normally
make a special effort to refer to gamers as
he or she in order to avoid the idea that all
gamers are male and we have several
f emale contributors to the magazine. So,
we aren't really sexist. We were just guilty
of ''flabby " editing. cGw
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Rex Nebular ................................................ 39.95
Robocop 3-D ................................ ............ 31.95
Seal Team .................................................... 37.95
Secret Weapons/Lufttwaffe ....................... 39.95
Expansion Disk 1,2,3 or4 .......................... 19.95
Shadow President ....................................... 39.95
Shadowgate for Windows .......................... 31.95
ShadowLands .. .. ...................................... 29.95
Sharif on Bridge for OOSWindows .............. 29.95
Sid Meier's Bundle ................................... 29.95
Siege / Expansion Disk ...................... 37.95/20.95
Sim Ant DOS/Windows ..................... 34.95/34.95

Links 386 Pro ........................................... 39.95
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A line in the Sand .
. ....... 24.95
Aces of the Pacific ....................................... 39.95

WWII 1946 add on disk ............................ 19.95
Aces Over Europe ........................................ 44.95
Air Bucks ................................................... 34.95
Air Support ................................................. 29.95
Air Traffic Controller .................................... 34.95
Air Warrior .................................................. 34.95
Aircraft & Adventure Factory ....................... 24.95
Rescue Air 911, Flight 685 or 701, ea ...... 17.95
Amazon ..................................................... 39.95
Ambush ....................................................... 37.95
Aspects of Valor ...
................... 59.95

ATAC ............................................... 34.95
ATP Tennis ......................................... 31.95
B-17 Flying Fortress .................................... 39.95
Batman Returns .......................................... 39.95
Battles of Destiny..
.. ........... 34.95
BattleChess 4000 ........................................ 29.95

Battlefield 2000 ......................................... 37.95

Mauna Kea ................................................ 19.95
Lord of the Rings II: Two Towers .............. 34.95
Lost Files of Sherlock Holmes ..................... 42.95
Lost Treasures of lnfocom .......................... 39.95

Magic Candle 111 .......................................... 37.95
Mantis/ Speech Pack ........................ 39.95/19.95
Mario is Missing ......................................... 34.95
Megafortress .. .
................... CALL
Megafortress Mega Pak ............................... 37.95
Megatraveler II or Ill ...................... 34.95/39.95
Michael Jordan in Flight ............................ 37.95
Might & Magic Ill ................................... 34.95
Monopoly Deluxe for Win ............................ 34.95
Mozart's Magical Music Machine ................ 20.95
MS Golf for Windows ................................. 42.95

Sim City DDSN/indows ..................... 29.95/34.95
Sim Earth / Windows ................. 39.95/39.95

Sim Life ...................................................... 39.95
Solitaire 's Journey .................................... 34.95
Sound Graphics, Aircraft ............................. 24.95

'Nam 1965-1975 .................................... .. 29.95

Space Hulk .................................................. 39.95

NFL Pro League Football .............................. 44.95
NFL Video Pro Football .................. ............. 44.95
No Greater Glory ..................................... 39.95
Omar Shariff on Bridge/Windows ...... 29.95/29.95
Out of this World .. ..
.......... 34.95
Pacific Theater of Operations ....................... 39.95

Space Inc .............................................. 34.95
Space Quest 5 ....................................... 39.95
Special Forces ............................................. 29.95

Spell Craft ............................................... 34.95
Spellcasting 301 .......................................... 34.95

Tristan ........................................................ 29.95
Ultima VII .................................................... 44 .95
Forge of Virture Data Disk ........................ 17.95
Ultima VII Part 2 ...................................... 44.95
Ullima Underworld ..................................... 47.95
Ultrabots ...................................................... 37.95
Uncharted Waters ........................................ 39.95
V for Victory: Utah Beach ............................ 42.95
V for Victory ll: Velikiye Luki ....................... 42.95
Wayne Gretzke 3 ........................................ 34.95
Wax Works ........................................ ... 34.95
Where ... Carmen SanOiego, Each ................ 29.95
Where ... Carmen Past ................................. 34.95
Where ... Carmen USA Deluxe ...................... 44.95
Where ... Carmen World Deluxe .................... 44.95

White Death ................................................ 29.95
Wing Commander II ................................... 44.95
Speech Accessory Pack . ......................... 14.95
Special Operations #I orll ......................... 24.95
Wing Commander Deluxe ........................ 44.95
Wizardry - Crusaders Dark Savant ............... 39.95
World Circuit Grand Prix ............................ 34.95

XWing ................................................... 39.95

.. 31.95

Body Illustrated ........................................... 44.95
Buzz Aldrin 's Race into Space .................. 34.95
Campaign .
. ..................... 34.95
Car & Driver ................................................ 37.95
Carrier Strike: South Pacific ........................ 39.95
Expansion Set ........................................... 20.95
Carriers of War ....................................... 34.95
Castles I or II ..................................... 34.95/34.95
Challenge of the Five Realms .. .
. .. 34.95
Champions ....
. ........................ 34 .95
Civilization ................................................... 39.95
Classic Adventures ..
. ........ 34.95
Clouds of Xeen ............................................ 39.95
Cobra Mission ..................................... 44.95
Comanche: Maximum Overkill ................. 42.95
Mission Disk 11 or 12 .................. 25.95/25.95
Conquered Kingdoms .. . ..................... 34.95
Creepers ..
...... 29.95
Crusaders of the Oark Savant ...................... 41.95
Curse of Amon Ra ................................. 39.95
Cyber Empires ............................................ 31 .95
Daemonsgate .
.. .............. 34.95
Dagger of Amonra .
.................. 39.95
Dark Queen of Krynn ............................... 31 .95
Darklands ..
. .............................. 39.95

Dark Half..

F-15 Strike Eagle II or Ill .

.. .... 34.95/44.95

Fables & Fiends: Legend of Kyrandia ........... 34.95
Falcon 3.0 ..
........ 44.95
Disk 1 - Operation Fighting Tiger .............. 24.95
Family Entertainment Pack ..
....... 29.95
Final Conflict ..
.. ................... 29.95
Flight Assignment Air Force ....................... 39.95
Flight Simulator 4.0 .................................. 39.95
Add-on Disks .
.............................. CALL
Frederick Pohl 's Gateway ............................ 34.95
Front Page Football ..
. .......... 39.95
Gary Grisby's Pacific War ............................ 39.95
Global Effect ................................................ 31.95
Grand Slam Bridge II .................................. 31.95
Great Naval Battles ...................................... 42.95
Scenario Builder/Expansion Disk .... 25.95/20.95

.. .. 29.95/34.95

Harpoon .. .
.............. CALL
Harpoon Signature Edition .......................... 47.95
Heaven & Earth ........................................... 29.95
Heroes of the 357th .................................. 31.95
Humans ....................................................... 24.95
Incredible Machine ...................................... 29.95
Indy Jones 4: Fate of Atlantis ...................... 34.95
Island of Or. Brain .
. ................. 29.95

Jump Jet..

~~
~~·cR:::::ATIV:::::
~
CRE A TI V E

L A BS ,

SOUND

BLASTER~16

I NC ..

@~ 7J ®

• 16-Bit Stereo Sampling &
Playback for Voice Channel
• Enhanced 4-0perator,
20-Voice Stereo FM Music Synthesizer
• MIDI & CO-ROM Interfaces
• Windows 3.1, SB & SB Pro Compatible

.. .............................. 39.95

King 's Quest 5 Enhanced ............................. 39.95
King 's Quest 6 ..
................ 44.95
Laser Squad ......................................... 24.95

Legacy, The ............................................... 39.95

F-14/f. 18 .................................................... 29.95

Global Effect ................................................ 31.95

MEOIH ~~ VISION
I IPCI-

ltrmML

Mul,imedia PC

• 16 Bit I MIDI Interface • True 16 Bit Stereo
Sound • Advanced 20 Voice Stereo
Synthesizer • Joystick, Amplifier,
Software - Call for list!

Great Naval Battles ...................................... 42.95
Harpoon .................................................... 37.95

Battleset 14 ............................................. 25.95
Harpoon Designers' Series Battleset ........... 31 .95
Harpoon Signature Edition .......................... 47.95
Heimdal! ...................................................... 24.95
Indy Jones 4: Fate of Atlantis ...................... 34.95
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited .............................. 34.95
Legend of Kyrandia .....
........... 34.95
Lengends of Valour . .
............ 37.95
Lemmings 1 or 2 ............................... 28.95/34.95
Light Quest ..
.. ............ 31 .95
Links ....................................................... 29.95
Firestone, Bountiful Course Disks .............. 17.95
Lord of the Rings 2 or 3 ............................. 34.95
Lords of Time .............................................. 29.95
Lost Treasures ol lnfocom .......................... 39.95
Madden Footbal ..
. .......... 31.95
Mantis .
................... 39.95
Mega Fortress ..
..................... 37.95
Mission Disk #1 or 2 . .............................. 25.95
Mercenaries ................................................. 37.95
Megatraveller 2 ....... . ......................... 34.95
Might & Magic Ill ........................................ 34.95
Napoleon I ................................................... 29.95

MODEMS

Navy Seals ................................................... 25.95
No Greater Glory ......................................... 39.95
Oh No! More Lemmings stand alone ........... 29.95
Oh No! More Lemm. add-on ..................... 21 .95
Out of this World ......................................... 46.95

Advanced Gravis:
Analog Joystick
...................... . $32
Eliminator Game Card .................... . $30
PC MouseStick
.... .. . $75

ZOOM

PGA Tour Golf ............................................. 31.95

CH Products:
Vi rtual Pilot • NEW! .................... .... $69
Virtual Pilot Pro - NEW! ... .. .. ... ... .... $89
Flight Stick .. . ................................ .. $39
Hi Speed Adaptor..
.. ............ ... $19
Gamecard 3 Auto ........................ .... $3D
Gamecard 3-PS/2 ........................ .. . $49
MACH 3 Joystick .
. .... ... $29

V. 32 bis Internal/External ...... .. .......... . .. . $205/$219
V. 32 bis Send/Receive 14,400 Int. ................. $215
V. 32 bis Send/Receive 14,400 Ext .. .. ...... .. ...... $245
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Maximum:
MAXX Flight Yoke ........................ ... $65
MAXX Pedal .. .
... ... $39

supra corparation

Kraft:
Kraft KC3 ........................................ $17
Kraft Trackball w/Ft Cntlr ........ .. ...... $55
Kraft Thunderstick .
.. ...... $27
Thrustmaster:
Flight Control .................................. $75
Weapons Control .
.. .......... $75
Thrustmater Pro ........................... $119
Patriot ......................................................... 42.95
Perfect General ............................................ 34.95
Pirates of Gold Edition ........................... 39.95
Pools of Darkness ....................................... 37.95
Populous 11 .................................................. 37.95
Power Politics ........................................... 29.95
Powermonger .............................................. 31.95
PrintShop Deluxe ........................................ 44.95
Graphics libraries: Business .................. 29.95
Graphics libraries: Sampler ...................... 29.95
Privateer ................................................. 47.95
Pro League Baseball ............................. 34.95

Legends of Valour .
. ................... 37.95
Leisure Suit Larry 5 ..................................... 39.95
Leisure Suit Larry Bundle 1,2,3 ................... 39.95
Lemmings .
................................. 29.95
Oh No! More Lemmings (add-on) ........... 21.95
Lemmings II .
............................... 34.95

Quarky Turbo Science ................................. 29.95
Quest for Glory 3 ..
.. 39.95

Liberty or Death ..

Rampart ..

.. .............................. 34.95

. ..................................... 39.95

Death Knights of Krynn .............................. 31.95
DeluxePaint IV (while supplies last) ............. 97.95
Demoniak .................................................. 30.95
Desert Strike ................................................ 31 .95
Discovery Columbus ................................... 34.95
Dragon 's Lair 3 ............................................ 34.95
Dune ............................................................ 29.95
ECO Phantoms ............................................ 24.95
Elvira II - Jaws of Cerberus ......................... 39.95
Eye of the Beholder I or II ............................ 37.95
Eye of the Storm ......................................... 29.95

Mig-29 ...................................................... 30.95

. .......................... 34.95

Dark Sun ................................................. 47.95
Daughter of Serpentis ................................. 31.95
Dinosaur Adventu re ..
.............. 29.95
Dominant Species ....................................... 29.95
Dragon's Lair 3 ...
............. 34.95
Dune II ..
.............. 34.95
Eagle's Rider .......................................... 29.95
Empire Deluxe ..
...... 34.95

Hard Ball II or Ill ....

SOUND CARDS
,<~~

Dark Seed ...

Fables & Fiends: Legend of Kyrandia ........... 34.95
Fighter Dual Pro .......................................... 34.95
Final Conflict ................................................ 34.95
Gateway to the Savage Frontier ................... 31.95

Birds of Prey .............................................. 31.95

Black Crypt ..

Carmen San Diego/Each .............................. 30.95
Carmen San Diego - America ...................... 36.95
Castles ........................................................ 34.95
Campaign Disk .......................................... 19.96
Castles 11 ..................................................... 34.95
Civil War ...................................................... 37.95
Conquest of Japan ................................... 34.95
Creepers ................................................... 29.95
Crusaders of the Dark Savant ...................... 39.95
Cyber Empires ............................................. 31 .95
Cytron ......................................................... 29.95
Oaemonsgate .............................................. 34.95

Prophecy of the Shadow..

.. ............... 37.95

.. .................................... 25.95

Supra Fax Modem V. 32 bis, Internal
with Fax Software, DOS/Windows .... $195 / $195
SupraFaxModem V.32 bis, Ext. alone .......... .. $279
with Fax Software, DOS/Win ...... ...... $299 / $299
Spelljammer: Pirates of Realmspace ........... 37.95
Spoils of War .......................................... 34.95
Star Control II .. .
. ......... 34.95
Star Legions ................................................ 37.95
Star Trek Screen Savers for Win ................. 32.95
Strike Commander..
.. ....... 44.95
Strip Poker 3/data disks .................... 29.95/15.95
Summoning ................................................ 37.95
TA Break Pool .............................................. 29.95
Tales of Magic: Proph. Shadow ............... 37.95

Task Force 1942 ...

.. .............................. 39.95

Tegel's Mercenaries .................................... 37.95
Terminator 2029 .......................................... 39.95
Theatre of War ............................................ 31.95
Tom Landry Football ..
. .. 29.95
Traders ........................................................ 29.95

Goll Tournament Course disk .................... 17.95
Perfect General ............................................ 34.95
WWII Scenario Disk ................................ 19.95
Pinball Dreams .
............................. 24.95
Pinball Fantasy .
. ...... 24.95
Pit-Fighter..
...... 21.95
Plan 9 from Space ...................................... 29.95
Pools of Darkness ................................... 37.95
Populous/Populus 11 ....................... 31.95/37.95
The Challenge scenario disk ................... 20.95
Powermonger ............................................ 31.95
Prehistoric ..
...................... 29.95
Prophecy of the Shadow .......................... 37.95
Realms ........................................................ 19.95
Red Zone .................................................. 29.95
Road Rash .................................................. 31 .95
Rules of Engagement .................................. 37.95
Secret of Monkey Island I or II .................... 34.95
Shadow of the Beast II or Ill ........................ 34.95
Shadowlands ............................................... 29.95
Sharif on Bridge ........................................ 29.95
Shuttle ....................................................... 29.95
Sim Ant..
............. 34.95

Sim City ..

. .............. 29.95

Air Support .................................................. 29.95
ATAC .
.. ........... 30.95

Sim Earth .................................................... 39.95
Solitaires Journey ....................................... 34.95
Space Hulk .................................................. 31.95
Spoils of War .............................................. 34.95
Star Control II ............................................. 34.95
Star Trek 25th Anniversary .......................... 34.95
Strip Poker 3 .
. ........ 29.95
Tales of Magic: Prophecy Shadow ..
....... 37.95
Terrain Envoy .......................................... 28.95
The Challenge ..
.... 20.95
The light Corridor ...................................... 29.95

B· 17 Flying Fortress .................................... 39.95

Tom Landry Football ..

Ball Game .................................................... 24.95

Treasure of the Savage Frontier ................... 31 .95

Bard 's Taile Construction ......................... 29.95
Battle Toads ............................................. 24.95
Birds of Prey .............................................. 31.95

Twighlight 2000 ...

AT rain .......................................................... 39.95

Agony .......................................................... 29.95
Air Force Commander .......................... 34.95

Black Crypt ..

.. ....................... 31.95

Boombox .................................................... 36.95
Campaign ..
.. ................ 34.95

.. ........ 29.95
.. ............................ 34.95

Ultima 6 ..
. ......... 39.95
Utopia ......................................................... 29.95
Viking Field of Conquest ............................. 36.95
Where in the ... Carmen each ...................... 29.95
World Circuit .
. ...... 34.95

ORDERING INFO : Specify system. For fast delivery send cashier's check or money order. Personal & company checks allow 14 business days to clear. P.O.'s welcome. C.0.0. charges are $5.00Jn Continental U.S.A. include $5.00 for software orders
5% shipping for hardware, mi nimum $5.00. MasterCard and Visa orders please include card# , expiration date and signature. WI residents please include 5% sales tax. Hl, AK, FPO, APO.Puerto Rico and Canadian orders , please add 6% shipping , minimum
$6.00.AII other foreign orders add 15% shipping , min $1 5.00 All orders shipped outside the Continental U.S.A. are shipped first class insured U.S. mail, where available. If foreign shipping charges exceed the minimum amount . you will be charged
the additional amount All goods are new and include factory warranty. We do not guarantee compatability & version #s. Oue to ou r low prices all sales are final. All Detective returns must have a return authorization number . Call (414) 357-8181 to obtain
an R.A. # or you r return will not be accepted. Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Shipping & hand ling are non-refundable. We ship the latest versions available to us, updates must be handled by end user directly with the manufacturer.
Not responsible for typographical errors. In an effort to be complete, some new products may not be available from the manufacturer at press time.
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his month three titles hot from Europe, one British strategy
game, and two first class products from France, both of
which look to cause quite a stir .. .
Computer game ideas seem to be produced in phases. A couple
of years ago there was that entire regiment of tank simulations,
t~en a squadron of World War I flight games, now it seems it's
time for gladiators, cohorts and all things Roman! Two recent
:eleases will try to have gamers wearing the old laurel leaves; one
1s B:ome fro:n M!llenni_um, using a substantial revamp of the
engme used m their Robm Hood game. Rome should be available
as the reader holds this issue.

T

. This month we'll have a peek at the other Roman product, which
1s Caesar from the British wargaming specialists, Impressions.
Impressions is one of the busiest UK companies and is regularly
featured in these pages. This is not one
of their ' Miniatures ' series, but is more
a cross between Sim City, Populous
and Civilization.
In Caesar, the player takes the role
of a minor Roman official in charge of
some little backwater town in the
Greater Roman Empire. One starts
building up their modest settlement,
and, as the population grows, must
build walls, aqueducts, baths and a
range of Roman structures. All is not
peace and happiness, though, and attention must be given to protecting ...,,,_ ,,..,. . .
one 's loyal plebs from the marauding
Barbarians. This creates the classic dilemmas of how to use limited resources, making crucial decisions,
legions or butter, etc.
If players are successful in the local
province, they are promoted to a new region which provides a
tougher test. T~s continues until one gains enough prestige to
become the mam man, the Emperor of the Roman Empire.
An interesting feature in Caesar is the facility to link with the
forthcoming Cohort 2 (a total rewrite oflmpressions' Roman-era
miniatures wargame ), allowing players to drop down into that
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product to resolve combat and then return to the more strategic
level of Caesar until another conflict occurs much like the Interlocking Game idea from Omnitrend.
'
The graphics in Caesar are good, but the interface takes a little
getting used to. Fortunately, the whole game hangs together well.
There are a lot of _these 'god' type games around, but Caesar
deserves to be considered one of"the finest Romans of them all."
Caesar is available in both IBM and Amiga versions.
On a different tack, but still with an ' Empire ' connection is the
gorgeous looking Inca from Coktel Vision. This graphic adventure uses the legends of the old Peruvian civilization as its backdrop, but then combines this with elements of space travel/combat
and a dungeon exploration game.
This all sounds a bit untidy, so here
is the basic storyline. In the late
1500' s the Inca's knew their race was
on the way out (something to do with
those troublesome Europeans, rumor
has it). So, being the forward-looking
_ lot they were, these last ones tripped
- down to Lake Titicaca and hid all the
secrets and Peruvian artifacts they
could in a secret place. This was because they had received this sort of
prophecy (they probably read it in an
early version of CGW) that the old
Golden one (had to expect that El
Dorado fella' would pop up one day)
and restore the Empire, bring back
success and wealth, eliminate employment, cut taxes, etc.
Now then, the coincidence is that
the player gets to "become" this El
Dorado geezer and all he or she has to do is find three gems that
do all the ~usiness. Sounds easy, doesn't it? Well yeeessss, but at
the same time that old El Dorado was invented, so was this evil
alter ego ty_pe (Newto~'s 10th Law- Conservation of Dualism?)
called Aguirre, and he s pretty keen to grab these gems for his own
dark purposes.

Caesar

So its the ol ' "you versus him," in a treasure hunt for the goodies.
Comp uter Gaming World

The hardware includes a Wing
Commanderish
space ship, with
lots of quick and
fast combat. Other
areas have almost
an Ultima Underworld feel, with
the graphics being
impressive
throughout.
Inca
Sound Board support is also of a
high standard with digitized speech (but no Roland support!!) and
some spectacular audio/visual effects (shades of Terminator 2 but Coktel has sworn me to secrecy regarding the details).
Due as you read this, Inca looks to be the best release yet from
the French outfit and should be well worth a look.
Yet more software from the other side of the Channel is the
atmospheric Alone in the Dark from prolific French software
house Infogrammes (previewed in issue 103). This is a scary
mystery/thriller set in the house known as Derceto. The owner,
Jeremy Hartwood, died a couple of days ago, supposedly taking
his own life. The butler (Ah ah, the butler eh? make a note of that,
'the butler') confirmed that his master had been suffering from
acute depression-exacerbated by his master's attempts to decipher the ancient manuscripts found in the mansion's library, and,
in fact, was becoming so unhinged that he seemed to be convinced
that there was a presence in the house ...
Derceto is now unoccupied (well, it is devoid oflife ), but strange

lights appear in the house at night, eerie noises are heard, and the
player's character is strangely compelled to go to the house, to
enter its forbidding domain and to be .. .Alone in the Dark.
This is a delightfully sculptured piece of software, combining all
the best aspects of gallic imagination and flair, but for once
possessing (a bad choice of words) real playability. The graphics
are superb, with probably the best use yet, in any PC adventure,
of weird and unusual camera angles- many in the best Alfred
Hitchcock tradition. The animation is by way of filled polygons
set against bit-mapped backgrounds and creates yet another interesting variation
on the 3-D
theme.
The atmosphere is tautthere is a real
sense of menace- leaving
all
previous
'horror' type
games in the
graveyard. US
Al one in the Dark
distribution
will be handled
by Interplay, so keep your eyes out for this one, if you dare play
it with the lights offl
Finally, lots of noises and rumors from Lemmings creators
Psygnosis about a couple of new products. No hard details as of
yet, but word has it the PC version of Armageddon is due, plus
something about Tomatoes (fruit or vegetable?) and something
else about Creepers????? cliw

FCS™(Joystick)

wcs™(Throttle)
Used in conjunction with
your joystick

RCS™(Rudder Pedals)
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Totally
Spaced-Out
The world of shareware
must admit that I have always experi enced a certain prope nsity
toward arcade games with a stellar motif (a favorite of my wife,
Millie, as well). Between us, many quarters surrendered their
li ves to the likes of Galaga, Galaxian, Robotron and Defende r.
So, this month I am devoting Best of the Rest to a favorite genre
of shoot' em ups. Don your bl asters and may the Force be with us
all.

I

Defender Meets Asteroids
Many Defende r and Asteroids cl ones have hit the commercial
and shareware markets on the Ami ga si nce its release, ranging in
quality from mediocre to excellent. Most shareware versions I am
familiar with occupy the former category. However, until now, I
had not seen them combined into a single game, and certainl y not
of the quality exhibited in Cybernetix: The First Battle [A miga RT
# 17436] .

by Chuck Miller

audi o are excellent. Animation is smooth and fas t. The asteroids
even appear to be rotoscoped, rotating as they travel through space.
Music is among the best I have heard in Ami ga games, providing
a th robbing, upbeat backdrop to game play . Di gitized audi o is
incorporated fo r a computerized voice whi ch info rms the player
of game status. The whole package comes across as what one
wou Id expect in a true coin-op product. As such , all documentation
is prov ided on-line.
Cybernetix: The First Battle is an excellent offering that even
the novice gamer will enjoy. It requires a j oysti ck and runs on all
Ami gas, including accelerated systems. As a shareware game, a
fee of £5 is requested (approxim ately $8-10.00 U.S. depending on
exchange rate). To register Cybernetix send the required amount
to:
Vi sion Software
Unit 10, St. Kevins Arcade
Karrangahape Road
Central AuckJ and
New Zealand

A Case of Overkill
Those with fo nd memories of vertical scrollers like Alpha
Mission will find a nostalgic cord struck with Epic MegaGames'
(yes, anothe r release fro m this prolifi c group) OverKill [IBMPC
RT #3 1042]. OverKill, created by Ste Cork and Tech-Noir Pro-

Cybernetix, by Vision Software of New Zealand, is one of the
most unique and classy hareware offerings I have seen on the
Amiga in recent months. As indicated, it combines elements of the
classic games Defender and Asteroids. Like the latter, large cosmic
particles cross the screen fro m top to bottom (and vice versa),
ex iting one edge of the screen and reappearing on the other.
Destroy these astral roc ks and they will often leave small blue
crystals that increase the player's score when collected. As in
Defender, primary ship movement and waves of alien attacks take
place horizontally across the creen. Delay too long in clearing a
sector and an Assassin will appear to destroy one's ship. When a
sector is completely cleared, the pl ayer is advanced to the next.
All this action combines to make an e njoyable and very addicti ve
game.
As with many overseas programming teams, graphics and
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ductions, provides the MS-DOS gamer with that tried-and-true
multilevel, vertical scrolling acti on experi enced in many arcades
and courtesy of numerous game consoles. As usual with thi s type
of game, precision and patience are requi red.
Once again, some race of evil ali ens (and how many do not fall
into this classificati on?) have wreaked havoc, thi s time destroying
Computer Gaming Wo rld

the player's home world. As the last of one's race and out for
revenge, the player must battle his or her way through six massive
levels packed with danger (freeing six planets in the process) and
destroy the aliens' heavily armored Battle Star at the end of the
sixth level. Dangers the player will face include meteor storms,
space fortresses, hideous creatures and ships of incredible power.
Fuel and weapons are limited, but can be collected along the way
by picki ng up pods jettisoned by alien crafts and creatures destroyed during one ' s journey. Those lucky enough will be able to
construct the ultimate battle cruiser, a craft of immense fire power
readied for the final battle. Though OverKill on ly sports EGA
graphics (even in VGA mode), it sti ll provides a graphi cally

attractive package. Music and sound effects are also handled
capably. As indicated above, however, play is difficult and requires persistence and a quick trigger finger. As a result, those who
like chal lenging play will feel right at home in the cockpit of this
quality arcade blaster.
OverKill requires CGA, EGA or VGA graph ics, 512K RAM
and DOS 3.0 or later. Support is provided for joysticks and for
Sound Blaster and Ad Lib compatible sound cards. The shareware
version includes the first two of six planets, while a registration
fee of $30.00, plus $4.00 shipping and handling obtains for the
player the full six planet vers ion, including a hint sheet and cheat
code.
Those who wou ld like to take on yet more hostile aliens in a
tough but playable game should send their registration to:
Epic MegaGames
10406 Holbrook Drive
Potomac, MD 20854
or call (800) 972-7434.
Epic MegaGames also runs a BBS which can be reached by
modem at (508) 365-2359 (2400 Baud), (508) 365-9825 (9600
Baud) and (508) 365-9668 (14.4K Dual HST). Shareware versions
of all their games are avai lab le for downloading.

nately, Cosmo's parents have been carted away to serve as reluctant hors d'oeuvres fo r some cannibalistic alien feast. Cosmo,
accordi ngly, must find and rescue them before they end up as part
of an alien smorgasbord. At his disposal, Cosmo ' s onl y resources
are his unique suction-cup hands, bombs accumu lated along the
way and the ability to "stomp" his opponents into submi ssion.
Graphics are good even though they are of the EGA/VGA
variety (I would like to see Apogee upgrade to true VGA in future
releases), with animation and screen scrolling as smooth as usual.
The soundtrack is quite an upbeat affair lending an appropriate
comi cal flair to play. Sound effects, though, are little more than
generic boinks and beeps. Nonetheless, those who enjoyed Commander Keen will find Cosmo much to their li ki ng, as will the
player who takes pleasure in a good, side-scrolling platform game
with a high degree of cuteness. It definitely offers hours of pleasw·e
without excess ive destruction.
Cosmo's Cosmic Adventure requires CGA, EGA or VGA
graphics and a 286 or better PC compatible, with support provided
for joysticks (including the Gravis PC GamePad) and Sound
Blaster and Ad Lib audio cards. The shareware version includes
episode one. To register Cosmo and obtain al l three episodes, send
$35.00 plus $4.00 shipping and handling to:
Apogee Software
P.O. Box 476389
Garland, TX 75047
(800) 426-3123

Powering Down the Engines
Well, "space" has run out once more even though shareware
continues to appear in stell ar proportions. Unfortunately, constraints allow me to on ly comment on the most exceptional titles
that cross my path each month. So, it goes. Unti l the next time,
enjoy and great gam ing to one and all !

Climbing the Walls

Send Us Your Best

Many gamers are famil iar with Apogee Software because they
distributed Id Software's ground-breaking Wolfenstein 3D. Others are well acquainted with the company's Commander Keen
series. However, much less publicized, but still every bit as enjoyable (and definitely more li ghthearted than Wolfenstein) is their
clever and cute Cosmo's Cosmic Adventure [IBMPC RT #27891 ].
This especially playable and extremely addictive arcade quest
features a cute littl e green alien (a friendly one for a change) by
the name of Cosmo (who resembles a cross between a frog,
chicken and kangaroo) with the unique abi li ty to climb wall with
his red, suction-cup hands. It seems that Cosmo and his parents
have been stranded on a strange and dangerous planet. Unfortu-

If you have authored a shareware or public domain game and
would like to have it considered for review in this column, please
send two complete copies (preferably on 3.5" disks) to: Best of
the Rest, c/o Computer Gaming World, 130 Chaparral Court,
Suite 260, Anaheim Hills, CA 92808.
Games reviewed in Best of the Rest are avai lable through
numerous distributors of shareware and public domain software,
as well as on many national and private telecommunication services (GEnie RoundTable locations and file numbers appear in
brackets). If yo u do not have access to these services, you can, in
most cases, write or call the game developer for an eval uation
copy. cGw
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After last issue's holiday sentimentality
and the previous issue 's interview with
Roger Keating, it is time to lay out some
navigational beacons for issues ahead, and
deal with issues of the day. Before we get to
the heart of this editorial, however, let me
share that, soon, I'll be locking down the
details for the first Computer Wargaming
World inter-network strategy gaming challenge. While details will be forthcoming, I
will let you know that the game selected for
the first competition will be Empire Deluxe.
Yes, an official "CGW Tournament Scenario" (custom designed by yours truly) will
be included in the finished version of the
game. Again, details will likely be included
next issue.
I was recently asked why I didn 'tjust write
an editorial to open the Computer Wargaming World section each month rather than
using different types ofarticles as my textual
schwerpunkt. It is my purpose, within this
introductory space, to bring gamers enough
news, personalities and opinions to stir their
interests and passions. While half the time
this column sounds of my voice (as echoed
from high atop whatever soap box I happen
to be perched upon at the moment), the rest
of the time I try to glom onto some fascinating tidbit or another and share it with you. It
might be a brief, to-the-point interview (as
we've done here with White Wolf Productions and Roger Keating of SSG), an exchange of electronic mail (such as Jim
Dunnigan exchanging notes with Chris
Crawford on the demise of "wargaming as
we know it") or even the occasional op-ed
piece from the likes of our own wargames
editor, Evan Brooks. In every instance, I
strive to keep our readers informed (and,
occasionally, entertained).
In other words, think of the news, tidbits
and interviews as ranging shots, the harderhitting editorials as broadsides and the
"mow-' em-down," passionately-felt personal comments as gripeshot preparatory to
an editorial "call-to-action" (boarding parties, as it were, in which we expect our
readers to participate and play their part as
the swashbuckling scourge of our hobby
which they are).

Noticing A G.A.P.
After reading our article on the GAP
(Game Assistance Program) for Avalon
Hill's boardgame Advanced Squad Leader,
many of you plugged into the GEnie net-
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work in an effort to download it. Surprise,
it's no longer there! According to Scorpia,
who runs the area of GEnie where this GAP
was archived:
"At the request of Avalon Hill, we [GEnie] have pulled the program from public
access. This was done shortly after the publication of Computer Gaming World # 102,
which featured an article about the utility.
To those of you who have looked in vain for
the file, our apologies for the inconvenience.
"Avalon Hill plans to bring out a similar
utility for ASL some time in the future . Any
question about this program, or the ASLGAP utility matter, should be directed to
Avalon Hill in this topic ... "
So, the Games RoundTable, Category 2 l,
Topic 6 from message #210 on heated up
with a bit of animosity toward the venerable
Avalon Hill Game Company. While we're
sorry for the flap our review caused, and this
has been expressed to AH's Jackson Dott,
our position is that we don't make these
programs, we just review what we think will
interest our readers. Frankly, we would love
to see an "official" ASL-GAP, but no such
product has been formally announced yet, so
we don't anticipate a release in the near
future.

Outlaw Wargames and
Only Outlaws Will Have Them
Finally, beware of bureaucratic "public do
gooders." I'll let Johnny Wilson score the
touchdown in his editorial concerning the
banning of lead minatures in the state of
New York and the anti-war toy propoganda
on the news and in the recently released
movie Toys. Let me toss the ball to him,
though, with this story:
A wargaming friend of mine, John Leggat,
whom I see faithfully at gaming conventions
(both regional and national), ran into his
own small battle with "public decency." His
wife tried to get him the ultimate Christmas
gift, a vanity license plate from our own state
of California with (what else?) WARGAMR imprinted on it. Well, the state rejected it as being "tasteless and derogatory."
Funny how Madonna's Sex book and Ice T's
Cop Killer album are so passionately protected here, but wargarning isn't. Who else
remembers the controversial op-ed piece
from the early days of Fire & Movement
magazine entitled The Wargamer as Nigger? What a world .... cGw
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MODERN TACTICAL COMBAT
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Documentation l ook-Up

Scott Hamilton
HPS Simulati ons

PO Box 3245
Santa Clara, CA 95055-3245
(408) 554-8381

Introduction
Point of Attack (POA) i a simulation of
modern tactical combat in the Middle East
that accurately represents battalion/task
force operations on the contemporary battlefield. Designed and marketed by Scott
Hamilton, it is a "traditional" wargame
with all the implications thereof. A detailed simulation , it is not a game per se,
but rather a product which could easily be
utilized by the Army's Command and
General Staff College.
Its strengths are the detailed interrelationships between combined arms on the
modern battlefield . The work that has
gone into these parameters is obvious.
However, its weaknesses are that it is not
a "state-of-the-art" computer simulation
- sound support is minimal , graphics are
EGA, user input is via keyboard only and
it is very slow in execution.
For those familiar with Alan Zim's Action Stations (a detailed simulation of naval tactical wa1fare from 1922-1945),
however, Scott Hamilton 's Point ofAttack
may well be the modern land equivalent.

Plain Brown Documentation
There is nothing fancy about the documentation - plain vanill a may best describe the contents. The manual is 65
pages of " how to play" coupled with an
additional 19 pages of appendices detailing weapons systems, formations and descriptions of the fi ve "built-in" scenarios.
This is not to say that the manual is vague.
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tutorial would have been appreciated. Unlike most wargames, the potential of artillery is emphasized. Both "on-call" and
"PPD" (pre-planned) artillery fires are
available and essential to success in combat. These, together with counter-battery
fire, must be plotted with variable delays;
nothing will ruin your day faster than advancing into an area only to be hit by
"friendly fires" - an incident which is all
too likely to happen - even in reality.

Visual and Aural
Target Acquisition

A succinct description of combined arms
tactics and the battlefield is provided, and
the user will be able to grasp the finer
points. However, I would suggest that a
casual gamer mi ght well find himselflost.
A basic understanding of military capabilities is recommended and prior military
experience will prove useful.
While additional scenarios may be easily designed, a "Map Builder" add-on is
available for an additional $ 15. This allows the user to customize a map rather
than playing on a semi-random geographic location .
A TEC (Terrain Effects Cha.rt),
unit/weapon symbol s and a very detailed
weapons characteristics chart completes
the documentation . The documentation
makes it clear that POA is a descendant of
Aval on Hill 's famou s board game Squad
Leader - even down to having "broken"
and "berserk" units (although the unit of
maneuver is actually more comparable to
Panzer Blitz) . Hence, board wargamers
will find the system very familiar.
The manual detail s how to play, but a

The graphics are minimal. The visuals
may be seen from a strategic map overview (10xl8 km) or a detail map
(2000x3400 m) . Unit appearances may be
described as "functional," Combat reports
are historically limited , and often results
are described as "probable" casualties.
If graphics are minimal, sound support
is less. Only the inherent PC-speaker issues forth its occasional bleats and bursts
of combat. But then again , would better
rendered explosions make that much of a
difference?

Keyboard Tactician
All game input is via keyboard. Each
unit must be individually accessed and a
series of keystrokes will suffice to set it on
its way. Among the decisions that the
player must make are facing, firing on the
move, priority of fires (headquarter units
versus combat units), rate of fire, smoke,
speed, etc.
Random scenarios are created from the
boardgame antecedents. Each side receives so many unit "points," and the
player can mix and choose his own combat
task force . Depending on the size of the
scenario selected, a task force can range
from 20-60 units.
Nationalities
represented
include
American, Soviet, British, French, Israeli,
Syrian, Egyptian, Jordanian , Saudi , IraComputer Gaming World
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ni an and Iraqi . Scenarios may be des igned
as offensive, defensive or meeting engagements. Force capabili ties may be
modified as the player wishes, and include
superiority,
communicati on
air
(ECM/ECCM (electroni c countermeasures/ electronic coun ter-countermeasures, i.e. j amming)), morale and ammo
suppl y. The errata (version 1. 1) notes that

rounds are ass umed to be optimal. Thus, if
a tank were to fire its bas ic load (40
rounds) at armored targets, all the rounds
would be considered to be Armor-Piercing. For more reali sm, the designer suggests reduci ng the amm unition load to
40-60% of normal. While the unit would
run out of ammuniti on faste r, the overall
effect would be to more accurately simulate the results of the "basic load."
Target selecti on may be automati c or
manual . More importantl y, targets are selected by impact side (front, side, rear,
top). Thi s refl ects the strengths and weaknesses of armor and emphasizes fla nki ng
operati ons to defeat the weaker rear armor.
Input is not automati c. Each order has its
own delays, and orders which looked so
att:racti ve when input can become obsolete
when ready to execute. Thus, one should
expect the confusion of battle and he who
responds most fl ex ibl y will be the victor.

units representing indi vidual squads and
pl atoons) often force the player to overcontrol hi s forces. A brigade/battali on
commander will issue orders (or "commander's guidance") to hi s fo rces , and
they will execute the mission. Here, the
player both decides how to execute the
mi ssion and then drops down to lower
levels to actuall y impleme nt the task.
Is this reali stic? Of course not, bu t what
are the alternati ves? SSG's Battlefront
system was an attempt to restrict the
pl ayer to the proper level of command.
However, the AI often attempted implementation in " less than optimal" methods.
Even more importantly, wargamers are
notorious fo r micro-management - they
want to handle all decisions. Thus, POA
clearl y caters to these des ires.
Game pl ay, however, is slow. While
turns refl ect a period of one minute, user
input can take up to twenty minutes and
actual resolution is simi larl y slow. This
can become fr ustrati ng as one waits to see
how a combat pl an develops, but even
reducing the combat reports to mini mal
time still requires patience by the user.
In the "canned" scenarios , one can onl y
pl ay one side. Unfo rtunately, there is no
prov ision fo r "zero" players. Thi s reviewer encourages designers to allow a
"zero" opti on; it prov ides a ready tutorial.
When I discussed thi s with Mr. Hamilton,
he responded that he fe lt that a "computervs.-computer" opti on onl y aggravates the
failings of the AI. While thi s is true, a
"zero" opti on also all ows the pl ayer to
gain a bas ic understanding of what is happening and possibl y, what should be happening. An even more important
considerati on is as a teaching tool device.

Game Play
Game play emphasizes a proper all ocation of combined arms. Weapons syste ms
range fro m la er-guided to conventional
and, when one adds smoke, minefi e lds,
improved positions and limited visibility
(due to weather/time), the modern battl efi eld seems to be accurately recreated.
The first scenari o ("Desert Storm") is
the only one with units already deployed
on the map. It is a good learning exercise.
Other scenari os include "Golan" (IsraelSyria, 199?), " Al ong the Shatt Al Arab"
(Iran-Iraq War), "Grab for the Oil" (Iraq
does not stop with Ku wait), "Stab in the
Back" (Iran invades Iraq after Desert
Storm).
Perhaps the largest problem fac ing POA
is the scale. Task force level games (with
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Perhaps POA 's greatest strength is user
support. The designer plans to continue
updating hi s design, and user input is welcome. When this reviewer noted that armored vehicles in the desert were not
creati ng dust clouds, the designer respo nded that he had initi ally included this
combat obfuscation, but had deleted it
from the final product because it created
too much " map clutter. " A day later, a
revised product arrived in the mail ; Mr.
Hamil ton had reflected that the visual
deni grati on was more than offset by the
combat reality and was now including the
"desert du st" optio n to all registered users.
All future upgrades (including a VGA option and mouse input) will be prov ided at
cost to the user.

T he des igner is willing to res pond to
customer requests. Thus, POA is capable
of growth . While it will never achieve the
commercial succes of a MicroProse or
SSI release, it validl y fill s a niche in the
marketpl ace.
With a simul ation at thi s level, it is diffi cult to offer conc rete tactical guidance.
Small unit tactics are so much more situati onally dependent than operati onal or
strategic operati ons. But one should carefull y examine the ranges and lethality of
hi s weapons syste ms and those of hi s opponent and seek maximum advantage. If
yo ur stand-off capability is better than
yo ur oppone nt, e ngage at max imum
range; if less, seek to close and engage as
rapidl y as possible.

A Hint of Grognard
Th is simulation could be a valuable tool in
a military enviro nment (Command &
General Staff College, the Offi cer Advanced Schools, or even a CPX (Command Post Exercise)), but with limited
time, one could not use it in class. A "zero
player" opti on wo ul d allow the students to
see the progra m in action and interest generated thereby could encourage them to
attempt it in an "after hours" program.

Point of Attack is much more of a simulation than a game. Des igned and marketed by the designer, it lacks the be ll s and
whi stles of conte mporary game design.
Yet, it makes up for the lack of visual
appeal by its detailed rendition of conte mporary combat. For the casual gamer or
one e ntra nced by graphic capabilities,
POA would be of li ttle or no interest; fo r
the grognard or serious student of the
modern battlefi eld, POA becomes virtuall y mandatory. c6w
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A Flight Into the Hypothetical
With Dynamix' Aces of the Pacific
Expansion Disk
by Doug Fick
TITLE:
SYSTEM:
PRICE:
DESIGNE R:
PUBLISHER:

WWII: 1946
IBM
$39.95
Damon Slye
Dynamix/Sierra
Coarsegold, CA

record. The F2G-2 Corsair was the natural
outgrowth of more powerful engine technology applied to an already proven airframe. The straight winged P-80 Shooting
Star was the first operational jet the U.S.
fielded. While not blindingly fast for a jet,
its straight wings gave very good turning
performance.
Less is known about the Japanese aircraft as each was in only the early stages
of development at war's end. Early prototypes were taken to the U.S. for evaluation
and surprised many of the test pi lots that
flew them . The J7W Shinden was one of
the first canard equipped aircraft; so designed to destroy the American heavy

he decision to end World War II with
a nuclear punctuation point was not
an easy one. It came after a lot of
deliberation by American statesmen and
soldiers on the likely outcome of a more
conventional invasion of the Japanese
mainland. What if the deci sion to drop the
bomb had been different? What if the war
both on the ground and in the air had
continued into 1946? Aces of the Pacific:
WW!l:1946 soars past history into the ultimate "What if?"

T

a
In this "What if?" the war wages on
throughout 1946 as massive land forces
struggled to gain control of the Japanese
homeland and each nation's aircraft
fought for control of the sky. During this
period of time, new aircraft that were in
development in 1945 would have reached
operational status and would have played
a role in both country's war efforts.
WWII: 1946 brings seven new aircraft to
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the Aces lineup: the F7F Tigercat, F8F
Bearcat, F2G-2 Corsair, J7W Shinden, Ki83, and the first of each nation's operational jets, the P-80 Shooting Star and
Japanese Kikka.
The F7F Tigercat had the early earmarks
of a standout performer. Fast and highly
maneuverable, the aircraft would have
been a match for anything in its day. The
F8F Bearcat was the answer to the engineer's question, "What ifwe put this huge
engi ne into this tiny airframe?" Horsepower to weight ratio in this little fighter
was incredible, and even today a modified
Bearcat holds the piston powered speed

bombers that were ravaging Japanese cities. This unique aircraft can be confusing
to fly against at first because it seems to be
flying backward with the tail in front of the
wing. The Ki-83 is truly a killer. It's a twin
engine design very similar to the U.S . Tig-
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ercat and its firepower and overall performance is awesome. The Nakajima
Kikka is the Japanese version of the German Me-262 .
With the addition of the new aircraft
comes a whole new campaign starting in
late 1945 and continuing until the hypothetical land invasion is resolved. Additionally, players who had pilots retire at
the end of the Aces ofthe Pacific campaign
can recall these war veterans to once again
defend their nation over the skies of Japan .
While the dates, aircraft and aces have
changed, the missions provided for career
play are the same as in Aces ofthe Pacific.
Along with the career options, several new

"'

-

'historical scenarios' have been written, and all the new aircraft and aces
are available for single mission
flights.
What sets WWII: 1946 apart from
Aces ofthe Pacific (which is required
to play 1946) is the first look at jet
combat. All of the newly added aircraft are far more powerful machines
than their predecessors included in
the Aces game, but the jets are a
whole new breed of combat aircraft.
With top speeds nearly 100 miles an
hour faster than propellor driven aircraft, air combat both with and
against jets takes on a more high
speed style of hit and run .
Taking my jet and ripping through
my opponent's piston-powered pugilists gives me a nice sense of power.
Of course, trying to mix it up in a
close-in furball while fl ying a jet
changes the story, especially with the
Kikka. This plane is so slow in roll
response that the only real way to
fight with it is to keep the speed up
and slash through the opposition. At
low speeds and high g 's, the advantages ofjet propulsion are wasted and
propellor driven aircraft once again
reign supreme.
Even though I thoroughly enjoyed
fl ying the new machines presented in
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WWJJ: 1946, I left the program feeling that
more could have and should have been
included. The Red Baron Mission Builder
(RBMB) did for Red Baron what 1946
does for Aces ofthe Pacific, added aircraft
and aces, but the Red Baron add-on provided a very powerful mission builder that
brought new life to the program. Without
an equivalent in WWII: 1946, the Aces addon should be considered more of an aircraft expansion disk, like those for the
LucasArts SWOTL system, than any sort
of program addition. It serves as a nice
add-on for devoted Aces fans, but is not
essential to enjoying a game that is already
very good. cGw
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QQP's Battles of Destiny
by William R. Trotter
TITLE:
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PLAYERS:
PRICE:
GRAPH ICS:
SOUND:
PROTECTION:
DESIGNERS:
PUB LISHER:

Battles of Destiny

IBM
1-4
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EGA/VGA
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Doc ument at ion Look-up
Several Dudes Holi st ic Gaming

QQP
Fl emington , NJ

he simplest way to review this game
would be to say: "If you liked Empire you'll love Battles ofDestiny."
Battles of Destiny (BOD) plays, in fact,
as though an Empire fan-club had put their
heads together and revised the basic game
system to include every bell and whistle
anybody had ever wanted to see in the
original game. The resulting hybrid is not,
therefore, as much of an "original" game
so much as it is a very classy variation on
some classic wargaming themes. It's been
done so carefully, so lovingly, that one
tends not to even waste time debating
whether or not it's a rip-off. After all,
Empire fans have been clamoring for a
new edition for years and if QQP hadn't
publi shed it, some other game company
would have, only probably not as well.

T

BOD was not originated in-house at
QQP (it is the creation of an intriguingly
named outfit called "Several Dudes Holistic Gaming"), but like all QQP products
issued thus far, it loads and plays
flawlessly and it looks great.
The basic premise of the game is just the
same as Empire 's: starting with one, two,
or three cities, the player begins producing
military units and trying to conquer the
world. Up to four human players may
compete or one player may fight up to

three computer enemies. Unlike Empire,
however, BOD 's worlds are entirely visible from the beginning of play; if this
design choice takes away some of the
mystery that shrouded the first two-dozen
turns in Empire, it does give the player the
chance to start planning a coherent strategy from the get-go. Twenty worlds are
included with the game, some of them
realistic and some abstract, obviously designed to present bizarre strategic possibilities.
There is a map editor program included,
too, which allows players to design their
own worlds (it functions almost identically to the Empire editor), but one still
can't specify where one wants to start
when playing on a custom map. This is one
revision that the Holistic Dudes should
have included; otherwise, the map editor
adds considerably to the game's replay
value.
There are 22 different types ofunits that
can be built and each production center is
rated for its industrial capabilities, from
level I to level 6. Instead of tasking cities
to chum out units right away, players can
" invest for the future" by building their
manufacturing capacity to maximum
value. This takes a long time, but once a
city reaches production level 6, it can

crank out battleships in 18 turns, instead
of the poky 40 or so it takes in Empire.
Cities rated level 2 or higher can eventually build anything, but level I-rated cities
aren't good for anything except infantry.
Prolonged bombing or shelling can reduce
a city's production level and heavily
fought-over centers are usually reduced to
their minimum when one captures them.
The variables of speed, range, and firepower - as distributed amongst the 22
unit types - are exquisitely balanced. In
addition to the standard types of weaponry, there are aerial transports (helicopters able to carry one unit only, but very
useful for guerrilla raids and long-distance
reinforcement), hydrofoils, escort carriers, tank destroyers (very fast but generally doomed when thrown against
entrenched infantry), frigates, and three
different types of transport.
One major distinction between BOD and
Empire is the importance of ranged fire.
Every ship larger than hydrofoils can conduct shore bombardment, but only battleships can equal the range of land-based
artillery. Artillery range is up to six hexes
and each battery fires twice per turn. A
well supplied and dug-in artillery can
slaughter anything within range, and the
cunning deployment of shore batteries can
interdict shipping on vast stretches of
ocean.

Cities with a production level of six can
construct radar systems ( useful to prevent
sneak attacks, especially by aerial transports) and use them to guide missiles. It
takes many turns to reach the missile-producing level, but once there one can crank
out a missile per tum and launch as many
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of them as possible agai nst land, sea and
air targets. The missiles are only accurate
about 40 percent of the time, but they pack
an Exocet-like punch and are fu lly capable
of sinking even a battleship. Missile-cities
are val uable for sealing off choke-points,
especially narrow waterways, or for
guarding exposed island outposts.
There is a generous total of nine difficulty levels (the Al at the higher settings
is sadistically hard to beat) and one can
either "scatter" or "cl uster" their initi al
cities if one chooses to start with more than
one. There is no running cumulative total
oflosses (something that should have been
adopted from Empire for sure! ), but after
each enemy turn the player receives a
quick replay of each engagement. The
player can elect to skip that and just get a

WANTED:
GAME DEVELOPERS
LookingGlass Technologies is a
computer game design house that
creates original role-playing games
and simulations; our well-known
titles include Ultima Underworld,
F22, and Car and Driver. We are
seeking talented and creative
individuals to join a team designing
next generation games. If you are an
outstanding
project
leader,
programmer, or artist, who wants the
challenge and
satisfaction
of
working on some of the best games
in the industry, please send your
resume and references to:
CGWAd
LookingGlass Technologies, Inc.
420 Bedford Street, Suite 320
Lexington, MA 02173

...,_. Any city that is not in immediate danger of enemy attack should be put to work
increasing its own industrial production rating. Doing so takes that city off-line for
a frustratingly long time, but once it's reached Level 6, it can crank out units with
amazing speed.
Hydrofoils make wonderful sea-borne cavalry. They're fast enough to outrun
anything big enough to hurt them, and powerful enough to sink enemy transports
with one strike. They're quick to make, and a roving squadron of two or three can
really wreak havoc on enemy convoy routes. One caution however: these little
boats are so fast that one has to be careful where one orders them to go. If the
mouse-arrow is one hex off and one inadvertently orders the hydrofoil into a coastal
hex, it will run aground and be destroyed.
~ When launching an amphibious strike against a heavily defended port, send in a
wave of empty transports to draw enemy missile and artillery fire, while keeping
the full transports just behind them, and close enough to land during that same turn.
The enemy will not know the first wave of transports is empty and will probably
expend most of its available firepower sinking them, leaving the player with a real
landing force intact and ready to pounce.
If the player is fighting two or more enemies, and finds he is consistently losing,
try using the "diplomacy" option to make a truce with the least threatening foe.
Sometimes it works. It may not last, or course, but one may gain valuable breathing
room, and time for one's cities to increase their production levels.
"Large" transports carry a lot, but they are slow to build and one may have to send
them to two or three ports to fill them up. Generally speaking, a lot of small
transports will do more good than a handful of big ones.
...,_. One good tactic for the early stages of a game is to "go deep" with aerial transports,
to the maximum range, if need be, then expand as rapidly as one can in the classic
"ink blot" manner. Even if the player doesn't hang on to the farthest cities, he'll
disrupt his opponent's plans; if he does manage to hang on to them, he can
systematically link up between each seeded area and, viola!, find himself controlling a good sized piece of the planet.
Don't send tank destroyers against dug-in infantry without softening up the target
first by air, naval, or artillery bombardment; one may lose the entire force if he
does. On the other hand, tank destroyers move very quickly and are ideal for
exploiting breakthroughs or turning flanks.
A player can never, ever, have too much artillery.
Since carriers basically act as refueling stations, players are usually better off with
a half-dozen escort vessels rather than two or three super-carriers.
statistical summary of losses, but one may
miss spotting an enemy build up if one
does.
Some games, played on tight little maps,
are short and bloody; others, such as the
one I started on Thanksgivi ng Day and
finished on December 6, are epic conflicts
in the best Empire tradition.

, f~OIH•U'l'Ell 1\'AllGAIIES
Historically Accurate ... Easy To Use
For IBM™ PC and Compatibles
BIG THREE
(V 2.01)

la GRANDE
ARMEE

WWII Strategy Game
Seven Scenarios, Map
World-Renown
Hard Drive Required
European Theatre

Napoleon's Campaigns
Seven Scenarios, Map
New Release
Challenging, Intense
Austerlitz to Waterloo

$25 Each. Send check or money order to:

SDJ Enterprises, Inc.
Department C
1551 Fawn Valley Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63131

(314) 966-5602
Evenings Only

Graphics throughout are superior: realistic terrain, superbly crisp unit icons, excellent charts and graphs. Occasionally,
little animated windows pop out and show
bits of combat (i ncluding one startling bazooka attack scene in which one soldier
gets his brains blown out!) but one can opt
to shut them off if they become irritating.
The game is perfectly playable by keyboard, but the mouse interface is so
friendly it practically purrs. Movement
and combat are handled by simple pointand-click ro utines, and there are pulldown menus fo r just about any function
one might wish to perform, including the
establishment of regular patrol routes for
aircraft and naval units.
In short, Battles of Destiny is seductively
easy-to-learn and quite addictive to play.
As a fan of Empire, it was natural that I
would become obsessed by Battles of Destiny. I would be surprised if thi s were not
true of most Empire devotees. cGw

Specify 3.5"' or S.2S' disk

Circle Reader Service #91
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Novalogic's
Comanche Maximum Overkill
by Bryan Walker

TITL E:
SYSTEM:

PROTECTION :
COST:
DESIGN ERS:
PUBLISH ER:

Comanche Maximum Overkill
IBM (386sx or greater, 4 meg ram,
12 meg of H D space, VGA adapter,
3.5' 1 drive required)
None

$69.95
Ky le Freeman, Jo hn Garcia
Noval og ic. Inc.

Tarzana, CA

An avid computer game andflight simulator fan, the author is also an AH-64
Apache pilot for the U.S. Army. A veteran
of the Persian Gulf war, he is currently
stationed at Fort Eustis, Virginia. (Views
expressed in this article are those of the
author and do not reflect official policy or
position of the Department of the Army,
Department of Defense, or the United
States government.)
n the PC flight simulation market, helicopters have played second fiddle to
fixed-wing titles. Dozens of high-quality jet and warbird games grace the
shelves, while only a handful ofhelicopter
titles are even worth mentioning. NovaLogic 's new release, Comanche Maximum Overkill, not only bolsters the
helicopter's cause, but does it with such
stunning effect that the entire industry is
going to take notice.
Comanche Maximum Overkill (CMO) is
loosely based on the proposed RAH-66

I
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Comanche scout/attack helicopter. While
no real Comanche currently exists, CMO
has leapfrogged the defense industry by
giving gamers an eye-popping glimpse
into 21st-century helicopter warfare.

Earthly Delights
Every flight simulator game I've played
up to now has failed to convey the thrill of
low-altitude flying. Filled-polygon PC
graphics just don't convey the "you are
there" feel of the military simulators I'm
used to. When CMO arrived, claiming to
surpass military simulators, I put it to the
test. As incredible as it seems, CMO presents a more believable terrain model than
the Army's Combat Mission Simulator.
Within seconds after taking off, the
player is immersed in a realistic graphic
environment called "Voxel Space." This
new technology provides a gorgeous terrain, making the suspension of disbelief
nearly instantaneous. It's unlikely that
even the most jaded gamer's socks won't
be rolling up and down when seeing these
visuals! Excellent night-vision graphics
can also be found, a first for PC flight sims.
The game's terrain-masking features, the
essence of helicopter combat, simply blow
away the efforts of previous titles. At last,
a fun and accurate recreation ofNOE (Nap
of the Earth) flight exists for the PC! The
feeling of skimming the ground is the
thing, and CMO's got it.

Easy Does It
Players intimidated by the complexity of
recent PC flight simulators will find deliverance in CMO. The manual is well-written and easy to understand. The game 's
Comanche is also very simple to fly . The
bird is extremely stable, thanks to an automatic altitude-hold feature much like the
terrain-following radar on many modem
combat aircraft. The game's flight model
is so stable that the Auto Hover feature
may never be used. With this docile handling, I easily used some real attack helicopter tactics that required a flurry of
keystrokes in other chopper sims. The
Heads Up Display symbology is notable,
being very similar to a real AH-64 symbology mode . This helpful feature shows

some heads-up research by the game's
designers. Actions such as popping chaff
and flares can be performed manually, but
the helicopter' s computer does a fine job
all by itself. The cockpit layout has remained faithful to the Army's MANPRINT idea of simplified crew-stations
using multifunction screens. This reduces
clutter, and makes the helicopter's operations easy to learn. The player can select
from many different functions or views to
appear on either or both of the cockpit's
two viewscreens. This feature is quite
user-friendly, and adds system redundancy in the event one screen is destroyed
in combat.
The standard external views are available, along with an innovative "Drop
Camera." An external viewpoint is established on the ground beneath the helicopter where this function was activated. The
"camera" automatically pans to follow the
player's bird, and several cameras can be
dropped during the game.
Sound is an important aspect in making
a believable sim, and CMO delivers the
goods. A variety of voices, from the onboard computer' s impassive female voice,
to the copilot's frantic "Pull up!" are present. The weapon-launch noises are faithful, and the explosion effects are excellent.
Following a growing trend in PC flight
simulators, CMO allows several different
control options, including the Thrustmaster devices . As easy as this Comanche is
to fly, most players may not need more
elaborate controls. The ability to choose is
always welcome, however.
Weary PC gaming veterans are, by now,
used to the constant "memory wars" that
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today's complex sims have started. Memmory-management programs and "boot
disks" have become our tools of the trade.
While these tricks make the games run,
they're also partially responsible for some
bugs that crop up. As remarkable as it
sounds, CMO doesn ' t require a memory
manager to run. In fact, it won't even boot
if a memory-managing program is detected. This has helped make CMO an
extremely bug-free game. I went out of my
way to find a glitch, without success. NovaLogic deserves an ovation for producing rock-solid code that can run without
relying on another program's electronic t.

ginning players will love the stability, but
joystick jocks may wind up gritting their
teeth. NovaLogic designer John Garcia
took pains to defend the flight model. He
noted that the computing power required
to change the terrain's attitude in response
to rapid, radical maneuvers is simply beyond the capability of today's PCs. Future
releases from competing companies will
test the truth of that statement.
When it comes to the number and diversity of missions, CMO's plate offers some
meager helpings. A total of 20 missions
are available; 10 for training, and 10 more
in the Operation Maximum Overkill campaign. I required about a weekend to finish
all of the available missions. Since the
forays have nearly identical objectives, a
feeling of tedium can easily set in. Changing the terrain's color palettes and adding
the occasional Mayan pyramid as eyewash
doesn't dispel the sense ofrepetition that
the limited missions bring. Since the
player can't change the mission's parameters, weapons-loads, nav-points, etc., the
problem is compounded. Some gamers

Non-Mission-Capable Systems
As rosy as these descriptions sound,
CMO's gameplay has some problems.
Some gamers- most likely the seasoned
sim-jocks- are going to find some very
dark shadows creeping within the graphic
splendor.
Eliminating filled-polygon gr~phics
means that not everything ammates
smoothly, or is depicted clearly. The targets and aircraft in CMO appear as chunky
splotches until the player is nearly on top
of them. While the fluid realism of the
terrain is stunning, the rough look of the
vehicles can leave the gamer asking
"What's that supposed to be?!"
No rotary-wing PC sim to date has reproduced the remarkable agility of a modem
combat helicopter. CMO is no exception.
The game's Comanche is, frankly, a slug.
It can't perform "cyclic" dives or climbs,
and can barely achieve a 20-degree angle
of bank. Evading fire is nearly impossible
when CMO can't perform maneuvers
more aggressive than a traffic pattern. Be-
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will be miffed to find that the "campaign"
is really just a collection of unrelated missions. The lack of awards or congratulatory sequences is also significant when
comparing CMO to other titles . According
to NovaLogic, new scenario disks should
be out in January, expanding the game
with better missions and terrain.
The enemies the player faces are limited
in more ways than one: First, only three
different types of vehicles are present: The
SA-8 SAM, T-80 tank, and KA-50 helicopter. The AI of these enemies is also
suspect. The KA-50s meander around
aimlessly, only occasionally attempting to
engage the player' s helicopter. The
ground vehicles mill about in confusion,
sometimes in locations that would be absolutely impossible for anything but a
helicopter to reach. Because of this, all
kinds of outrageous tactics may have to be
used to finish the mission, including landing near the enemy and firing at pointblack range! The enemies aren't helpless,
however. Their sheer, occasionally ridiculous, numbers can simply overwhelm the
player with salvos of missiles and rockets.

Even so, the limited enemy types and their
low intelligence makes many battles seem
like an elaborate shooting gallery, as opposed to 21st-century helicopter warfare.
The firepower provided by occasional
artillery and wingman support is helpful
and easy to use. However, the wingman
actually represents nothing but extra Hellfire missiles. Engaging only targets the
player designates, the wingman tags along
without regard for much else. Even a KA50 on the player's six won 't stir the wingman into independent action. Rubbing salt
into the wound, my compatriot occasionally rammed me as he maneuvered into a
firing position!
With no real-life Comanche to keep the
game's designers on their technically-accurate toes, CMO's RAH-66 performs
more like "AirWolf." It' s not uncommon
to take off with weapons loads of 8 Hell fires, 12 Stingers, 500 rounds of 20mm,
and 64 rockets, while still achieving level
speeds of 192 knots. Hey, that' s the helicopter for me! To say that such a weapons
load is unrealistic is putting it MILDLY.
CMO's Comanche is also unbelievably
durable. This bird can withstand not only
multiple direct hits, but also a midair collision or two and stay airborne! In a technical-realism fist fight against the latest
versions of Gunship 2000 and Falcon,
CMO quickly winds up with a shiner.

Debriefing
Some flight-sim veterans might sneer at
CMO's limited scope and casual approach
to technical detail. These same gamers
may also be the ones most impressed with
the new technology CMO delivers. While
the sedate flight characteristics and simple
controls are more suited to beginning
players, nearly everyone will find something in CMO to enjoy. Hopefully, NovaLogic will work to fix the flaws and
fulfill the awesome potential of this game.
Even as it stands, cutting-edge graphics
firepower gives Comanche Maximum
Overkill the edge it needs to sweep more
than a couple of competitors off the battlefield.
(The author can be reached for further
comment on GEnie at B. WALKERl 0, or
America Online at WALKER34 .) cGw
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, , It's the thought that counts." Although this is a phrase often heard
around the holidays, it's also a
phrase that purchasers of Campaign can
say to Empire Software. While the goal s
for Campaign were admirable, the finished product leaves much to be desired.

TITLE:
M AC HI NE S:
PRICE:
PROTECTI ON:
DESIGN ER:
PU BLISH ER:

Campaign
Amiga, IBM, A lari ST

$59.95
Documentation Look.up
Jo na th an G riffi ths

Empire Softwa re
Richmond H ill, O ntario, Canada

The Simple Life
Campaign is a single player strategi c
and tactical level simulation of the battles
of World War II. The playing field ranges
from simple terrain to complex scenarios
such as Kursk and Normandy. There are
25 scenarios to choose from, grouped into
Simple, Average and Complex levels of
play. The map editor makes it possible to
modify any of these.
Half of the 16 Simple scenarios use a
feature less landscape, while the other half
include airfields and beaches. The variety
in these early scenarios derives from the
different types of forces used - light units
in the beginning and heavier units near the
end. Eight of these scenarios include artillery and aircraft and, as a result, there is a
representative assortment of American,
British, German and Russian equipment.
Thus, players can discover that not all
heavy tank units and fighter aircraft are
created equal.

Just Your Average Day
The Average scenarios add two elements to the Simple ones: historical accuracy and production considerations. These
maps encompass a larger playing field and
include more units in order to recreate The
Battle of the Bulge and three other WW II
battles.
Campaign doesn ' t attempt to account
for every vehicle used in these battles, but
gives each side a representative number of
forces to recreate the feel of the battle.
Divisions and brigades may contain only
60 vehicles, instead of 6,000. This keeps
the game historically accurate, in a scaleddown way, and allows the game to be
played in less than a month (usually one
evening of actual game time).
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battles become a separate affair from the
land combat. The map editor could be used
to create a naval scenario, but it would be
a battle with limited unit selection (battleships, cruisers, destroyers, and submarines).
The D-Day scenario uses the same map
for two scenarios: predictably, Allied and
Axis. This is a very large map, and quite a
bit of time will be consumed in scrolling
and zooming as the gamer attempts to
control all of the forces, Fortunately, to
help keep the attack manageable, a foldout map of the beach showing the routes
of each invasion group is included with the
program. The Kursk and Europe scenarios
are equally occupying,

What's Not to Like?

Production facilities are used to build
new vehicles, as well as supply fuel and
ammunition to existing forces, Factories
can change what they produce at any time,
but changing production from one item to
another takes time. The larger the item, of
course, the longer the changeover in industry will take. Items can be released
from the factory as soon as they are created
or when a set quantity of the item is available. This can be adjusted with no penalty
and allows factories to release a small
group of tanks to be used as replacements
for battle losses or to release an entire
division when it is ready for battle.

Life Gets More Complex
The Complex scenarios are basically
Average scenarios with more units, including naval units. The naval units, while
able to contribute to shore bombardment,
don't add much else to the game, Without
transport ships to attack or defend, the sea

Since it is obvious that a lot of research
went into Campaign, why is it disappointing? After all, the Equipment Factfinder
book contains a wealth of information
about the land and air vehicles of WW II,
and the scenario maps are accurately and
attractively rendered, complete with the
correct force allotments for the appropriate time frame. Unfortunately, some of the
effort that went into the research should
have gone into the game's design and programming.

While the strategic map is well designed,
the tactical map is not. As opposing forces
near each other on the strategic level , the
player can choose an automatic battle
(where the player is just informed of the
results) or a mamial battle. The term "manual" is misleading, however. When the
map switches to the tactical level, the
Computer Gaming World

player only controls one tank. The other
friendly vehicles are still under computer
control. Although the player can switch
control to another tank, while the former
tank is given over to the computer, this can
be disappointi ng. The bottom line is, at the
strategic level, fo rces go where they are
commanded, but it' s "every tank fo r itself'
at the tactical level. As a result, it is virtually impossible to concentrate an attack or
employ any organization.

tie, selecting the Retreat icon and waiting
several minutes while his fo rces drive off
the map, or selecting an automatic battle
and be info rmed his forces have been
crushed, rather than just driven away.
CUrtiss P-40

~

F1_qhter a1rcrart
Top SP.eed (RM/h)
Total Machine Guns
Uunber of rockets
Ranqe (kn)
Totat bonb capaoty (kg)

There are several icons that can be used
to view the composition of the force in the
battle, but no way to bring reserve forces
out of reserve unti1they decide to come out
of reserve. Selecting a reserve tank and
driving it into battle only causes one of the
tanks in the battle to go into reserve.
Occasionally, a small fo rce will run into
a larger one. At the strategic level, there is
no way to signal a retreat. The player must
choose between going into a manual bat-

the speed of the game if events are occurring too rapidly.
Campaign offers little in the way of
feedback. When an air strike is launched
against a factory or land unit, the player is
informed the target has been spotted, but
no confirmation of an attack is given, and
no information about the damage infl icted
is avai lable, even when spotter aircraft are
used. Aerial combat is equally mysterious.

582
6

o

976
454

Also, forces can engage in combat during the night. While thi s isn' t entirely impossi ble, night battles occur rather more
frequently in Campaign than they should,
especially considering that night vision
equipment was unavailable during WW II.
One of the better thought-out aspects of
the game is the pause icon. At any point
the game can be halted. Unlike most
pauses, which entirely lock the game,
Campaign allows the player to examine
units, set new destinations and alter factory production. Al so, after a battle between units, the game automatically
pauses, allowing the player to regain his
bearings. There is also an icon to control

The grande faux pas occurs when the
player decides he's had enough of Campaign fo r one day. There is no exit icon or
command. Even the three finge red salute
(Ctrl-Alt-Del) doesn't work. The player
must power-down to leave the game.
In short, the concept of Campaign is a
good one, but the inconsistent interface
between the strategic and tactical maps,
the lack offeedback and the poorly organized manual make Campaign a fight just
to play. But, it was a nice thought. cGw

Discover the pbm game sweeping the nation!

LORDS OF DESTINY
the game of galactic empire building,
legendary bemgs, and cataclysmic battles!
Lords of Destiny is a 100 % computermoderated play-by-mail game where
many players compete in a galaxy
packed with features like:
many different ship types ; economic and military tech evels
planetary defense shields composed of individual ground units
ancient artifacts with special powers known only to the owner
hundreds of named characters with abilities such as exploring,
spying, researching , governing, diplomacy, psionics , combat, .. .
- special locations to utilize such as black holes , secret societies,
training academies, worm holes , and the 7 wonders of the galaxy!
- neutral empires ranging from primitive cave men to advanced
elder races ; possessmg their own fo rces, characters , and artifacts
-

FREE RULES! FREE SETUP!

Tums are only $3.75, no "double" turns or hidden fees ever
Games last about 27 turns; with 7, 14, or 21 day turns
Basic version available which provides an easy-to-learn game

AND MORE!
- A detailed combat system with free battle rer.orts; updated galactic maps

included with every turn; and customized fil -in-the-blank order sheets
- population, fa ctories, industrial complexes, crew types, plundering,
alliances, power plays, long-range scanners, multi-class characters ...

M

C

NO OBLIGATION!
Mention this ad
and receive free
rules and setup!

aelstrom Games; PO Box 5461; Oxnard, CA 93031

INTO
THE
!TI
MAELSTROM
Players begin each game having one leader with
four followers . Your quest is to amass enough power to proclaim
yourself king. Along the way you must persuade powerful beings
and monsters to join your cause and fight many battles. You must
decide which re~ions to concentrate your recruiting efforts ; each
region having different natives who may join your cause. Do you
dare enter the mystical whirlpools and Journey to the unknown?

Why try play-by-mail games?
1. There is never a problem finding people to play against.

Players across the country can compete in tlie same game.
2. Sophisticated games are a breeze to play since the
computer takes care of all the nitty gritty details.
3. They realistically create the "fog of war" since a player
sees only that information available to his own forces.
4. You can plan strategy anytime; whenever its convenient!

SPECIAL STARTUP PACKAGE

RULES, SETUP, 2 TURNS: ALL FREE!

There is no obligation, simply mention this ad.
Turns are only $3.25 with never any extra, hidden costs.

aelstrom Games; PO Box 5461; Oxnard, CA 93031
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~un Tzu, ~un~et
Ancient Art of War in the Skies

from MicroProse
by Stanley Trevena
TITLE:
SYSTEM:
# PLAYERS:
PRI CE:
PRO TECTI ON:
D ESIG NERS:
PU BLI SHER:

The A ncienl Art O f W ar In Th e Skies
IBM AT, PS/2 100% Compatib les

1
$59.95
Doc umentation Look-up
Dave Murry, Joe Gargiu lo, Barry Murry

M icroprose
Hu nt Va ll ey, M D

t is human nature to categorize the
things we encounter in life. This not
only helps us to remember things, but
provides a certain comfort of knowing and
familiarity to those things that are new to
us. One of the primary tasks of a game
reviewer is that of placing a game into a
certain classification or genre. Yet, The
Ancient Art Of War In The Skies, like so
many passages out of Sun Tzu's writings,
keeps the consumer guessing as to its true
nature and intent.
When this game first hit the software
shelf many people ran out and purchased
it, thinking it was another flight simulator
from MicroProse. Upon taking the game
home and playing it, the gamer was
thrown off balance. This was not a typical
MicroProse flight game. Often, before the
shock of unfamiliarity wore off, the game
either found it's way back to the retailer or
onto the top shelf of the closet and rarely
ever got a fair evaluation.

I

The Ancient Art Of War In The Skies
(AAOWITS) is a cute combination of strategy and action gaming. That is, the graphic
presentation and flow of play is such that
it is hard to take it seriously, though it is
amusing enough. Perhaps, it is best described as a ("less filling") "beer and pretzels" game because of its easy rules,
undemanding play, and relatively short
playing time.
The backdrop for the game is the period
of 1914-1918, World War I. The designers
Page l30

intentionally limited the game to two aircraft per side (simplifying both research
and game play). The Green Team is given
the Sopwith Camel as their fighter and the
British Handley-Page 0/400 as their
bomber. The Red Team has the Fokker
DR.I (made famous by the Red Baron) and
the German Gotha bomber. Naturally, the
player can choose either side of the conflict.
AAOWITS feels like a combination
American Heritage boardgame (complete
with a top down 3-0 perspective view of
a battlefield sprinkled with cities, factories, airfields, villages, supply depots,
forts, bridges, mountains, and the all important capital) and radio-controlled dogfight (as though the plastic planes of the
former had become RIC planes on the
gamer's monitor screen). The planes are
small at take-off and grow to an over-exaggerated size, complete with shadow,
when airborne, but have the feel overal I of
Broderbund's Choplifler or Wings of
Fury. One can avoid participating in the
dogfights, but such a decision doesn't usually work in the gamer's favor.
From scenario to scenario the player has
varying numbers of bombers and fighters
scattered about the map, with distribution
and numbers of planes often not equal
between the opponents. The player must
formulate a strategy based on the "lay of
the land," attacking either vital resources,
planes, or the front itself on the way to the

"The primary colors are
only five in number but their
combinations are so infinite
that one cannot visualize
them all. " - Sun Tzu
ultimate goal : total destruction of the enemy capital. The battlefield is presented in
real time with a constantly shifting front,
planes proceeding on their planned routes,
and skirmishes occasionally breaking out
into the aforementioned RIC style action
sequences.
In terms of presentation and customizability, attention to detail is evident
throughout this game. When flying a
bombing run, the water in the streams
appears to be running and clouds drift
along lazily below the bomber, occasionally obstructing the view of the target.
Period artwork adds to the atmosphere, as
does the music. The digitized voices of the
opponents are crisp and clear with the
proper soundboard installed. Further, custom user-controlled options affect visibility, vulnerability, fuel efficiency, and
overall performance of the two side 's
planes.

A campaign editor is provided and also
exhibits the same attention to detail as the
main game. The player is taken through a
sequential design process and can easily
paint a battlefield, assign pilots and bombers, write the story, set the rules, and be
playing in less than an hour. Unfortunately, all campaigns are exclusive of one
another and the ability to link campaigns
does not exist. The game ships with 20
historic campaigns and 34 fictional ones,
all of which can be copied and/or modified
using the campaign editor.
Neither a flight sim nor a hard core strategy game, AA WITS is unlikely to appeal
to devotees of either camp and, at best, can
only provide a refreshing "lite" change to
the current flood of time intensive complex simulations and wargames that invade so many hard drives. cGw
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Amiga:
Darkseed (Cyberdreams)
Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis
(Lucas Arts)

MS DOS:
Time Treks (Davidson)

MS DOS CD-ROM:
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Shadowga te - MS Windows

Barney Bear Goes to School
(Free Spirit)
Conan the Cimmerian
(Virgin Games)
Space Quest IV: Roger Wilco and
the Time Rippers (Sierra)

Conan th e Cimmeri an - CD -ROM

MS Windows:
Shadowgate (ICOM)

Macintosh:
A-Train (Maxis)
Heaven and Earth
(Buena Vista Software)
Le Chuck's Revenge: Monkey Island 2
(Lucas Arts)

SEGA Genesis:
Shadow of the Beast II (Psygnosis)

Super Nintendo (SNES):
NHLPA Hockey (Electronic Arts)
Wordtris (Spectrum HoloByte)
Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atl anti s - Ami ga

The tenn "Conversions" refers 10 products which have
previously appeared on other platforms, but have now
been released on a new platform.

Heaven and Earth - M acintosh
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Bethesda Softworks
1370 Piccard Dr.,
Rockville, MD 20850
TERMINATOR 2029: When Dark
Horse Comics does a graphic novelization, each page is crammed with detail,
particularly when the subject involves a
dark future with cyberpunk edges where
technology has gone awry. It is no wonder, then, that when Bethesda licensed
Terminator 2029 they created an impressive dark blue VGA palette and plenty of
pyrotechnic special effects to convey the
hard-hitting violence of that epic. The
perspective is first-person; the scrolling
is fast; the tactics and strategy are as
reminiscent of a simulation as of an action game; and the story is tied closely to
the universe of the Terminator films. The
whole feel is something like Mech Warrior meets the original Terminator, except that the graphics are much more
lavish than the former's polygon-filled
objects and the latter's combination
EGA/VGA pastiche. IBM ($69.95). Circle Reader Service #1.

Capstone
Miami,FL
(800) 468-7226
HOME ALONE 2: Oh noooo! Garanimal guerrilla Kevin McCallister returns
to confound his impossibly stupid abductors in this arguably valueless dash
through the streets of New York. Silly
Kevin hopped the wrong jet and winds
up in the Big Apple with those two bad
seeds Harry and Marv. Kevin runs like
a painfully slow dream, picking up objects like trashcan lids and bags of marbles to hurl at his pursuers. Run through
the streets, escape the bad guys, pick up
all you can, throw it at Harry and Marv,
and have a yippee time. It'll keep the
kids occupied for 20 or 30 minutes . And
the reward is so moving - Kevin reunites with Mom at the Christmas tree in
Rockefeller Center. Home Alone 2 tests
the great existential thesis: is life meaningless? Maybe, but this game surely is.
IBM ($44.95). Circle Reader Service #2.
TROLLS: If cuteness was a physical
substance, they would have to ship this
product by the truck load. Troll dolls are
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Termin ator 2029

once again the rage with youngsters (according to some reports, they outsold all
other toys this Christmas season!) and
this product should do nothing to quell
their enthusiasm for these cherubic relatives of the hobbit. Trolls is very well
done for a children's action game; its
gorgeous graphics and smooth-scrolling
animation rivaling that of the best Nintendo cart. Young gamers will pilot their
Troll babies across a rainbow palette,
visiting such yummy places as Candyland and Fableland, scooping up lollipops, gumballs, and balloons, while
avoiding the armies of teddy bears, toy
soldiers and other baddies that have
gone over to the dark si de of the Force.
Hunches and bunches of sticky-sweet
fun to sap up one's hard drive! IBM
($44.95). Circle Reader Service #3.

Dynamix
Eugene, OR
(503) 343-0772
Home A lone 2

Troll s

Th e Incred ibl e M achine

Turbo Science

THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE:
Those who took delight in constructing
the elaborate edifice of household items
in the old boardgame MouseTrap, or are
just whimsically and mechanically inclined, will find many hours of delight
in this Rube Goldberg-inspired puzzle
game. Players can either test their wits
against 80 pre-created puzzles or can
create their own incredible machine in a
free-form building mode. There are over
40 parts in one's tool box - scissors,
light bulbs, gears, see-saws, cannons,
generators run by mouse or monkey
power, conveyor belts, among others which one can use to create working
machines ; the complexity and ingenuity
of which are only bound by one's creative limits. It's conceptually original and
cleanly done, and will keep puzzle-loving inventors in their basements for
many hours. IBM ($49.95). Circle
Reader Service #4.
QUARKY
AND
QUA YSOO'S
TURBO SCIENCE: Played in an arena
that looks vaguely reminiscent of the
junkyard in the old Bill Cosby/ Fat Albert cartoon show, Turbo Science is a
race against opposing science teams toward the finish line of scientific knowledge. Using an approachable cartoonish
manual and simplified explanations of
natural phenomena, children will be introduced to the various topics like the
properties of matter in different states,
the behavior of light, basic mechanics,
nuclear energy, and so on, in a hip language that kids supposedly, like, speak,
ya know? The game is desi gned for ages
9 to 14 and has enough clever cartoon
graphics and impressively animated disComputer Gaming World

FUN TO PLAY by yourself or with friends.
ENTERTAINING play for minutes or hours. Addictive!
EASY TO USE play from diskette or hard disk.
GREAT GRAPHICS supports most graphics formats.
AFFORDABLE ... and high quality!
DUAL PACKED 5.25" plus 3.5" disks.
COFFEE
AND DOUGHNUTS

Villa Crespo
Software

1725 McGovern Street • Highland Park, IL 60035 • 708-433-0500
Circle Reader Service 11105

connect with other gamers modem-tomodem and serial link options (whether
they subscribe to GEnie or not); and play
the historical scenarios, duels and multiplayer battles on the GEnie network. In
addition, the documentation is detailed
(we loved the performance charts for
every plane used in the game) and offers
options that many GEnie users haven't
yet discovered. Finally, the SVGA
graphics are incredible. IBM ($59.95).
Circle Reader Service #8.

coveries to keep most any budding Bohr,
Planck, or Einstein enthralled. IBM
($49.95). Circle Reader Service #5.
Impressions
7 Melrose Drive
Farmington, CT 06032
(203) 676-0127
CONQUEST OF JAPAN: Feudal warfare takes on "miniature" dimensions in
this somewhat strategic, though mostly
tactical game of conquest. The war takes
place on a small hunk of Japan where
two warlords face off. On the rather thin
strategic level, players must build their
armies and move them into battle. Once
armies are engaged, the game pops down
to the tactical level where the two armies
will face off in a system greatly resembling miniatures wargaming. Here, players can maneuver their groups into
position, ordering them to attack handto-hand or fire their bows and arquebuses, and watch the mini samurai carry
out their orders with limited animations.
The mini atures system is interesting,
though the strategic game seems little
more than a design afterthought. IBM
($59.95). Circle Reader Service #6.

Conquest of Japan

Microleague Interactive Software
2201 Drummond Plaza
Newark, DE 19711-5711
(302) 368-9990

Cogito

Inline Design
308 Main Street,
Lakeville, CT 06039
(203) 435-4995
COGITO: If thinking is all that's required to affirm one 's existence, as Descartes suggests, then this game will
leave no doubt that "you be." The 120
puzzle levels, which involve reconstructing geometric patterns by shifting
scrambled tiles by column and row, will
certainly keep one cognitively involved
for some time to come. The game resembles a one-dimensional Rubie's cube in
which the rule for manipulating the rows
and columns gets scrambled now and
again. It' s the demented abstract puzzle
stuff that gives gaming masochists areason to live. Mac ($59.95). Circle Reader
Service #7.
Konami
Buffalo Grove, IL
(708) 215-5100
SUPER VGA AIR WARRIOR: Real
men play Air Warrior! At least, that's
what most of the flight simulator aficionados on GEnie tell us. Now, combatready sim pilots can find out if they like
Air Warrior without having to download
anything or even having to connect to
the network which serves as Air Warrior's central arena for multi-player furballs. The boxed set allows players to
fight in stand-alone off-line dogfights; to
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Super VGA Air W arrior

Laser Squad

114

3

II:

Revelation

LASER SQUAD: Robert Heinlein's
Johnnie Rico (the protagonist of Starship Troopers) would feel right at home
in this game of futuristic infantry combat. Like Breach, the game features
small unit tactics with a variety of weapons and an element of role-playing continuity. As one would expect from a
European import, however, the graphics
are superior to the U.S. product, but the
gameplay is tougher and there is less
overall product because of the hard disk
space required for the graphics. The
game seems to use solid algorithms for
the artificial opponents (which sometimes seem to have unfair advantage)
and offers a solid enough game that wise
players will save after every tum. Unfortunately, the game only includes a handful of scenarios and, unlike its U.S.
competitor, no mission builder. IBM
($59.95). Circle Reader Service #9.
REVELATION: This game isn't the
end of the world, but may well be the end
of your social life if you are determined
to work through the 80 levels of puzzles
in this abstract puzzle game. Players
take the role of safecracker as they spin
color-coded tumblers in an often vain
attempt to line up the tumbler colors
with the appropriate locks. This is no
easy task, as the tumblers often "chain
react" as they are manipulated, thus
scrambling the whole puzzle at every
tum. Special locks and bonus tiles will
help players find the correct combination, after which they will be able to
plunder a safe of all its goodies. IBM
($29.95). Circle Reader Service #10.
ULTIMATE CARDS : If one doesn 't
know when to hold 'em, and when to
fold 'em, this six-game card collection
may be the player's best deal. Nothing
very elaborate here,j ust straight playing
challenge with 12 computer opponents
eager to clean your clock. Draw a game
of Whist, Spades, Crazy 8's, Hearts, Gin
Computer Gaming World

Rummy or Oh Hell !, pick a partner and
ruthless opponents, and watch the cards
fly. There are six "expert" level players,
three "good" players and three "average" players, who are no slouches at
winning tricks. After the cards are dealt,
players can use the sort option to organize their hands and refer to an on-screen
rules box if they are in doubt. There are
help and learn modes to assist the player,
offering proposed moves to ace out the
opponents. If all else fails, the player
may use the "cheat" option, revealing
the cards of all players. If that doesn't
tum a gamer into a shark, nothing will.
Digitized player remarks are supported
by Sound Blaster audio cards. IBM
($39.95). Circle Reader Service #11.

Programmer's Warehouse
8283 N. Hayden Rd. Suite 195
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
(602) 443-0580

Ultimate Ca rd s

MicroProse
Hunt Valley, MD
(410) 771-0440
ATAC: Players take on South American drug cartels as the leader of the
U.S.'s "War on Drugs" in this hybrid
simulation/strategy game. On the strategic level, players command a task force
ofF-22 fighter bombers, helicopters and
250 secret agents. As the undercover
weasels provide information regarding
the locations of important coca plantations, manufacturing facilities and warehouses, the player sends helicopters to
confirm these locations in low-flying reconnaissance runs. Once the preliminaries are through, the player then takes
control ofan F-22 and personally bombs
the snot out of the S. American landscape Gust say blow) in the name of
truth, justice, and the American way burying the drug lords in the "snow."
IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader Service
#12.
TASK FORCE 1942: The Tokyo Express comes to life in this first person
command simulation of the Guadalcanal
Campaign. As either the American or
Japanese commander, players attempt to
resupply their land-based troops at night
or intercept their opposite numbers as
they try to provision their own troops.
The scrolling seems smoother than in
the other recent naval simulation, SSl's
Great Naval Battles of the Atlantic, but
the accurate historical emphasis on night
actions and tendency to engage at long
range makes it difficult to compare the
overall graphics approach to the game
based on Atlantic engagements. The MicroProse commitment to historical accuracy appears to be firmly established in
this game and its documentation. Note
also that a future product is expected to
integrate carrier warfare with this simulation. IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader
Service # 13.
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ATAC

SOUND EXPLOSION: If one can
judge a civilization by the quality of its
beer, should one not judge its technical
prowess by the number of fart sounds in
a software package? Sound Explosion
for Windows is a veritable tower of
sound bytes for your PC. With more than
500 sounds and its own speaker driver
(rendering a sound board unnecessary,
but still preferable), this package delivers a cacophony of noises for your computing pleasure. Always wanted to hear
a toilet flush when hitting the escape
button? Dream of a Technicolor yak
noise when disgorging a disk? Try those
and many, many more: jungle noises,
gun shots (rifle, M60, Uzi, AK47),
belches, birds, spaceships, screams name it. These are the same sound effects used for motion pictures, brags the
box, and indeed they do ring true. All the
sound effects are in the standard Windows .wav format, so they can be used
with most multimedia applications.
Honk if you love noise. IBM with Windows 3.1 ($49.95). Circle Reader Service # 14.
Ready Soft
Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada
(416) 731-4175

Task Force 1942

Dragon' s Lair Ill

DRAGON'S LAIR III : THE CURSE
OF MORDREAD: Don Bluth's daffy
hero, Dirk Daring, continues his exploits
beyond the laser-disk in this, the third
game in a series ofanimated action-puzzles. Daphne, the career damsel in distress, has been accosted by Mordread the
evil witch, and Dirk must dust off his
trusty two-hander (and the gamer his
arrow keys) to wade into the sea of animated peril. Players of the coin-op and
the earlier computer versions know what
to expect - more ingenious animation,
more simplistic split-second-timing
puzzles, and even more hilarious ways
for poor Dirk to be suffocated and
shocked, immolated and impaled,
pounded and pulverized. Gamers disappointed with the length of the previous
games can expect the same, as well.
IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader Service
#15.
Spectrum HoloByte
Alameda,CA
(510) 522-1164

Falco n M C

FALCON MC: The original groundbreaking combat simulation returns to
the Macintosh to the delight of the Apple-owning jet set. This program, based
Computer Gaming World

Now Only: $36°0

Now Only: $32° 0

Now Only: $47° 0

ReadySoft: Dragon's Lair Ill
- The Curse of Mordread

Humungous Entertainment:
Putt-Putt Joins the Parade

Micro Prose:
F-1 SStrike Eagle Ill

In revenge for her brother's destruction, the evil
witch, Mordread, has captured your beloved Daphne
and the children. You must test your skills in a frantic
quest through time before your family is trapped
forever in the Vortex of Eternity.
/Far IBM DOS)

Grob your cor wox and get ready to buff your bumpers
- it's lime for the annual CartownPet Parade! Help PuttPutt tockle the loco/ cor wash, explore atoy stare, rescue
alast puppy and much, muchmare, before heading ta
his front-rawspot in the porode.
(For IBM DOS)

Squeeze into the cockpit of the F-15 Strike Eagle this
time and you'll experience aerial combat so realistic
you'll be gasping forair! Because F-15 Strike Eagle Ill
is formore than an upgrade. It's a whole new
shooting match. An unprecedented line-up of features
andstate-of-the-art graphics will have you taking on
enemy MiGs and destroying targets until your eyes
are red! /Far IBMDOS)

J

Join ttle uw Arm Of MCIClnlll. lrackman. ..
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LA LAW

'Ille c:amputer Game,1

-

~
Now Only: $29° 0

Now Only:
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VISA

LA LAW
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Capstone:

Sierra:
The Incredible Machine
Want to build a better mousetrap? All it takes are
bike-riding monkeys, treadmill mice and a few
bawling balls. Genius and junk combine to solve the
convoluted contraptions in The Incredible Machine .
Search for the toolbox for your own gadgetry and set
up a chain readion that will free the cat, exercise the
mice, or burst the balloons. You must find the perfect
blend of mechanics in your solution to The Incredible
Machine. /For IBM DOS or MAC)

,
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Order! accepled on our toll free number Mon-Sot 8:30 lo 5:30 EST. Y-110, MasterCard &
Discover cord accepted. AH cremt card order! pracessed wi1hin 24 hou~. Continental US
shipmen11; UPS ground S5, Airborne Overnight S7. Corp, Gov't, Educ, APO, FPO, lnterna1ionol
orders accepted. No sales tax except for Moss add 5%.Pe~nal checks willdelay shipment
5 business days. Produds covered by manufacturer'sguarantee. Defective software replaced
immediately. Na COD's. ltern availability &prke subject to change wilout notice. 15%
restacking fee for non-defective returns.
Shop our on-line stores lacated on PRODIGY~, CompuServe, GEnie, Delphi, IA Online and
America On-line.
PRODIG~, CompuServe, GEnie, Delphi, LA Online and Arne,il:o Online ore trodemo,ks of their respe<live companies.

For Orders And A Catalog,
Call 1•800•228•7449
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Express

Savoy Products, Inc., 31 Union Avenue, Sudbury, MA O1776
Circle Reader Service #48

on the 2.5 version of the IBM incarnation
of Falcon, will offer Mac color, new missions, expanded weapons systems, a more
detailed cockpit, and a more realistically
rendered flight model. Gamers should not
mistake this product for a conversion of
Falcon 3.0 on the IBM, as it does not
include the new functionality and graphic
whiz-bang (and, perhaps, none of the
problems associated with the early versions) of the latest IBM build. Mac
($69.95). Circle Reader Service # 16.
A Line In The Sand

Strategic Simulations Inc.
Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 737-6800

A LINE IN THE SAND: As previewed
in CGW # 101 , Line in the Sand is a
faithful conversion of the TSR
boardgame which features, but is not
limited to, the 1991 Persian Gulf conflict.
In addition to the Desert Storm conflict,
the game also postulates potential ArabIsraeli wars, and a diplomatic game
where up to six players strive for their
individual objectives through a combination of diplomacy and force. Both easy to
learn and simple to play, Line is a lightweight game of "What If' that does its
best to make an interesting game out of a
rather uninteresting conflict. IBM
($39.95). Circle Reader Service # 17.
LEGENDS OF VALOUR: SSI seems
to have taken ques from Ultima Underworld and Wolfenstein 3-D in creating
this smooth-scrolling, first-person roleplaying game. The graphics are gorgeous
and rise high above the state of those in
most RPGs of the day, but, unfortunately,
it seems to do so by releasing a few
ballasts of story depth and over-all quality. Players will explore an " underworld"
realm of dungeons, and a city of "28
miles" of streets (however they measure
it) filled with citizens going about their
daily lives in diurnal cycles. Players will
find themselves tangled in the affairs of
the town as they take on 45 quests, leading to an(other) ultimate battle to end all
evil. IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader Service #18.

Three-Sixty Pacific
Campbell, CA
(409) 776-2187

Legends of Va lour
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V FOR VICTORY: VELIKIYE
LUKI-1942: Using the acclaimed
boardgame-like V for Victory system,
this latest release will allow wargamers
to command either side of the classic
Eastern Front battle that raged along a
line between Leningrad and Moscow
from the winter of 1942 through the
winter of 1943 . This is not an expansion
disk for the first Utah Beach game, but
is a completely new program with an
artificial opponent expressly designed
for the problems to be encountered during this historical conflict. ($69 .95). Circle Reader Service #20.

Bi cyc le CD-ROM Co llecti on

Wisdom Tree Inc.
2700 E. Imperial Hwy., Bldg. A
Brea, CA 92621
(714) 528-3456

V for V ictory: Ve liki ye Luki - 1942

Swfte International
Box 219
Rockland, DE 19732-9904

BICYCLE CD-ROM COLLECTION:
We sensed a raw deal when we first saw
this product - a collection of card
games on a nice shiny CD-ROM.
"What," thought our puzzled reviewer,
"could you possibly do with a card game
collection that would require the massive storage capacity of a CD-ROM?"
After all, QQP's Solitaire's Journey included 105 different solitaire games and

used just over a megabyte of HD storage.
Well , this product couldn ' t even sit at the
same table with QQP' s product, or many
others for that matter. It sports four
games, Solitaire, Poker, Cribbage, and
Bridge and plays average hands with all.
The Solitaire program offers only 7
standard variants, and the Poker program
offers 5- and 7-card draw and stud
games, with very limited variant options
and playing-history analysis capabilities. All told the package uses all of
750KBs of the CD 's 500+MB capacity,
leaving one only to surmise that this
package is a " brilliant" marketing strategy to move a rather mediocre game
collection on the fast wings of the CDROM' s novelty. IBM CD-ROM
($69.95) . Circle Reader Service #19.

Exodus

EXODUS: Gamers may well say, "Holy
Moses! I did it!" when they complete a
level in this action game where Pac-Man
meets Adonai (the Hebrew word for
Lord). The action resembles a cross between the classic Pac-Man and the lesserknown Soko-Ban. In this case, however,
the "ghosts" of the former have been replaced by Egyptian magicians, soldiers
and taskmasters, while it takes "words of
faith" instead of power pills for Moses
(instead of Pac-Man) to overcome the villains and obstacles on each of the game's
100 levels. As in Soko-Ban, gamers have
to figure out the best way to remove or
rearrange obstacles like the murmuring of
the Israelites or mud of bondage. In between levels, gamers become students and
score extra points by answering Biblebased questions. Exodus offers an interesting and positive twist on older game
concepts. IBM ($39.95) Circle Reader
Service #21. cliw
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HALL OF FAM E
The games in Computer Gaming World's Hall of Fame have been highly rated by our readers
over time. They have been rated for their impact on the computer gaming hobby during their peak
peri od of influence and acceptance by our readership. Note that the dates listed for each game are
the copyri ght dates and may precede the actual release dates. Specific formats listed are those
which CGW has in its possession. Each month, we will highlight at least two of these games as
part of this Listing.
The Bard's Tale (Electronic Arts, 1985)
Many formats
Chessmaster (Software Toolworks, 1986)
Many lormats
Dungeon Master (FTL Software, 1987)
Amiga, Atari Sf, IBM
Earl Weaver Baseball (Electronic Arts, 1986)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
Empire (lnterste~ 1978)
Amiga, Atari ST, Commodore 64, IBM
F-19 Stealth Fighter (MicroProse, 1988)
IBM
Gettysburg: The Turning Point (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1986)
Amiga, Apple, C-64, IBM
Gunship (MicroProse, 1989)
Amiga, C-64, IBM
Harpoon (Three-Sixty Pacific, 1989)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
Kampfgruppe (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1985)
Many formats
King 's Quest V (Sierra, 1990)
Amiga, IBM
M-1 Tank Platoon (MicroProse, 1989)
Amiga, IBM
Mech Brigade (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1985)
Many formats
Might & Magic (New World Computing, 1986)
Apple, C-64, IBM, Mac
M.U.L.E. (Electronic Arts, 1983)
Atari 8-bit, C-64
Pirates (MicroProse, 1987)
Many formats
Railroad Tycoon (MicroProse, 1990)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh
SimCity (Maxis, 1987)
Many formats
Star.flight (Electronic Arts, 1986)
Amiga, C-64, IBM, Sega
Their Finest Hour (LucasArts, 1989)
Amiga, Atari ST, IBM
Ultima Ill (Origin, 1983)
Apple, Atari ST, C-64, IBM
Ultima JV (Origin, 1985)
Amiga, Apple, Atari ST, IBM
Ultima VI (Origin, 1990)
Amiga, IBM
War in Russia (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1984)
Apple
Wasteland (Interplay, 1988)
Apple, C64, IBM
Wing Commander (Origin, 1991)
IBM, Sega
Wizardry (Sir-Tech Software, 1981)
Many formats
Zork (lnfocom, 1981)
Many formats
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Empire
Interstel, 1978

Ma ny Fo rmats

Originally published on mainfra mes
in th e late '70s, Wa lter B right 's
game of pl anetary conquest mi xed
exploration and strategy with an economi c bas is for uni t construction.
The game was revamped for personal computers in the mid-'80s. Mark
Ba ld win 's new interface a nd th e
additi on of new uni ts en hanced a
classic game system.

f -19 ~tea lth fi8hter
MicroProse, 1988
IBM

Released prior to the government's
public announcement of the F-117 A,
F-19 Stealth Fighter provided additional challenges beyond those of the
typi cal combat flight simul ation of
its day. By creatin g the electroni c
profil e of the craft and adding the
element of stealth, F-19 became the
first combat flig ht simul ation where
it was more fun not to dogfight than
to engage in one.

Top Adventure Games
COMPANY
Sierra
Sierra
LucasArts
LucasArts
LucasArts
. .... ~1,_ .:. _-..:l, _· · ••Ji.,,_

GAME
Quest for Glory Ill
King's Quest VI: Heir Today ...
Indiana Jones: Fate of Atlantis
Monkey Island 2: Le Chuck
The Secret of Monk~y } ~

#•11./Hl..,ILI•

-~

SCORE
10.46
10.40
10.03
9.99
9.72

I

V•'•' TT#'-',_,
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Top 100 Games

---.

Game
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Top Role Playing Games
GAME
Ultima Underworld
Wizardry VII: Crusaders of Savant
Might & Magic: Clouds of Xeen
Eye of the Beholder If
Might & Magic Ill

IJl.llml VII-.,.' ;.; "

SCORE
COMPANY
10.46
Origin
9.93
Sir-Tech
9.89
New World
9.64
SSI
New World Computing 9.46

... 9-.,..,

..•J.•.:,,. ·-;

!3.38

Top Simulation Games
GAME
Red Baron
Falcon 3.0
Aces of the Pacific
Stunt Island
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe
Gunship 2QQO

COMPANY
Dynamix
Spectrum HoloByte
Dynamix
Disney
LucasArts
Mlcropi:ose

SCORE
9.86
9.60
9.51
9.50
9.33
9.1~

26
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38
39

GAME
Civilization
Solitaire's Journey
Hong Kong Mahjong Pro
Chessmaster 3000
Populous II

The Lost Admiral

SCORE
COMPANY
10.72
MicroProse
10.26
QQP
9.85
Electonic Arts
Software Toolworks
9.42
Electronic Arts
9.05
9.05
OOP

(:

I

-

',

~-'l·~
~
~~--.:::

,,:.:',. ~ot;

1/.//// £q!!fll1

41
42
43
44
45
47

50

-·····-

Civilization
Links 386 Pro
Quest for Glory Il l
Ultima Underworld
King's Quest VI: Heir Today ...
Wing Commander 11
Solita ire's Journey
Indiana Jones: Fate of Atlantis
Monkey Island 2: Le Chuck's Revenge
Wizardry VII: Crusaders of Savant
Might & Magic: Clouds of Xeen
Red Baron
Hong Kong Mahjong Pro
Wolfenstein 3-D
The Perfect General
The Secret of Monkey Island
Lost Files of Sherlock Holmes
Eye of the Beholder II
V for Victory: Utah Beach
Falcon 3.0
Hardball Ill
Great Naval Battles
Aces of the Pacific
Stunt Island
Amazon
Links
Warlords
Might & Magic Ill
Chessmaster 3000
Ultima VII
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe
Lemmings
Jack Nicklaus Signature Golf
Terminator 2029
Conflict: Korea
Carriers At War
High Command
Second Front
The Dagger of Amon Ra
Spellcasting 301 : Spring Break
Tetris Classic
Gunship 2000
Eye of the Beholder
The Castle of Dr. Brain
Chuck Yeager's Air Combat
Silent Service II
Bane of the Cosmic Forge
The Lost Admiral
Populous II
Red Storm Rising

~

-
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Company

Type

Score

Micro Prose
Access
Sierra
Origin
Sierra
Origin
QQP
LucasArts
LucasArts
Sir-Tech
New World
Dynamix
Electonic Arts
Id Software
QQP
LucasArts
Electonic Arts
SSI
Three-Sixty Pacific
Spectrum HoloByte
Accolade
SSI
Dynamix
Disney
Access
Access
SSG
New World Computing
Software Toolworks
Origin
LucasArts
Psygnosis
Accolade
Bethesda
SSI
SSG
Colorado Comp.
SSI
Sierra
Legend
Spectrum HoloByte
Microprose
SSI
Sierra
Electronic Arts
MicroProse
Sir-Tech
QQP
Electronic Arts
MicroProse

ST
SP
AD ,RP
RP
AD
AC
ST
AD
AD
RP
RP
SI
ST
AC
WG
AD
AD
RP
WG
SI
SP
WG ,ST
SI
SI
AD
SP
WG ,ST
RP
ST
RP
SI
AC
SP
AC
WG
WG
WG
WG
AD
AD
ST
SI
RP
AD
SI
SI
RP
ST
ST
SI

10.72
10.67
10.46
10.46
10.40
10.37
10.26
10.03
9.99
9.93
9.89
9.86
9.85
9.76
9.74
9.72
9.71
9.64
9.63
9.60
9.55
9.54
9.51
9.50
9.50
9.47
9.47
9.45
9.42
9.39
9.33
9.30
9.27
9.25
9.21
9.19
9.19
9.18
9.16
9.16
9.14
9.13
9.12
9.11
9 .08
9 .08
9.05
9.05
9.05
9.04

Conquests of the Longbow
Quest for Glory II
UltimaV
Space Quest IV
Western Front
56 Police Quest 3
57 The Adventures of Willy Beamish
58 Mech Warrior
59 Pools of Darkness
60 F-11 7A
Oh , No! More Lemmings
62 Rise of the Dragon
Martian Memorandum
64 Siege
65 Super Tetris
66 Indianapolis 500
Legend of Kyrandia
68 Castles 2: Siege and Conquest
Elvira
70 Command HQ
Rules of Engagement
72 Rex Nebular
Gateway to the Savage Frontier
74 Hoyle Book of Games, Vol. 3
75 The Summoning
76 Heart of China
77 Battles of Napoleon
Battlechess
Gateway
80 Starflight II
4-D Boxing
82 F-15 Strike Eagle II
83 Action Stations
84 Typhoon of Steel
85 Armada 2525
86 Tony LaRussa's Ultimate Baseball
87 Buck Rogers
Carrier Strike
89 Conan the Cimmerian
90 Megafortress
91 PGA Tour Golf
NFL Pro League Football
93 Star Trek: 25th Aniversary
94 The Games: Winter Challenge
Martian Dreams
Shuttle
97 Bandit Kings
Savage Empire
99 Global Conquest
100 Jetfighter II
52
53
54

GAME
The Perfect General
V for Victory: Utah Beach
Great Naval Battles
Warlords
Conflict: Korea

Top Action Games
GAME
Wing Commander II
Wolfenstein 3-D
Lemmings
Tenninator 2029
Oh, Nol More Lemmings
SuperTetris

GAME
Links 386 Pro
Hardball Ill
Links
Jack Nicklaus Signature Golf
Indianapolis 500

COMPANY
QQP
Three-Sixty Pacific
SSI

SSG
SSI

SCORE

9.74
9.63
9.54
9.47
9.21

JI!,<
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COMPANY
SCORE
Origin
10.37
Id Software
9.76
Psygnosis
9.30
Bethesda
9.25
Psygnosis
8.92
Spectrum HoloByte
8.85
VlmkL . .,....... :·.,- 8.56:.:..~

COMPANY
Access
Accolade
Access
Accolade

Electronic Arts

SCORE
10.67
9.55
9.47
9.27
8.84

\
- -

...

'.'...':

~- ..-

_. :: -

Sierra
Sierra
Origin
Sierra
SSI
Sierra
Dynamix
Activision
SSI
Micro Prose
Psygnosis
Dynamix
Access
Mindcraft
Spectrum HoloByte
Electronic Arts
Virgin
Interplay
Accolade
Micro Play
Mindcraft
Micro Prose
SSI
Sierra
SSI
Dynamix
SSI
Interplay
Legend
Electronic Arts
Electronic Arts
MicroProse
RAW Entertainment
SSI
lnterstel
SS I
SSI
SSI
Virgin
Three-Sixty Pacific
Electronic Arts
Micro Sports
Interplay
Accolade
Origin
Virgin
Koei
Origin
MicroPlay
Velocity

AD
AD,RP
RP
AD
WG
AD
AD
ST.SI
RP
SI
AC
AD
AD
ST
AC ,ST
SP
AD
ST
RP
WG,ST
ST

AD
RP
ST
RP
AD
WG
ST
AD
RP
SP
SI
WG
WG
ST
SP
RP
WG
AC ,RP
Sl ,ST
SP
SP
AD
SP
RP
SI
ST,RP
RP
ST
SI

9.04
9.02
9.00
8.98
8.98
8.97
8.96
8.95
8.94
8.92
8.92
8.89
8.89
8.86
8.85
8.84
8.84
8.82
8.82
8.81
8.81
8.79
8.79
8.78
8.76
8.75
8.72
8.72
8.72
8.71
8.71
8.69
8.68
8.67
8.63
8.60
8.57
8.57
8.56
8.55
8.54
8.54
8.53
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.48
8.48
8.47
8.45

AD=Adventure, RP=Role Playing, Sl=Simulation, ST =Strategy, WG=Wargame, AC=Action , SP=Sports

PC Research
Hits List
of Top-!ielling !ioftware

What You've Been
Playing Lately
The Feedback Forum of Reader Response

November, 1992

Rank
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Rank

I.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Rank

I.

2.
3.
4.

5.
Rank
l.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Title and Source
Kings Quest VI (Sierra On-Line)
Commanche: Maximum Overkill (NovaLogic)
The Humans (Gametek)
Wing Commander (Origin)
Sim City (Maxis)
Star Control II (Accolade)
Wizardry VU: Crusaders (Sir-Tech)
Castles II (Interplay)
Aces of the Pacific (Sierra On-Line)
Civilization (MicroProse)
Monopoly (Virgin Games)
Microsoft Flight Simulator (Microsoft)
Links-386 Pro (Accolade)
Hardball III (Accolade)
Quest for Glory III (Sierra On-Line)
Police Quest (Sierra On-Line)
Might & Magic: Clouds of Xeen (New World Computing)
Microsoft Golf for Windows (Microsoft)
Falcon 3.0 (Spectrum HoloByte)
Stunt Island (Disney)

Title and Source
Police Quest III (Sierra On-Line)
Leisure Suit Larry V (Sierra On-Line)
A-10 Tank Killer (Sierra On-Line)
688 Attack Sub (Sierra On-Line)
Kings Quest V (Sierra On-Line)

Title and Source
Prince of Persia (Broderbund)
Award Winners: KQ V & Red Baron (Sierra On-Line)
SimCity Supreme (Maxis)
Microsoft Flight Simulator (Microsoft)
Lemmings (Psygnosis)

Title and Source
BattleChess (Interplay)
Cinemania (Microsoft)
Wing Commander/Secret Missions I & II (Origin)
Sherlock Holmes, CD (ICOM)
CD Game Pack (Software Toolworks)
World View (Britannica)
Kings Quest V (Sierra On-Line)
Loom (Software Toolworks)
Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego (Broderbund)
Murmurs of the Earth (Warner New Media)

This list is based on units sold by Software Etc. , Babbages, Waldensoftware and Electronics

Every month our mailbox fills to capacity with hundreds of
Reader Input Cards from hundreds of our most loyal and outspoken readers. Over the years we've found these cards to be
an invaluable source of feedback. Within 10 days of the
release of our latest issue we can expect to see dozens of
cards begin pouring in with comments, suggestions, encouragements, tirades and many good laughs, in addition to the
data for our Top 100 game poll. Through your efforts, we
know which articles were hits, which flopped , how many tyypos and grammatical errors we've let slip through -- in addition to the many well-articulated opinions on anything and
everything related to gaming.
This column is set aside to give our readers a voice, and to
display the results of our "Playing Lately?" field on the
Reader Input Card. Thanks for taking the time to fill them out
-- and keep 'em coming!

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Civilization (MicroProse)
Conquered Kingdoms (QQP)
Wolfenstein 3-D (id Software)
Comanche: Maximum Overkill (NovaLogic)
Might & Magic: Clouds of Xeen (New World)
Wizardry VU: Crusaders of the Dark Savant
(Sir-Tech)
V For Victory: Utah Beach (Three-Sixty)
Battles of Destiny (QQP)
Links 386 Pro (Access)
Front Page Sports Football (Dynamix)

We received a broad range of responses to our question,
"What's the worst game you've ever played?" Few games
escaped your wrath, including some of the products in our
Hall of Fame. There was, however, some consensus on a few
products, and so we submit this list of stinkers.
Birds of Prey
Blue Max (" ... the apex of embarrassment...")
Codename: Iceman
Das Boot
Earl Weaver Baseball 2 ("Damn shame.")
Fountain of Dreams ("Wasteland 2? Ha!")
Global Effect
Heroes of the 357th
John Madden Football 2
Mantis ("(M)ost (A)ggravating (N)auseating
(T)remendously (I)rritating (S)im")
Megatraveller I
Sim Earth ("No Humans Necessary")
Terminator
Ultimate Military Simulator (1 & II) (" ... watch a movie
and eat dinner between moves.")
Wolf Pack

Boutique. For more information, please contact PC Research at (703) 435-1025.
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The Patch File
omputer game programs have grown so massive and the
number of possible configurations · .as become so huge
that incompatibilities and glitches seem to be breeding at
an exponential rate. Consumers and publishers are both frustrated at the need for adding patches into "buggy" programs, but
they seem to be an interim solution that is going to be with the
hobby for a while (presumably, until a standard platform configuration is agreed upon). So, until the golden age of standardized
platforms and bug-free programs, Computer Gaming World will
publish a regular list of the latest updates of which we are aware.
These patches can usually be downloaded from either
Compuserve or GEnie, but can also be obtained from individual
software publisher's own BBSs and direct from the publisher
(with proof of purchase). We continue to urge publishers to keep
us updated on the latest versions/patches to their games.

C

Air Force Commander Slowdown Patch: Makes the game
playable on high-powered machines. 11/24/92
Amazon Raft Bug Fix: Fixes the problem getting the raft out of
the box in the airplane. 12/12/92
B-17 Flying Fortress Version 2 Update: Adds many new features and tweaks some of the existing ones. 11/17/92
Civilization Update (Amiga): Latest version for the Amiga.
09/12/92
Crisis in the Kremlin Version 1.01: Fixes problems reported by
users since its original release. 09/26/92
Crusaders of the Dark Savant Patch #2: Fixes the "Don
Barlone" bug. 11/16/92
Darklands Version 06: New features added, fixes various
machine compatibility problems, corrects problems in earlier
versions, and includes new/revised artwork for certain areas of
the game. 09/24/92
Darkseed Version 1.5 Update: Latest version of CyberDreams'
adventure. 11/24/92
F-15 Strike Eagle III Install Update: For those having trouble
with the install program. 12/23/92
Falcon: Operation Fighting Tiger V3.0I.I Update: Contains new
installer, a fix for blank screen lockup, escort mission failures,
Reg Flag buildings, PC Speaker sounds, ROE conflicts, B-52
crashes, ships in allied comm mode in Kurile Theatre, and others. 10/ 13/92
Full Count Baseball VS.1 Upgrade: Expands play-by-play and
offers a new screen layout. For owners of V5.0 only. 12/06/92
Greens Version 02 Update: Addresses the problems reported
with scoring, Sound Blasters, etc. 11/22/92
Gunship 2000 Islands and Ice Version .08: Lastest version of
the l&I scenario disk. l 0/ I 0/92
Harpoon Version 1.32 Upgrade: Latest IBM version of the
game. 11/14/92
Island of Dr. Brain Update: Fixes "Ooops 10" error, music
room puzzle, and several other problems. 12/23/92
Jack Nicklaus Signature Edition Rev 1.5: Fixes the Mini-Moss
effect caused by several objects being placed after a hill crest.
12/16/92
Lightspeed Version 02 Update: Fixes the trade problem that
some players have experienced. 11/17/92
Links 386 Pro Update Version 1.08: Allows game to run under
OS/2 and other DPMI operating systems and software. 11/14/92
Power Politics Update: Fixes all known bugs. 12/ 11/92
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Quest For Glory III "B" Patch: Corrects all known game play
errors. 12/03/92
Railroad Tycoon Version 1.01 Update (Mac): The latest version for the Mac. 09/25/92
Rex Nebular Update 8.49 (IBM/VGA): Corrects the chickenbomb and poly-cement problems. 11/13/92
SimLife Upgrade Vl.02c: Fixes minor problems. 12/16/92
Spelljammer Update Vl.1: Lates t ve rs ion of the ga me.
11/21/92
Star Control 2 Vl.1: Fixes several small problems. 12/11/92
Stunt Island Update: Fixes a minor bug in the Install program
that was causing some system lockups after the hardware autodetect sequence. 11/27/92
Stunt Island Beta-Test Patch: Beta version of the patch to fix
the palette shift problem some users were experiencing. (Note:
Some companies release beta versions of their patches so that
interested users can help te st them before offic ial re lease.)
12/09/92
Tom Landry Football V. 1.02 Update: Corrects problems with
modem play, excessive penaJities, Sound Blaster problems, and
improved animation choreography. 12/03/92
Ultima Underworld Upgrade Bug Fix: Fixes disappearing item
problems. 07 /04/92
Ultima VII Keys Fix Patch: The fix for disappearing keys in
Ultima VII. 06/01/92
Wayne Gretzky Hockey 3 Version 1.10: Fi xes many bu gs,
including the Canadien.VOC file, the computer scoring problem,
CH FlightStick problem, penalities, referees, coach's clipboard
and others. 11/24/92

The PRODIGY Weekly Top Ten
The Game Center section of the PRODIGY network offers
its users the chance to rate their favorite games on a weekly
basis. CGW provides this data as yet another indicator of
what' s hot in gaming as determined by the pl ayer's votes.
Please note tiiat a PRODIGY rating is not a cumulative ratin g, as in the CGW Top 100 Poll , and is based upo n a
straight 1- 10 scale.
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uns don't settle anything," said
Raymond Chandler's shamus
supreme (Philip Marlowe) in
his last novel Playback, "they're just a fast
curtain to a bad second act." Of course,
Marlowe was not taking a stance against
the use of guns per se, Chandler's famous
private eye was very capable of handling
them. He simply recognized that lots of
folks in his fictitious Los Angeles (as well
as the real Los Angeles) tended to use their
weapons first and think second. If the quotation were taken completely out of context, however, one might think that
Chandler was totally against the use of
guns.
In the same sense, a lot of people misunderstood the editorial position on violence in computer games which was
presented in a two-part editorial. Again,
the intent was not to condemn the use of
violence in computer games, but merely to
suggest that designers provide for the use
of other solutions as well. After all, Marlowe talked himself out of a lot of difficult
situations and came up with many creative
ways to avoid the standard shoot-out
schtick used by most private detectives
and law enforcement officials in the novels of the day.
So, it may surprise a lot of folks when
they read this editorial. The recent film,
Toys, simply cries out for a response. At
first, there was some thought to writing a
movie review of the film. Although it
might seem an unusual thought, there is a
precedent. CG W reviewed the film, Wargarnes, in the July-August 1983 issue. In
the end, the editorial page seemed a better
spot for discussion, since even the earlier
article did not "review" its subject as much
as editorialize upon it.
The 1983 film used its plot to juxtapose
two questions: "Is this a game or is it real?"
and "What's the difference?" In Toys, we
are led by the hand through fantastically
breathtaking surrealist sets (with many
tributes to Belgian artist, Rene Magritte especially the MTV sequence) toward the
definitive proposition that war toys and
video games are evil. In 1983, the computer gaming/hacker protagonist is a hero
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who stops a potential nuclear holocaust
from occurring (after setting off the circumstances which made such horror possible). In Toys, video games and other war
toys are perceived as desensitizing agents
(indeed, training devices) that make the
war machine possible. In a very real sense,
the computer gamer has come complete
circle from amoral hacker/hero to insensitive villain/foil.
The thesis of Toys would be absolutely
ludicrous, did it not reflect a growing disposition against toy guns, military models,
military miniatures and both traditional
board and computer wargames. Indeed,
the State of New York's Department of
Health unilaterally ordered the makers of
lead miniatures to "immediately cease the
sale and/or distribution of said products in
New York State ... " The Order for Summary Action cited the following as its rationale:
WHEREAS, lead is an environmental poison for
children and lead exposure is one of the most
preventable childhood health problems in New
York State today; and
WHEREAS, environmental exp osu re to even
low levels of lead increases a child 's risk of
developing permanent learning disabilities, reduced concentration and attentiveness and behavior problems; and
WHEREAS, higher levels oflead can ca use mental retardation, kidney disease, liver damage
and even death; and
WHEREAS, experimental results have shown
that lead can be easily rem oved from figurine
surfaces; and
WHEREAS, during play, young children may
ingest lead transferred from a figurine to the
hands or by direct oral contact with a figurine;
and that such exposure may result in eleva ted
blood lead levels; and
WHEREAS, the Commissioner of H ealth of the
State of New York, after investiga tion, is of the
opinion that the sale and / or distribution in New
York State of figurines containing lead is an
activity which constitutes an immediate danger
to the health, safety, and welfare of the people
of the State of New York and that it also constitutes a nuisance affecting the security of life and
health of the p eople; ...

Perhaps, it is simply this miniatures
gamer's imagination, but is it paranoid to
think that the use of the term "immediate

danger" and "nuisance" in this order is
slightly prejudicial? Indeed, it seems especially prejudicial in a state which has not
made landlords replace existing lead pipes
(that carry water that is definitely ingested
rather than the "may ingest" allegation in
the order) or considered outlawing lead
fishing sinkers as well as miniatures. How
are lead miniatures more of a health nuisance than fishing sinkers? What about the
lead in stained glass (another hobbyist
pastime)?
As for the health risk, Loren Wiseman
of game publisher GDW notes that workers in miniatures are regularly tested for
lead accumulation and show no more lead
in their systems than the rest of the population. Surely, such a health-risk should be
obvious among the workers in the substance. This editor simply cannot help but
believe that part of the hidden agenda in
this executive order was because someone
in the health department is concerned
about the fact that most miniatures are war
toys.
As one wag noted, our computing
equipment is made from toxic materials.
The solder on the boards is 40% tin and
60% lead; the chips contain arsenic and
the PVC wiring gives off toxic chlorine
gas when burned. One wonders what excuses might be used to outlaw computer
games as health hazards in the future.
Perhaps, the basic problem is that people do not understand the function of
"play" anymore. Play is an attempt to try
out options with no authentic risk. There
is simply enough risk to encourage one to
think about actions both before and after
perpetrating said actions. As that 1983
reviewer suggested in his review of Wargarnes , the value of play rests within its
purpose. "If the purpose is simply to win
at any cost, the simulation is of doubtful
value. If the purpose is to learn from both
correct and incorrect hypotheses, then the
simulation is of immense value."
War, like guns (to paraphrase Chandler), may provide a fast curtain to a bad
second act, but play is the activity where
that is best learned. How are we going to
learn without the opportunity? cGw
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